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Thesis Abstract

This thesis proposes a rigorous object-oriented methodology, supported by
computer algebra software, to generate and relate features in a mathematical model.
Evidence shows that there is little heuristic or theoretical research into this problem
from any of the three principal modelling methodologies: *case study’, ‘scenario’ and
‘generic’. This thesis comprises two other major strands: applications of computer
algebra software and the efficacy of symbolic computation in teaching and learning.
Developing the principal algorithms in computer algebra has sometimes been done at
the expense of ease of use. Developers have also not concentrated on integrating an
algebra engine into other software.

A thorough review of quantitative studies in

teaching and learning mathematics highlights a serious difficulty in measuring the effect
of using computer algebra. This arises because of the disparate nature of learning with
and without a computer.
This research tackles relationship formulation by casting the problem domain
into object-oriented terms and building an appropriate class hierarchy. This capitalises
on the fact that specific problems are instances of generic problems involving prototype
physical objects. The computer algebra facilitates calculus operations and algebraic
manipulation. In conjunction, I develop an object-oriented design methodology
applicable to small-scale mathematical modelling.

An object model modifies the

generic modelling cycle. This allows relationships between features in the mathematical
model to be generated automatically. The software is validated by quantifying the
benefits of using the object-ori^ted techniques, and the results are statistically
significant.
The principal problem domain considered is Newtonian particle mechanics.
Although the Newtonian axioms form a firm basis for a mathematical description of
interactions between physical objects, applying them within a particular modelling
context can cause problems. The goal is to produce an equation of motion. Applications
to other contexts are also demonstrated.
This research is significant because it formalises feature and equation-generation
in a novel way. A new modelling methodology ensures that this crucial stage in the
modelling cycle is given priority and automated.

Chapter 0
Introduction and Overview of the Thesis
0.0

Introduction

The work behind this thesis covers a period during which there has been enormous
change in computing.

During the 1990s symbolic computation has moved from

mainframe computers to micro-computers to hand held calculators. Many people have
been reluctant to accept these changes, but they are here to stay. The task is therefore to
discover ways of using the available tools to their best advantage, and this thesis must
be seen in that context.

0.1

Previous Papers

Two papers, (Mitic 95A) and (Mitic 95B), cover aspects of original work for this thesis
on object models and user interfaces.

0.2

Problem statement

The motivation behind this work lies in teaching a first course in mathematical
modelling to undergraduate students, and in teaching mechanics to younger students. It
appeared that, despite efforts to ease the modelling process, there were persistent
problem-solving strategy difficulties. O f these, it seemed that a significant number
could be classified as ‘unable to start’. This was because, having completed preliminary
stages, students could not easily identify the salient features in a mathematical model.
Even if this stage was done successfully, students were sometimes unable to form
relationships between the features to produce a model. The problem was therefore to
devise a way of finding features, and of formulating a model by finding relationships
between them. Although finding features and formulating relations between them are
interlinked, this thesis concentrates more on formulating relations. The aim was to
automate this process.

Computer algebra software is necessarily involved in this

process because algebraic computation is fundamental to mathematics (and hence to
modelling) in a way that numeric computation is not. An algebraic model forces
functional forms to be explicit, so that functional variation is equally explicit. Routine
algebra and calculus operations are needed to do this.

0.3

Literature reviews

Chapters 1 ,2 ,3 and 5 contain literature reviews covering distinct areas.
Chapter 1 contains an analysis of three common mathematical modelling strategies, with
a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of each.

The series of ICTMA*

conferences is a principal source of information for two of these: ‘scenario’ and
‘generic’ modelling.

These, and other sources, indicate that some basic modelling

issues (as specified above) are not being addressed. Views on Wiich methodology to
use are somewhat polarised, and concentrate on theoretical issues, course content and
presentation, presentation of results and other issues related to modelling. The main
sources of literature for the third modelling strand, ‘case-study’ modelling, comes fiom
standard texts on modelling. From these a surprisingly small number of modelling
contexts can be identified, but there is, again, a lack of discussion on relationship
formulation.

The absence of extensive discussion of relationship formulation and

identification of features indicates the gap in knowledge vdiich this thesis fills.
The review in Chapter 2 traces the principal stages in algorithm development of
computer algebra software from its introduction in the 1960s to the present. Design
decisions for computer algebra software created barriers for use in mathematical
education, and also in modelling. Tracing algorithm development explains why
computer algebra was prominent in mathematical research long before educational and
modelling applications were envisaged. Papers fix)m the 1970s and 1980s show that
user-fiiendly interfoces and easy manipulation o f expressions were not a first priority of
developers. There is therefore a gap in developing computer algebra tools for modelling,
and the reviews in Chapter 1 show that there are only a few computer algebra
applications in modelling.
Chapter 3 traces ideas suggested in Chapter 2 by presenting a summary of the general
issues which can influence learning of mathematics, with particular emphasis on the use
of computer algebra laboratories. Combining the results of other studies, I present the
most comprehensive review to date of quantitative studies of the efficacy of learning
mathematics. I challenge an informal view that use of computer algebra laboratories is
beneficial, and show that computer laboratories have an overall neutral effect on
learning. Reviews of the statistical results fi-om research papers highlight a problem

, 1 0

which has a major bearing on those studies and on this thesis. This is that using
computer algebra is so fundamentally different in approach to a traditional presentation
that any direct comparison is ill-founded. It affects the validation technique used in
Chapter 9.
Chapter 4 summarises the research problems identified from the previous tluee çhâplêis,
and identifies research tasks for this thesis. The main task is to find a formal way of
linking features in a model, and to then find an appropriate validation method.
Chapter 5 states the case for applying an object-oriented solution to the problems posed
in this thesis. I aim to show that an object-oriented solution is feasible and desirable,
and point out that this type of consideration is rarely justified in many contexts. I then
identify what ‘new’ concepts are important for an object-oriented analysis of a
mathematical modelling domain. A review of the principal object-oriented design
methodologies currently in use indicates that none are vriiolly suitable for the task of
producing an object model for a mathematical modelling domain. It is possible to
identify some useful ideas fi"om them, and these are enhanced in the next chapter.

0.4

Solution by Object-Oriented Analysis and Design

In Chapter 6 I develop an object-oriented analysis methodology which is more
appropriate for mathematical modelling contexts. It capitalises on standard practice in
mathematical modelling, and uses specific mathematical processes and constructions.
The principal task is to identify physical objects, vdiich are abstracted as ‘nouns with
properties’. I suggest two ways of doing this. The first uses a diagram, which would be
drawn as a normal part of the modelling process, and abstracts objects fi:om the diagram.
In doing so, I develop a modelling heuristic, the Principle o f Adjacency, which plays a
significant role in determining which elements in the problem domain can be sensibly
related. A diagram alone is often insufficient to define a complete model. It is therefore
backed up by considering the axioms and heuristics of the problem domain, and ideas
are imported fi'om established modelling methodologies to do this. These two strands
give the Diagram-Axiom methodology, which is my new approach to modelling.
Outline examples show how tiie Diagrdm-Axiom methodology may be applied to

‘ International Conference on the Teaching of Mathematical modelling and Applications
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several modelling contexts, pointing out cases where it is not satisfoctory, as well as
more successful cases.
Chapter 7 contains a more rigorous treatment of the ideas presented so far by applying
object-oriented modelling to the context of Newtonian Particle mechanics.

The

Mathematica software vdiich supports this stresses throughout how objects in the
problem domain interact with each other. This software is the concrete manifestation of
the solution to the problem posed by this thesis. The software combines two important
features. The first is the object model. The second is a methodology for using the object
model. The software contains procedures for implementing a modelling cycle that
involves constructing objects, linking them and invoking class methods until an
equation o f motion results. I call this the Construct-^Link-^Invoke_Methods process.
Several examples of how models are developed illustrate the power and scope of the
methodology. Some programming proved to be tricky, and I discuss successes, failures
and some alternative strategies. Some difficulties arise when using the software, and
these are addressed in the next chapter. I also briefly mention extending the principles
developed in this chapter to other modelling contexts, and demonstrate that this can be
done.
In Chapter 8 I attempt to solve two problems vdiich originate ftom the software
described in Chapter 7. The first is that there is nothing to force the user to follow a
rigid Construct ~^Link-^Invoke_Methods process.

This diminishes its value. The

second is that composing the Mathematica inputs is syntactically complex. This chapter
illustrates how a jfiont-end for the Mathematica software constrains the user to use the
methodology rigorously. In doing so it supplies an algorithm for the modelling process,
automates production of links between objects, and hides the awkward syntax required.
A second interface makes direct use of the Principle o f Adjacency and its converse by
building a model by manipulating a diagram on screen.
Chapter 9 serves two purposes. First it provides empirical justification, using modelling
assignments firom 61 students, for the claim that relating features in a model presents a
problem. An analysis of errors made shows that 35% of those errors arc in relationship
formulation. Of these, 19% were unable to start the process, and a further 71% made
material errors in relationship formulation. Furthermore, evidence shows that there is a
lack of research into assessment of the model formulation stage in modelling. The
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second task of this chapter is to address the problem highlighted in Chapter 3. The
nature of field trials would invalidate a statistical analysis for validating the modelling
methodology and software of this thesis, The stratog}' adopted here is to give an account
of how an objeet-oriented approach would have been beneficial in alleviating difficulties
in the 61 student assignments. The criteria for judging the effect of using objectoriented principles are stringent^ but the rooults arc still statistically significant.
The last chapter assesses what further research could result fi-om the ideas in this thesis.
Some of these relate to developments of the Diagram-Axiom methodology: how to
create a class library for a new modelling context quickly and easily, and how to cast the
components of the methodology into a workable algorithm.

Others relate to the '

software components: developing the icon-driven fix)nt-end software, and finding
efficient implementations o f the object model.

I also reiterate the difficulties of

evaluating software in use and comparing it with ‘traditional* methods. Lastly, I suggest
developing some variations on object-oriented themes in different ways, using
alternative software.
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Chapter 1
Mathematical Modelling Methodologes

1.0

Abstract

This chapter presents an analysis of three common mathematical modelling strategies,

and discusses advantages and disadvantages o f each. The first is modelling by using
specific examples, in which a model based on a ^ven context is presented as a set of
related equations, vriiich are then solved; This approach can make it hard for the novice
to see where the equations originated ûom and encourages reuse of inappropriate old
models. The idea of a fixed number o f context types, fix>m which such models originate,
is supported by standard texts, which subdivide “applied mathematics” into a small
number of categories, each with standard models. A summary of these cases is given.
The second category is “scenario modelling”*in ^riiich a model is construGted around a
particular mathematical technique or process.

This method also discourages

generalisation and is limited in scope. The third category, “generic” modelling, allows a
much wider class o f scenarios to be modelled. It is based on a modelling cycle in vdiich
a problem is analysed and goals set, and important features, peripheral features and
variables are identified. These steps are relatively easy and the method allows some
progress to be made by nearly all siudeiits. The stage where relations are established
between the variables is harder, and this thesis presents empirical evidence to support
the claim that a “generic” modelling cycle is insufficient to address the problem of how
to form relations between variables.

Furthermore, a method for quantifying and

assessing the efficacy of generic model development has not yet been developed, and
this makes it hard to assess preliminary steps in the cycle. The same evidence also
shows that a disproportionate effort is directed towards peripheral activities in the cycle.
Formation of relations between variables is a crucial step Wiich is addressed in this
thesis by an object-oriented technique which necessarily involves symbolic
computation.
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1.1

.

The purpose and scope of mathematical modelling

In this section I present some general ideas of t^iat constitutes mathematical modelling,
and identify three main methodologies for mathematical modelling.

1.1.1

M athem atical modelling: background, aims and definitions

Papers from the ICTMA (International Conference on the Teaching of Mathematical
modelling of Applications - the principal mathematical modelling forum) indicate a
move towards teaching mathematics through applications. In this chapter I discuss the
motivations for this. Two papers in ICTMA-3 (Sloyer 89 and Blum 91) serve as general
introductions to mathematical modelling in the late 1980s, and are still relevant today.
The first of these is a very short introduction to topics which were then of interest to
mathematicians, and hence which could usefully benefit fix>m mathematical modelling.
Sloyer makes the general point that the reason why students should learn mathematics
modelling is to "be better able to understand their world". This definition would seem to
be too general to be able to allow further progress as far as mathematics and modelling
are concerned. Sloyer lists eleven areas of interest in modelling, eight of which have
statistical origias. These may reflect his interests and are not typical of modelling topics
presented in texts on modelling (discussed later in this chapter). Sloyer*s paper omits
topics in applied mathematics and mechanics. However, the list indicates a need to
concentrate on the precise nature and purpose of the modelling process.
The article by Blum (Blum 91) is a review paper which discusses general modelling
issues in much more depth. He states that mathematical modelling means applying
mathematical techniques to a "real problem situation", but does not make much
headway in defining terms rigorously. To attempt a rigorous definition for mathematical
modelling is not particularly productive. However, the purpose of the exercise becomes
clear when one considers the 4-step modelling process described in Blum's paper. The
steps are:
1. produce a simplified (abstract) situation from a real situation;
2. translate data, concepts, relations, conditions and assumptions into mathematics
("mathematise");
3. use appropriate mathematical techniques to solve equations.;
4. interpret the solution and validate the model.
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The idea of associating a set of equations with a set o f physical objects, and also with
solution methods for those equations is missing from. (Blum 91), and is also missing
from current mathematical modelling methodologies. Such an association introduces
the idea of an object, Wiich is central to this thesis.
Bliim mentions the three principal mathematical modelling methodologies which I
discuss in this thesis. He first hints at a generic modelling methodology yMch. will be
discussed in detail later in this chapter. Second, he uses the term mathematise: the
process of producing a mathematical model firom a real situation. This is central to the
methodology vsdiich I term scenario modelling in this thesis. Third, he mentions the
idea that an existing model may be applied to a new or different situation.

This

constitutes the third methodology: using specific case studies: Blum isolates the
following as important modelling examples: income tax, elections, traffic flow, and shot
putting. He also emphasises that all the examples he mentions are suitable for analysis
by an iterative problem solving process, and that problem choice "is essentially a matter
of looking at the examples and of preparing them". Blum does not explain this
comment.

Blum*s discussion of general aims for mathematics teaching and modelling is consistent
with the idea of applicable mathematics. These aims are to describe "extramathematical" areas, to develop problem solving skills and analysis (although there is
insufficient evidence to justify transference of mathematical skills to problem solving in
general), and for its own sake, as part of a cultural heritance. Modelling skills have to be
learned, and Blum suggests three ways to teach them.

1. The first is to create "meta-knowledge" by teaching a technique through a specific
example.
2. The second is to develop a comprehensive understanding of concepts, although he
does not say how this should be done. There is evidence from research involving
computer algebra laboratories for calculus to show that problems involving
understanding rather than actual computation do, indeed, aid understanding. Mayes
(Mayes 97) gives a summary of many of these studies, and I discuss them in detail in
Chapter 3. However, I also demonstrate in Chapter 3 that the way in which the
studies have been done render the origin of improved understanding unclear.

'
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3. The third is to use “iterative ideas of reality to prove mathematical response
rigorously”. This seems to amount to using intuition, vdiich can be misleading.
In parallel with Blum's article, he and Niss have written extensively about the modelling
process in (Blum 91A). They give a definition of mathematical modelling, in terms of a
very simple relational meta-model. Thus, a mathematical model is defined as a triple (S,
M, R) comprising a real problem situation S, a collection of mathematical entities M,
and a mapping R fiom S to M. The latter constitutes the mathématisation process. It
must be a two-way mapping because there must also be a map back to S firom M. This
definition is not particularly useful because all it does is to allocate symbols to any
standard diagram in a modelling cycle. It says nothing about the contents of S and M
and in particular says nothing about the nature of R. This very basic theme is expanded
upon by Warzel (Warzel 89) in a discussion of a more sophisticated meta-model for
mathematical modelling. WarzePs meta-model is also impractical because it does not
provide ways of producing a mathematica^model firom a real situation. The software
and techniques described in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 of this thesis fill this gap with a new
modelling methodology and a software implementation of it.
Blum (Blum 91A) distinguishes between models which have an axiomatic basis and
models which do not. He calls the former descriptive models and the latter normative
models. The essential distinction between them is that normative models require value
judgements vdien formulating features, relationships and assumptions.

Descriptive

models (which normally relate to physical phenomena through Newton's laws or
similar) already contain the basis of a model in the form of established relationships and
features (vdiich constitute axioms). This distinction has been made by other authors
(see, for example Crighton 95). It is a key feature of the modelling methodology
developed in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
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1.1.2

Thoughtprocesses which affect modelling

Research on cognitive processes in mathematical modelling (Lambert 89 and Lamon
97), provides evidence that domain knowledge and relationship generation are
significant fiiotors in modelling, These factors ore discussed in the sections on Generic
Modelling, and this section provides some background for that discussion.
Lambert and others (Lambert 89) provide evidence for a need for domain specific
knowledge as part o f a mental model. This is a significant Actor that supports the
research in this thesis. They develop a common conceptual model in vdiich beliefs
(knowledge, assumptions) relate to metacognition (monitoring, evaluation, control),
Wiich in turn relates to the mathematical domain and the problem domain. The latter
only interact via the metacognition process. They conclude that such models often
consist of simple, personal, rules of thumb, and that a mental model is distinct and
different firom any mathematical process model. They also report that difficulties have
been experienced in trying to teach the metacognitive processes that contribute to
modelling performance. There is little discussion in Lambert's analysis on ways to
fticilitate the production of the necessary mental model, other than experience.
A need for familiarity with a problem domain is siq)ported by Lamon (Lamon 97), who
proposes the idea of a Conceptual model (C-model), which consists of a system of
mathematical ideas and associated processes. Her discussion proceeds by example, so
that it is difficult to generalise, but she concludes that a stable C-model can be^easUy
used and adapted in more sophisticated models* and that it is less subject to rote use than
a non-stable C-model. Lamon does not address problems o f how any conceptual model
is derived in the first place.
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1.1.3

Axiomatic and Heuristic models

In this section I assess the distinction between a model based on axiomatic, principles
and one based on heuristics. Chapter 6 contains examples of both types of model,
formulated using the methodology w hich! develop in Chapter 6. The significance of the
axiomatic/heuristic distinction is important in applying that methodology.

Any model based on Newton's Laws is an example of a model based on axiomatic
principles. Heuristic models encapsulate any data model (for example, in economics).
Crighton stresses this fundamental difference (Crighton 95), saying that many models
are suspect because they have no underlying axiomatic basis. He does not mention a
further problem: data models are often over-fitted and rarely have any provision for
ensuring that they will perform in the future. Booss-Bavnbek (Booss-Bavnbek 91)
makes the same point, but clouds the issue by arguing that Newton's Laws and similar
laws (such as the Coulomb law in electrodynamics) are fundamental laws of nature and
are not empirical. This is not quite true. They are based on assumptions made about the
physical world, which form the axioms of the model. Experiments confirm that such
models are accurate to a high degree. He also takes an extreme (and incorrect) view in
arguing that numeric methods in computational fluid dynamics are inappropriate
because they are fundamental to models. I view them as no more than numerical
techniques.

Having established a rationale for doing mathematical modelling, I now discuss each of
the current mathematical modelling methodologies in detail.
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1.2

Scenario modelling

The first mathematical modelling methodology has been termed Mathématisation or
Scenario Modelling, It encapsulates teaching mathematics through applications, In this
section I summarise the development of and current work on this methodology. Some
examples and a discussion of its advantages and disadvantages follow;

1.2.1

Scenario Modelling: historical development

Schupp (Schiq)p 89) gives an explanation of the historical background to mathematical
modelling and mathematics education in Germany firom the 19th century to the present.
During this time views have swayed between a wish to include practical applications in
teaching and a desire to do exactly the opposite. For teaching in the Gymnasiums, there
were swings In &vour o f applications in 1905 (the Meraner PlSne: Meran directive) and
1922 (the revised Meran directive). Pure mathematics was fiivoured in the intervening
periods, and neither view was si^ported by evidence. Mathematics in the Hauptschule
from the 1950s onwards was embedded in applications, for that was their role. Schupp
provides the scheme in Figure 1.1 to represent a modelling methodology in these
schools. It is transcribed from Oohl’s 1965 book Rechneunterrioht in dor HauptsoJndo, I
have made it more explicit by adding the dotted polygon. This separates the ‘real world’
inside it from the ‘mathematical world’, outside it.

SUto

Mathematics
AppCctton

Real world
RamMwiWprobkm

Proficiency In «MhmoUe

Figure 1.1
Figure 1.1 shows no indication of how a model is to be constructed. It is also curious
that a real world situation appears to result in proficiency in arithmetic.
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Schupp considers that this way o f teaching modelling remained static in Germany for
some years because o f doubt about future usefulness, about vdiat should be considered
as 'normal', and a wish to have applications which were accessible to all students.
Applications were therefore very uniform in style. Schiqip reports two shifts away from
applications, neither siqiported by evidence. His first claim is that during the 1960s
there was a shift ùom arithmetic to a "set-function-structure" paradigm with the
introduction of "new math", in response to scientific developments. His second claim is
that in the early 1970s, a significant statistical component was introduced into the
curriculum. Neither promoted applied mathematics teaching.

Schupp quotes four

informal studies on applied mathematics teaching, for which there was some testing in
the class, although he only implies that this testing

amounted to "use" with no

disastrous consequences reported. Figure 1.2 shows a 1980s version of Figure 1.1. It
shows little advance because it does not address the problem of how the model should
be derived from the real situation.

Solution

Problem
Oaducüon

M athem atics

R eal world

Figure 1.2
Schupp proposes four reasons for the lack of change in the 1980s:
1. teaching applied mathematics was considered ambitious;
2.

few resources were available for teaching of real world problems;

3. the non-perfect nature of real life problems was considered a barrier;
4. the organisation of mathematics teaching was geared to solving small problems in
context, and so did not lend itself to extended problems.

,

'
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If these : reasons are correct, they are consistent with a wish to teach concepts
conservatively through applications. Attaching applications to techniques is the basis of
scenario modelling.
Henn (Henn 97) gives a different view of the slow pace of mathematics reform in
Germany. He makes the crucial point that the Abitur (the examination taken at age 18)
means that teachers are very reluctant to change their ways of teaching or to tackle new
syllabus material which is not relevant to the examination. The same applies in the UK,
v^ere innovative mathematics stays in the hands of enthusiasts. An example is the
work of Wjatkins and Gadd (Watkins 94).

1.2.2

Scenario Modelling: current work

In this section I summarise the main characteristics of scenario modelling (in Keitel 93
and de Lange 93). I also examine discussion of issues in scenario modelling from
established practitioners (Kaiser-Messmer 91 and Blum 95).

Scenario modelling formalises particular problem domains, and structures and
relationships in them. Keitel (Keitel 93) gives a concise definition of matiiematisation:
“Extracting the appropriate concept from a concrete situation...

It comprises

exploration, structuring, finding the mathematical aspects, abstract concepts,
discovering regularities and relations.” He points out that there is a strong intuitive
component in exploring. The work described in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 of this thesis aims
to abstract concepts, automate the process and control the intuitive element. De Lange
(de Lange 93) points out that this aim drives the way in vdiich mathematics is taught.
Teaching using mathematioal structure is no longer appropriate: structure is dictated by
didactics. He does not say that if teaching is done with a CAS (Computer Algebra
System), a natural progression is to structure that teaching by CAS programmmg
technique. De Lange searches for applications of mathematical techniques, but
misinterprets business processes as mathematical applications. A CAS is not necessary

to do manipulations in many of his examples: they can be done by any procedural
programming language (C, Fortran etc.). Hence, some of his comments about implicit
use of mathematics are misplaced. In practice, mathématisation reduces the size of a
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problem domain and builds a realistic scenario around a particular mathematical
technique. As a result, the technique drives the problem, and not vice versa. Despite
this, using a scenario in conjunction with a technique does provide insight into why that
technique is useful.
Kaiser-Messmer (Kaiser-Messmer 91) highlights the differences between scenario
modelling and generic modelling. One significant difference is geographical. Scenario
modelling developed and is widely used in German speaking areas whereas generic
modelling tends to be used by English language users. There is clearly some bias on
the part of the author. She readily acknowledges this by stating that she has little
practical experience of generic modelling. Hence, her paper can only serve as a
description of the scenario modelling method.
She states that the philosophical basis of scenario modelling is a "scientific-humanistic"
principle. The idea is to enable students to "establish relations between mathematics and
the real world”. In order to teach mathematics in context, mathematical technique are
contextualised.

This aim is necessarily idealistic and she provides no empirical

evidence to demonstrate that the aim is fulfilled. Research into the efficacy of scenario
modelling remains a subject for further research.

Kaiser-Messmer criticises some

applications for being less relevant than others, but does not elaborate on these
comments. She quotes the example of the Spode Group (Burghes 89), which produced
an atypical course on Decision Mathematics. More representative modelling output
firom the Spode Group can be found in (Spode 82).

Hence, her comments are

misplaced.
Kaiser-Messmer distinguishes between two types o f nmthematisatipn.

Applied

mathématisation is used as part of a problem-solving process, and conceptual
mathématisation is used as a way to introduce new concepts.

Both are claimed to

enhance "society and the social benefits" rather than "the individual and individual
benefit". It is difficult to see how a particular modelling methodology can achieve this,
and there is clearly a need for more rigorous justification. Scenario modelling may be
prominent in the German speaking countries because there is a well-established tradition
of "Sachrechnen"^ for practical applied arithmetic. Similarly, modelling has to support
utilitarian goals.

Routine, formal exercises
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Blum (Blum 95) echoes the idea expressed in (Schupp 89), that concepts should be
taught conservatively through jq)plications. Some discussion in (Blum 95) is not helpful
because it is ill-defined (e.g. a problem-solving methodology), and relies on examples
rather than analysis. He continues to ask old questions such as "What do applications
and modelling mean?", but provides no solutions. The term “mathematise” is used
without explanation of how this should be done. Perhaps this is a reflection of the
"German" view that this step does not need to be taught because students acquire it
naturally. I shall produce evidence in Chapter 9 to show that this is not true.
Blum thinks that certain barriers inhibit development o f mathematical modelling, and
the same views are also expressed in (Kaiser-Messmer 91):
•

applications and modelling do not fit well into a rigid curriculum:

•

it is more difficult for both learners and teachers;

•

few resources are available.

These do not represent real barriers: they show a lack of innovation and awareness of
courseware (e.g. Spode 82, Beilby 93).
Blum seems unaware of developments on computing in mathematics. In particular,
when this paper was written (1993), DERIVE had been widely used in the United
States, Germany and Austria for many years. He suggests that there are problems with
using it, but does not substantiate his assertion. Research in the United States (discussed
in Chapter 3) shows that devaluation of “traditional” skills is a problem, but not a
significant one. Some of these skills are no longer as significant as they were. Blum
considers that software was then too powerful for teaching and learning. This is no
barrier to learning: it remains to find ways of using the software suitably. Many authors
have done so (for example Brown 91, Kutzler 97, Berry 97, Keller 97 and Shay 97 for
TÏ92 materials).
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1.2.3

Scenario modelling examples

This section contains examples o f scenario models. They show that some scenarios can
be real (rather than merely plausible), but that it is easy to contrive situations that are
r^ is tic , but not real.

A ^natural’ scenario
Henn (Henn 97) describes a fiivourite application of sinq)le scenario modelling in the
context of the German income tax system. This appears to be unique in using a
monotonie increasing piecewise quadratic function of annual income x for tax payable
r , rather than a piecewise linear function (as in the UK).
0;

0S*<5617

0.19*-1067;

5617 ^ * < 8 1 5 4

7t*) =

8154 ^ X <120042
0.53X-22842;

x ^ 120042

It is therefore an easy scenario, but does not attempt the harder task of taking a scenario,
and finding a model Wiich is applicable to it. Its benefits lie in supporting a conceptual
understanding of graphs, continuity and principles o f calculus, and investigative
techniques: Unfortunately, Henn relies too heavily on intuitive appearance of graphs
rather than analysis, and the computations are error prone. Henn models the following
criterion. If xi and X2 are the incomes of two people and t(x) is the tax paid on income x,
then the condition

^ ^

^ ^

should hold in a fair tax system. Henn

claims that this principle holds. Careful analysis shows that the criterion is violated at
discontinuities. Henn also claims that a 1994 change to the tax schedule was "small". It
is clear, even firom a graph, that the tax paid for incomes less than 15000 DM is
markedly different under the two systems. This demonstrates that a scenario can be
improperly used.

•
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•

'Contrived* scenarios

In this section I demonstrate that in an extreme form o f scenario modelling, a 'model* is
easy to contrive, but it may bear little relation to reality. This weakens the power of
scenario modelling as a methodology. Contriving a model directly opposes the view in
(Keitel 93), that concepts should be extracted from a real situation.

Problems that I set between 1989 and 1996 as Chief Examiner for the Applicable
Mathematics AS-level paper of the University o f Cambridge Local Examinations
Syndicate (UCLES) illustrate how to construct models around contexts. This is more
realistic in that the contexts precede the models, but they can be artificial. An example is
(UCLES 95), where I produced a model of rectilinear motion with constant acceleration,
supported by concocted data. This question is not unique in containing the phrase “ ...
may be modelled by ...” This phrase was a response to syllabus directives (SCAA 93
and restated in UCLES 94), and was merely a means of creating a modelling problem
out o f an otherwise standard mechanics problem. It was not hard to provide arcontext for
nearly every question on the paper in this way. A more interesting, and real, example
did not make it into print. The Giuxrdian published statistics (Guardian 94) on honours
received by Chief Executives of QUANGOS who contributed to Conservative Party
fimds, suggesting that they were more likely to be rewarded than those ^ o had made
no contribution. Statistical tests (Appendix IG) confirmed this hypothesis; they were
highly significant, but revealed too much embarrassing information...

'
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1.2.4 Évaluation of scenario modelling
The discussions in sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.3 illustrate the following advantages.
•

Support of a rigid curriculum. It is easy to illustrate simple concepts and techniques
with applications (real or contrived), and such illustrations do not affect the overall
thrust of the curriculum significantly.

•

Repeated practice of a technique can lead to relative fluency in that technique. The
context adds interest Boekaerts (Boekaerts 95) provides limited evidence that boys
are more highly motivated if they can see the relevance of ^riiat they are doing,
Wiereas girls are more reliable in applying rules.^

• The problems considered tend to be simple to formulate and are not wide-ranging.
This aids accessibility by directing effort to the problem under consideration with as
few distracting issues as possible.
The following are disadvantages of scenario modelling.
•

The modeller can be constrained into associating a particular technique with
particular scenarios. This makes it hard to develop models within other contexts.

• It can be hard to develop and refine a model.
• There is a danger of over-fitting by picking a scenario which is a good illustration of
a given technique.
•

Little account is taken of the thinking behind the model (assumptions, features etc.).

•

It does not address the issue of how to fonhulate relations between features.

But see comments in (Tall 93 - Chapter 3), which contradicts this finding.
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1.3

Generic Modelling

I refer to the second of the three principal modelling methodologies as Generic
Modelling. Generic Modelling is an attempt to make a methodology widely applicable
across different contexts, retain flexibility, and define how the model is to be produced.
The processes involved in analysing a real situation and modelling it constitute a
Generic Modelling Cycle. The following sections discuss variations on this cycle, and
point out advantages and shortcomings of generic modelling.

1.3.1

Generic Modelling Cycles.

Hodgson and Amend (Hodgson 95) point out that views of a generic modelling cycle
vary between authors and applications, but have a common basis in the Hirstein Cubic
modelling diagram (Hirstein 91, Figure 1.3). Its basis is scenario modelling, but it is a
useful preliminary to the generic modelling cycle.

Mathematical
problem

Solve

Solution to mathematical
problem

M ath em atize/

interpret

Solution to real
problem

Real prot)lem

k.

Simplify

Solution to simplified
madiematical problem

Mathematical
problem

Mathemal

Interpret
Solution to
simplified real
problem

Simplified real
problem

Figure 1.3
The diagram is a cuboid in which the near face represents the "real world", and the far
face represents the mathematical world. As reprinted in (Hodgson 95), all of the edges
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of the cube are joined by non-directional flows, implying that all paths around the edges
are possible.

This cannot make sense in all cases.

For example, using the path

Simplified Real Problem -> Solution to Simplified Real Problem obviates the need for a
mathematical model. In my version of this diagram I have only included paths vdiich are
meaningfiil. I have further enhanced the diagram such that transitions in the real world
are represented by solid lines, transitions from the real world to the mathematical world
and vice versa are represented by dotted lines, and transitions within the mathematical
world are represented by dashed lines. Hirstein reprints his own diagram in (Hirstein
95), but actual flows are still not clear. His 1995 analysis only separates activities in the
real world from those in the mathematical world, and shows a vague relationship
between them. Nothinig is said about how the model may be revised, validated or
derived.
Two standard texts on modelling outline a short generic modelling cycle: Edwards and
Hamson (Edwards 89) highlight the steps:
•

identify the real problem;

•

formulate a mathematical model;

•

solve;

•

interpret the solution;

•

present the results.

The formulation stage comprises: draw diagrams vdiere appropriate, collect data, list
relevant frctors, assign symbols to variables, state assumptions, and formulate relations
and equations. Three problems arise from this. First, there is no formal connection
between variables and features. Second, the sub-divisions o f the formulate stage are not
formalised in a procedural way. The third concerns the phrase used to qualify the
formulate relations step: "using your mathematical skills e.g. proportionality, linear and
non-linear relations, empirical relations, input-output principle." These rely heavily on
experience and do not teach skills. The evidence of Chapter 9 shows that this treatment
is insufficient to develop the key modelling skills o f relationship formation. Giordano,
Weir and Fox (Giordano 97) add a verification stage to this modelling cycle. They
include steps such as: identify the problem, make assumptions, ask “does die model
make sense?*’, ask “does it address the problem?”, test and maintain the model. These
combine to produce the modelling cycle in Figure 1.4, which emphasises validation and
iterative steps at the expense of the formulation stage. The concept of “sensitivity” of a
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model (the dependence o f an output vector on an iiq>ut vector) is mentioned, but they
do not explain \^ y this is important
No:

Ym

Ym

Yos
No:

Figure 1.4
The 7-box modelling cycle o f Penrose (Penrose 78) demonstrates the principal
components of generic modelling, but provides no detail. It forms a basis for many
others. The 7 stages are the same as the Open University’s model (MST 204 89 Figure 1.5), which has more detail on each stage. Penrose elaborates little on the stages
in this process, and what there is occurs in the form o f two example modelling cycles.
One useful pointer for the “Set up Model” stage is the Input/Output principle, although
this is not applicable to all models.

The ‘Produce Model* stage in Penrose’s scheme is refined in the Open University’s
scheme (MST 204 89 - Figure 1.5). It contains essential flow and component details,
and is relatively detailed. The subdivisions in each major stage are intended to flow
firom top to bottom, although there is flexibility in this. The OU does not make these
internal flows as transparent: it tends to present them as case studies. The actual
guidance for students for the “Formulate Model” stage is not always adequate: it has to
be illustrated by specific examples. Chapter 9 contains empirical evidence that students
have problems with this stage. Generalisation fiom specific examples is expected, and
this is not always easy for inexperienced modellers.
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The successor to MST 204, MST 207, (Bromilow 97) makes no advance. It includes
some new ideas (computer algebra for isolated computations, and multimedia
presentations), but the 7-point modelling cycle remains unchanged. In particular^ there
is no further discussion of the relation formulation stage: the only guidance is based on a
case study which uses the input-ou^ut principle.

1.3.2 Processes within Generic Modelling Cycles.

Ikeda (Ikeda 97) uses a Hirstein model to qualify the processes underlying variable and
relationship generation. He identified six factors:
1

Mathematical knowledge and skill;

2

Knowledge about the real world;

3

Interest in solving the problem;

4

Knowledge about mathematical modelling;

5

Mathematical thinking that will promote the modelling process;

6

5.1

Are there any vague conditions which can be clarified?

5.2

To what extent does a variable effect the real solution, if at all?

5.3

Can the problem be solved easily?

Metacognitive skills about the mathematical modelling activity.

,
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These are too general to be useful. For example, mathematical knowledge and skills is
an ill-defined phrase, and it is not always possible to tell >riiether or hot a problem can
be solved easily before it has been solved. Sub-dividing the fifth component is more
practical. In particular, Ikeda says nothing about how each stage in the modelling cycle
is to be done. He sheds no light on the variable generation stage: 5.2 is used to "find out
several variables that influence...", without saying how this can be done. Similarly the
stage “finding relationships between variables” is left to the user, as is “reject marginal
features”. It would appear that the outcome o f 5.2 or 5.3 cannot be determined until the
modelling process has concluded.

Orman (Orman 95) illustrates experimental and prediction aspects of the modelling
cycle.

He

uses

several

iterative

stages,

the

novel

one

being

a

PREDICTION->EXPERIMENTS->REAL_WORLD loop, in vhich experimentation
with validation determine applicable physical laws. The cycle emphasises knowledge of
the problem domain by explicitly considering symbols, laws and parameters. Lack of
such knowledge, or a lack of fluency in manipulating it mathematically, can be a
significant barrier. Chapter 9 of this thesis provides empirical evidence for this. Each
stage in this cycle must be regarded as a summary of several sub-stages. Without this
assumption the cycle is too general to be workable. Experiments are a significant part
of Ormans' cycle, but over-emphasis on experimental mathematics should not detract
fix)m a focus on mathematical skills. This approach would be defended on the grounds
that many students have a weak mathematical background, and that compensation must
be made for this.
Herring (Herring 97) considers some specific examples on trafhc flow and movement.
Generalising, it is possible to qualify the process of producing assumptions and
generating variables. He concentrates on objects (a key point of this thesis): the car and
the geometry of a junction. When he lists assumptions he is in fact listing features and
associating assumptions with them. Herring is right in explicitly linking a symbol to
each feature, explaining i^4iat the symbol means and stating units if relevant. In
Herring's first example the objective function (i.e. the output of the modelling process)
is only made explicit after the variables have been defined and some relations between
them have been provided. It would have been better to clarify this in advance, as in
(MST 204 89).
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Hodgson (Hodgson 97) recognises that it is not always easy to equip students with the
skills needed to do mathematical modelling. He considers that learning this process in
the classroom sometimes fails because of over-packaging o f specific examples. If a
particular technique is connected to a particular scenario, that connection tends to
remain fixed, even though it might not be wholly appropriate. Hodgson attempts to
solve this problem by using real problems v/iàch are generated by the students
themselves. He implies that motivation is a significant barrier to learning mathematical
modelling, and that the solution is to tackle problems Wiich interest them. These can be
ill-defined and insufficiently taxing. Curve fitting forms a significant part of his
modelling process (as it does in Orman 95). Simple data modelling it is a much easier
process than formulating an algebraic model. Hodgson does not address the basic
problem of how variables are generated and how they are related.

1.33

Evidence for problems in Generating Features and Relations

This section contains comments on a limited number of sources that indicate that a
generic modelling cycle is not always adequate as a learning tool. Earlier research
(mainly fiom Treilibs) provides some indication of the significance of generating
features, variables and relations, and hints at problems in these processes. Potari’s later
study provides direct evidence that students cannot always generate features, variables
and relations. I also discuss some indirect evidence. This section relates mainly, but not
exclusively, to generic modelling,.

Early studies of Form ulation Processes in Modelling

The research of Treilibs (Treilibs 80 and Treilibs 79) is useful in isolating detailed
processes in mathematical modelling. He found a significant (at the 5% level)
correlation between mathematical and modelling ability, and suggested that good
modellers were creative, intuitive, had insight, and did not worry about detail or making
mistakes. These conclusions seem too general to be useful, especially as Treilibs’
reports some mherent bias; students' attitude to the problems affected their success at
solving them, and students fiom a particular selective school produced particularly good
results, treilibs admmistered standard tests designed to assess selection and generation
of variables and relations. There was a particular problem with the select variables test.
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>riiich was found to be ambiguous in practice, and the select relations test appears to test
selection of a model and not relations. Precise answers were siqiplied for m arking
purposes, even though it is clear that these answers are not unique.

Hence, this

experiment was limited to an investigation o f pre-defined factors, for only two
problems. There is no evidence that the results are more generally applicable. Trielibs’
conclusion, that conventional mathematics teaching develops application skills but not
construction skills, is therefore limited. His flow diagram for formulation processes in
modelling contains many imprecise phrases (such as "generate ideas on the empirical
situation", "identify mathematical variables"), and appears to add variables as the main
means of improving a model, without discussing the consequences of removing
variables.
Shortly afterwards Salzano (Salzano 83) investigated teaching methods based on
Treilibs’ methodology. Her result (poor mathematical ability implies poor modelling
ability) is severely biased by the low ability and lack of motivation of the students
concerned. She does include the interesting idea of an "open (-connection) diagram",
i ^ c h consists of a features list linked in a (potentially) fully connected node-arc
diagram. This identifies links between objects in the problem domain, ^ ^ c h is an
important idea in this thesis.

Direct evidence of problems in Feature and Relation Generation
Few direct evaluations of problems in feature and relation generation exist, and the
principal source of explicit evidence is (Potari 93).

This is discussed in detail in

Chapter 9. Potari reported that students managed to explore relationships but could not
formulate them beyond intuitive arguments. His sample was biased towards limited
ability modellers. Earlier studies suffered fix>m the same type o f bias problem: (Salzano
83) from weak students, and (Treilibs 79, Treilibs 80) from a subset of strong students.
Treilibs found that even strong students who managed to generate relationships tended
to produce numeric rather than algebraic models, using relatively unsophisticated
mathematical constructs. This phenomenon serves to expose problems with relation
formulation.
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The purpose of Hamson’s Interactive Simulation software

,

'

Systems Efynamics

modelling tool (Hamson 97) was to generate features and relations (“levels’^ in a model.
He noted “Students did not always relate all their ‘levels’ appropriately...”. This
problem was ameliorated in Hamson’s study by sa p e rv ^r checks on model formulation
and by explorations involving changing the numerical values of parameters. This
diminishes any underlying algebraic model, which is limited to input-output scenarios
involving ODEs. Beare (Beare 96) indicated limited success in generating relations: his
students could formulate relations in words, but were unable to translate this into
algebraic terms.
in d irect evidence of problems in Feature and R elation Generation

Indirect evidence from other sources identifies problems with model formulation, but it
is not always possible to isolate the source of these problems. It is not possible to infer
that problems with model formulation are solely due to problems with relation
generation, but I suggest this as a possibility. This section contains a summary of
instances in this category.

Several studies reviewed in this chapter state that student interaction is necessary to
generate features in models (Ikeda 97 and Hodgson 97). This indicates that feature
generation is a problem. Ikeda reports additional problems with non-algebraic
approaches to finding properties of features (and hence in relation generation). Hodgson
supports this finding by encouraging relation generation by practical data fitting. This
could imply that an algebraic approach became intractable. A minor quantitative result
comes from the Kassel Project (Kaiser 95). Only 20% of German students and 5% of
English students tackled a ‘mathématisation’ problem in a comparative test. These
percentages were much lower than the ‘takc-up’ rates of other problems, despite an
emphasis in England on ‘real’ problems. Kaiser did not define the difficulty clearly:
students were “unable to mathematise”. This is, however, a pointer to difficulties in
defining rules and abstracting mathematical concepts, These inhibit development of
actions and relations in a model.
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1.3.4

,

Generic Modelling: Summary

The advantages of generic modelling are:
•

It is designed to be applicable to any context.

•

Using a large feature list gives the capability o f generating diverse and varied
models.

•

Validation and refinement provide feedback on the effectiveness of the model.

•

Starting points are provided Wiich are accessible to most modellers, even if further
stages in the modelling cycle are less accessible.

The first problem in die following list is the most important, and is tackled in this thesis.
•

The stage that deals with construction o f equations is particululy difficult to
implement, and the methodology does not proride sufficient guidance. This applies
even vriien constructing models based on an axiomatic system (e.g. Newtonian
Mechanics), where the equation-generation stage is relatively well-defined and there
are many prior examples.

•

The method is hard to implement if the problem domain is very specific.

•

The link between the features list and variables is not necessarily controlled. The
result is that features and variables can be “unused” in the model or that features
which were not in the features list appear in the model.

•

There is no control over the use of assunq>tions in the model itself.

Hence,

assumptions can be listed and either not used or contradicted. Conversely, unstated
assumptions can be used implicitly.
•

Steps in the method are not quantified.

Thus, there is no way of assessing

completeness o f a features list, or the relative importance of features.

■ '

1.4
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Modelling thtough Case Studies

Scenario modelling applies contexts to techniques, whereas Case

modelling

associates techniques with contexts* Case Study Modelling stands apart from
mainstream modelling methodologies, but is still widely practiced. An analysis of
common case studieis reveals much commonality in approach. Taylor (Taylor 86) makes
the unfortunate comment that there is “... no obvious way to teach mathematical
modelling...”, and then attempts to do so by presenting differential equation case
studies. The comment is significant in that Case Study Modelling provides a way
forward in the absence of other methods.

1.4.1

The scope of Case Study Modelling

Examples of specific case studies where a mathematical model has been developed for a
real scenario are typified by, for example, Huntley and James (Huntley 90). They
present short and extended case studies, following a brief discussion on formulation of
mathematical models. They do not address any general methodology. Hence their
models are, in principle, no different fix)m dedicated mathematical models which have
been developed to solve “real” problems. There are many examples, either in dedicated
modelling journals (for example Rodin 89, Alabi 89 and Greenhalgh 90), or in journals
dedicated to a given technique (for example Haie 93) or in journals dedicated to a given
tool (for example Mitic 94 and Loe 85). These accounts contain little or no information
about how the model originated. The principal aim is to solve the problem, with little
regard to the formulation process.
There are problems with a case study approach if the primary aim is to teach the process
of modelling.
•

A given model may be difficult to apply to other contexts: it may be too specific to
be usefiil.

•

Case studies are not always conducive for abstraction of ideas and techniques.

•

It encourages the modeller to choose one technique from a limited library of
techniques and to associate a particular technique with a particular scenario. None
of these may be optimal for the particular problem under consideration.

. ■

1.4.2

.

.
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Classification of modelling case studies

Giordano, Weir and Fox (Giordano 97) outline typical modelling contexts, which also
appear elsewhere (e.g. Andrews 76, Berry 95, Huntley 90, Edwards 89 and MST204
89).

•

Models based on an axiomatic system - (e.g. Newtonian Mechanics, heat transfer).
This includes systems for >riiich the axioms are not always explicit (e.g. queuing
processes, where behaviour may be implied).

•

Simulations for models ^riiich will not admit an analytic formulation or solution.

•

Discrete

dynamical systems (principally difference equations - discussed

comprehensively in Sandefur 90), and stochastic processes.
•

Continuous dynamical systems (principally differential equations).

•

Optimisations: continuous and discrete, constrained and unconstrained.

•

Empirical: curve fitting and dim ensional analysis.

•

Models based on an input-ou^ut (conservation) principle. Aris (Aris 78) cites this
principle as the method for formulating relations. This is incorrect as it is not
applicable in all cases.

The uniformity o f modelling case studies is striking. Case study modelling associates a
mathematical technique to a particular scenario, and it is difficult to break away fi*om
the association once it has been seen. There is also a marked similarity of treatments
between texts for similar topics. Appendix IGWF lists the topics covered in (Giordano
97), and also lists similar treatments in other texts (the topics and emphasis sometimes
differ slightly). From this analysis, only a limited number of deviations firom “standard”
modek can be isolated, and these are discussed below.

1.4.2 Deviations from ‘Standard’ models

Since source material for Case Study Modelling is static, the Case Study methodology
lacks a formal way o f producing a different or more advanced model. In this section 1
discuss some ways in which this has been done, although these techniques only occur as
further case studies.
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More advanced technique in a standard model
Giordano, Weir and Fox combine a standard continuous population model with
population functions expressed as cubic splines. This complicates the solution process,
which has to be done piecewise, using appropriate boundary conditions at interval ends.
Huntley and James include a route planning model in which a oblique passage across a
square is modelled by constructing an integral, representing an average distance
travelled. This is more advanced treatment than most others in this section, and
introduces different concepts into a sub-model. Both of these cases introduce new (and
more advanced) mathematical ideas and techniques, which is interesting, but there are
no fundamentally new concepts.
Standard model with a non-standard component
Edwards and Hamson consider a model >riiich involves resisted motion with an unusual
resistance function. The result is a differential equation vhich is either difficult or
impossible to solve analytically, depending on the exact form of the resistance term.
There are no fundamentally new modelling concepts: just difficulties in solving the
resulting equations. Current research in Boundary Element (BE) Analysis represents an
extensive example of how standard techniques may be amended to solve different
classes of problem. Brebbia made the significant BE development steps in the late 1970s
(Brebbia 78 and Brebbia 84), including the fundamental Fortran code (discussed in more
detail in Brebbia 89). Subsequent models involve varying this basic Fortran code.
Model decomposition
Andrews and McLone (Andrews 76) present a number of advanced case studies, mostly
involving standard techniques in optimisation, differential equations, applications of the
input/output principle, and geometry. One model is particularly noteworthy. This is a
business planning model for telecommunications, in which distinct sub-models
representing income, current expenditure, manpower, capital expenditure, depreciation
and finance are combined. It is unusual to see a model which can be decomposed in this
way, and this is a more significant deviation from a standard methodology. Each sub
model is capable of separate analysis. Each case study in this text contains a set of skills
required to formulate and solve the problem. It is significant that none are listed in the
business planning model.
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Case Study fo r a *reaV model
Thomlinson and Norcliff (Thomlinson 89) describe a taught, but real modelling
situation (in oil extraction) that contains no elements of artificiality. The model contains
new techniques and ideas (for the students), and is totally realistic. It is therefore an
excellent idea in principle. However, so much material must be supplied that many
aspects of a generic modelling cycle are removed, and the modelling process reduces to
a case study. The model itself^ including variables, symbols and relations, and a
methodology and techniques for obtaining a solution are supplied. Modelling is
therefore tied to a particular route, from Whdch it is very difficult to deviate. Whether or
not any skills learned on this type of project are transferable to other scenarios is an
open question.
1.4.3

Evaluation of Case Study Modelling

Case Study modelling has the advantage that it is capable of providing a reasonable
ternplate for modelling in a given context. The analysis in Appendix IGWF shows that
the number of modelling contexts is small, so providing a template for each is feasible.
This ’advantage’ is not necessarily beneficial: once a model becomes associated'with a
given context, it can be difficult to construct a completely different model for the same
context.

The most significant problem with Case Study modelling is that it is static and contains
no processes for constructing a model. Whether or not generalities can be inferred from
specific models is questionable. Empirical evidence in Chapter 9 shows that even with
the relatively well-structured Generic methodology, significant problems can occur
when attempting to generate relations. Case Study modelling does not even consider
relation formulation. There is also no guarantee that techniques can be extended to
produce more complex models or models in other contexts.
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1.5

Other methodologies

In this section I consider some further methodologies which have different elements to
the ones considered so 6 r, and also seek useful techniques )riiich could simplement
existing methodologies.
1.5.1

A link between cognitive processes and model form ulation

The first alternative methodology is due to Beare (Beare 96). He describes the Warwick
Spreadsheet System (WSS), which is a dedicated spreadsheet for mathematical
modelling. It is embedded in a methodology which differs fi^om other considered so far
in the following respects:
1. It concentrates on cognitive aspects as a major component of the modelling cycle.
2. The modelling process is geared to producing a model on the spreadsheet.
The cognitive aspects of the methodology behind the WSS make it fundamentally
different to the three m ainstream methodologies considered so far.

Its basis is the Warwick Spreadsheet (WS), which is an Excel derivative, with dedicated
menus and a means of avoiding explicit cell references by using templates. The WSS
does not address the problem o f how algebraic relations in the model are to be derived,
and this has to be done ‘by hand’. Although removing Excel syntax appears to be an
advantage, being able to use a spreadsheet is a valuable skill in its own right, and using
cell references provides valuable insight into algebraic processes.
The WSS gives rise to a 4-domain (real world - cognitive domain - mathematical model
- computer model) modelling cycle. This acknowledges that modelling depends on
techniques, facts, laws and equipment, and separates cognitive structures fi:om
implementation issues. It en^hasises the roles of subject and domain knowledge, but
leaves the processes associated with them unclear. This illustrates a fundamental
problem with this cycle: it says ‘vdiat* but not ‘how*. Processes such as ‘Formulate
mathematical model’, ‘Modify mathematical model’ and ‘Understand the situation’ are
harder to achieve than to specify. Beare gives limited guidance on many of these steps.
One positive example is that writing down a relationship between variables in words
helps in formulating an algebraic formula. There are indications that some problems
occurred in formulating models which involve a non-axionktic basis, which is evidence
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that the WSS only provides a way of managing a model rather than formulating it.
There is also no formal discussion of features, assumptions and relations. Another
constraint on the modelling process is that a model has to be expressible in terms of
spreadsheet constructs.

This means that continuous processes (e.g. differential

equations) must be discretised, which may not be a fundamental part of the modelling
process. Beare does not indicate any advantages of the WSS over other software or
methodologies, and its use has not been tested rigoiirously.

Warzel proposes a more wide-ranging approach (Warzel 89). He takes, as a starting
point, Stachoviak"s explanation of a model as a mapping (with inverse) from one object
to another. This mapping is supported by an elaborate notation and terminology, but it
appears to reduce to a diagrammatic representation of modelling which involves "the
real world" and "the mathematical world" and a mapping between them. Warzel’s
approach is therefore closest to a generic modelling methodology, but it concentrates on
theoretical aspects of the “real/mathematical world” division. As it stands it is not useful
until relationships are explicit and determinable. Warzel goes on to discuss a theory of
actions arising from this meta-model. This is also divorced from reality, but implies an
investigation of the interactions of objects within the system. Warzel’s analysis is
similar to that in (Dreger 89): interactions and responsibilities of objects in the system
are approached from the point of view of considering "fimction points", ^ridch are enduser business functions.

1.5.2

An approach based on linking elements in the problem domain

Hamson and Lynch (Hamson 97) describe a method of solving systems of non-linear
ordinary differential equations numerically on the computer. The novel aspect of this
work is to clarify functional dependency using the aid of "influence diagrams", which
are drawn as directed graphs. The derivatives of state variables

Y, ... are associated

with functions F, G ,... o iX , T,... on the diagram, so that the model can be built from the
diagram. Hamson and Lynch are established and experienced teachers of mathematical
modelling, and their approach is extended considerably in this thesis. However, this
process cannot determine functional forms for the relations between the state variables.
Hamson and Lynch say that "modelling skill" is needed to be able to find them, without
suggesting how this should be acquired. The methodology is also limited to systems of
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differential equation, although it seems possible to extend it to other contexts. They
report that the students found thé projects difficult and that much discussion and tutor
input was necessary in order to produce a reasonable influence diagram without serious
errors or misconceptions. It is therefore hard to assess its effectiveness.

Hamson and Lynch’s approach contains elements of scenario and case study modelling.
It is based on specific mathematical entities (non-linear ODEs), within given contexts.
It does attempt to formulate relations as part of a formal methodology, and is therefore
more sophisticated than scenario modelling.

1.5.3 Problem-solving Heuristics
Polya’s text (Polya 45) on mathematical problem-solving is significant in that it was an
early text on general problem-solving issues. Its approach is to present a sequence of
heuristic strategies, which can be used as a reference. Useful examples for modelling
include “Could you restate the problem?”, “Do you know a related problem?” and
“What is the Unknown?”. Each heuristic contains case study exan^les of how it may
be useful, and Polya’s approach is therefore similar to Case Study Modelling. Although
such a reference may give some guidance in particular circumstances, it provides no
detailed strategy for problem-solving. The only suggestion is an overall 4-stage process:
understand the problem, plan, carry out the plan and look back.
insufficiently specific to be useful for modelling.

These are

Even an extensive catalogue of

heuristics which are directly relevant to modelling would suffer from the problems
highlighted in Section 1.4.3 : inflexibility and a static nature.
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1.6

The use of Computers in Modelling

Having discussed the principal mathematical modelling methodologies and some minor
ones, I now consider how using computers have siq)plemented them. I show, as a
preparation for Chapter 7, that many o f the ideas for using computers in modelling were
not fimdamental to the model formulation process. They are usefiil, and in some cases
essential, but are not integrated into the model formulation process. These comments
must be seen in the context of the hardware and software which was generally available
at the time: a DOS environment in the 1980s, Windowed environments in the 1990s,
multi-media fixim 1995 onwards, and computer algebra packages starting in the late
1980s.’
1.6.1

Computers in modelling: 1989-1997

Four papers fixim the late Eighties and early Nineties summarise thinking about the use
of computers in modelling at that time.

Bowtell (Bowtell 89) advocates the use of computers to implement simulations Wiich
consist of anim ations based on the analytical or numerical solutions of differentisil
equations. These have since become widespread but are limited because they are
specific to the differential equation concerned.
i'

Blum discusses how to use computers in mathematical modelling briefly in (Blum 91A).
He includes Logo, statistical packages and simulation software, but it is not clear how
he thinks these should be used in modelling. In principle, Blum considers that software
is best used for illustration and numerical computation. He talks about using software
for "acquisition of mathematical concepts" but does not say how. Blum mentions the
disadvantage that devaluation of routine computational skills can result from using
computers. He does not back this claim by empirical evidence, but there is limited
evidence from one other source. Mayes (Mayes 95) reports devaluation of routine
computational skills in using computer algebra laboratories in the United States.
Huntley (Huntley 91) discusses the types of programming languages which he thinks
might be useful in modelling and applied mathematics. These are dedicated modelling
I claim to have imported the first copy of DERTVE 2.0 into the UK firom the United States in 1988
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languages, Prolog, and specification languages such as Z. It is not clear &om the
examples given exactly how these would be used in modelling, or how to overcome the
problem of learning these languages. He criticises the computer algebra systems which
were available at the time for not being user-friendly and requiring the learning of a new
language. It is odd that he does not make these criticisms of the three categories to
which he devotes the most detail in his paper. There is also no discussion at all about
procedural languages (particularly Basic) which were in common use at the time.
The software that Clements (Clements 91) thought would be useful in the mid- and late1990s is now in widespread use. He advocated using a tool for numerical computation,
a graphing tool, a differential equation solver and a tool for doing algebraic
manipulation. All of these are performed by the principal computer algebra systems
available today, and the first two are also fulfilled by spreadsheets.
The way in \shich the computer has actually been used in mathematical modelling is
typified by Lawson and Tabor (Lawson 97), who describe computer based experiments
in mechanics. This software now forms a mechanics component of MathWise. They do
not discuss the type of application used to produce the software. The most common
programming tools are languages such as Visual Basic, C++, Toolbook etc., which
perform purely numeric computation. They are therefore not as versatile as symbolic
computation packages. This type of simulation can reinforce theory, perform
"impossible" experiments (such an motion in a vacuum or without gravity), and can
slow down or speed up simulations. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the
experiments are not real and tend to produce much more precise results thm would be
possible in a physical experiment. The range of experiments provided is also limited by
the software. However, they are much more wide-ranging than could possibly be
provided by a traditional text or actual experiment.
Overall, the software to date has provided a useful tool for visualisation and simulation,
but has not had a major impact on modelling. Evidence for this comes from ICTMA-8.
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1.6.2

Spreadsheet Modelling

The spreadsheet has gained prominence as a modelling tool in the late 1990s.^ This late
introduction into curricula indicates further reluctance to use software in mathematics
and modelling. Clements (Clements 95A, Clements 95B, and Clements 95C) provides
examples of spreadsheet analyses of differential equations.

He emphasises the

advantages of this technique in all three articles: "the spreadsheet can be used to
illustrate, in an accessible and graphic way, some of the concepts Wiich a student of
mathematics must grasp Wien studying numerical analysis" (Clements 95B). He does
not make the point that cell references in a spreadsheet act in the same way as algebraic
symbols, thereby reinforcing algebraic concepts (see the comments on Dettori 95, in this
section). Neither does he rnake the point that there is often a useful relationship
between a spreadsheet layout and the model’s geometry and that there is a disadvantage
in having to program some methods (particularly in calculus) explicitly. Davies (Davies
97) illustrates the complexity of spreadsheet analyses. He describes how to a implement
a FEM scheme for solving a PDE. The complexity of the programming adds
significantly to the problem-solving task.
Rodgers (Rodgers 93) describes how fundamental modelling is done “on paper”, not on
the computer. He uses spreadsheets to compute finite difference approximations to
partial differential equations, using models built on the established theory of
eigenfunctions. The results that can be achieved are impressive. The spreadsheet
formulae reinforce the finite difference schemes such that their precise role is clear, and
it is possible to see how assumptions about step sizes affect the approximation.
However, the spreadsheet is not fundamental to the formulation stage of the modelling
process. In most cases, relevant equations are merely stated and the discretised form of
them is programmed.
Shutler and Springham (Shutler 97) describe an apparently different problem. They
model the shifting umbrella population o f Singapore by constructing a Markov chain,
the formulation of which requires a good understanding the problem, and a significant
time to formulate it. An interesting consequence of using a spreadsheet in this context
arises from an optimisation by repeated iteration. This optimisation uses search
techniques instead of calculus, Wiich would mean differentiating with respect to a

* but had been used in industry to find ^proximate solutions to PDEs since die early 1980s.
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discrete variable: not so respectable! Shutler and Spring^bam’s application indicates ties
to ‘traditional’ methods and curricula, and also some reluctance to replace traditional
practice. More research is required to assess the effects of Wiolesale integration of
computer methods into the curriculum.

Few authors link algebraic concepts with spreadsheet formulae. This link applies
fundamentally to mathematics, and indirectly to modelling. Dettori (Dettori 95) attempts
to do this, but fails to state the fundamental relationship between algebraic symbols and
cell references, hideed, he implies that this relationship is absent and that spreadsheet
formulae are functions, not relations). He asserts that, as a result, the spreadsheet cannot
be used to represent algebraic models, and a functional variable "X" cannot be isolated.
Both assertions are wrong. The obvious isomorphism between terms in a formula such
as y=3x and the spreadsheet formula B1=3*A1 shows the relevant functional form. The
variable "X" is also clear. The fact that the spreadsheet formula has multiple instances
(B2=3*A2, B3= 3*A3 etc.) is merely a distractor.

1.6.3 . Developments at ICTMA-8

ICTMA-8, in 1997, was a turning point for computing in modelling. There was a
marked difference between this and previous ICTMA conferences, with a significant
discussion of the use of computers and software, and computer algebra software in
particular. Reports ranged fiom using Graphical calculators (mainly the TI92 - Brown
97), to specific modelling applications (Engebretson 97, Geiger 97), and general
applications in mathematics (Jungerson 97, Pemberton 97). A range of software was
covered. Virdefors (Virdefors 97) used Excel to model planetary motion and data
models for solar eclipse prediction. McRae (McRae 97) used Cabri for geometric
modelling, but argues that spreadsheet modelling is ‘sterile’. Whether or not he has
investigated possibilities is unclear. The paper by Goos (Goos 97) is contradictory: he
prefers visualisation tools and graphical calculators to spreadsheets, but does not explore
spreadsheet graphics.

Huetinck (Huetinck 97) uses a variety of packages (Mathtype,

DERIVE, Cabri, spreadsheets, multimedia) in an integrated programme of mathematics
education that looks similar to the MathWise approach.

Similarly, Bromilow

(Bromilow 97) describes the OU MST 207 course, which uses multimedia and MathCad
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(the latter only for ‘calculator’ type computation). Henn (Henn 97A) stresses the use o f
■ '5
computer algebra packages such as Maple.

This work is praiseworthy, but is not new. Neither are the arguments for and against its
use. Authors who had said little about computation in modelling appeared to accept that
it can be an invaluable tool at ICTMA-8. Henn describes an experimental use of Maple
in Abitur work, saying that this experiment is unique in Germany.^ Neill (Neill 97)
relegates possible advantages of using Maple for mathematics learning research at the
University of Ulster to a “postgraduate investigation”. Hamson, who has done
pioneering work in modelling at Glasgow University without advocating the use of the
computer, belatedly describes a dedicated modelling package, SB ModelMaker, for
modelling dynamical systems (Hamson 97A), and how he has used Excel to do
simulations (Hamson 97B). The sudden injection o f so many papers on computers in
modelling and mathematics may indicate that the modelling community has been, in
general, unaware of computer tools and experiments in their use elsewhere.

Using computers and computer algebra software in mathematics is not new, particularly
in Austria. There were experiments in Austrian High Schools dating from the mid 1980s
(Aspetsberger 84 and Aspetsberger 89, both using MuMath).

Similarly Char and

Calmet have commented on experiments in Canada and France respectively (Char 84 :
and Calmet 84). Arguments in &vour o f using a CAS are now 14 years old (Stoutemyer
84). MathWise courses were also established in the UK by 1993 (Bielby 93).

1.6.4

Com puter Algebra applications in Modelling

Townend and Pountney (Townend 95) present an extensive source of examples of how
DERIVE may be used in modelling. Their stated methodology is generic modelling, but
this methodology is not apparent in many examples. Most are presented as case studies.
Townend and Pountney’s text concentrates on using computer algebra to do routine
manipulations in algebra and calculus. Computer algebra is therefore not an integral
component o f the modelling. The authors acknowledge that the technicalities of using
^ Proceedings for IGTMA8 were published after this thesis was submitted (ICTMÀ8 98). The papers by
Geiger, Huetinck, Bromilow, Digebretson, Jungerson and Virdefors did not appear.
^ but see copiments on introduction of IT in German Schools in 1984 in Chapter 3: the Bund-LânderKommission fOr BildungsplSnung und Forschungf&lderung
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DERIVE to produce certain results can be difficult. Such additional difficulties can
easily detract from the modelling process. Nevertheless, they present some interesting
alternatives and variations for some modelling contexts. They formulate the Firebreak
problem (see Ch£q)ter 6, section 8.2) as a linear program, and describe more
sophisticated spring-daslqx)t systems for the Speed Bump problem (also Chapter 6,
section 8.2). In both cases, they formulate the necessary equations with sufficierit
explanation of what they are doing, but with little indication of Wiy they do it. Unusual
features (e.g. a relationship between the height of a tree and its commercial value)
indicate that they have a deeper than normal insight into some problem domains. This
shows that domain heuristics play a significant part in model formulation.

Less extensive reports on the practice of using computer algebra in modelling (but more
generally in mathematics teaching) come fix>m conferences such as:
•

T^ (Teachers Teaching

with Technology - worldwide but based in the US);

•

ICTCM (InternationalConference on Teaching with Calculators in Mathematics Texas Instruments, US);

•

ICTMT (International Conference on Technology in Mathematics Teaching Europe);

•

ACTM (Asian Conference in Technology in Mathematics - Asia/Australasia).

Not all publish proceedings, but certain points are clear fi-om the numerous
presentations;
1. most applications dealwith mathematical techniques, not modelling;
2. most applications are at a relatively low level (pre-calculus and simple calculus
techniques);
3. few discussions use computer algebra directly, although their number is increasing
as the TI-92 gains fevour;
4. Few presentations do more than describe how to teach given topics with computer
algebra.
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From the 1998

and ICTCM conferences, the following are unusual in that they

concentrate on modelling. Longhawk (Longhawk 98) models symbolic periodic motion
with the TI-92. Lecture synopses indicate that Sheldon and Peterson's presentations ^
will probably be sim ilar but use purely numeric models with graphical analysis.
Kruczynski (Kruczynski 98) uses fitted data and piecewise fimctions to model resisted
motion. Kawski (Kawski 98) makes the point that using technology rpakes a paradigm
shift possible: computation allows for new methods and developments. Such comments
are rarely explicit in papers firom the above conferences. They are possibly implicit in
other presentations. The numerous presentations (about 450 at the T^-1998 and 300 at
ICTCM-98) indicate an essentially concept-based and technique-based approach, similar
to 'scenario' modelling.

1.6.5

Non-appropriate and hidden use of the computer

This section describes how inappropriate techniques, supported by the computer, may be
used to solve modelling problems. The problem is that mere use of a technique without
clear advantages (at best without disadvantages) does not justify use of that technique.
Wilenski (Wilenski 97) discusses a problem fi*om a textbook on calculus which was
intended as a m axim isation problem.

Wilenski saw it as a problem in discrete

probability and "solved" it using a simulation written in StarLogo. He argues that the
solution is useful because it makes the problem "amenable to probabalistic methods"
and is as general as an analytic solution obtained using calculus.^ He does not justify his
first comment. His second comment appears to depend iq)on the necessity to make
modelling assumptions (no air resistance, fixed force applied to the ball etc.) for the
calculus solution. He does not say that equivalent assumptions are necessary for the
simulation: random numbers generated must originate firom a given distribution. The
same problem is apparent of much Logo research: authors do not consider other tools
for the same job (Sacristan 97, Wilenski 97A, Edwards 92 and Kieren 92)

^ Sheldon - Mathematical Modelling at the Pre-calculus/CoUege algebra Level; Peterson - Hands-on
Modelling of 1- and 2-D Motion with tiie TI-83, both at the 11th. ICTCM Conference, New Orleans,
http://hepg.aWcom/ICTCM/in November 1998
* I solved diis problem in 5 minutes using a pen and (literally) the back of an envelope! Wilenski's
program requires about 50 lines of code (including necessary comments), a computer and unquantified
processing time.
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At a more advanced level, using software, and computer algebra software in particular,
merits no more than a mention (Tsai 98 and Siew 97), even though their tasks would
have been impossible without. To some extent, this characterises modem ‘applied
mathematics’, and indicates a reluctance to accept computer algebra methods.

1.7

Quantitative studies of the modelling process

Very little information is available to compare modelling methodologies. This section
discusses research Wiich has been done. Although the studies concerned (Kaiser 95,
and Burghes 93) originally set out to compare modelling in Germany and England,
where the main methodologies in use were scenario and generic modelling respectively,
they were not intended to compare modelling methodologies. Modelling methodologies
were not explicit. Burghes and Kaiser referred to modelling “in Germany” and “in
England”, so that no general inference can be made about particular methodologies.

1.7.1

Comparisons of modelling in Germany and in England

In 1993 Kaiser and Burghes (Kaiser 95) carried out a comparative study of learning
contextual mathematics in England and Germany. This was largely a qualitative study
and few data are reported. They also state several inherent biases:
1. different degrees of selection of students in the two countries;
2. early specialisation in England;
3. an inflexible curriculum in Germany.
Kaiser’s view of English education is idealistic and outdated: "the English Schools
knowledge tradition is described as humanistic, based on the principles of morality
(ideal of the Christian gentleman), individualism, and specialism." This may have been
true of independent schools in the UK many years ago but is not appropriate today. She
points out specific differences between the two countries which introduce bias. She
states that in England there is:
•

the 'discovery' method rather than didactic teaching;

•

more practical work;

•

less class discussion and teacher direction;

•

less emphasis on precision and correct mathematical speech.
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These indicate a more rigorous treatment o f mathematics teaching in Germany. The
authors present data Wiich indicate, on the basis o f percentages of correct answers in a
range of algebra, geometry and modelling questions, that Gennan students perform
better. Only 20% of German and 5% o f English students attempted a mathématisation
problem, indicating that neither country is particularly successful in teaching modelling.
The data are insufficient to make deductions about the relative merits of mathematical
modelling teaching from a statistical point of view, and it is impossible to test the
significance of any one fector.
Kaiser’s discussion has the same content, and some parts of the text are exactly the same
as the discussion in (Burghes 92). It is therefore not original, and Burghes makes some
points that Kaiser does not make. Burghes' study aimed to investigate the efficacy of
modelling approaches in England and Germany. His attitude to quantitative studies is
odd. He states that "quantitative-statistical" methods were not appropriate for the initial
phase of the study, yet they do form the substantive part of the second phase of his
study. Further sources of bias then emerge. An experimental teaching course was used
in England, and this study took place at a time of marked change in attitudes and
practice in England and Wales (the introduction of the National Curriculum). Also, the
observation that teachers in England found it difficult to structure individualised work
programmes casts doubt on the effectiveness of their teaching.
Quantitative results from this comparison are reported in (Burghes 93). The authors
have taken care to select samples in Germany and England such that they are as near as
possible equivalent in order to reduce bias. They developed tests for "mathematical
potential", but there is no evidence that these tests can be used as a measure of acquired
mathematical knowledge and skill, or as a test for modelling ability. The results indicate
siq>erficially that there is considerable advantage in being German. Of the 27
Chi-Squared tests, 14 were statistically significant: twelve in favour Germany and two
in favour of England. However, a test of proportions, which uses the fact the Germans
scored better for 18 out of 27 questions is not significant (Appendix IB). The standard
deviation data fail a Variance Ratio (F) test, indicating that the two samples need not
originate from the same background population. These results weaken the superficial
solidarity of the result in 6vour of Germany. Burghes explains the results by suggesting
that many high-ability pupils in the English sample were creamed off to independent
schools. It would be very difficult to quantify this.

Secondly, he thinks that the
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differences are attributable to diff<a«nt teaching ^ le s and a different emphasis on topics
in the two countries. He concludes by proposing future work in v ^ c h mathematical
attainment is to be determined as a function of ûictors such as schemes of work, class
size, teaching style and type of school. The que^ons posed in (Burghes 92) were not
answered in (Burghes 93).

1.7.2

Extensions: mathematics teaching worldwide and cultural influences

The results reported in (Burghes 98 - the Kassel project, ) ^ c h is a follow-up to his
1992 and 1993 papers) deviate from assessing how mathematical modelling should be
taught. It is an extensive study "to carry out research into teaching and learning of
mathematics in different countries, and ultimately to make recommendations about good
practice in helping piq)ils achieve their mathematical potential", and to find "the key
factors that give rise to successful progress in mathematics". It covers 19 countries,
with the broad conclusion that mathematics teaching in Western Europe is inferior to
mathematics teaching in Eastern Europe, which is inferior to mathematics teaching in
Singapore. The statistical evidence to back this claim is absent. Factors such as work
ethic, time spent on mathematics, and differing emphases on topics and techniques are
mentioned as contributory factors.

I attempted to confirm Burghes’ assertions by

requesting comparative data on recent A-level results fix>m Singapore and the UK fix>m
UCLES (University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate). UCLES declined to
provide the necessary data, and Burghes’ assertions remains unsubstantiated.^ Burghes
provides “recipes for success” in mathematics teaching, centred on depth and rigour of
teaching, differentiation of work and whole class teaching. These claims need to be
tested extensively, and must be placed in the context of national backgrounds. As such,
they are untested. B u rie s indicates that he will make "a series of universal
recommendations for effective maths teaching - independent of culture and society".
There are no indications fix)m Burghes’ previous papers to show how he intends to do
this, and I await this result with much scepticism.

’ The Syndicate probably thinks that A-level results in the UK and Singapore are not comparable because
of differences in time spent on mathematics (including extra coaching), better examination preparation
through O- and AO-level, and a wish for a high profile. Unofficially, it would be embarrassing for
UCLES if it were shown that standards are higher for the Singapore examination season (Winter) than for
the UK season (Summer), yet Singapore results are still much better.

The idea that culturd frctors are important is reinforced by the study of Chandler
(Chandler 97), ^ o compared expectations of mathematical achievement in England
and Wales and Bavaria. She considers that "...we demand. of our school leavers
considerably less ability to reason through a problem than the equivalent in Bavaria.
Candidates here are given problems that are broken down into steps needed for the
solution. In Bavaria, the questions are set so that candidates have to reason this out for
themselves." Chandler backs her claim by quoting example questions from the relevant
examinations, although it is not possible to tell whether or not these examples are
typical.

1.8

Concluding remarks

The modelling methodologies outlined in this chapter have, at times, been the subject of
animated debate, but with no clear evidence for or against the superiority of any of them.
They are still geographically distinct: 'scenario modelling’ being concentrated in
Germany. Statements of these methodologies include very little detail, and in particular,
say little about how variables and relations between variables should be derived. This
gap in knowledge is the subject of this thesis.

Low e3q)ectation in 6 e UK is consistent with my experience as a Chief Examiner. Questions often had
to be eased to make, diem "accessible", and entry to some Universities is also now quite accessible.
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Chapter 2
A Review of Computer Algebra Algorithm Development and
its impact on Mathematical Modelling

2.0

Abstract

Shortly after their introduction in the 1960s, computer algebra systems were used to
simplify the algebra in advanced computations: chiefly relativity and quantum
mechanics. They were not used for sinlpler modelling problems, particularly in an
educational context, and I give some reasons here. During the 1970s the use of computer
algebra systems extended to other fields, bi# was still restricted to research. Papers
written during the early 1980s showed that authors envisaged significant use in
education, but nothing specific in modelling. Inaccurate computation, command-driven
ficnt-ends and a reluctance on the part o f users to abandon traditional ways prevented
educational applications ficm becoming widespread. Improvements in these features
and competitive marketing by some vendors frcilitated adoption by the education
community, and prompted studies into the efficacy o f teaching using computer algebra
software. There is evidence ficm courses developed between 1985 and 1995 to show
that relatively simple operations and procedures, in conjunction with graphics and
numerics, were used to illustrate mathematical, but not modelling, teaching points. M
parallel with this development, the use o f computer algebra in other research
applications became widespread within a community of experienced academic users.
Consequently, applications in modelling did not develop far beyond the stage o f doing
computations vdiich had been derived by hand. I illustrate the difficulties of modelling
within the constraints of simple equation manipulation and calculus. This has left a gap
in developing computer algebra tools for modelling.
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2.1 The development of computer algebra algorithm
This section includes a brief account of the development of the principal algorithms
relevant to symbolic computation with particular reference to those in integration and
differential equation solving. It is intended to demonstrate several points:

•

that the development of algebraic computation has driven the design of computer
algebra packages;

•

that there are difficulties in generating and manipulating mathematical expressions;

•

an explanation of the origin o f common constructs and programming paradigms.

2.2

The Origins of Computer Algebra in LISP

The origins of symbolic manipulation lie with computer languages Wiich were designed
to manipulate non-numerical objects, and were developed in the 1960s. The principal
one is LISP, for vM ch the primitive object is the list. As a result, the basic objects of
computer algebra are strings, symbols and lists.
The LISP language forms the basis for many computer algebra languages, and the
diversity of LISP dialects has given rise to distinct computer algebra languages (as
discussed in Padget 85). There are two principal dialects of LISP. The first arose from
Project Mac and is the precursor for MACSYMA (Pavelle 85). The second has its origin
in the Standard LISP Report, and principal descendants are Cambridge LISP (Fitch 77)
and REDUCE (Heam 83). Some researchers who were active in LISP research later
turned to symbolic computation and have made significant contributions to algorithm
development ever since (Fitch, Wang, Pavelle, Norman and others - see, for example,
Marti 83 and Fitch 98). Hence, the programming constructs of modem computer algebra
languages are influenced by LISP constmcts, and also by procedural programming
languages. Not surprisingly, the purely algorithmic process of differentiation was one of
the first to be computerised.
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2.3

Principal stages in algorithm development

Table 2.1 gives a brief summary o f the principal developments in CA algorithms.

Categor Date Development

Significance

Reference

Calculus 1835 Lioiwille
integrationTheorem
&ODES

Forms Ac basis of Risdi*s algorithm and
subsequent work on solving differential
equations algorithmically.

Liouville 35
Moses 71

1953 Computmsation of
differoitiation
algorithms in LISP*

Consistent versitm of diffomitiation rules
in^lemented as rewrite rules in (Knuth 68).

Nolan 53
Kahrimanian 53

1961 Symbolic integrator
SAINT

Slagle 61
First engine for symbolic, heuristic
integration in finite terms. This is Ae basis of
Ae DERIVE integrator.

1967 Combined heuristic
and algorithmic
integration algorithm

Basis of CAS integration engines, first
implemented in MACSYMA

1969 Risch algoridun for
symbolic integration

Risdi69
A general-pmpose decision procedure for
symbolic integration in finite terms: Ae most (Moses 71 gives
a clear account)
significant algoriAm in symbolic
conq)utation to date.

1971 Algorithms for
symbolic indefinite
integration

First computerisation of heuristic methods
for indefinite integration

1974 Risch-Norman
algorithm

Norman 74
Rq)laces the highly recursive Risch
algorithm wiA a complicated linear (but not Geddes 89
complete) decision procedure^ G e d ^ gives
a clear account of its Maple implementation

1986 Algorithmic solutions
to first order DDEs

Daveq>ort 86
Extension of Risch Theorem to ODEs.
(Daveiq)ort 91) gives Aeorems and exanq)les

1986, Algorithmic solutions
1987 to 2“*. order DDEs

Basis of current algorithms for solving 2™*
order ODEs

1981 Symbolic solution of
1992 3"*. order ODEs

Extensions of Kovadc algorithm and use of Singer 81
Singer 92
symmetry groups (now in^>lemented in
Bronstein92
Axiom)

Moses 67

Wang 71

Kovadc 77
Kovacic 86

Table 2.1

' Davenport (Daveiyort 88) points out that the real problem with differentiation is how to simplify the
result (e.g. — 2x^ =2*3*%^ +0*x^ is nor wanted).
dx
^ David Stoutemyer reports (July 1998) that the problem of complete decidability of the Risch-Norman
algorithm is still unsolved. A finite number of terms in functional forms must be set iq) in advance, and
there is no guarantee that sufficient terms have been included.
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Factorir
sation

For'&ctorising a polynomial modulo p (Wiae Davenport 88
p is prime) - has limitations ^ le n extended to
Actorisation over the integers.

1967 Berlekanÿ
algorithm

1969 Zassenhaus algoriüm Extension of Beriekanq) algorithm, ^ lid i was Daveiq)ort 88
inefficient in Aat Ae time required to Actmise
is an esqxmential function of Ae degree of the
poWomial,
Daveiq)ort 88
1978- Hensers extensions More efficient than Berlekamp’s,. and is Ae
basis
of
Ae
Actorisation
algorithms
in
Reduce,
ofBerlekamp*s
83
Maple and Ma<%yma. Contributoiy
algorithm.
inqnnvements by Wang (1978,83), KaltoAn
(1983)
Solving 1965 Reducing a set of
equations to a .
linear
G ^ b n e r basis
equation
systems
1985 Improved Groebner
basis algoriAm

ProoA that solution of Ae Groebner basis
problem is the same as Ae solution of Ae
original system, and that Ae algorithm
terminates.

Buchberger 65

Increased eonq»utational speed

Buchberger 85

Table 2.1 (continued)
This chronology illustrates how slow algorithm development has been, and that the
major effort in symbolic computation in the 1970s and 1980s has been directed to
algorithm development, at the expense of user interface and routine applications. During
this period, interfaces were all command-driven and output was principally text.
Graphics output was only possible if the video adapter being used supported a graphics
mode. Fateman (Fateman 96) indicates the difficulties associated with solving even
simple non-linear equations, and these cases are widespread. Detailed analysis of the
algorithms show that:
1. They are divorced from heuristic rules learned in elementary courses.
2. Obtaining intermediate results as a means o f explanation is not useful: they can only
relate to internal algorithms. For example, stages in a Risch algorithm computation
would not provide an explanation o f 'everyday' techniques of integration. Neither
would a recursive heuristic integration algorithm (as in Slagle 61): its recursive
nature would be too complex, even for simple integrations.
3. There is a fundamental algebraic problem in that the results obtained do not reflect
the underlying algebraic structure from which they were derived. The consequence
of this is that results can be wrongly applied in applications (particularly in
modellmg).
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4. Users must take care to consider particular cases, and to provide sensible inputs: the
* 1 0

algorithms are not yet sophisticated enough to do this. For example, expressing 2

as an integer should not cause problems, but expressing 2^°°°^ as an integer may
return an Out o f Memory message, even though the second input is a trivial
extension of the first.
5. They cannot imitate the choices made by humans (e.g. in branch cuts, solutions etc.)
in solving equations (Fateman 96).

2.4

Computer algebra usage: consequences of its algorithmic origin

The origin of computer algebra software has had a lasting effect on the capabilities of
computer algebra systems and on the way in v/bich they have been used. Pavelle
(Pavelle 85A) notes the principal techniques for controlling elementary operations:
•

arithmetic computations;

•

algebraic functions (e.g. jQ[x)), based on a rewrite rule X ->¥(X );

•

algebraic operations and simplifications (such as a+a+a), often based on repeated
application of a rewrite rule such as (A,n) -> (n+1) A;

•

simple mathematical operations that return a result, given a sequence of algebraic
inputs.

This class is extensive and includes operations such as Integrate(f^ x),

Expand(x);
•

mathematical functions that return a list such as Solve(equation, variables).

The last two categories are discussed extensively in (Pavelle 85B), where the
capabilities of MACSYMA are explored. Although the results of integrations and
factorisations are impressive in terms of capability and speed, they completely hide the
complexity of underlying algorithms and therefore appear deceptively simple. In order to
progress fix)m ‘calculator mode’, control structures are necessary.

These shift

mathematical operations into the domain of user-constructed algorithms, as listed
below.
2.4.1

Recursion

Even simple mathematical operations often have to be implemented in recursive LISPlike structures, especially in non-sophisticated programming environments such as
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DERIVE. For example, Mathematica provides the function E x p o n e n t [p , x] vAich
returns the degree of x in a polynomial p. No function is available as a primitive in
DERIVE, but the recursive nature of the relevant algorithm is visible in a utility file
(DERIVE 97). A similar recursive example was given as a supplement to (Stoutemyer
91) in April 1992 (Stoutemyer 92A), and concerned the implementation of the
straightforward set operations Union and Intersection.
2.4.2

Flow control by loops

The use of loops in an algebraic expression is nothing new intrinsically, but the
computerisation of mathematical processes required explicit looping. This arose fi-om
algorithm development and drove the design of the user's programming interface.
(Heam 67) is a good example of the REDUCE code for computing the first 20 Legendre
polynomials of x^-2x. This code also includes many other programming structures:
declaration and typing of variables, a formal IF statement and a block structure. Writing
this type of code was a new skill for many mathematicians^ and still iSi
2.4.3

M odularisation

The process of modularisation is analagous to organising mathematical text into
theorems, and using the results of these theorems elsewhere. The programming
equivalent of the theorem is the procedure, and computer algebra encapsulates the
modularisation process through variables* functiono* procedures and packages. Although
these elements are not new in programming, their implementation in computer algebra
software has unique consequences.
•

All created expressions accumulate in memory until they are removed by internal
garbage collection procedures or by the user. Thus, previous definitions and
expressions can remain unexpectedly active.

•

The distinction between local and global variables is not always clear. All variables
are global in DERIVE, even ^^en they appear as local variables (in a formal
parameter list, for example). Formal parameters in a Mathematica procedure
argument list are not local variables in the Pascal or C sense, and this can be a
problem for C/Pascal programmers who migrate to Mathematica. Maeder (Maeder
94) gives the following peculiar programming trick to emulate local variable
behaviour:
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f [xO_, yO_, zO_] :=
Module[{x=xO, y=yO, z=zO},

x = ...
3

(* initialise local x,y,z. *)

(* use local variables*)

2.4.4 Rewrite rules and pattern matching
Rewrite (production) rules are also fundamental to the implementation of modem
computer algebra systems. They are used implicitly to make deductions in mathematical
argument (e.g. to simplify

This is done with a simple rewrite rule

, but rules are not always easy to program because of pattern-matching
difficulties. For exanq)le, to stress the quadratic aspect of an expression such as
applying the rewrite rule

gives az^A-b+cz.

The

Mathematica code below does not work: the fourth power is not replaced by z^.
exp = a (x-2/t) ^4 + b + c(x-2/t)
exp /. (x-2/t)^2 -> z

"^2;

The reason is that the pattem-matcher is not detecting a general case, and the
programmer needs to be aware of how relevant forms are stored internally.

The

following rewrite rule accounts for this:

exp / / . b _. + a _ . Power[ (x - 2 / t ) , n_?Even] -> a z'"(n/2) + b

The route to finding general expressions such as these is tortuous and does not make foi
easy programming. The difficulty of implementing this particular rewrite rule has to be
contrasted with the ‘obvious’ pencil-and -paper substitution, which we do almost
without thinking. Maeder (Maeder 94) rightly points out that, strictly, there are no
formal procedures or functions in Mathematica: they are all rewrite rules, implemented
by pattern matching. This programming paradigm originates firom LISP, and teaching it
needs to be explicit. Dershowitz (Dershowitz 85) gives a fuller discussion of rewrite
rules. He differentiates between the use of rewrite rules for LISP-like simplification (as
above), as opposed to a Prolog-like computation by completion.

The completion

procedure, as given by Knuth. and Bendix (Knuth 70), was originally developed to
generate rewrite systems that can be used to validate identities in equational theories.
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2.4.5

,

List processing

List processing is significant because it appears to be a new technique for
mathematicians. However, list operations have always been carried out routinely in
‘pencil and paper’ computations, albeit implicitly. The most common occurrence is in
mflking an interactive choice fix>m multiple solutions to an equation.

Therefore the

user’s task is to anticipate list generation in automated processes.
2.4.6

Data types and pattern-m atching

Data typing sometimes impedes mathematical computation in procedural languages
because conversions are not always implicit. A simple exanq)le is the non-equivalence
of the C declarations i n t n u m b erl = 1 and f l o a t nuraber2 = 1 .0 . Dus
does not correspond to reality, where they are essentially equivalent. Symbolic
computation packages are not immune from this problem, and sometimes contain
surprising errors. Mathematica, for example, recognises *Aas a rational object, but not 1,
a/b, or all. These are all held internally in different forms. The situation is better with
Maple, vAich can recognise particular algebraic structures, but not in all circumstances
(see Maple 89 for factorisation examples).
The combination of user and package can cause conceptual problems in modelling.
There is always a temptation to treat any symbol x as a continuous real variable,
particularly by using it in calculus operations. The implication is that all algebra takes
place in the context of the real number field, even when x is clearly discrete (e.g.
Greenhalgh 90 - population dynamics). I justify a continuous approximation to a
discrete variable in (Mitic 94), but such justification is rare.
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2.5

The influence of computer algebra on modelling

In the previous section I described routine CAS techniques. These have a significant
impact on modelling because they are the fundamental processes that carry out the
necessary mathematical (and administrative - list operations and modularisation)
operations of modellmg. They have an even greater impact if niodelling processes are
automated: the user has to anticipate results when programming. In Chapter 1 I noted
that computer algebra has had little éffect on modelling, subject to the change noted at
ICTM-8. In this section I give examples to show that computer algebra has not always
been beneficial.
Some modelling examples quoted in (Harper 91) illustrate this point well. There is a
similar example in (Maeder 87). Harper proposes a way of modelling the motion of a
particle fidling vertically under gravity, first finely and secondly in a resisting medium.
The equation of motion is quite simple: x = g;x(o) = 0; v(o) = 1. He uses an iterative scheme
to solve this equation, which is quite surprising considering its simplicity. The real
motivation is to set up an iteration scheme which will cope with an ODE which cannot
be integrated analytically. The iterative scheme below is used.
^n+ l

v„+i ->v„+gh

The REDUCE implementation contains modularisation, iteration in the form of an
explicit loop and explicit declaration o f variables. In Mathematica it would also include
rewrite rules. The iteration is then amended by introducing a resistance term, so that the
v-iteration is replaced by v„+i ->v„+(g-kv„)h. Surprisingly, Harper states that the
existence of analytical solutions is then more doubtful, even though the equation of
motion is intenable. A more enterprising step comes in introducing a procedure that
t

incorporates integration, using the scheme x„+, -a x„ + Jv„d/ ;
0

t

^ v„ + J(g-jtv„)d/.
0

This introduces two new elements. The first is the use of procedures, and the second is
inference by pattern spotting.

The idea is to spot an emerging exponential series.

Given the simple ODE in the first place, the value of this is someWiat dubious,
especially as no proof of convergence (in any sense) is given or suggested. Using
computer algebra software in this example is only useful for performing the integrations;
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Otherwise, a spreadsheet, or a black-box N so lv e [] procedure, is a better tool. The
complication of introducing iteration

into this simple problem detracts from the

modelling concepts. It appears that computer algebra programming constructs have been
introduced simply because they are there.
The profflamming elem ^ts in die above analysis are typical o f analyses found in many
modelling processes. Recursion, rewrite rules and list processing tend to lie within the
domain of Mathematica, where they are used extensively and necessarily, because of a
need to manipulate lists. Recent examples are Chandler 97A, Mitic 97, Sakakibara 97
and Jacob 97.

2.6 The influence of Modelling on Computer Algebra Package
design

In this section I examine some ways in which design of computer algebra packages has
been influenced by modelling. The examples of Reduce and Axiom show how
modelling requirements have driven CAS design, and why most CASs in use today are
general purpose.

This establishes the need for developing dedicated mathematical

environments* os is done in the modelling application of this thesis.
2.6.1

Reduce

The origins o f Reduce lie in theoretical physics. (Heam 71) describes fiuitfril areas in
which to apply symbolic computation techniques to problems in theoretical physics.
When Hearn’s article %vas written* the Risch algorithm was only two years old* and the
pioneering work in finding solutions o f algebraic and differential equations was yet to
come. Heam considered that the most important area for symbolic computation was in
applications of existing theories to experimental testing.

In practice this means

developing perturbation techniques to greater and greater accuracy, and their
experimental validation. A need for routine computations (polynomial manipulations,
substitution of variables and calculus) provided the motivation for developing a genoml
purpose CAS. More specific CASs are now less common: CAYLEY is still used for
computations in group theory (Keady 96, Cannon 82). Modellers therefore have to
adapt general purpose computer algebra packages for specific purposes.
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Specific aspects of Reduce address its modelling requirements.

They are: non-

commutative algebra (see Thomas 88 for another example), pattern matching, rule
definition and efficient integration algorithms. Fitch (Fitch 85) shows how the rule
FOR ALL A LET C O S ( A ) * * 2 =

(1+COS(2*A)) / 2 ;

can be applied in an iterative scheme for finding approximate solutions to a Duffing
equation. Rayna (Rayna 68), gives tiie example of implementing a quartemion algebra,
and makes the point that rule definitions are exactly as they would be with ‘pencil and
paper’.
Lastly, Heam stresses two points which are pertinent to this thesis and to modelling in
general.

The first is that setting up a problem and interpreting the results are as

important as the computations themselves. The second is that he looks forward to when
non-trivial computations in Quantum Electro Dynamics can be done completely
automatically. I attempt to automate a different type of mathematical process using a
CAS in this thesis.
2.6.2

Axiom

The authors of Axiom, which was developed firom the Scratchpad system (Jenks 84),
addressed different specifications. Scratchpad was developed at IBM during the 1980s
by Jenks, Davenport, Trager, Yun, Miller and others, for testing algorithms for symbolic
computation. Scratchpad has now been subsumed into Axiom, development of which
was taken over by NAG, Oxford (Jenks 92). The key point about Axiom is that the
concept of algebraic structure is central to its design, so that it is a dedicated modelling
tool for algebraic analysis as well as being a general purpose computer algebra tool.
Axiom ‘knows’ about the common algebraic structures (ring, integral domain, field
etc.), and can prevent the user fi-om making elementary errors, such as trying to invert
the * operation in a ring. Axiom outputs the algebraic structure to which the result of an
expression evaluation belongs. This dependence on algebraic domains is helpful to
algebraists, but not for others: an engineer would probably not be interested in knowing
that an output polynomial is a member of a quotient ring of polynomials with integer
1 4-

coefficients ( -----

4-

) rather than a member of a ring of polynomials with rational

coefficients ( j +1X+3x^ ).
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2.6.3

M uM ath and successors

MuMath, the precursor for DERIVE, is notable because is was designed (and first
implemented in 1977) as a small system, fitting on one 360K floppy disk. The DERIVE
for Windows kernel is still only 1400K. The result is an easy to leam, cheap and flist
CAS, but one which does not lend itself to research. Research needs more than a
minimal programming language, and programming constructs tend to be highly

recursive due to an absence of memory variables. Recent conferences papers (3*^. Int.
DERIVE Conference, Gettysburg, July 1998) show that its current use is mainly in
education.3

small size has made it possible to produce calculator ROM chips, so that

DERIVE is available on the HP-28 (1993)\ the Tl-92 (1995) and the TI-89 (1998).
Uses of hand held symbolic computation ‘calculators’ are being explored in educational
contexts, but nowhere else. One o f the first reviews of the capabilities of the Tl-92 is
(Waits 95), but it is largely descriptive and only gives a brief indication of potential
uses. The possibilities for modelling remain unexplored.

2.7

CAS Front -Ends

Dewer (Dewer 92) took a different but related approach in implementing a computer
algebra fi:ont end (for Reduce) to select appropriate numerical algorithms fix)m tiie NAG
Library for particular tasks. The ultimate task was numeric, but the required decisions
were the same that would be required for a symbolic analysis. He addresses issues of
continuity, singularities and smoothness ( i.e. a measure of oscillation), and has
formulated and automated a concept of ‘reasonableness’. The CAS analyses wddch
function should be called in particular circumstances. This approach is not new. Roach
(Roach 92) discusses interactions of distinct algorithms used in symbolic definite
integration in Mathematica, and this type of analysis is fundamental to any symbolic
integration process.

The idea of a CAS fiont-end has been taken further in an AI context (Calmet 91). The
aim of Calmet’s work was to encapsulate mathematical knowledge by designing a shell
capable of representing arbitrary mathematical domains linked by algebraic relations. It
^ Ai Rich (Soft Warehouse) told me of his intention to extend Ae DERIVE programming language in
order to make it more suitable for researdi - July 1998.
^ David Stoutemyer Aought that this would happen in 1978: he had to wait a long time!
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incorporates heuristics^ exception handling and knowledge representation systems.
There is some doubt about whether or not this system can be used in a general-purpose
context because the knowledge encapulation used is context specific.
The firont-ends of Dewer and Calmet show how heuristics may be incorporated into a
CAS. More research is needed to advance this area of study.

2.8

Difficulties with Symbolic Computation in Modelling

In this section I catalogue some difficulties wAen symbolic computation is used in
modelling. These difficulties impede progress in modelling. Examples of good and not
so good practice are taken mainly fix)m the Mathematica course by Brown, Porta and
Uhl (Brown 91). This contains many effective uses of symbolic computation, and also
anticipates potential problems and suggests solutions (often heuristic). Some difficulties
with developing applications with symbolic computation have already been mentioned,
and they are discussed briefly here for completeness.
2.8.1

Expression simplificatioh

Several problems o f simplification (e.g. arising jfiom differentiation, or rewrite rules fbr ^
expressions) have already been mentioned. In principle, simplification processes are
driven by heuristic rules and strategies. The approach taken in CAS design depends oh^
vAat the CAS developers consider to be the most effective, and there are three schools
of thought. The first is that an explicit function can be called to activate a set of rules
(as in Macsyma). The second is to load a package (as in Reduce). The third is to define
ad hoc rules and apply them as required (as in DERIVE and Mathematica). All of these
involve some knowledge of what is required or usefiil in given circumstances, and the
third alternative can cause particular difficulties in constructing rule sets. These are
discussed in (Stoutemyer 77). Finding ways to automate simplification strategies for
expressions remains an unsolved problem.
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A deviation from the above heuristic paradign for simplification is Purse’s Mathematics
Understander (MU) program (Purse 91). This is capable o f proving theorems in group
theory, the inputs being a set of rules with a conjecture, and the ouq)uts being steps in
the proof of the conjecture, or a statement that the conjecture is frdse. This is a
remarkable achievement, but its complexity and the development time required (about
10 years up to 1991), indicate the difficulty of the problem. MU relies on heuristics to
direct (albeit automatically) the path of a proof, and an objective measure of progress at
each step in the proof. The heuristics are programmed as desirable inferences, and this
is a weakness of the system. MU also relies on rules sets supplied by the user, and these
can be inconsistent.

2.8.2

CAS Knowledge base

Problems of non-propagation of algebraic rules in some CASs have already been raised.
To the user, the origin of these problems is not apparent, and they appear the same as
some simplification problems. The CAS does not always ‘know’ of some
simplifications, but this is not surprising if simple algebraic constructs are not
recognised. Sin[n Pi] (n e Z), for example, will not automatically simplify to 0 in
Mathematica or DERIVE. Although the rewrite rule Sin [n_Integer Pi] -> 0
can be defined in Mathematica, there is no easy way of declaring that n is an integer.
Declaring n to be an integer is easy in DERIVE. Once it has been done, sin(n7i)
simplifies to 0 with no problem. Another common example in Mathematica is the fact
that a + 1 > 0 does not follow immediately fix>m a> 0. The consequences can be
severe for modelling because decisions cannot be automated easily. It also forces
regression to numerical work, which dilutes the power of the model.
2.8.3

Process justification

It is very tempting in modelling to make approximations without justifying them. A
general-purpose CAS allows the user to make approximations to functions of arbitrary
order, and the user has to be aware of potential pitfalls. Brown, Porta and Uhl (Brown
91 page 370-1) provide a good way to sidestep this problem by clarifying general

principles on approximation accuracy. They provide an example in vfrich an
1
approximation to je ’" dxis required, and suggest constructing a polynomial p[x] such

.

that
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-p (^ )| < c, e > 0. Taylor t^roxim ations provide successive ^proximationo,

p[x], to this exponential function. Plots Aow how .good (or bad) these approximations
are. Although ^ s approach is empirical, it is much better than simply using a Taylor
{q>proximation with no justification o f the number o f terms used. However, the Gibb’s
phenomenon (Carslaw 50) is important in such approximations: more terms in an
approximation do not guarantee improved accuracy.

2.8.4

Fitting and over-fitting

Brown, Porta and Uhl (Brown 91 page 320-1) also provide an effective demonstration
o f how a ‘better’ approximation can be worse, in the context of fitting to discrete data.
Data fitting is important for modelling systems \riiich do not have an axiomatic basis*
and a common error is to employ too conq)lex a fit, and not to consider whether the
result is robust. The divergence of a higher order approximation is very plain to see: a
quadratic approximation appears to fit the data well (judging by eye), but a quartic is
clearly worse because it is less ‘smooth’.

A rigorous measure of this deviation is

missing, and I suggest a way^ in Appendix 2B. I also introduce a measure of robustness
in this appendix by fitting only some of the data, with the aim of assessing whether or
not the fit is in any way applicable to the non-fitted points also. A linear model is
clearly the most robust intuitively. This non-rigorous measure is so striking that there is
no point in producing siq)porting calculations. A robust fit, using only part of the data
‘in-sample’ and extrapolated ‘out-of-sample’ on the remaining data, gives some
indication of the stability of the model.

^ By summing two opposing deviation measures for a fitted curve ( A ^ oppose because Aey compute an
error measure at, and as Ar away as possible, fixnn fitted points):
1. If ^x) is a piecewise continuous linear function that joins Ata points in sequence. Calculate Ae sum
of Ae deviations of Ae curve fi-om f(x) at Ae mid-point of each adjacent data pair.
2. The sum of squares of deviations of Ae fitted curve at Ae data points.
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2.8.5

Contiliuoiis approxim ation to a discrete variable

Brown, Porta and Uhl (Brown 91 page 252-3) discuss a predator-prey model, but do not
justify using à continuous approximation to a discrete variable. They make assumptions
about constant parameters in the model with no justification, but the nature of the
variables is not questioned. Happily, symbolic parameters are retained for as long as
possible, so the fimctional dependency on them can be investigated.

2.8.6

Im plicit conditions in proof

Proofr often form a significant part o f studies in applied analysis. Functions, in most
CASs, are simply symbols, and can be manipulated in the same way that any other
mathematical object can. Thus, we can differentiate a fimction f(x) and then use the
result f'(x ). The result will be meaningless if f violates continuity or differentiability
conditions. Devitt (Devitt 89) gives an illustration o f good practice. He proves the
1®*Mean Value Theorem in Maple (Appendix 2D), starting with two points A and B on
the curve defined by a fimction f.

Devitt is careful to state the continuity and

differentiability conditions required for this proof to be valid, even though they are not
used explicitly. Devitt’s use of a specific graph is misleading, as the theorem looks
obvious for a continuous, differentiable function on an open real interval. The real task
here is to find a case >riiere the theorem breaks down, and violating a continuity
condition provides one.

2.8.7

Lack of in-built mechanisms for equation m anipulation

In some CASs there is no general mechanism for applying the same operation to both
sides o f an equation, and this makes routine manipulation difficult. Thus, given a
Mathematica expression like S q r t [a] == S q r t [ b ] , the result a == b can only be
obtained with the aid of many lines o f program code, such as described in (Riddle 91),
Riddle’s method is to apply the same operation to both sides of the equation. In
DERIVE, such operations can be performed, but they look odd:
simplify to a - 6 .

= V&)^2 does
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2 8*8 CAS Design and User Requirements
Fateman discusses a major CAS design issue in (Fateman 90). He compares Scratchpad
n, \riiich works within an algebraic structure with other CASs. Fateman says, in the
context of MACSYMA: "I believe that we were unable to find a single, comprehensive,
and effective, organisational structure to explain to users and programmers the system’s
mathematical and computational premises, and their consequences."

Thus, he

recognises that user requirements are at odds with design and that it is very difficult to
emulate implicit processes in human thought. An example is vAen adding two square
matrices. Any algorithm that does this must check the dimension of the matrices (and
also compatibility of their elements) and this may not be Imown until run time. This
causes late-binding problems which are also apparent in exclusively compiled 0 -0
programming languages.

2.9

Inappropriate use o f a CAS

>

It is easy to use a CAS badly. This section contains an example of using a CAS when an
alternative technique is better. In (Iglesias 97), Iglesias and Power implement constant
and linear element BEM techniques to solve a simple boundary value problem in
(Brebbia 78).^ The Mathematica implementation has several problems.
1. The code is too slow (and will fiul!) when used for non-trivial applications.
2. It is fiister to evaluate the integrals numerically, and symbolic techniques are not
needed.
3. The Gaussian Quadrature technique used is superfluous: it is subsumed into the
MaAematica function NIntegrate.
4. The BEM is typically used to calculate the value of the potential and potential
gradient at interior points as well as on the boundary. This increases the number of
nodes considered. The Iglesias-Power implementation does not do this, and
including more nodes would decrease the speed further.
5. Iglesias and Power are mistaken in stating that symbolic computation programs can
“carry out the calculations with infinite precision”. This is clearly impossible.

^ Comments are based on my 1996 MaAematica implementation of this technique.
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There has to be some positive advantage in using a CAS in modelling, and it mu$t
outweigh disadvantages. Finding a suitable BEM application remains a matter for
furdier research.

2.10 Educational applications of computer algebra
In this section I discuss the principal ideas which were advanced between 1975 and
1985 for applications in learning mathematics and modelling, and highlight some
barriers that were recognised then. These ideas are still advanced today with little
change. I also discuss some misconceptions ,and important considerations which passed
almost unnoticed more than ten years ago.
Stoutemyer

(Stoutemyer 84) provided several arguments as to \riiy procedural

programming languages (Fortran, Pascal etc.) are insufficient for learning mathematics,
and argued that computer algebra software could fill the gap. His arguments partially
explain why this type o f programming has not entered mathematics teaching.
1 Inputs and outputs in Fortran, Pascal etc. are necessarily numerical.
2. Programming is an algorithmic process with few parallels in elementary
mathematics.
3. Numeric computation is limited by machine precision, which causes round off error.
4.

Typing introduces conceptual incompatibilities (e.g. 1 (integer) is not the same as
1.0 (floating point) ).

5.

The ‘language’ of computing (binary and hex.) does not correspond to ‘normal’
language, decimal.

Given that Stoutemyer argues that procedural programming languages cannot do
symbolic manipulation, it is not surprising that his solution is a CAS, which can.
Stoutemyer saw the following items as potential targets for computer algebra in
education in 1984.
1. For CAI (a role that MathWise can perform (See Chapter 3)).
2. To provide enrichment and motivation: rules can be discovered and conjectures
formulated (but proof is much harder).
3. Preparation and checking of teaching materials.
4.

In automated production o f examples and testing* and in intelligent diagnosis.
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Of these, only the first two have been discussed at length since. Stoutemyer predicted an
effect, for better or worse, of computer algebra on mathematics and modelling, but does
not elaborate on his comment.
Stoutemyer does not say:
•

what curriculum changes may result;

•

what the effects might be on algebraic skills;

•

that programming skills (particularly for recursive routines) are hard to gain.

Hosack adds the following advantages of symbolic conq)utation to Stoutemyer’s list in
(Hosack 84), but there are problems associated with all of them.
1. The user can concentrate on concepts rather than algorithms (although he does not
say that this is often harder).
2. Greater realism is possible (but see Mitic 94B),
3. There is a specific use for numerical methods involving asymptotic series (this really
lies within the domain of applied mathematics research).
Calmet (Calmet 84) provides empirical evidence jfrom physics students for some of the
problems discussed earlier in this chapter. His students considered that learning a new
programming language is only worthwhile if the benefits of doing so are totally visible
fi-om the start, and that suitable teaching is required. The first point may reflect the
limited capabilities of CASs and the difficulty of using them in 1984.
Aspetsberger and Funk (Aspetsberger 84) showed that some of these problems can be
overcome. They succeeded in teaching Austrian High School students transformational
geometry and number theory with MuMath. They report that they even succeeded in
teaching functional and recursive programming. Such success is surprising unless the
problems solved were extreniely simple. Their success is likely not to be generally
applicable: the sample used was small and had special treatment.
As a result of Maple trials with students at the University of Waterloo, Char (Char 84)
echoes the ‘immediate payoff requirement that appears to be sought by some new users.
Char also states that Maple was not powerful enough at the time. He argues for an
integrated environment for mathematical processes and against a command-driven
interface. Both of these issues are addressed in the software for this thesis. Char also
mentions a common side effect, which is to have unrealistic expectations of a CAS by
attempting extremely large (in terms of memory required) computations which require

.
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the same order o f iiq)ut as a much smaller computation. A Very trivial example is the
calculation of 20! and 20000!..
Thomas (Thomas 88) advances the idea of easing the effects of a command-driven
inter&ce. He su ^ests additional software to supplement a CA engine (Reduce in this
case) to pre-process sets of axioms which produce Reduce rules. This is a way of
extending the programming language. This effective technique has been used in a
number of contexts:
•

To pre-process input files for the software developed in this thesis, thus avoiding
syntax problems.

•

To process exported expressions, and process them in a way that is not possible
within the syntax of the CAS (Mitic 94A).

•

To speed up numerical calculations (MathLink 91).

2.11 Summary
The following points summarise problems that arise from the way computer algebra
systems developed, and how this development has affected modelling.

The origin of computer algebra systems in LISP has resulted in programming constructs
that are recursive and require list manipulations. These appear to be divorced fix)m
mathematical operations, but are necessary for routine manipulation of expressions.
Similarly, programming constructs such as rewrite rules, data typing and modularisation
cannot be avoided.

Since the 1960s, computer algebra research has concentrated on algorithms, and
significant user interface development has only occurred during the past six years. The
result is that computer algebra systems have been difficult to use. Many users in the
1960s and 1970s were researchers vAo needed computer algebra tools to simplify
complex and lengthy manipulations in algebra and calculus. They were motivated to
overcome the difficulties of using a CAS, and found that a general purpose
mathematical tool was more valuable than dedicated tools. This causes problems for
mathematical modelling.

Modellers can use a CAS to perform the routine

. ■

. \
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manipulations vAich arise vAen solving equations, but using a CAS to formulate the
model is much harder.

Once attention shifted from algorithm development to applications (in the 1980s and
1990s), CASs gained frivour in education as well as research. Many researchers used
computer algebra in an inappropriate way: it was possible to do manipulations without
regard to algebraic structure or pathological cases. There was also a tendency to use
them without considering whether or not they were the most appropriate tool.

I end this chapter with a frdlacy and a comment Lichtenburger (Lichtenburger 84) states
that symbolic computation processes can be ‘stepped through’ in order to gain some
insight into the process. This section has demonstrated that the algorithms used in CASs
are not appropriate for this purpose. None o f the authors in this chapter mention one
further problem: the construction of modelling problems ‘suitable’ for analysis with a
CAS. This problem is essentially the same as constructing numerical problems vAere
terms cancel. It is discussed in (Mitic 94B).
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Chapter 3
Teaching and learning mathematics and modelling by
Computer

3.0

Abstract

This chapter gives a summary of the general issues ) ^ c h can influence learning of
mathematics through the medium o f computer algebra. Research in this area is limited
in scope and focuses on theoretical rather than practical issues. It therefore fails to
address issues arising from the use of software in mathematics. Using software is not
always beneficial because traditional methods may achieve the desired result faster, or
without a considerable programming overhead, or may account for algebraic factors that
the CAS cannot account for. The chapter concentrates on computer algebra laboratories,
for Wiich I give the most comprehensive review to date o f quantitative studies of the
efQcacy of learning mathematics. Some of these studies contain insufficient statistical
information to siq)port any rigorous analysis. For those that contain more sophisticated

statistical analysis, the experimental conditions and the statistical basis for the
conclusions reached is questionable. Conclusions in many o f these studies are therefore
doubtful. When taken as a whole, these studies indicate that computer laboratories have
an overall benign effect on learning^ From considerations o f these studies, I establish a
case that the use of educational computer-based technology, and computer algebra in
particular, is so fundamentally different in approach to a traditional presentation that any
direct comparison is ill-founded. I propose that a package comprising the computer
tool, the overall pedagogic approach, training and teacher enthusiasm, all acting
together, is the important frctor in determining success over traditional approaches.
Therefore any such comparison is inherently unsatisfiictory: the precise details of what
is being compared is not well-defined. Devising a fair test for comparing a computer
algebra approach to a traditional approach remains a subject for further research. In
order to test the specific effects o f the techniques devised in this thesis, I adopt an
alternative approach which avoids a direct comparison of achievement.
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3.1

Non-mathematical issues which influence learning

À number of learning models are applicable to mathematical learning and modelling.
The following discussion shows that these models present some theoretical issues but
tend not to pursue practicalities. Two such models are discussed in this section. In
addition, learning is also influenced by the computer itself and more general
environmental issues. This section contains a discussion of recent papers on these
topics.

3.1.1

Learning Models

Norman and Pritchard (Norman 94) discuss the learning model originally due to
Cocking and Chipman (Cocking 88), and using a Kruketskii approach to learning
difficulties (Kruketskii 76). In this generic model the learning process is modified by
three factors entry mastery (> ^ ch contains the theoretical constructs for this model),
opportunity to learn, and student motivation, the last two categories being important but
largely uncontrolled. The authors sub-divide the entry mastery category four ways:
mathematical concepts, language skills, reading and learning ability. They claim that
successful problem-solvers can generalise and are flexible thinkers. Discussion of how
existing ideas might be applied to another context or of how a completely new model
might be generated appears to be missing. Flexible thinking involves applying a
successful solution process for a previous problem to a new problem. The authors state
that a good problem-solver knows when and how to do this, and also when a previous
solution is not appropriate to a new problem. This does not help the acquisition or
development of any such knowledge. Norman and Pritchard also discuss two cognitive
obstacles to learning: linguistic/representational obstacles and intuitive influence.
Linguistic/representational

problems

involve

misunderstanding

notation

[e.g.

sin(cos(%)) -> sin(x) cos(x) ] . This situation is hard to distinguish fi-om the more serious
problem of the non-legitimate application of a rule such as J;^ = / J g . It is therefore
difficult to distinguish notation difficulties fix)m non-understanding, v4iich does not help
us to understand the latter. Norman and Pritchard point out a further difficulty with
notation: processes that appear to need an action. There appears to be a compulsion to
perform the action, even if this is impossible because a closed form has been presented.
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Thus, finding F(a) where F( x ) = J f{t)dt “cannot be done” because f(t) is an unknown
m
fimction. The authors do not point out that this misunderstanding might be considered
as a fimdamental misunderstanding of algebra, and hence of mathematics. The second
cognitive factor, intuitive influence, often applies to graphical problems, with the
misconception that graphs must be continuous. There is sufficient evidence (discussed
below) to suggest that a CAS can overcome such obstacles.

3.1.2

The effect of Computers on Learning Processes and Concepts

Some evidence for the efficacy of computers in a learning context is provided by Tall
(Tall 92). In his learning model he attempts to isolate mathematical process rather than
abstract ideas. For example, the symbol entity "A+B" refers to both the concept of
summation and the addition process. Tall suggests that this functional approach leads to

alternative strategies Wiich have greater problem-solving potential. These are
unevaluated conjectures, so there is no evidence that they are anything more than a good
idea. Tall considers that the computer can aid learning by automating algorithms, and
that there are two problems with this approach. First, the student needs to construct a
meaning for symbols used, but he does not say how this may be done.

Second,

manipulation of these symbols should correspond to the way in Wiich the student would
do it. This is incorrect in some cases, the most notable of which concerns the Risch
integration algorithms (Roach 92, Risch 69). A Risch approach would never be used to
teach integration because even simple examples would be long and complicated to
implement by hand. Similarly, a simpler pattem-recognition approach v4iich involves
recognition of algebraic forms (products, quotients, functions etc.), such as is used by
DERIVE (Stoutemyer 91A) would also be complicated to implement by hand in a
learning context.
In a later article (Tall 93), Tall and Razali put these ideas into context in a study of the
difference in performance between low and high attaining students moving fi-om school
to university in Malaysia.

They make a firm distinction between processes and

concepts, and hence suggest improvements for the learning process. Hence, this study is
more removed from mere abstractions, and can therefore be regarded as more
significant. The authors uncover a difference in qualitative thinking between those who
succeed and those who fail in mathematics, and suggest methods for remediation. The
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Study was done in 1988 with 350 students, but its generality is open to question because
of the influence of national characteristics. The authors propose that weak students can
do little more than apply processes, sometimes incorrectly. They need to remember
more because they can reconstruct less, and repeated practice is unlikely to mq)rove
their performance. Stronger students can manipulate concepts with greater fluency and
think in terms of mathematical objects (such as structures or equations). However, there

is no direct evidence that objects had been recognised by strong students but not by
weak students. In addition, the idea that repeated practice at the process level is unlikely
to improve performance has not been tested and contradicts the accepted view that
“practice makes perfect”. More research is required here. The authors suggest that
giving pre-course remedial teaching is needed for weak studehte. It should include
revision, and extension of mathematical procedures. This is inconsistent with their
stated finding that more revision does not necessarily improve understanding.

3.1.3

Reactions to problem-solving situations

Rosamond (Rosamond 94) studied emotions felt by novice and expert problem solvers,
in which a fundamental observation stage appears to be uncontrolled in that it resulted in
a non-homogeneous set of observations. For example, judgement of ‘displacement
activity’ is subjective: apparent inactivity can clarify thoughts. The word "do-able" was
often used, but in an ill-defined sense. In early phases there was some reluctance to use
"advanced" methods because it was felt that this was cheating. This appears to have
been an unexpected result and could have a significant effect on findings. It is surprising
that more negative attitudes were not reported. The reactions observed were possibly
more typical of US students and faculty, and there is no evidence of similar findings in
other countries. This study relies on particular, unjustified, interpretations of
observations, hi particular, the effects of observer interaction are not quantified. The
study does show that certain elements are needed for success in mathematical problem
solving. These are understanding the problem, having a strategy with which to solve it,
having sufficient confidence to tackle the problem, having a challenging problem,
persistence and positive feedback. Rosamond did not record any more fundamental
conclusions.
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3.2

The influence of computers on Mathematics

Tully (Tully 96) studied specific ways in > ^ c h computers can influence education in
Germany. He considers that computers can change learning processes and that learmng
processes become more knowledge-oriented. This is not surprising if new techniques
are available. Schools are not always able to adapt well to such new methods (again, not
surprising). The German government had made a formal decision to teach elementary IT
in German schools as early as 1984 (Bimd-Lfinder-Kommission fur BildungsplSnung
und Forschungfblderung: Gesampkonzept für die Informationstechnische Bildung. Bonn
1987), and efforts were made in Germany to rectify deficiencies. It appears that basic
knowledge ("input", "file", "drive") can be easily learned in school.

However,

functional knowledge (fluency in use) tends to be learned at home, through radio, TV,
magazines, CD-ROM and peers. The authors do not state some implications of this
finding: schools are unsuccessful in providing fluency in the skills concerned, and not
every home can provide suitable equipment. It is therefore necessary to ensure that
students have sufficient fluency in handling con^uters before they start to learn a ' ^
hitherto non-computerised process. If this is not so the computer merely impedes 7
progress. This observation is very significant because it means that the computer is not
an automatic solution to learning problems, as appears to be the thought in other studies
(e.g. Beilby 93).

Tully’s observations are relevant when validating the software

described in Cluq)ter 7 of this thesis, A modelling environment involving computers is \
fer removed fix>m ‘traditional’ modelling, and presents a potential barrier to learning in a
computerised environment.
Dubinsky (Dubinsky 92) suggests that beliefe about learning lead to particular choices
about teaching. For example, the idea that ‘learning by doing’ implies an exploratory
approach to teaching rather than an approach based on fact finding. Sample problems
indicate that he prefers teaching based on "doing" rather than "observing”. He considers
that if the applications component in teaching is too large, there can be a loss of
generality: the user can fail to see a wider context for the theory ^ d techniques
involved. To conqiensate, there should be significant reflection on the construction
process. This seems to be a conviction and remains unsupported. He also states that
each topic must be analysed in order to find 'N^iat constructions are necessary and
relevant problem situations can be designed afterwards. This approach has two major
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drawbacks. First, an over-enq)hasis on hierarchical structure can obscure an overall
view o f a topic. Second, this cfm lead to an artificial problem solving situation in ^ c h
the method of solution for a problem determines the problem rather than the other way
round.

The overall effect is scenario modelling.

Overall, Dubinsky’s study only

illustrates that a particular approach to learning affects teaching, and the context
described is relatively standard.
A quantitative study of students' attitudes towards computers was made by Selwyn
(Selwyn 97). He used factor analysis to extract and classify principal features which
contribute towards computer literacy. His input fiictors are attitude towards computers,
perceived usefulness^ perceived control, behavioural attitudes, and perceptions and
information regarding computers. The factor analysis demonstrated that these fectors
are statistically orthogonal, but it would have been more interesting to take a random
collection of inputs, apply the factor analysis and then extract and explain the attributes
of the principal components. Selwyn does not suggest how to improve attitudes.

Mayes (Mayes 98) provides a current quantitative study of student attitudes and belief in
response to an unacceptably high drop-out rate (50%) in some College algebra courses.
He uses a model in which emotions develop into attitudes. These attitudes develop into
beliefs, and the process then works cyclically by generating further emotions.

He

compared attitudes and belief in a traditional algebra curriculum with a reform
curriculum (Mayes 98A), which is a ‘package’ of written course materials, computer
work, and a different mode of working for lecturers and students. Students completed
‘before’ and ‘after’ questionnaires on attitudes to mathematics in order to test seven
distinct fiictors, including applications and experimentation.

A thorough statistical

treatment using a MANCOVA analysis revealed that there was no overall significant
improvement in attitude due to the reform ‘package’. Mayes suggests that the reform
curriculum may be too demanding (for both students and lecturers). He has not yet
tested this conjecture. He also comments that some attitude factors show improvement
that is not statistically significant. This is a common conclusion in many quantitative
studies discussed in this chapter, and is a very weak justification for using a computer
algebra curriculum.
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3.3

Embedding a programming environment in a learning process

In this section several examples of mathematical learning processes for v4iich the
computer is the essential contained element are discussed. Each typifies either the
extent or complexity of the software or the extent or complexity of the embedded
mathematical processes.

The study by Noss (Noss 97) is a recent example of how a learning process can be
“fitted” with a computer-based learning environment. It is notable because of the way
in v ^ c h the computer amends the learning environment. The study is a simulation of a
pattern spotting activity using a dialect of Logo, (Dynamic Algebra System). Noss has
been using "MicroWorld" environments with Logo for many years (Hoyles 87 contains
several examples), and this application merely replaces a simple pencil and paper
activity by a computerised equivalent. In this case the purpose is to elucidate an
algebraic formula. The associated physical activity (arranging matchsticks in patterns) is
so simple that is not readily apparent v4iat the computer is for, especially as a large
programming environment and interfece have been built for it. The authors state that
they use computer resources to abstract algebraic principles and to connect an algebraic
activity to virtual objects, and that they are not computerising a pencil and paper
activity. Several important points remain unanswered by this comment First, it does
not appear to be an adequate justification for using this software. Second, the precise
algebraic principles viiich are abstracted are unclear. Third, and most important is why
actual matchsticks are not adequate for this task: the computer resources described
appear to be very costly in terms of effort required to construct them. Indeed, most
mathematical learning at this level proceeds firom the abstract to the concrete because it
has long been considered that this is the best way to learn in the Piagetian ‘concrete
phase’ (Piaget 78). Fourth, the software clearly does computerise a pencil and paper
activity. A serious weakness of this study is that there is no attempt at exhaustive
testing or validation. This "MicroWorld" is used with two subjects only, and the
conclusion drawn is that it fiilfilled its purpose. This conclusion cannot possibly be
sustained on any statistical basis, and no criteria for success were established.

I

conclude fiom studies of this type that using particular software packages can be taken
too far: Noss did not show that a computerised approach was superior to any other
approach.
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More wide-ranging, but still designs! for a dedicated purpose is the Scenario Design
Tool, SDT, (Li 96). This is designed for teaching mechanics. Interactive simulations in
mechanics can be created and edited.. SDT is a derivative of Smalltalk and is capable
only o f numeric conq)utations, which is a disadvantage because functional variation
cannot be studied. Essential calculus processes also have to be cast into numerical
terms. It is however an object-orientated system, which makes sense in the context of
mechanical objects.

An ‘F=MA* object encapsulates the acceleration and velocity

characteristics o f the physical object with > ^ c h it is associated, but the algebraic
properties of the F-M A object remain hidden in the Smalltalk code.

This is not

desirable in a system that emphasises the way in which objects in mechanics interact,
which is fundamentally expressible algebraically. No evaluations o f the use of SDT
were reported, so there is no evidence that students Wio use it are better off thm those
who learn by non-computer methods.

3.4

Larger software systems for modelling

This section assesses some larger dedicated modelling software systems. MathWise in
particular is increasingly being regarded as a standard teaching tool. They either
complement or replace teaching by computer algebra, and are tiierefore alternative
modelling tools. Such software systems have been designed as working software and are
not intended to illustrate any theoretical viewpoint. This section discusses advantages
and disadvantages o f using dedicated modelling tools instead o f computer algebra.
Greenman (Greenman 94) describes the simulation package Stella (Stella 94). This
package is for modelling numeric simulations in dynamic systems, and is intended to
motivate people Wio know little mathematics in modelling systems which are
mathematically complex. An icon-driven front end is used to construct a network of
objects and pipes, which link the objects. This type o f interface is a considerable
advantage when constructing a given scenario as it requires subject knowledge of
system interactions but not o f complicated syntax or mathematical relations. However,
if the user has no, or very little, appreciation of the mathematical basis o f the simulation,
he or she may not fully appreciate interactions o f parts o f the system in a quantitative
way. If this is the case, only general conclusions can be drawn about system behaviour,
and non-systematic use o f numerical data can lead to recognition only of pathological
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cases and over-fitting. The user may also erroneously think that an “answer” obtained is
“correct”: it is at best q)proximate and may have a considerable error margin. No formal
evaluations have been done, but this would not be possible anyway since this type of
study would not be possible without the software. The idea of developing a model by
linking objects is the basis of the software developed as part of this thesis.
MathWise (Beilby 93) is a computer-based environment for learning mathematics which
is wide ranging in extent and type of course material. This multi-media approach takes
the form of an animated text in which symbolic and arithmetic computations can be
done.

From Beilby"s article it could be concluded that a major justification for

MathWise is that it can replace traditional lectures and lecturers. Much quantification of
the time required for lecture courses and remedial work is made, but he does not
quantify the work required to produce MathWise units. These must be considerable
because complete lecture courses must be cast into a programmed environment, >^4iich
is time-consuming. Conclusions based on cost savings are therefore fallacious. He
makes the extraordinary comment that MathWise course materials "contain the
Mathematics that lecturers do not want to teach, and leave them to teach wdiat they want
to teach!". Since courseware modules cover basic lecture courses this appears to imply
that lecturers do not wish to teach fundamental materials. Beilby’s comment reflects
badly on attitudes towards student learning and, it is to be hoped, is not consistent with
the intended purpose of MathWise, which is to make course materials more accessible
to a wider range of students. There is no formal evaluation of the success or otherwise of
this courseware compared to traditional lecture courses, and the efficacy of this type of

teaching approach remains an area for further research. Ironically, it may be testable by
a trial in Wiich MathWise is replaced by traditional (lecture) teaching for an
experimental group, since its value appears to have been taken on trust.
Features of the MathWise units are typified in the astronomy unit, reviewed in (Harper
96). This is an introduction to astronomy which, in the opinion of the reviewer, makes
good use of mathematical techniques, and also uses astronomy to illustrate practical
mathematics. This comment is not entirely justified as mathematical bases tend to be
hidden fix)m the user, i^ o sees animations and the results of computations. Harper's
main criticisms of this unit are that some relevant course material is missing,
consistency is lacking, and there are conceptual and programming bugs.
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The last o f these is readily apparent if one looks at only a few modules, and reflects
hurried and badly tested software production. I provide further criticisms.
1. Information and explanations cannot be changed: there is no way of expressing the
same information in a different way. (This is ^^lat a lecturer can do)
2. Self-study is often too slow, or there can be a tendency .to rush and not absorb
material. Either way, student control is not always a good thing.
3. There is a tendency for text to be a summary. Even if there are references to more
detailed texts, these could be provided by an organised reference list.
Thus, the real strength o f an ‘authorware’ approach to course materials lies in the
interactive aspect which can be hard to provide in a traditional course. The effects o f a
wholesale move to authorware remains untested.

Mackie (in Mackie 97) reiterates earlier comments (in Mackie 92), to the effect that the
key attributes o f CAL are self-study, immediate feedback and improved motivation. Her
1997 study of Mathwise still does not establish the superiority of these attributes. She
presents data vhich indicate that feedback is mainly positive, but there are no control
data to make a comparison. Although her students did like some aspects of Mathwise
(flexibility, visualisation capabilities and the chance to experiment), they did not like
insufficient and inflexible explanations, nor a lack o f contact with lecturers.

This

exposes a general weakness o f CAL: it can only do what the programmer anticipates.
The simulation package ARENA (Fitzharris 96) uses templates for modelling scenarios
involving discrete queues, with particular reference to manufacturing flow networks. As
such it is necessarily numeric and is dedicated to this type o f scenario. It is object-based
in that objects, termed "entities" (parts, customers etc.) vhich flow through the system,
have "attributes" in an object-oriented sense. However, the precise nature of the objects
created and of the connections made are not readily apparent to the user.

The

mathematical aspect is thereby diminished, which makes this less useful as a
mathematical tool. Modelling with objects is very natural in this context: there is a
1-to-l relationship between physical objects in a real system and logical objects
implemented in software.
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3.5

Learning and assessment

In this section I review literature on assessing the use o f computer algebra in
mathematics teaching. This has an impact on modelling because the basic tools of
modelling are the same mathematical techniques and knowledge which are increasingly
being learned with the aid of CASs. This section starts with a discussion of factors
which influence learning and assessment, then discusses informal assessment of the use
of CASs, and ends with a review of quantitative studies of the use of CASs.

3.5.1

Factors influencing learning and assessment

References to studies on the quantitative effects of teaching and learning of computer
algebra mostly originate from the United States, Wiere teaching using computer
laboratories has become widespread over the past 10 years. Two principal factors,
teacher enthusiasm and student motivation need to be removed in order to draw
objective conclusions. Many students may be motivated by the novelty value attached to '
using a computer to do mathematics. Watkins (Watkins 96) supports this view. These '
factors are only hinted at in most (and particularly early) studies, and this casts doubt on
the results reported.
A study of student reaction to and the results of a tool to program a spreadsheet was
carried out by Beare (Beare 96). Informal student feedback from only 12 students
showed that they found it helpful to have examples of the use of this tool and that they
would have preferred more time to learn how to use the tool for themselves. The sample
size is too small to be statistically significant and the study lacks quantitative
information. The modelling technique was also flawed: data fitting was in-sample only.
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.

Meyer and Parsons (Méyer 96) give a summary and analysis o f factors which influence
learning processes in mathematics. They proposed 6 factors which they thought were
important for mathematical learning. Students were interviewed to see if these factors
were actually present The six fiictors were: .
1. Relating: applying a context or a purely abstract approach.
2. Problem-solving: use of algorithms, pattern recognition and non-sequential
approaches.
3. Integrating: concentration on specific examples; using data to develop principles.
4. Practising: copying examples and working through similar examples.
5. Translating: symbols into words and abstracting relations in terms of symbols.
6. Explaining: talking about problem-solving; performing a pencil and paper activity.
Meyer and Parsons found that all o f these fectors apart fix)m 'Tntegrating" were present
in the students' problem-solving activities. It is not sufficient to conclude that these
fectors were present without some quantification of their relative importance. It appears
that no “other” category was suggested. Even if it had been, it is often difficult to find a
suitable response. Ideally, a survey should not lead by suggesting fectors, as appears to
have been done here. Pattern recognition appeared as a distinct problem-solving process,
possibly because mathematics is often taught in terms of solving many similar problems,
all corresponding to the same pattern. It would be interesting to see if a “pattern
matching” attribute could be found in another subject if this method of teaching is
applied. The process of "integrating" includes two processes: using discrete data to
develop principles and operating within the context of those principles. Research fix>m
other authors indicates that use of a CAS can enhance the "integrating" attribute (e.g.
Palmiter 91). Meyer and Parsons consider that the process of “integrating” may involve
concepts or strategies that only become explicitly clear later in the experience of
learning mathematics, and this is why the "integrating" attribute was not found in this
analysis. This conclusion seems to be more consistent with their explanation of the
“practising” attribute, in the sense that work on more advanced topics is said to
reinforce eariier work. Further research is required to support this view.
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3.6.2 Informal assessment of the use of computers in learning
Some informal attempts at assessment of conq)uter-based learning have been made in
the past few years. These largely provide anecdotal evidence that users react favourably
to using a CAS, but tend to give only cursory details and explanations.

The study of Neill and Curran (Neill 94) is of this type, and is particularly unfortunate in
that they employed a large sample (486) but made insufficient use of it. A positive but
unquantified response was recorded fix>m the students, and this response was not
attributed to any contributory factor. They made no attempt to isolate any such fector.
Maclean and Scotney (McLean 94) advance matters slightly in describing computerbased training using Minitab. There is no formal statistical significance testing, possibly
because there was no control group. After 70 students had returned evaluation forms,
two thirds found conq>uter tutorials had been helpful, but 44% said that they would not
use computer-based training again if they had the chance. This is insufficient to draw
valid conclusions fix>m. The authors state that it was "hoped" that computer-based
training would overcome this problem. This study really illustrates the way in which the
benefits of computer-based learning are taken largely on trust, with only informal
evaluation of the usefulness of computer-based learning.
Draper (Draper 96) summarises studies of performance and effectiveness of CAL. Hisi^
study illustrates several general problems in measuring the effectiveness of CAL. It is
significant because it gives detailed descriptions of critical evaluations of the methods
used and much empirical evidence. However, it is still not quantitative, despite pre- and
post- knowledge assessments. Students filled in "confidence logs" before and after a
CAL session. These are self-assessments to test their confidence in grasping principles
and ability to perform tasks. It was found that these confidence logs were necessary but
not sufficient to show a positive effect. This remark is important because it indicates
that the authors were very aware of the fragility of evidence based on such returns. The
researchers report several problems in their measurements, including bias due to non
cooperative participants, low expectation of lectures coupled with higher expectations
for CAL, and an inability to isolate the effects of CAL from other influences. Draper
does not suggest any way of circumventing these difficulties.
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Gunn (Gunn 96) considéra that Drapers approach to CAL evaluation is not appropriate,
and claims that the above problems are unimportant. She questions the ajpplication of
rigorous scientific experimental methodology to CAL. As an alternative to pre- and
post-testing she advocates the use o f SECAL (Situated Evaluation o f CAL), claiming
that using SECAL meets all the criteria for evaluation study design that Draper found
hard. This appears to be based more on feith than reasoned argument, and she advances
no arguments as to why Draper should be wrong.

SECAL involves obtaining

continuous feedback after using CAL for narrowly-focused tasks. This method appears
to make no advance at all, since key components o f motivation and cooperation are not
recognised as problems.

Thus the problem o f isolating influences other than the particular computer-based
learning tool in question remains.
software, based on

Designing a feir trial, for the computer-based

elimination of those influences, has not yet been done.

Alternatively, it may be necessary to look for other rationales for computerising
mathematical activities.
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3.63

Quantitative assessments of the use of computer algebra in learning

Several studies have been carried out in order formally to test statistical hypotheses that
students taught using a CAS perform better than students taught by traditional methods.
Many originate from calcidus laboratories which are now commonplace in the United
States, and are therefore subject to bias frt)m teaching methodology, teaching culture
and syllabi employed in the United States. It would be interesting to see the results of
some of the trials described below, applied in Europe and Asia. I suggest that the work
ethic in Asia is so strong that a CAS would not appear beneficial in a comparative trial.
Results in Europe are harder to predict. A weak work ethic is unlikely to result in any
measurable improvement.
In some studies only the sample sizes and the means of scores obtained are recorded, in
^ ^ c h case no formal significance test can be applied. It is difficult to see why standard
deviations are not always recorded, since they are easily calculable fix>m raw data.
Usually sample sizes for experimental groins are small (typically less than 30), and
population parameters (usually the mean and variance) have to be estimated fix)m
experimental data. Either a f-test or a non-parametric test is then appropriate to assess
significance. In the case of large samples (>30) a z-test is preferable to a f-test because
no assumption about a background population (of test scores) is necessary, provided that
population parameters are known. Usually they are not, but approximating them frx)m
data is usually sufficient. If a f-test is used two assumptions must be made:
1. independent random samples are employed;.
2. the background population must be Normal.
In most cases formal studies do not attend to these assumptions. Therefore not too
much reliance should be placed on these results from a statistical point of view.
An earlier quantification of the effects of teaching mathematics by computer is due to
Wenger (Wenger 88). Wenger considers that books tend to present apparently unrelated
topics. Learning is expected to happen through repeated practice using these examples,
but inferences are left for the students to discover. This does apply to some texts, such
as (Watkins 93, Leinbach 91 and Glynn 90), but they contain ‘leading’ exercises. There
is evidence to suggest that this ‘discovery’ method reinforces conceptual understanding
(e.g. Palmiter 91 and Klinger 94). Wenger’s generalisation is not true for the text by
Brown, Porta and Uhl (Brown 91) which has an abundance of examples, but often states
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results and methods, even before illustrating them with Mathematica. The texts by
Amey (Amey 91) and Berry (Berry 93) are similar. They contain a clear exposition of
theory. Wenger attempted to measure achievement as a function o f computer us%e.
Heavy users o f the computer performed worse in three out o f six gradings in pre-tests,
so it is clear that the amount of computer usage has no beneficial effect on attainment.
From post-tests there is informal evidence that the heavy users of computers obtained
better grades than the light users of computers, but Wenger does not quantify this.
Chi-Squared analyses formalise these results. In each case the measured value of ChiSquared is significant at the 1% level, showing that heavier usage of the computer has a
beneficial effect on gradings, (see Appendix 3W). This is not surprising: the students
worked harder! Wenger also collected data to assess the effecfe o f the number of
diagnostic tests taken on the number of passes obtained. A Chi-Squared test shows that
there is no evidence, at the 5% level, that diagnostic tests have a beneficial effect on
passes obtained in subsequent tests (see Appendix 3W). In the surprising opinion of
Wenger's co-workers, these results are not solid enough for serious diagnostic purposes
in mathematics, despite the large samples involved (about 250).

This illustrates a

general finding in this type of quantitative analysis: weak significance in favour of using
a CAS. In this case the reason for the doubt expressed about the validity of the result is
unclear, but may relate to bias due to motivation.
The paper by Hillel (Hillel 92), contains an example o f a claim that use o f a CAS
improves performance, supposedly backed ip by simple percentage pass rates in a final
exam. Despite Hillel’s claim that he had not set out to evaluate the educational role of
his CAS (Maple), he produced extensive informal student evaluations and measured
pass rates in an experimental group (size 18) and a control groip (s i^ unstated). The
average marks for the experimental and control groups were 65% and 53% respectively,
and this is said to be an overall improvement in performance. However, Appendix 3H1
shows that this conclusion caimot be justified statistically on the basis o f a sampling
proportions test.
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Heid’s study (Held 88) produced contradictory results. Experimental and control groups
differed in treatments. Their courses were o f different lengths, emphasised different
skills, studied different subject matter in varying depth, had different pre- and post-tests,
had different degrees of coaching, but took the same final examination. The versions of
MuMath (and Mathematica) used also produced incorrect results in some cases (Mitic
91). Some reasons for non-equivalent experimental and control groups are not
supportable (e.g. time-filling for the experimental group), but the implication is that it is
inappropriate for the two groups to be treated equally. Appendix 3H contains tests,
^ ^ c h Heid does not do, for differences of proportions based on her “quiz” data.
Accumulating results produces a significant result with single-sample Mests (the one for
her ‘Final exam’ data is in Appendix 3H), but this is over-fitting. The summary and
sample tests for differences in proportions in Appendix 3H show that only a minority
(10 out of 32 in the ‘Quiz’ and 0 out of 18 in the ‘Final exam.’) of experimental groiq)s
significantly out-performed their control groiq>s. Furthermore, 11 experimental groups
performed worse than their control groups. Heid’s conclusion, that students in
experimental groups were better able to answer conceptually oriented questions cannot
therefore be substantiated on statistical grounds, or on the grounds of the experimental
design. The summary results in Appendix 3H also show that her claims certainly do not
extrapolate to subsequent tests (the ‘final exam’).
Mayes (Mayes 97) provides a review of research since 1988 into the effect of using
computer algebra in an educational context, and summarises 15 dissertation findings.
He states that the problems with these studies are that some are not refereed, they are
inconsistent in approach, they concentrate only on calculus and algebra, and the research
methodology employed is not always clear.

The first of these is odd as these

dissertations should be refereed by thesis examination. He also does not say what level
of dissertation (B.S., M.Sc. etc.) they are. His other criticisms are pertinent. Grouping
these studies shows, informally, that manipulation skills are either the same or worse if
computer algebra is used. Attitudes to mathematics, conceptual understanding, and
problem solving/mathematical modelling skills are either the same or improved using
computer algebra. The use of computer algebra for demonstrations and homework was
not found to be effective. Appendix 3M shows that, using Wilcoxon Sign tests (vriiich
are distribution-free), only improvement in conceptual understanding is significant (at
the 5% level). Manipulation skills even worsen as a result of using a CAS. Some notable
points from these dissertations were:
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•

Keller (1994) obtained a weak positive result in the study o f students' development
o f symbol sense, but it was not statistically si^iificant. An experimental group
appeared to have gained a more widely appilicable skill.

•

Crocker (1992) noted improved problem-solving skills using Mathematica,
particularly for higher ability students. This might be expected anyway, and it is
difficult to attribute success to die CAS used.

•

Park (1993) found that both conceptual understanding and attitude towards
mathematics improved. However, he noted blind execution of commands without
understanding concepts and procedures, and the time consuming aspect of this mode

of learning.
•

Nowakowski’s qualitative study (1992) concluded that, in teachers’ opinions, a CAS
was not useful for teaching formal proofs but allowed for exploration and discovery.

•

Rochowicz (1993) found that even among “progressive” educators, only 39% used a
CAS frequently in teaching.

These last two studies illustrate that educators’ own preferences can be important in
driving experimental CAS projects, and hence that this factor ideally should be
accounted for in any quantitative study.
Mayes' own studies (Mayes 94 and Mayes 95) are notable because they are quantitative,
they recognise problems highlighted in this discussion, and also because o f the statistical
analysis employed. Groups were allocated to a control or experimental status at random,
which eliminates one possible source of bias. Mayes recognises that it is necessary to
establish equivalence o f the two groiq)s before any experimentation, and an ANOVA
analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the two groups in any
category of pre-test. Experimental groiq) instructors had special training, which biases
the treatments. This could explain the significant (0.1% level) ANOVA result obtained
on a combined final measure. This high level of significance is out of line with other
studies. Another doubtful experimental factor was the actual test questions used,
particularly for the “inductive reasoning” treatment. If the sample given in Mayes'
paper is typical, inductive reasoning exercises concentrate on pattern spotting, for which
a CAS is not necessary. Mayes points out that the significant result for the final measure
of problem-solving muist be attributed to the computer context as a whole. He considers
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that studying the effect of computers on teaching and learning is a fruitful area for more
research.
A similar statistical methodology was employed by Melin-Conejeros (Melin 92). He
showed that there were no significant differences between treatment groups on overall
achievement, skills achievement or conceptual achievement. There were, again,
problems with different treatments. In particular, experimental and control groups took
the same pencil-and-paper exam, which may not have been appropriate for the computer
group. The sample sizes are also too small for statistical conclusions to be drawn.
Melin-Conejeros’ conclusion that a CAS should be integrated into teaching does not
follow fiom his statistical results.
The study by Hurley (Hurley 91) is typical of the type o f experiment conducted at the
beginning of the 1990s, and also of statistical techniques employed in this type of study.
He presented the results in Table 3.1 with no further comment.

Number of students

Mean

Standard Deviation

Computer lab 25

68. 18

17. 34

Traditional

59.98

21.36

217

Table 3.1

Making suitable assumptions about the sampling and the background population, a
Variance Ratio (F) test shows that, at the 5% significance level, the two samples can be
considered to come fiom populations with the same variance. This establishes that the
experimental and control groups are equivalent before experimentation. Applying a
/-test, t = 1.85 is significant at the 5% level but not at the 1% level. This level of
significance is typical.
Rickhuss’ study (Rickhuss 93) is similar. He found no significant difference in mean
scores of pre-test CA and control groups in equation solving or fectorisation. However,
a significant improvement (at the 5% level ) in scores for factorisation resulted. The
conclusion that there was no evidence that the CA groiq) did worse than the control
group is inappropriate. A positive result in favour of the CA group should be required
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in view o f the investment in effort and expense in setting up a computer learning
environment.
Palmiter’s study (Palmiter 91) is notable because of the large sample sizes (about 40 for
experimental and control groiq)s), random assignment of students to an experimental or
a control group, and uniform teaching standards. These fectors reduce bias, but it is
difficult to see how uniform teaching quality can be ensured or quantified. There were
also differences in course content, no pre-testing, and the same tests were used for both
groiq)s. It is hard to tell Wiether or not this was appropriate, but it does provide a
uniform experimental environment Palmiter uses the relatively uncommon Hotelling T^
statistic to reach the conclusion that the experimental group’s performance is better than
the control groiq>’s. As presented, the results do not appear to make sense.

The

Hotelling T^ statistic is used for multi-variate analysis (the two variâtes being
“Conceptual” and “Computational” in this case), and one value of T^ should be
calculated to cover these two variâtes. One value of T^ is given for each variate, so
there is doubt about the precise nature of the calculations. 2-sample z-test analyses for
each variate (Table 3.2) are highly significant (p<0.0001) and substantiate Palmiter’s
conclusion.

Control

Examination MACSYMA
m

s

n

m

s

n

z

89.8

15.9

39

72.0

21.4

39

4.11

Computation 90.0

13.3

38

69.6

24.2

39

4.51

Concepts

Table 3:2

Palmiter gives examples of examination problems, and these provide a partial
explanation for the significant result in the “Computational” exam: they are trivial if
computer algebra software is used, but can be very difficult if not. There is some
evidence that any benefit fix)m using the CAS is persistent: the experimental group also
fared at least as well as the control group in subsequent calculus tests. Interestingly, the
experimental group felt that one of the most important things they had learned was
"techniques of integration", which were not formally taught. Palmiter notes, correctly,
that the significant results obtained must be regarded with some scepticism because they
cannot be attributed wholly to use of the computer algebra system.
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Hunter (Hunter 95) provides a slightly different twist with a novel post-testing strategy.
Experimental and control groiq)s had pre-and post-tests in algebra and graphics topics,
but some experimental groiq)s had two post-tests, one with and one without the CAS
that they had been taught with. In both cases, these groups performed better with the
CAS than without, but in some cases they performed worse than the corresponding
control groups. The researchers indicate that groups were not of equivalent ability and
that the novelty value of treatments played an important part. Thus, little can be gained
from studying these results other than to indicate ways of improving experimental
conditions.
Experiments in teaching mathematics using DERIVE have been made in Austria since
1984. Heugl (Heugl 94) gives an outline of the Austrian DERIVE project (distinct from
the TI-92 project, discussed later in this chapter), and Klinger’s paper (Klinger 94) gives
some quantitative results. Computers were not permitted in post-tests, and no pre-test
was given. Both of these fectors cast doubt on the result, which was to conclude that
DERIVE improved the performance of the experimental groiq). It is a pity that no
standard deviation information is given, so it is not possible to carry out a significance
tert. However, a test of proportions (Appendix 3K) indicates a statistically significant
result for both experimental groups.
A further significant result was obtained in 1995 and 1996 by Keller and Russell (Keller
97). They found that in courses with a conceptual bias and courses with an applied bias,
students vriio had used a TI-92 calculator performed significantly better (at the 0.1%
level). The authors attempt to explain their results by suggesting that use of the TI-92
gives students more confidence and that during the course they are able to concentrate
much more on conceptual understanding.

A simpler explanation is that, for short

answer questions at least, some of the questions asked required much effort to solve by
hand, but very little using the symbolic capability of the calculator.
Repo (Repo 94) studied reflective abstraction in the context of derivative concepts.
Some o f her statistical analyses are arithmetically incorrect, but my recalculations show
that there is statistical evidence at the 5% significance level that the DERIVE groups
scored better in conceptual understanding. There is no such evidence for computational
skills. The result on reversibility of the differentiation operator failed a Variance Ratio
test, and the result for the corresponding /-test quoted is therefore invalid. Furthermore,
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an incorrect Chi-squared test in i ^ c h cells in a contingency table should have been
grouped (but were not), invalidates the ‘significant’ result quoted. Overall, it is hard to
draw conclusions fix>m this study because of inaccuracy and dubious experimental
conditions (particularly using leading questions in exercises).

The study by Stiffi McCollum and Johnson (Stiff 92) illustrates an attempt to eliminate
one source of bias, but unfortunately introduces others. The sample sizes (typically 70)
were large, and experimental and control groups were taught by the same instructor.
However, the effect of j&equent instructor intervention in laboratory situations could
have introduced bias. Measuring techniques appear to be subjective because essay
questions, instead of actual computations, were set. This study is a clear indication that a
full "package" of tools, teaching methods and testing conditions contribute to the overall
result.
Smith (Smith 94) obtained a contradictory result Several problems arise with this study.
Pre-tests consisted of a miscellaneous collection of previous test results, for which there
is no evidence o f uniformity. Assignments were done jointly, and it appears (but is not
clear) that tests were taken individually. An ANCOVA analysis indicated no statistically
significant difference between achievement in the experimental and control groiq)s. An
ANOVA test showed a statistically significant difference between the groups in student
attitude to the mode o f instruction. This is consistent with the finding of Schoenfeld
(Schoenfeld 88), which was that the use of multiple representations of the same
information helps students to understand concepts. There are also indications of delay
caused by unfamiliarity with the software, which caused some work to be less effective
than it might otherwise have been.
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3.6.4

The A ustrian New Technologies in M athemaiics Education (TI-92) Project

Austria has embraced the culture vdiere a CAS environment is becoming the norm, and
there is limited evidence that, having assumed the efficacy of the computer, the
computer drives learning modes, Nocker (Nocker 98) gives an account of extensive
experiments for finding profitable ways to use the TI-92 symbolic calculator. The New
Technologies in Mathematics Education project started in 1997, and follows similar
trials with DERIVE (Austria bought a national licence for DERIVE in schools in 1991).
Quantitative results are likely to be published in 1999, but are unlikely to provide much
statistical information (see comments on Klinger 94). Nocker reports positive, but
unquantified results, including increased volume o f computation, increased focus on
applications, increased focus on e?q)lanation and interpretation, and use of programs
created by students, teachers and third parties (as discussed in Heugl 98). This last factor
partly determines a curriculum, since v4iat is learned depends on the capabilities of the
hardware and ^riiat can be programmed. Nocker notes predictable disadvantages: an
increased and more demanding workload for teachers and students, and organisational
problems. The emphasis is also on contextual mathematics rather than modelling, so the
explicit modelling problems of Chapter 1 are avoided. Sharke, v4io is a contributor to
the Austrian project, concludes: “...teachers viio use this calculator in their classes will
in general get better results”, and “Students >riio have been taught with this calculator
and who use this calculator on their own will get better grades and will understand
mathematics much better” (Sharke 98).

Unfortunately, he does not justify these

conclusions, but merely indicates positive feedback.

Despite a lack of quantitative evidence so far, the Austrian TI-92 project remains the
only extensive trial o f the TI-92 which is capable of providing some quantitative results.
There were several reports of smaller TI-92 projects in the USA at the 1998 Gettysburg
DERIVE and TI-92 Conference (e.g. Gonzalez 98, Prôpper 98).

All reported

favourably, but quantitative results were lacking.. Such comments must be seen in the
light of the way in whidi using a computer or symbolic calculator changes operational
conditions. I discuss this fiictor later in this chapter.
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Â recent interesting development in the opposite direction is the decision by the
Bavarian Ministry for Education to ban electronic calculators iq> to mainstream -Year 8’
in Bavarian ipper schools (GSO 98). In England and Wales a similar decision was
made at roughly the same time to ban calculators below ‘Year 4*. These decisions do
not seem to be backed by evidence.

3.7

The influence of computer algebra on the measurement of

teaching and learning
In this section I examine how computer algebra can influence mathematics teaching.
More fundamentally for this thesis, I consider how using computer algebra can affect the
result of measurements of achievement.

3.7.1

Early views on how com puter algebra can influence mathematics teaching

Evidence from studies in the previous section shows that teaching and learning before
and after introduction of a CAS are necessarily unalike. Computer algebra affects
teaching and learning and the evaluative measurement process. This devalues the result
of a comparison between the two cases. It is interesting to refer back to earlier views on
how CA could affect the mathematics curriculum. Stoutemyer (Stoutemyer 84) and
Char (Char 84) express similar views, listed below. Stoutemyer is slightly more radical,
and Char’s comments are backed up by early experience of using Maple with students.

1. There is a reduced ‘need’ to teach methods: the computer does it.
2. There is a reduced ‘need’ to teach background topics (e.g. trigonometry for
calculus).
3. There is no need to devise problems to fit (but see some counter-examples in
Mitic 92).
4. The curriculum cæi be extended in deptii and breadth (e.g. in Brown 91).
5. Different approaches can be used: exploration, generalisation, conjecture (rarely
proof).
6. New subject areas can be studied (e.g. applications reported in IMS 95 and IMS 97).
7. Understanding can be stressed.
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These points were later in^lemented in schemes such as (Brown 91), (Ramsden 95),
and in texts such as (Glynn 90) and (Leinbach 91). I also illustrate many of them in
(Mitic 98), but also give warnings in (Mitic 94B). In these circumstances there is no
point in teaching and assessing the same course in the same way.

3.7.2

Implications for statistical trials

A summary of quantitative statistical analyses reviewed in this section reveals that
methodology, the actual computations done and the soundness o f conclusions cannot be
taken for granted. In a typical unsophisticated analysis, the mean score me for a control
group is compared with mean score mg for an experimental group, with no further
analysis. The claim is then that if mg > me, the CAS is beneficial. This is not so, as
statistical significance cannot be assessed. In cases ^ e r e the data collected makes a
formal significance test possible, statistically significant results often occur in
conjunction with non significant results. The results are then inconclusive. Overall,
trials provide weak evidence that a CAS is neutral or mildly beneficial. Some results are
highly statistically significant and there is some evidence that software can worsen
certain aspects of learning.
A number o f quantifiable factors v4iich can influence the outcome of trials can be
proposed. These ainount to no more than recognising that certain assumptions are
necessary before any given statistical test may be applied. It is easy to ignore these
assumptions since they do not directly affect numerical computations.

Significant

quantifiable fiætors are:
•

sample sizes - the larger the better;

•

pre-test results to establish that control and experimental groups can be considered
to come firom the same background population;

•

the distribution of the background population, which is particularly important when
applying a /-test, for which a Normal background population is needed.
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Research papers also indicate that other factors can influence the outcome of trials.
These are hard, and perhaps impossible to quantify. Among these are:
•

teacher enthusiasm - possibly enthusiasts tend to conduct trials, ^ d their enthusiasm
affects the attitude of student and teacher participants;

•

the perceived attitude of participants to computers and mathematical software;

•

the perception of what can be achieved, in terms of the amount of material covered,
its depth and complexity, and the time in which this can be done, all referred to a
‘paper-and-pen’ benchmark;

•

the ease of use of the tool;

•

pedagogic and didactic Actors, possibly manifest in geogr£q)hical and cultural terms,
which imply that a CAS is more suitable for particular types of learning. Calmet
(Calmet 84) also makes the point that computer algebra packages in use in the early
eighties were not particularly relevant for the French mathematics curriculum.

Particular note must be made o f Actors which are directly concerned with the conduct of
trials, such as:
•

inappropriate use of a CAS (e.g. to do tasks which could be done better by other
packages or where programming has replaced a direct mathematical activity);

•

non-equivalence of experimental and control groiq)s (e.g. different tests, study times,
instructor training).

These Actors contrive to make a Air trial very difGcult. CAS techniques and ‘pq>erand-pen’ techniques are opposed in terms of wdiat can be achieved unmedmtely by a
relatively inexperienced user, and what can be demonstrated by an experienced user.
For exanqjle, evaluating the expressions

f

and

is equivalent in effort using a CAS, but is different in each case w4ien done
by hand. This causes an inequality in the time spent teaching, what is Aught, what can
be meaningfully examined and how much time is spent on these processes. Hence, a
control and an experimental group are so much opposed that any comparison between
them is necessarily flawed. The nature of a CAS (or a computer package in general) is
that ite appropriate use can affect the outcome of the experiment and that, consequently,
sAtistical comparisons are not as meaningful as they appear at first.
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3.73

'

O ther rationales for using com puter algebra packages

I establish in this Chapter that there are severe problems in using comparative trials to
measure the effectiveness of teaching and learning with and without a CAS. There are
then two alternatives. The first is to recognise that using a CAS is a different mode of
study that does not need justification. The second is to find alternative justifications:
These are essentially the points in Section 3.7.1: the original arguments in Avour of
using computer algebra systems have not changed since the mid 1980s. The following
recent references illustrate this.

Quigley (Quigley 97) argues that using a CAS shifts emphasis fiom routine
manipuAtiVe skills to making strategic and tactical decisions in modelling: using the
computer complements and supplements "human' modelling skills. Similarly, Heubach
(Heubach 98) uses a CAS to bypass traditional calculus and differential equation
courses for students who do not have a sound understanding of relevant techniques.
Geometric visualisations of functions and vectors replace these topics. Visualisation is
also a key component in Kawski’s approach to vector calculus (Kawski 97). He uses .
Mathematica to develop practical skills in using vector calculus (Stokes theorem, ^/v,
curU etc.) before detailed theory is developed. He does this by viewing plots of vector
fields. His course is designed to make the purpose of vector calculus constructs clear to
non-specialists. A comparison with ^traditional’ methods is not even possible because^;
the computer algebra

methods achieve results that cannot be achieved using

^traditional’ methods. Ohtsuka (Ohtsuka 98) emphasises the role of algorithms with
formal CAS programming. This bold move amounts to replacing mathematical skills by
programming skills.

All these cases extend the scope o f mathematics and modelling

(and require course restucturing) rather than act as direct replacements for non
computerised activities.
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Summary

This chapter contains a comprehensive review o f studies o f using computers, and
computer algebra in particular, in teaching and learning. From these I have established
that the statistical analyses o f the results o f comparative field trials are often unreliable.
Either the statistics collected are insufficient to substantiate stated conclusions, or
differences between control and experimental groups influence the outcome. In either
case, the effect o f using a CA package cannot be measured in isoAtion: there are always
other Actors which contribute to the measured result. The most significant of these
Actors is the subject matter Aught.

This conclusion has a profound effeçt on validating the software developed as part of
thA thesA. I dAcuss an alternative method o f validation which does not involve field
triaA in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 4
A Summary of Research problems arising from Literature
Reviews

4.0

Abstract

The research in this thesA draws upon four main strands: mathematical modelling,
computer algebra, computers in teaching and learning, and object-oriented methodology
and programming.

The main problem addressed here arises from mathematical

modelling, and the other strands have a bearing iqx)n this. ThA thesA addresses two
major problems arAing 6om the literature review of mathematical modelling: there A no
formal method for linking features in a model, and feature elucidation A not addressed
systematically.

I provide an object-oriented methodology for casting the problem

domain into object-oriented terms, and a new modelling methodology with associated
computer algebra software to associate and elucidate features. A further significant
problem A that little research has been done on constructing models wdiich have no
axiomatic basA (either in terms of rektionship production or validation). The modelling
methodology developed in this thesis outlines a solution for this. The major problem
w ^ch arises from the literature review of computers in teaching and learning is that no
effective way has yet been found to separate distinct elements (teaching methodology,
software, instructor enthusiasm, student motivation and subject matter) in a learning
context. ThA has a significant bearing on validation of the software developed in this
thesis. Other research problems not tackled here are to find effective ways of using
software, whilst not diminishing algebraic fluency, and to find other effective teaching
strategies for modelling. Several problems arise from the review of computer algebra in
mathematical modelling. The main one is to find a way to integrate a computer algebra
engine into software, and this is done here. This problem is closely associated with that
of having to program a computer algebra system and this thesis tackles this problem
implicitly by providing templates and front-end software.
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4.1

Problems arising from the review of literature on mathematical

modelling
Using literature on mathematical modelling methodologies and techniques, and the
ICTMA conferences in particular (thie latest published proceedings are ICTMA3 89,
ICTMA4 9 1 , 1CTMA5 93, ICTMA6 95 .and ICTMA7 97), I have identified three main

gaps in knowledge. I summarise these in the following paragraphs.

.1. Hofw to relate features in a model.

Little research has been

done on this specific aspect of modelling, and it is central to this thesis. The Generic
modelling cycle assumes success of the step Formulate modél: State relations in the
Penrose 7-point modelling cycle (Penrose 78). Papers (e.g. MST204 89, Herring 97,
Berry 95) indicate that this modelling cycle forms the basA of current practice,
particularly in the UK. A detailed error analysA of modelling projects in Chapter 9
provides evidence that a significant prôportion o f studenA have difficulty with this
stage: 23% of the total errors identified represent inability to formulate any model,
or a material error in the formuAtion. This figure represente a Ailure at a crucial
stage of model formulation, yet the problem has attracted little attention.
2. How to identify features in a model.

The problem of relating

variables A closely related to the problem of formally identifying features in a
model.

Authors are consistent in categorising modelling scenarios and in

cataloguing features in each category (e.g. Beny 95, £dwar<A 89 or Giordano 97).
*Standard’ models and features result, wiiich makes it difficult to elucidate material
features in different contexts.

Standarised models cannot even guarantee that

appropriate features are incorporated in a model, or that they are related correctly.
There are few formal discussions on this topic. It seems hard to stray fi-om specific
examples, and evidence fi*om Beare and Orman (Beare 96 and Orman 95) shows
that knowledge of the problem domain is an important part of modelling. The
problem of presenting relevant information for a given problem domain therefore
still remains.
3.

How to fin d effective ways o f using computers and software in modelling:
Software support is mostly for teaching methods of applied mathematics. Software,
that supports a modelling methodology has yet to be developed beyond this thesis.
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I have also identified three further ^ s in knowledge, but do not address them in this
thesA.
1. No method has yet been identified for quantifying or optimAing the number of
elements included in a model, nor o f assessing the complexity o f interactions
between them.

Modelling methodologies tend to stress the modelling process

instead o f the content of the model that results. At the validation stage there is
therefore no way of assessing >^ether or not a model of differing complexity would
be better.
2. Little research has been done on constructing modeA which have no axiomatic
basA, either in terms of relationship production or validation. Ways to formulate
adequate domain heuristics that can identify important features and relations
between them need to be found.
3. In the debate between ^scenario’ and ^generic’ modelling, little advance tôwarcÈ
unification or agreement has emerged. The discussions of Blum (in Blum 91A) and
Edwards (in Edwards 89) respectively typify the two views. Optimising existing
methodologies continues to be a subject for debate and has not been resolved.
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4.2

Problems arising from the review of literature on computers in

teaching and learning
My review of the literature on using computers (and computer algebra in particular) in
teaching mathematics concentrates on the many trials that have been carried out during
the past ten years to assess the benefits o f using computer algebra systems.

One

principal problem arises from this review, and I summarise it in the following
paragraph.

I address this problem in Chapter 9 by finding an alternative way of

validating the ideas and techniques in this thesA.

There A weak evidence fi-om comparative triaA of attainment in mathematics with and
without a CAS that using a CAS in mathematics education A beneficial, except in the
case of fluency in routine algebra. A significant fiictor A that the results o f using a CAS
depend on a combination of many factors that are distinct from the CAS itself. Only
Mayes (Mayes 95) and Palmiter (Palmiter 91) recognise this. Using a CAS changes the
subject matter taught and the way in which it is taught, and this forces non-equivalence
of experimental and control groiq)s.

Comparisons between the two (statistical or

otherwise) are therefore severely weakened. Other contributory Actors to this effect
include attitudes to using a computer, teacher and student enthusiasm for computer
algebra, ease o f use of the software and non-equivalence of the treatment of
experimental and control groups. No suitable way has yet been devised for isolating the
effect of a CAS alone. This problem is addressed in thA thesis by finding an alternative
method of assessment.
I have also identified two other significant open problems w4iich I do not address in this
thesis.
1. Finding effective ways to use mathematical software, without diminishing algebraic
fluency remains to be done. This is a particular problem for modelling, which needs
to combine elementary algebraic activities with a modelling strategy.
2. There is no research to assess the value of replacing mathematics, wholly or in part,
with programming. Programming a CAS is often kept to a minimum, with the
applied assumption that mathematical activities are more important. Research in
this area is likely to involve a much longer term project.
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4.3 Problems arising from the review of computer algebra in
mathematical modelling
The following two problems arise from using computer algebra software in a context
other than simple mathematical manipulation. Both are addressed in software for this
thesis.
1. Few examples exist where computer algebra engines have been integrated into a
dedicated mathematical environment. Some MathWAe modules include a Maple
kernel, but computation in most modules is purely numeric. The open problem is to
find and develop ways of integrating computer algebra engines into software such
that the resulting environment is sufficiently flexible.
2. General operations provided by a computer algebra package cause particular
problems in doing routine manipulations in algebra and calculus. Ways need to be
found to ease algebraic manipulation and pattern matching.
Three more minor problems are also apparent, but I do not tackle them in this thesis.
1. There is virtually no research on comparing the effects of using different software
packages in the same context. This is important because there is a tendency to use a
CAS for almost any mathematical task without regard to other software. The result
may be more effective if either a different CAS or a different category of software is
used.
2. Algebraic rules ^

not always propagated during the course of routine

manipulations. This makes using a CAS difficult because its capabilities do not
correspond to established mathematical behaviour. Amending existing software
would involve considerable redesign o f the algebra engine.
3. Considerable effort has already gone into finding ways to simplify expressions, and
to cast output expressions into suitable and appropriate forms. This is an ongoing
task for CAS developers.
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Chapter 5
The Case for Object-Oriented Modelling

5.0

Abstract

In this chapter the basis for an object-oriented solution to the problem of identifying and
relating features in a model is established. An initial description of object-oriented
concepts shows v/hat new concepts are required and wdiich of them are important for
mathematical modelling. A detailed analysis of v/by an object-oriented solution is
feasible and desirable follows and A based on two main considerations. First, treating
the elements in the problem domain as objects forces an analysis of then features, and
how they behave and interact.

Second, encapsulation of this knowledge allows

manipulation of elements in the problem domain such that the problem can be
formulated in a precAe and logical way. I stress the important aspect of object-oriented
analysA in a modelling context: the object model. Evidence shows that object-oriented
solutions have been successful in mathematical contexts in the past. This thesis
describes the major features of the object-oriented analysis and design methodologies
which have been in use during the past 10 years. They may work well for large business
systems.

However, they do not focus successfully on constructing objects for

mathematical modelling. They contain a significant overhead in terms of software
maintenance and management. Then most useful aspects for mathematics modelling
are noun-verb analysis and the use of heuristics of the problem domain as a starting
point for object design. These ideas are advaneed in the next ehapter.
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5.1

Object-Oriented concepts

Many attempts have been made to define the fundamental terms object and class, but all
of them are somevdiat subjective. A usefiil guide A given in (Shlaer 88 and Coad 90),
Objects are: abstractions o f a set o f real-word things such that all things in the set (the
instances) have the same characteristics and conform to this same rules. Objects have
characteristics {attributes) and then behaviour is described by procedures {methods).
The sort of objects that Shlaer and Mellor (and others) considered were not
mathematical, and one problem that I address in thA thesis is how to cast a mathematical
context into 0 ^0 terms. The thrust o f the 0 ^ 0 paradigm is to treat a class as an abstract
unit {encapsulation), as in (Pamas 79, Abelson 85 and Seidewitz 86). Classes can then
be organised into an object hierarchy using inheritance. In this way, classes can be
based on previously-defined classes without the need for repetitive programming.
Appendix 5A provides a brief guide to these and other 0 -0 concepts.
Switching from a procedural paradigm to an object-oriented paradigm is often difficult.
Beck (Beck 89) considers that the process of object construction relies on a heuristic
knowledge of the problem domain. Many 0 -0 design methodologies suggested
collaborative work to construct objects. Collaboration A aAo a feature of current
mathematical modelling practice.

5.2

The case for an Object-Oriented Solution

In this section I consider how an 0 -0 q)proach to mathematical modelling can be
beneficial. There are two main strands. Evidence fix>m problem-solving indicates that
problem statements and solution strategies are limited in number. These characteristics
are easily cast into 0 -0 terms.

5.2.1

The need for a new methodology

Examining papers from the last five ICTMA conferences, and other sources (e.g.
Trielibs 79), reveals little insight into tackling the problem of how to identify relevant
features in a model and how to formulate relations between them. Three points provide
the motivation for introducing an 0 -0 approach. Each is discussed in greater detail later
in this chapter.
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•

It A easy to cast modelling contexts, and partictdarly Newtonian mechanics, in
object terms.

•

0 -0 techniques concentrate on how objects interact, Wiich A fundamental to
modelling.

•

0 -0 analysA provides explicit ways to describe the behaviour of a physical object.

An object model for a mathematical context can be siq>plemented by an explicit 0 -0
modelling methodology, wdiich A integral to the process of relationship formulation.
ThA is demonstrated in Chapter 6.

5.2.2

Evidence from Problem-Solving

Within the context of Newtonian mechanics, a number of relevant established texts
(Berry 95, Capildeo 68, Easthope 64, Edwards 89, D)ice 92, Stephenson 61, Milne 48,
Taylor 86, Turner 73, UCLES 95, Quadling 57) show consistency in the ideas behind
problem statements.

These references span forty years, but the concepts in them are

essentially the same and are independent of the level of study.
•

The problem domains consists of elements such as particle, solid cylinder, spnng,
force, gravity etc.

•

The goal of each problem A essentially the same: to derive and solve an equation of
motion.

•

The types of problem considered in these references differ only in the sophistication
o f the mathematical techniques employed.

•

The techniques for solving problems in mechanics are essentially the same, and
involve the following steps:
• drawing a diagram;
• inserting relevant forces on the diagram;
• AoAting massive objects;
• inserting accelerations for each massive object;
• obtaining an equation of motion by applying Newton’s 2“** Law of Motion
for each massive object;
•

eliminating terms from the resulting equations;

• solving.
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T hé following examples illustrate this unifonnity for a projectile problem, which is
typical of simple problems in mechanics. They demonstrate that the variable factor over
the past 40 years is the approach to finding a solution. Problem statements and solution
methods are paraphrased.
Problem 1: (Quadling 571
A boy throws a stone horizontally from the top o f a cliff with a speed o f 40 ft/sec.
Discuss its subsequent motion.
Outline solution (supplied) :
1. statement that horizontal motion is constant;
2. statement that vertical motion is described by an equation of the form

= mM ^/2”;

3. set up coordinates;
4. diagram drawn;
5. statement of equations of motion for x{t), y(t);
6. solve: eliminate t to obtain y(x).
Problem 2: (Turner 73)
A stone is thrown out to sea from the top o f a cliff. I f its initial velocity is u and
thereafter it has an acceleration g vertically downwards, fin d its position after time t.
Outline solution (supplied):
1. diagram drawn;
2. setup coordinates in terms of orthogonal unit vectors;
3. statement of equation of motion for r(t), expressed vectorially,
4. solve: integrate twice;
5. a numerical example.
Problem 3: (Djice 92)
A car drives o ff a horizontal pier with a speed o f 45 kmh’^ and crashes into the sea 2s
after leaving the pier. Find (a) the height o f the pier and (b) thé horizontal distance the
car travels before entering the sea.
Outline solution (not supplied but inferred from the previous example):
1. diagram drawn;
2. set up coordinates X and y ;
3. use “v^ =

+ 2as” and/or

= ut+ ^ / 2 ” substituting initial conditions;

4. solve: for / and other quantities required.
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Problem 4: (Bostock 96)
This is an iq>-to-date version which comes near to my 'ideal* solution method
The top o f a tower is 10m above horizontal ground. A boy fires a stone horizontally
with a velocity o f 12 m s'\ Find how fa r from the fo o t o f the tower the stone hits the
ground
Outline solution (siqypiied witii preliminary theory):
1. diagram drawn;
2. set

coordinates x andy;

3. write down equations for x andÿ ;
. 4 .. integrate to obtain x{t) andy(0;
5. solve: for rusingy - 10.

I prefer a slightly more fundamental approach than Bostock’s, by subdividing Step 3:
3.1 write Newton’s 2°^ Law for horizontal and vertical motion;
3.2 integrate to obtain x andÿ ;
These treatments look similar, but even small differences are notable because they
express a general approach to modelling. There are varying degrees of generality,
different orders o f operations in the solution process, different degrees to wdiich
assumptions are discussed (including none at all) and different dependencies on
Newton’s 2"** Law. My 'fundamental approach’ (Steps 3.1 and 3.2, above) is the only
one wdiich contains an explicit dependence on an axiom, w ^ch is a rare approach in a
projectile problem. It A, however, fundamental to automating problem-solving of thA
sort because it expresses generality.
Problems 1 to 4 of thA section indicate that the following should be considered:
• what physical objects are in the problem domain;
• how analysis proceeds for each such object;
• how objects in the problem domain interact with each other;
e how to include sufficient generality to be able to solve a reasonable variety of
problems with the same objects;
•

a unified approach for solving similar problems.
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5.2.3

0 - 0 concepts in Heuristic Modelling Strategies

Many activities in problem-solving apply to almost all situations in Newtonian
mechanics. AnalysA proceeds for each massive object, by applying Newton's 2°^ Law.
In some cases (e.g. jointed rods) parts of the system are logically separated. ThA
implies the existence of fundamental physical objects. The model must mirror the way
in which they interact. The following points provide the motivation for a formal objectoriented treatment for Newtonian particle mechanics.
1. Newton's Second Law A applicable to massive objects only. ThA provides an aim
for a problem solving methodology: to derive an equation of motion. Although
there are clear exceptions to this statement (momentum-impulse problems, for
example), such exceptions merely require a different object treatment.
2. Certain elements or combinations of elements in the problem domain behave
consistently in the same way.

For example, massive objects in contact always a

give rise to contact forces through Newton's 3"* Law. This A a generic treatment for
interacting objects which can be implemented in terms o f message passing and class
methods.
3. Objects are routinely created and destroyed in non-O-0 analysis. A good example is
a stretched spring. When it is connected to a massive object and stretched, a tension
A created, and the spring can cease to exist as far as further analysis A concerned.
4. Sometimes unusual cases arise in modelling Newtonian particle mechanics. For
example, a spring may not obey a linear force law. In this case the analysis of the
problem is exactly the same as for a perfect spring but with a different force law.
This can be approached by defining a descendent class with a relevant overloaded
method.
5. Certain well-defined operations are often performed on elements in the problem
domain. These include geometrical transformations, resolutions along co-ordinate
axes and interactions with the other elements in the problem domain, These can be
interpreted as object methods in 0 -0 terms.
6. Certain properties of elements in the problem domain are well-defined and are
always associated with those elements. These are often physical properties of the
elements, such as mass, length or velocity. These can be interpreted as object
attributes.

'
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7. Examining tiie Newtonian particle mechanics problem domain indicates that it has
few distinct elements. They are often introduced implicitly or, in more recent
examples, using the phrase "is modelled by" to indicate a modelling assumption.
The same A true for other problem domains. For thA reason, it becomes feasible to
consider a non-extensive object model, possibly with no need for inheritance.
8. Drawing a diagram A often regarded as an essential part o f the modelling process
and A often taught as a formal stage in problem-solving. The diagram can indicate
what the objects in the problem domain are. Diagrams are used for reasons such as
the following, all of which can be expressed in terms of class methods :
•

To clarify which elements are in the problem domain.

•

To determine the geometry o f a system^ especially if trigonometry is
involved.

•

To represent different simultaneous views (e.g. forces and accelerations).

•

To initiate formal analysis (for example, resolution o f forces).

•

Reinforcing concepts (for example, the temperature gradient m a , heat
conduction problem can be represented by a sloping line for Wiich the higher
temperature is nearer the top of the page than the lower temperature) .

5.3

^

The potential benefits of an 0 - 0 treatment

I now consider the ways in wdiich an object-oriented strategy can be beneficial. Each
important 0 - 0 concept merits consideration, and most fundamental ones are the class
hierarchy, and the attributes and methods of the classes in it.
A vital aspect of mathematical modelling is to know what the characterises of elements
of the problem domain are. A spring, for example, has stiffoess, unstretched length and
co-ordinates o f its ends. A further vital aspect is to know how elements o f the problem
domain interact with each other. A spring can interact with a particle to produce a force
(its tension), which then interacts with the particle. Formal properties of elements in the
problem domain are easily expressible in 0 - 0 terms. Furthermore, having to express a
problem in precAe 0 -0 terms focuses attention on Wiat the formal properties of
elements in the problem domain are.

It A therefore necessary tp siq)ply:

. . .
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1. aU necessary attributes (so there A no missing information about characteristics);
2. all necessary methods (to define interactions with other objects);
3. a description ofthe geometry ofthe system (svq>plied using attributes);
4. detaiA of "invAible" objects, such as fixed points and gravity.
Object attributes can be made to correspond to the physical properties of an element in
the problem domain, or to properties closely reAted to them. Prime candidates are
masses, lengths and velocities. Attributes can also be used to record the state of a system
through Boolean variables. An example A the interaction of a spring and a particle in
vsfrich the spring A, in effect, inactive after it interacts with the particle. At the point of
interaction an attribute of the spring object can be set to "inactive". This has the
advantage that a full history o f a system can be recorded, and no information A lost.
Descriptions of interactions between objects correspond to Object methods.

They

provide a formal description of not only of how these interactions take place, but also of
conditions under \ritich they may take place. King (King 89) expresses tins in terms of
‘behavioural abstractions’. HA key pomt A that the 0 -0 approach stresses manipulation
of data through message-passing, not representation of data. ThA A important because
it provides a way of forming relationships between features in a model. It also provides
a means for determining whether or not a potential interaction is allowable or not, thus
preventing gross modelling errors. Object methods also provide the means to access the
object’s private attributes. This A an added complication as fer as modelling A
concerned.
Object creation (e.g. using a Constructor method) is usefiil as a formal way of declaring
that an object is in the probleni domain. For example, declaring now [ P a r tie l© /
m,

{a , b , c } ]

formally places a new object, a particle of mass m, at co-ordinates

{a,b,c). This A equivalent to drawing the object on a diagram and labelling it. It aAo
ensures that objects cannot be used unless they are properly defined. This serves to
supply features in a model. Calling a destructor is a formal way of indicating that an
object need take no further part in the modelling process. It is not strictly necesswy but
can be useful to show that particular processes have taken place. For example, once two
forces have been combined, they may be replaced by the resultant force, and then take
no further part in the computation.
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New mathematical mpdeA are often based on old ones. The concept of reusability is
therefore not new to mathematics. One way to do this A formalised in 0 -0 terms by a
class library. Once a class been defined, objects can be constructed with very little extra
effort Capturing attributes and methods A potentially long and generally needs
experience, but A a one-off activity. Once a class library exists it can be used by other
users. The second function A to define descendent objects, Wtich is useful if a small
amendment to an existing object is needed.
The concept of encapsulation (data hiding) A not particularly beneficial for
mathematical modelling except to provide a class hierarchy for future use, such that the
user need not be aware of im plem ^tation details. Problems arAing fix)m a need to do
further coding may be eased by providing a code-generating tool to define methods
and/or attributes.
Polymorphism corresponds to an intuitive idea in modelling: the behaviour of different
types o f objects can be described in the same way. For example, Newton's 2 ^ Law of
Motion may be applied to an extended massive object as well as a particle. The user can
apply Newton's 2“**Law to either, and is not concerned with any programming problem
caused by extended objects and particles being different types of object. An 0 -0
treatment can fulfil thA need through polymorphism, which need only be a concern for
the designer o f a class hierarchy.

5.4

Can an 0 - 0 approach be applied to Mathematical Modelling?

In thA section I ask the question: ‘Ts it possible to determine, in advance, whether or not
an object-oriented environment can be constructed for any given domain”. With
hindsight, object-oriented techniques have been used successfully in a variety of
systems, including databases, control systems, management systems and also in
computer algebra systems. It is often taken on trust that it is possible to cast any domain
into 0 -0 terms, but it is preferable to have some prior indication that it is feasible to do
so. There is no direct evidence that it is possible to construct an object-oriented
environment for mathematical modelling. In this section I demonstrate that this is
feasible by considering a one major task and three minor tasks in eonstructing such an
environment. .
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The major task A to identify objects. Many established methodologies already exist for
thA, and their initial task is to identify candidate classes. They do thA by considering
processes performed by the system (Shlaer 92), physical elements in the system (WirABrock 90) and logical elements in the system (Rumbaugh 91). These methodologies
tend to be applied to large-scale software systems. In Section 5.8 of this chapter I show
that they are not always appropriate for identifying objects in a mathematical modelling
context. Chapter 6 presents a more appropriate methodology.
To find what a class is in the context of mathematical modelling, it helps to consider a
modelling diagram.

It A unclear precisely what constitutes a distinct object in a

dAgram, so we can consider that the diagram has been drawn by placing symbols, from
a discrete and finite set, on the page. Each placement of a symbol on the page constitutes
the creation o f an object. From this, potential classes can be identified. This concept
exactly mirrors the way in i ^ c h symbols are placed on screen by a graphics package.

Booch (Booch 94) provides some guidance as to wdiat an object is. Intuitively an object
is:
•

A tangible and/or a visible thing

•

Something that may be apprehended intellectually ^

•

Something toward which thought or action is directed.

These ideas can be condensed into the definition of Smith and Tockey (Smith 88): "An
object represents an individual, an identifiable item, unit, or entity, either real or
abstract, with a well-defined role in the problem domain”. Cox (Cox 86) also thought of
an object as anything with a crisply defined boundary, which coincides to some extent
with symbols pAced on screen by a graphics package. All of these definitions are
condensed into Booch's own: "An object has state, behaviour m d identity; the structure
and behaviour of similar objects are defined in then common class." Khoshafian
(Khoshafian 86) defines identity as "that property of an object which distinguishes it
from all other objects". As part of an object definition this is unsatisfactory because it is
self-referential. It does, however, provide the idea that distinct objects should be clearly
distinguishable from each other.

' ^comprehended* ?
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WirA-Biock provides a more useful idea (WirA-Btock 90). She considers the
responsibilities of an object. This includes the "knowledge" that the object maintaing
and the actions that it can perform. The idea is to express a sense o f the purpose for the
object in the system, > ^ c h A key to relationship formation among features.
A number o f other indicators show that an 0 - 0 approach A likely to succeed, because
the suggested items to look for are present, in some form, in mathematical modelling
domains. Shlaer and Mellor (Shlaer 88) suggest tangible things, roles, evente and
interactions. Only “tangible things” seems directly relevant, and there are many of
them.

In the domain of mechanics there are ‘standard’ objects such as particles,

cylinders, springs, and rough surAces. In the domain o f heat transfer there are walls,
insulation, and also more abstract entities such as temperatures and thermal
conductivities. Using the objects in a modelling environment shows what events and
interactions might be relevant. The concept o f ‘roles’ A relevant if a co-ordinate system
A treated as something that performs a role rather than acte as a tangible thing. Ross
(Ross 87) adds concepts (principles, ideas) to the list. This A important because it
signals the inclusion of mathematical laws, axioms and heuristics. Finally, Coad and
Yourdon (Coad 90) suggest structure (“is-a” and “part-of’ relationships) and external
systems. Structure reAtions indicate how a class hierarchy might be built. External
systems might mclude gravity.
Despite many attempts to define an object rigorously, none A really satisActoiy and it is
not hard to provide a mathematical modelling example that does not fit the definition
well. Gravitational Field does not have a crisply defined boundary, is tangible but not
visible, can be comprehended intellectually, and action is not really directed at it.
Smith’s definition (Smith.88) seems to get closest, but only because it is very general.
Five further considerations indicate that an object model for mathematical modelling is
feasible. After stating them I illustrate them by considering a simple modelling problem
(Problem 5). This problem shows that, although queries to elucidate details of classes
may be clear, interpreting the information from those queries is not problem fi-ee. The
five considerations are:

1. The nouns m a problem statement indicate classes or class attributes (suggested in,
for example, Abbott 83, Booch 94 and Rumbaugh 91).
2. The verbs in a problem statement indicate instance methods.
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3. If elements are introduced into the system one by one, information can be gained
about changes to the system and how new elements effect the elements that ^
already there. This information then forms the basA of definitions for object
methods.
4. Whether or not an object model works is subjective, but it should include an element
of progress towards a mathematical goal (e.g. an equation of motion). An initial
object model can encapsulate these goals by defining suitable classes. This serves to
order the modelling process.
5. A solution strategy can be encjqisulated as a class method.

The following problem (Problem 5), from (Bostock 96), shows how pointe 1 to 5,
above, may be applied.
Problem 5
An aircraft is looping the loop on a path which is a vertical circle o f radius 400m. Find
the minimum speed at the top o f the loop fo r which the pilot would remain in contact
with the seat without wearing a seat belt.

Point 1:

The nouns aircraft, pilot and seat are potential classes: they could be

drawn on a diagram (Figure 5.1). Other nouns include loop, circle, speed and seat belt
They would not normally be drawn on a diagram, and this indicates that they are not
candidate classes. Speed is a property of the aircraft, so this an attribute of the aircraft
object. Domain knowledge suggests that seat and aircraft are identical classes, since
they are rigidly joined.

Pilot
R

mg

Seat/Aircraft
Figure 5.1

Point 2:

The verbs in this problem statement are not helpful. The context

indicates that gravity is present, and hence that a gravity class is needed. The verb
phrase remain in contact points to an interaction of the seat with the pilot. This could
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reduce to a method of the pilot olass. The same verb phrase also provides a solution
strategy by setting a contact force to zero.

Point 3:

If the objects seat {aircraft), pilot and gravity are drawn in that order, the

it A possible to AoAte the following consequences, The seat/pilot mtçmçûoü gives rise
to a contact force by Newton’s 3”* Law. The pilotlgravity interaction gives rise to a
weight, wdiich acts on the pilot.

Point 4:

The context, and the goal Find the minimum speed... indicate that an

equation o f motion A required. ThA comes from an interaction between a massive
object

or/7//or) and the forces on it.

Point 5:

Casting the equation of motion as a class encapsuAtes the goal of finding

an equation o f motion.

ThA example shows that even if it is possible to cast a problem domain into 0 -0 terms,
the detaiA o f doing so may not be straightforward. In particular, an analysis of nouns
and verbs in a problem statement does not necessarily produce a unique, or even a
reasonable object model. Despite problems of ambiguity and semantics, noun-verb
analysA can be automated, as it was at Fujitsu (Saeki 89). Domain knowledge is nearly
always necessary to define reasonable candidate classes. Overall, the subject o f pre
assessing a problem domain for suitability for 0 - 0 treatment is a subject for further
research.

5.5

Pointers from Toolkit approaches and existing applications

In this section I review existing applications which provide evidence that an 0 -0
approach is likely to succeed.

In (Dubisch 90), Dubisch describes a Mathematica implemenAtion o f an energy

‘toolkit’ approach to modelling applied mathematics. He aims to divert the user's
attention away from programming syntax towards problem-solving strategies. Dubisch
talks about problem 'attributes', which are not attributes in an object-oriented sense, but
need the same considerations to find them. They are:
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1. the problem domain contains a finite number of bodies possessing kinetic and
potential energies;
2. a co-ordinate value A part o f the description o f each body;
3. The problem domain can be described by a finite number o f instances (meaning "a
collection o f information about the system at a given time").
This solution process has stages that are appropriate for an 0 - 0 analysA:
1. allocate symbols to objects;
2. define energy terms and express them symbolically;
3.

solve an energy balance equation for a named parameter.

ThA analysA is insufficient in an object-oriented treatment because it contains a
confusion of terms and pays insufficient attention to constructing objects. However,
identifying objects with then attributes and methods, and characterising the solution
process, makes it possible to cast the problem into 0 - 0 terms.
A formal object-oriented environment for solving problems in Finite Element Analysis
was implemented in 1992 by Viklund and Fritzson (Viklund 92).

The software

integrated a Mathematica algebra engine with numerical routines in C++ and a higher
level language (ObjectMath) for programming. This system outwardly demonstrates that
it is possible to implement an object-oriented system for certain classes o f mathematical
modelling. There are indications in then paper that the algebra engine is not central to
the design, since many methods are implemented in C++. Its main use appears to be for
rapid prototyping and it appears that there is an intention to dispense with it completely
in future implementations.
Another dedicated modelling tool A Tangram, which is an 0 -0 based configurable
toolset implemented in Prolog (Page 89). It is used for input-output systems such as
queuing problems involving Markov Chains. The authors state that modelling typically
requires knowledge of the problem domain. The aim o f this software is to capture
problem domain heuristics and solution strategies in the form of classes by abstracting
specific models into general eases.

Its basis is a set of classes defined as Prolog

modules. Message passing is interpreted as "proving a goal in a module".

This

architecture has limited flexibility because rules relate to the system as a whole rather
than individual objects. Prolog could not form a basis for the software of this thesis
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because it has no associated modelling methodology, has limited numerical capability
and no capability at all for doing symbolic confutation.
The computer algebra system Views, (Abdali 86), implemented in Smalltalk-80 by
Abdali, Cherry and Soiffer, demonstrates that the 0 -0 paradigm can be applied to a
CAS. They make the valid point that ‘traditional’ CASs are symbol-oriented, meaning
that the data involved are symbolic expressions which can be manipulated without
regard to any underlying algebraic or mathematical structure.

This is a clear

disadvantage if there is a need to work within a particular algebraic structure, and the
object model in this system is based on a hierarchy of algebraic structures. Views does
not include a dedicated modelling environment but is more of a tool for symbolic
computation in a robust algebraic environment.
Tan and Steeb (Tan 98) describe a more recent 0 - 0 based CAS, SymbolicC++. It is
also a general purpose tool, but is capable of siq>porting a dedicated modelling
environment by defining suitable classes in C++, using the symbolic manipulation
classes already provided, and programming a dedicated fix>nt-end. As such, it would be
very suitable for the purposes of this thesis.

However, its symbolic manipulation

capabilities are very limited. There are classes for very large numbers, matrices, linked
lists, basic algebraic operations, polynomials and algebraic structures. These are used
successfully to solve some problems in physics, but major elements of symbolic
conq)utation are not implemented.

These include integration procedures (despite a

discussion on integration techniques), a general purpose equation solver, Actorisation
procedures, a differential equation solver, and a programming language. To include
these would be a monumental task, but the aim is to provide basic building blocks rather
than a complete CAS.

Enhancing SymbolicC++ by building dedicated modelling

procedures is equivalent to accessing a commercial computer algebra kernel directly. In
principle, this would be easier than programming fundamental symbolic computation
capabilities.
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5é6

Reduced programming overhead and risk of error

In this section I consider how an 0 -0 treatment can be more beneficial than a
‘conventional’ treatment using a CAS. The discussion concentrates on isoAting
important elements in the problem domain and analysing their properties.

To do this, I use a modelling problem from (Zimmerman 95).

It illustrates how

Mathematica CA techniques may be applied to problems in physics, and exhibits a
common phenomenon: it A easier to do by hand than by a ‘conventional’ computer
treatment. The 0 -0 approach A useful for removing unnecessary programming syntax,
which is not part of the mathematical problem, and in structuring the solution process.
A reasonable conq)arison must be between the two computer treatments because the
computer A necessary to automate more complicated problems and problem-solving
strategies. The goal of the problem is to derive and solve an equation of motion from the
Lagrangian of a dynamic system. The Lagrangian arises from a physical object and nonignorable forces, and is created as an implicit object in this type of analysis. It therefore
makes sense formally to implement these problems in 0 -0 terms.
Problem statement (Figure 5.2)
A bead B slides on a rotating wire, fixed at A and rotating about a vertical axis with
uniform angular speed w. The distance AB = r(t) is variable. The goal is to obtain the
equation of motion by considering the Lagrangian of the system.

Figure 5.2
If spherical polar coordinates are used, r(t) is the only independent variable.The kinetic
ener©^ T, potential energy V and Lagrangian L of the bead are:
T=

+(rw sin0)^)

V = -mgrcosO
L = T -V
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From these it is easy to derive the equation o f motion.
d (d L \

dL

^

= ^r = rw^ sin* 0 + gcos8

Defining a simple procedure to produce the Lagrangian automates this computation:
Lagrangian[qi_,L_,Qi_:0,t_:t] :=
D[D[L, D[qi[t],tl], t] - D[L,qi[t]] == Qi

However, several problems are apparent in the 'conventional* computer treatment.
•

The most efdcient way of implementing the differentiations is to express r as a
Mathematica pure function (i.e. without explicit reference to f) when converting
fix>m Cartesian to polar coordinates. This is tricky to express in a workable form
without experience.

•

Solving the equation of motion involves several rewrite rules to simplify
trigonometric terms, and it is not always clear in vdiich order these should be
applied.

The potential advantages o f using an 0 -0 treatment are listed below.
• Since an 0 -0 treatment forces the user to concentrate on defining which elements
are in the problem domain and A^iat the properties of those elements are, it is a
natural basis for analysing problems with distinct, physical objects. In this case, the
user needs to concentrate on the massive objects in the system, since they are the
ones required for a Lagrangian treatment. The forces in this system are either
ignorable or not, and this property can also be encapsulated. In general, a non-0-0
treatment is in danger of paying insufBcient attention to the properties o f elements in
the problem domain,
e Difficult programming constructs can be encapsulated in class methods, hi the
Lagrangian example, the differentiations are all done automatically, and there is a
mechanism for ensuring that changes of variables are propagated in all such
differentiations. This encapsulation makes the code easy to use elsewhere by using
change o f variable methods for other classes. '
• Common transformations (e.g. Cartesian

polar) can be encapsulated in class

methods. The mechanics of coding coordinate change procedures can be
complicate^ and it is easier to call a pre-defined method.
• It is less error prone to adopt a well-defined methodology in which objects interact
in such a way as to produce and solve an equation of motion. The specific steps in
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.

the Lagrangian example might be to construct the jqipropriate objects (particle,
forces and gravity), call the Lagrangian method o f the particle to produce a
Lagrangian object, and then call methods of that Lagrangian object to simplify and
solve the equation of motion.

5.7

Warnings

During the late 1980s object-oriented analysis and design techniques gained greater
prominence, along with increased use of 0 -0 programming languages, but few authors
raised specific problems associated with this use.

I now consider some of these

objections to the use of object-oriented techniques based on the critiques in (Hoydalsvik
93) and (Guthery 89). The former must be put into context, vââch is that of a largescale software project involving an administration information system and engineering
design. These involve significant OOA and OOD phases which are not applicable to the
context of small mathematical modelling systems.
The objections raised by these authors are summarised in the following, list, and my
replies to them are given alongside in italics. Some of these replies (Note 1 and Note 2)
fall into general categories which are discussed at the end of the list. Items 1-12 are
raised by Hoydalsvik and Items 13-16 are raised by Guthery.

1. Failure to identify changes in the human aspects of an organisation. These factors
have very little relevance to mathematical modelling since they belong mainly to
external systems.
2. It is hard to determine which parts of the system should and should not be
automated. This is a potential problem but a generally applicable rule adopted in
this thesis is that processes should he manual but the consequences o f those
processes should be automated.
3. Objects and a class hierarchy are hard to maintain in a continuously evolving
system. This is unlikely to be a problem in a small system which is generally static
and determinable in advance.
4. An object model isn't necessarily good if it is based on the way humans think. This
is unsupported by evidence. The object model need not be visible to the user, so its
details do not matter.
5. The object model might not fit well in all cases. (Note 1)
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6. Modelling requirements can conflict with object-oriented requirements. {Note 2)
7. "Business rules" (heuristics) are hard to capture. {Notje 2) This does not apply in a
mathematical modelling scenario i f it is based on an axiomatic system. It is a
potential problem fo r non-axiomatic systems.
8. Heuristics in real-time processes can cause implementation problems.

Most

mathematical modelling contexts are not based on real-time processes. In principle
it is possible to build a real-time interaction into an object model by implementing
message-passing which blocks certain events until other events have occurred.
{Note I)
9. Strict encapsulation of processes involving interaction of two different objects is
a^^dcward. This comment is based on a purist interpretation o f 0 -0 principles. The
situations relevant to this thesis do not require a strict application o f object-oriented
rules. They depend on broad 0 -0 principles and take a pragmatic approach.
10. Validation can be hard. {Note I)
11. It is sometimes necessary to "bend reality" to fit the object model. {Note 1) This is
true in any mathematical model. This process is almost synonymous with the phrase
"model simplification", and is therefore an essential part o f modelling.
12. The object model obtained as a result of OOA depends on vdiether or not the
primary consideration is the dynamic model (concentrating on message passing) or
the static model (concentrating on entities). {Note I)

All that is required is a

workable object model. O f course, there will probably be scope for improvement.
13. There is no need to express a problem in object-oriented terms if it can be solved
satisfactorily by other methods. In this analysis I am trying to solve particular
modelling problems fo r which alternative solution strategies have been inadequate
(detailed in Chapters 1,3 and 9). Automation is also a primary goal, and 0 -0
techniques do can achieve this in a convenient way.
14. There is a considerable software overload in designing and maintaining an object
hierarchy. {Note 2). A different thought process must be used to construct a class
hierarchy and this is likely to be difficult initially.

However, the problem is

simplified because the main objective is to use objects and not to define new ones.
15. It is not easy to combine or amend object hierarchies. {Note 2)
16. Management o f a system which contains too many objects can be extremely
difficult. This is imlikely to be a problem in a mathematical modelling context
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because relatively few objects are likely to exist. There may be, typically, 10 or 20
distirict objects compared with thousands in a large software product.

{Note 1)
This is a generic problem, and does not necessarily relate to an object-oriented system.
{Note 2)
This is a potential problem in producing an object-oriented system. Care is required in
the implementation of message passing in particular, and this will represent an overhead
for an 0 - 0 methodology.

5.8

Object-Oriented Design Methologies

In this section I examine the major 0 - 0 design methodologies, and assess their
applicability to object design for mathematical modelling.
5.8.1

Wirfc-Brock

The Wirfs-Brock methodology (Wiris-Brock 89) stresses the concept of responsibility:
objects are responsible for actions. This idea is potentially useful in mathematical
modelling for deciding vhat should result from the interaction o f two objects. The

Wirfr-Brock design process contains steps which are designed to organise classes into
natural groiq)ings or in client/server terms . The aim of this process is to define
inheritances, collaborations and responsibilities. These fiictors seem more appropriate
for refining systems in which classes have already been determined. Wirfr-Brock
addresses. how to 'discover* objects in (Wirfs-Brock 90). This tackles some key
questions for mathematical modelling, including guidelines for defining classes. They
include:
1. Identify physical objects.
2. Identify noun phrases.
3. Identify concepts (one word corresponding to one concept).
4. Use the requirements specification.
5. Examine inter&ces to the outside of the system.
O f these, the first two are veiy important for mathematical modelling because physical

entities figure prominently, and noun phrases originate from problem statements. The
third is important because it helps to identify non-physical entities such as forces. The
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'

others are more relevant for business modellinjg.

Problems with misleading

phraseology, plurals and passive phrases complicate these processes, and ways to
resolve them are not clear.
Identifying verb phrases in the 'requirements specification’ can serve to define
responsibilities and provide instance methods. Other suggested methods are to find
where actions occur, and to seek "is-a", "is-like" and "is-part-of relations. This can
cause problems because mathematical modelling problems do not always flow in a
piecewise Ashion, and because it is not always clear to > ^ c h classes responsibilities
should be assigned, if there is a choice. Responsibilities are fulfilled by finding
collaborations, ^ ^ c h represent client-server relationships. It can be hard to define
client-server relationships in mathematical modelling. It would be better to ask the
question "what happens if you combine an instance of Class A with an instance of Class
B7", A ^ch can be used to define a modelling sequence.
Thus, the Wirfe-Brock methodology incorporates some ways of searching for classes;
consideration of physical objects, noun phrases and using concepts. The idea of
'responsibilities' is important when trying to determine methods for classes but it is
harder to find them in isolation, and iterative processes are essential.
5.8.2

Class-Responsibility-CoUaboration (CRC) Cards

CRC cards are usually used within the context of other methodologies (particularly
Wirfs-Brock) but can be used in isolation. Beilin (Beilin 97) describes a methodology
for using them and CRC card development is described in (Cunningham 86) and (Beck
89). They are designed to document collaborative design decisions, and take the form of
small cards with details of the class name, superclass, attributes, responsibilities and
corresponding collaborators.
The purpose of CRC cards is to organise information in a known-to-unknown manner as
opposed to a top-down or a bottom-up way. The designers considered that there was
considerable value in physically moving the cards around and tiierefore resisted
computerising them. This is in marked contrast to other methodologies. Beilin
recommends brainstroming and team effort to derive classes. Group work is currently
popular in mathematical modelling. The need for actual cards is unclear, although they
may be more appropriate for smaUer projects, including mathematical modelling
contexts.
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5.8.3

Shlàer-Mellor

The principles o f Shlaer and Meilor’s data-driven design methodology are given in
(Shlaer 88) and (Shlaer 89). (Shlaer 92) later emphasised the data-driven aspects. Their
methodology aims to capture domain-specific knowledge analytically, in a way that can
be programmed accurately. The three stages in Figure 5.3 are the most important
because they deal with elucidation o f classes and o f the relationships between them.
These are key activities for mathematical modelling, but the overall thrust of the
methodology is to provide contrasting views o f the system. This is more appropriate for
large business systems.

1. Infonnatlon modal '
identify d asses:

tangBm wings, rol98 ,spacllicaaon8,agar 9 g^hns,§jnKasss^ps
Constnjd relationship dagram
Define subtype, siferty p es

2. State model
C a ta k )(^ fife-cydes:

physical hsws, opanUng ruhs, hMisiics
Describe events
Describe actions
Describe interactions and Hnks between d assM

model
identify data s t o m
Con^ruct data fkmn, oonsM ent with d aaae s defined

Figure 5.3
Information models stage
Shlaer and Mellor give some indicators for identifying classes, but only one useful trick
for finding attributes: draw and label a diagram. I develop this idea in Chapter 6 so that
it becomes an integral part of the mathematical modelling process. Shlaer and Mellor
favour Chen’s notation (Chen 77) for an object diagram, showing relationships between
classes. Deriving classes fiom information flows could cause problems in mathematical
modelling where information flows may not be clear.
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State models stage
A state diagram examines the dynamic behaviour of the systen^ and contains useful
pointers for mathematical modelling. There are specific directives to be aware of
ph^ical laws, established practice and heuristics. The methodology does not clarify how
interactions can be manipulated so as to drive a mathematical model.
Process models stage
The purpose of this stage is to construct a Data Flow Diagram (DFD) for each state of
the system, which details data stores and actions for that state. Data stores are rarely
appropriate for mathematical modelling, but clarifying actions may be.
Shlaer and Mellor recognise that the problem of identifying objects needs more work,
although later methodologies appear to have made little headway with this problem.

5.8.4

Coad-Yourdon
'

The origins of the Coad-Yourdon technique lie in Yourdon’s structured design
methodology (Yourdon 79) and its extension to structured analysis (Yourdon 89). This
method was extended to a formal 0 -0 technique by the addition of an object-analysis
stage (Coad 90), and has become known as the OOA/OOD method. Although the
methodology stresses system organisation through a class hierarchy (consisting of
"Class-&-Objects"), there may not be much to organise in a small mathematical context.
Coad stresses the importance of problem domain knowledge and gives useful pointers
for finding attributes (e.g. states of the system. How...' questions, needed information).
Similarly, responsibilities, behaviour and links can be used to find methods. O f these,
behaviour and links are the most useful for mathematical modelling because they define
how mathematical entities interact. The example o f Problem 5 (Section 5.4) shows that
refining these considerations to produce workable classes is not always straightforward.
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5.8.5

,

Rum baugh: OMT

The design technique discussed in (Rumbaugh 91) is known as the Object Modelling
Technique (OM l^. The notation for it is adapted from a preliminaiy version o f OMT in
(Loomis 87). It consists o f three principal stages vdiich are split into sub-stages as
below. The first stage is the most important as

as mathematical modelling is

concerned because it deals with the initial design of objects. The other two stages are
more applicable for large d e si^ projects, and are not discussed further.

1.

2.

3.

Analysis .
a)
Define objects
b)
Determine dynamic flows
c)
Determine functional relations
Systems Design
a)
Define sub-systems
b)
Define concurrency
c)
Define communications and data stores
Object Design
a)
Define algorithm s to implement system functions
b)
Optimise object model
c)
Im plement associations of attributes

The analysis phase depends on constructing three distinct models. The Object model is
the most relevant for mathematical modelling. Rumbaugh gives few hints on how to
derive classes, Wiich are loosely defined as entities which "have identity and are
distinguishable, concepts, abstractions or things with crisp boundaries and meaning".
When seeking attributes he searches for nouns in a specification or problem statement.
The idea of linking objects is a key consideration in this thesis and OMT approaches it
by considering verbs and verb phrases in a problem description. There are no hints, apart
fiom seeking generalisations, for deriving abstract classes. The Dynamic model
determines events in the system, but ^riiat these should be is not clear cut in
mathematical modelling. Rumbaugh uses the Functional model to identify inputs and
outputs, alth o u ^ these are usually interpreted as user interactions, data stores or. file
operations, which have little relevance for mathematical modelling. The end result of
building the functional model is to construct a DFD, vdiich is also not particularly
relevant for a mathematical model. Hayes and Coleman (Hayes 91) recommend a
modified form o f OMT vdiich concentrates on keeping the overall model self-consistent.
This is useful, but not necessary for mathematical modelling.
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5.8.6 Booch
Booch (Booch 94) outlines a micro-process and also a macro-process for class design.
The former is more relevant because it deals with initial design, and there are three
important stages (1-3, below) for mathematical modelling. Stages 2(a) and 2(b) come
fiom an original 5-stage process in (Booch 86).

1.
2.

3.

Identify classes
Identify semantics of those classes
a)
Identify operations suffered by and requested of each class
b)
Establish the visibilify of each class in relation to others
Identify the relationships among classes

In the Identify classes stage, a Data Dictionary ("list of things") is central to Booch's
discussion. To derive classes he considers tangible things (nouns), events, interactions
and concepts, as well as the system’s dynamic behaviour. It is unclear how dynamic
behaviour would apply to mathematical modelling. Rubin and Goldberg (Rubin 92)
clarify this to a limited extent. They suggest that it is necessary to understand vdiat
events take place in the .system and to a s s i^ these events to parts of the system? Booch
also suggests function^point analysis (Dreger 89)

(a function-point is an end-user

business process) and Use-Case analysis (Jacobson 92), but these techniques depend on
finding clear processes and data flows, vdiich are rare in mathematical modelling. The
purpose of the Identify semantics stage is to determine the behaviour and the attributes
o f the abstractions found in the previous stage. Booch suggests using CRC Cards. In the
Identify Relations stage, Booch suggests looking for common behaviour between the
pairs of classes. He does not say how suitable pairs may be found.
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5.8.7 UML
The most recent addition to the set o f object modelling methodologies is due to,
amongst others, Booch and Rumbaugh, and is known as the Unified Modelling
Language, UML (Erikkson 98). It claims to be a synthesis of good practice fix>m
previous methodologies, and originates fix>m the Object-Oriented Structured
Engineering (OOSE) approach o f Jacobson (Jacobson 87). The principal stages of UML
are outlined in Figure 5.4. Stages 1,2 and 3 o f the diagram are central to mathematical
modelling problems.

2. Ddsfm bw Uso-Casss

1. Détermine Actors

.

What lUwOons do actors naad?
' Aivnoad to raad, Croats, chango or destroy a data stors?
Do any sctors Biat need event noMcaSon?
Çoiid actors tw sknpBUed tiy new ItncSonalty?
Any Inputsfeulputs needed?
Any proUems «Ml an eidsflng system?

4—

Who wM use system fünctonslly?
Who «Msipport system flsKdonatty?
Who wR maintain and admHstar tie system?
What hardware devices are Involved?
What neracoons are mere wm other systsms?
What hes en Interest In Aesystsmfsreeults?

s. DcfbwelusM
Identify Infbniwttonitofad or in ity t e d
Identify extemel eyetenw
Identify devtCM
Identify petteme, d e e s Utmdee, componente
Identify orpenleeflonel parte
Identify fu n a n rolee of actors

4. Dynamic Modale
Resolve tectmlcaMee
Revise o i ^ model

^^^uence
CotaboraMn
dagram

AcSvfty dagram
Choose language
Code
Test

Figure 5.4
Actors are central to UML. Jacobson (Jacobson 92) defines them as "who or what is in
the system". Only the last detail in Box 1 of the Figure 5.4 seems relevant for
mathematical modelling. It could refer to, for example, an equation of motion. Quatrani
(Quatrani 98) is more explicit. He makes the point that actors are external to the system
and interact with it. They tend to be inputs or outputs, but these are fare in mathematical
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modelling.

UserCases refer to functionality as perceived by an actor: they model

interaction between actors and the system and tend to be verbs (Quatrani 98). The
questions in Box 2 of Figure 5.4 depend on a sequential set of the events, but it is not
obvious that such a set o f events exists in a mathematical modelling scenario. Candidate
Classes are derived from actors and their methods are derived from Use-Cases, but
UML (in Erikkson 98, Quatrani 98 and Jacobson 92) provides little advice on how to
find them. Lee and Tepfenhart (Lee 97) rely largely on the OOD/OOA ideas of Coad
and Yourdon to derive classes, and recommend ideas borrowed from Shlaer and Mellor,
and Wirfe-Brock to find attributes and specify class behaviour. The Dynamic Models of
Stage 4 in Figure 5.4 are diagrams which provide distinct views of the system.
Producing them for mathematical modelling problems is too large an overhead to be
worthvM e.

Only the Collaboration diagram could be useful for modelling. This

describes interactions and links between objects, and these links can drive the modelling
process.

UML is another methodology that is intended for designing and maintaining large
systems with "obvious" objects and "obvious" processes.^ Although it is based on
analysis of Actors and Use-Cases, it is possible (Lee 97) not to stress their roles. This
reduces UML to an aggregation of previous methods. I make a brief attempt to use the
UML CASE tool. Rational Rose 4.0 (Rational 98) in Chapter 6, and discuss the
problems of doing so in a mathematical modelling context.

^ Evidence from a current project shows that a CASE tool Wiich uses die UML methodology (Select 96)
fells to produce a d»ign that can be coded quickly and easily. It was difficult to integrate the classes
generated with a workable database model.

,
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5.9

The object oriented paradigm and mathematical modelling

This section summarises the principal requirements for object-oriented concepts to be
applied to mathematical modelling contexts. I argue that no established 0 - 0 design
methodology contains all the necessary elements.

5.9.1

Classes

Finding classes is the most important activity for mathematical modelling since these
are needW to drive the modelling process (in a way described in Chapter 6). Many
established methodologies (Wirfe-Brock 90 and Coad 90) stress the importance of
seeking nouns in a requirement specification. The matfaematieal equivalent o f a
requirements specification is a problem statement. Although a problem statement can be
worded precisely, the nouns it contains do not always translate into useful objects. For
example, they often contain spurious context information. In a Business Systems context
noun analysis can be more worthi^iile because it is easier to identify potential classes
fix>m data sources, data sinks, users and system components. (Wirfe-Brock 90) mentions
elements such as these in the context o f an ATM. Useful nouns have to be differentiated
fi*om non-usefiil nouns in mathematical modelling problem statements, and this is likely
to be a problem for mathematicians Wio are inexperienced in 0 -0 techniques. There is
also a particular problem in that gravity is often implicit (as it is in Problems 1 to 5 of
this chapter), and is therefore not formally in the problem statement.
UML poses a particular problem for mathematical modelling. It is hard to find actors
(external agents), > ^ c h are needed to determine classes. Gravity can be considered as
an external agent but is better treated as internal since the interaction o f gravity with
massive objects is important in creating weights.
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5.9.2

A ttributes

It is sometimes hard to distinguish between nouns Wuch are appropriate for identifying
candidate classes and nouns which are more appropriate for identifying candidate
attributes. For mathematical modelling it is easier to avoid this decision by finalising
classes first and then finding their attributes. This is because the classes are often welldefined mathematical entities (particles, forces etc.), and their attributes then correspond
to physical characteristics. A “classes first - attributes next” approach makes "overall
design" (as in Shlaer 88, Booch 94, Rumbaugh 91) hard. Some methodologies provide
little guidance on finding attributes (e.g. UML in Erikkson 98), and are therefore o f little
use to modellers.
5.9.3 Methods
A key feature of mathematical modelling is how elements in the problem domain
interact. This is not addressed in a systematic way by existing methodologies other fiian
through responsibilities (Wirfe-Brock 90) and links (Coad 90). Responsibilities a p a
potentially useful idea for mathematical modelling, but represent a level of abstraction
that isnt strictly necessary. Problem 5 of this Chapter shows that verb analysis can
produce spurious verbs vffiich confuse the issue.
5.9.4

Class libraries

Constructing and maintaining a class library and hierarchy is important to structure and
maintain large software projects. Existing methodologies are designed to j&cilitate this
process. An elaborate class hierarchy is not necessary for mathematical modelling,
although inheritance can be useful (as C huter 7 shows), and a formal mechanism for
constructing a class library is unnecessary.
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5.10 Summary
The object-oriented modelling methodologies described in this section have a number of
general characteristics.

• They are designed for large software projects which need to record not only class
details, but also views of the project. Large projects need to provide a mechanism for
design and maintenance because personnel changes, a need to distribute work
between members of a team, and changes in requirements are generally involved.
This does not sq)ply for mathematical modelling.
• They are written for business applications in viiich objects are sometimes easier to
isolate, particularly abstract ones. Interactions between classes are often easier to
define because they correspond to business processes.
• Domain knowledge is necessary, particularly for class design.
• Descriptive diagrams are a major feature o f many methodologies, but they can be
overwhelming and obscure the class-building process.

The methodologies described in this Chapter partially fulfil the needs of mathematical
modelling. Four major requirements are missing:
1. linking the object methodology with key aspects of the practice of mathematical
modelling - drawing diagrams, formulating equations and solving them;
2. using objects to drive the way in which modelling proceeds;
3. abstracting ways in ^riiich common elements of mathematical modelling problem
domains interact, in order to create methods;
4. distinguishing spurious and non-spurious nouns and verbs in a problem statement.

These problems will be addressed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
A new Technique and Methodology for Mathematical
Modelling
6.0

Abstract

This chapter describes an 0 -0 approach to modelling, as a solution to the problem of
elucidating features in the model and constructing relations between them. Empirical
evidence in Chqjter 5 shows that this problem' is central to any modelling cycle, and it
therefore has high priority here. It sets out requirements for. an 0 -0 methodology ^ ^ c h
is suitable for modelling.

Ideas from existing methodologies, and Wirfr-Brock in

particular, contribute to this. First, Wirfr-Brock 'responsibilities* help to identify how
objects relate to each other, and hence how to link variables and parameters. Second, a
noun^verb analysis corresponds well to an analysis o f a model Wiich is to be derived
from a textual description. The principal idea advanced is to enhance the role of the
modelling diagram, which would normally be drawn ^ e n formulating models. This is
used to discover modelling features. It is backed up by considering domain axioms and
heuristics. These result in the Diagram-Axiom modelling methodology, and contributory
elements o f it are classified. A general modelling heuristic, the Principle o f Adjacency^
results from this analysis. Using it siq)plements the generic modelling cycle by linking
objects in a Construct“^Link-^Invoke_Methods modelling cycle.

This entails

systematically linking objects to create new objects, untU an equation of state for the
system results. A short modelling exercise using a contemporary methodology, UML,
then highlights deficiencies o f established computerised methodologies: they
concentrate on processes rather than translating problem domain elements into classes.
Illustrations of the Diagram-Axiom methodology then show its wide applicability. The
cases considered range fix)m those where drawing a diagram is normal practice to those
where a diagram is contrived. They also cover problem domains Wiich do and do not
have an axiomatic basis. From these, I give an honest assessment of the successes and
ffiilures of the Diagram-Axiorri methodology. The case of Newtonian particle mechanics
is particularly important because it is the subject of computerisation in the next chapter.
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6.1

Methodology Requirements

An object-oriented design methodology used for mathematical modelling must satisfy
the requirements below.
1. It must be consistent with and incorporate "normal" activities of mathematical
modelling.
2. It must encapsulate details of space and time coordinates.
3. There must W a way to encsq)sulate laws, axioms and heuristics within the problem
domain.
4. Manipulation of the objects (usually by invoking their methods) should allow for the
development of the mathematical model. Important steps in the development of the
mathematical model need to be identified and mirrored when manipulating the
object model.
5. The methodology should be reasonably simple so that it can be used by users who
are not experienced in object-oriented methods. It should be mathematically intuitive
and any mathematical ideas that it contains must make sense.

The methodology proposed in this thesis comprises two strands: Diagram and Axiom.
The next two sections explain each of these.

6.2

Diagram Strand

A modelling diagram is a natural part of a mathematical model, and serves here to
construct classes. This diagram draws attention directly to elements in the problem
domain. In this way, it isolates instances of candidate classes. An assumption is that at
some early stage in the development o f the mathematical model, a relevant diagram is
drawn. It may contain information about, for example:
•

the geometry of the problem domain;

•

elements in the problem domain;

•

symbols for elements in the problem domain;

•

kinetic quantities.
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Using such a diagram satisfies the requirements stated above as follows.
•

Drawing a d ia g r^ is "normal" mathematical modelling practice. It is therefore a
potentially useful starting point for generating classes (Requirement 1).

• As the diagram is constructed, object methods can be invoked which drive the
modelling process. Therefore, components o f a mathematical model can be
constructed as the diagram is drawn (Requirement 4).
•

Object-oriented techniques are possibly alien to mathematicians but this difdculty is
eased by the process of drawing a diagram, which is a familiar activity. Otherwise,
it is unlikely that this problem can be eased further (Requirement 5).

•

Certain common elements are "known" components of mathematical modelling
domains. These may not be apparent in drawing a diagram. Examples include an
equation of state, space and time coordinates jc, t. (Requirements 2 and 3)

This approach raises certain difficulties.
1. If a diagram cannot be drawn, the technique cannot proceed in the form outlined.
Either the user must contrive a diagram or there must be an alternative to using a
diagram.
2. It is not normal to analyse the order in which components of a mathematical
modelling diagram are drawn. However, it is quite clear that some order exists, even
if it is arbitrary, because an entire diagram caimot be drawn in one stroke. Given that
some order exists, it is possible to analyse the precise role of each element drawn, as
it is drawn.
3. The precise definition of an "element" in a diagram is unclear at this stage. In order
to clarify this term, suppose that a finite set of graphic shapes is available in a
computer graphics package.

This ensures that a diagram comprises only thege

shapes (with the possibility of resizing them). Each graphic placed on the screen is
then an object.

. 1

6.3

4

4

Axiom Strand

Considering axioms, laws and heuristics Complements the Diagram strand and attempts
to fulfil functionality that cannot be achieved by use o f a diagram. It also performs an
important role in its own right in identifying candidate classes. This is because it draws
attention to the fundamental behavipm* o f the system and provides a focus for
relationship formation. The Axiom strand gathers information about class attributes,
vdiich classes can and should collaborate and the result o f that collaboration. Heuristics
provide information about how the system behaves, but using heuristics is more difficult
because they are less well defined.
The Axiom Strand satisfies the requirements for a mathematical modelling object d e si^
methodology in the following ways:
• Many mathematical scenarios involve laws or axioms. For example, problems in
mechanics have Newton's Laws as their basis, and use the Second Law particularly

(so much that writing “F = MA” is instantly recognisable, even though the symbols
are undefined). (Requirements 2 and 3).
• Problem specifications nearly always contain heuristics about space and time co
ordinates. (Requirement 2).
• Using axioms and laws is a natural part of mathematical modelling, and obtaining an
equation o f state is likely to be either a total or a partial goal o f the modelling process
(Requirements 1,4 and 5).
The difficulties with this approach are:
1. It may not be convenient to make space and time co-ordinates independent of other
objects in the problem domain. Hence, it may not be strictly necessary to abstract
time and space co-ordinates.
2. Capturing accurate domain heuristics is a subjective process.
3. The Axiom strand carmot be used in isolation because it is not sensitive enough to
define all required class instances.
4. It may not be clear vriiich form o f a particular law should be encapsulated (e.g.
Newton’s 2"^ Law in the form Force = Mass x Acceleration and Force = Rate o f
Change o f Momentum).
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6.4

A new methodology for mathematical imbd.ellmg

The schemes below list conqjonents in the Diagram and Axiom stmnds. They are
categorised but not presented as an algorithm. With experience, they can be used in any
order, and imposing an order on them could result in an algorithm which takes a long
time to follow, with a null result returned from many o f its stages. The second part of
this chapter gives examples.

1.

Diagram Strand
a)

Identify Classes: for each element drawn:
i)

[DCl] Decide ifit is an instance ofan existing class

ii)

[DC2] Link widi nouns in a problem statement

iii)

[DC3]Look for nouns in a problem statement Wuch do not
correspond to elements on the diagram

b)

Identify Attributes: for class identified:
i)

[DAI] Define characteristics

ii)

[DA2] Define properties

iii)

[DA3] Describe using the'has-a* relation

iv)

[DA4] Express as a possessive: ObjeetName’sattr Q

■*

ObjectName.attr
v)
c)

[DA5]

Consider labels on the diagram

Identify Methods: for each class identified:
i)

[DM1] Link with verbs in a problem statement

ii)

[DM2]Consider consequences of linking an instance of this class
with an instance of another class

iii)

[DM3] Consider responsibilities and associated collaborations

iv)

[DM4] Express as a subject-verb-object sentence: <Object
Name> <Verb Phrase> <Target Object> q
ObjectName.VerbPhrase(TargetObject)

v)

[DM5] Consider candidates fiom arrows indicating links on the
diagram
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d)

Construct Class Hierarchy: for each pair o f classes:
i)

[DHl] Consider 'likeness* o f characteristics and behaviour

ii)

[DH2] Look for additional attributes in one class compared to
another

iii)

[DH3] Look for additional methods in one class compared to
another

iv)

[DH4] Look for override methods in one class compared to
another: same name - different action

v)

2.

[DH5] Identify candidate abstract classes

Axiom Strand
a)

b)

Derivations using Laws
i)

[ALl] Write law in words

ii)

. [AL2] Write law in symbols

iii)

[AL3] expressing the law as a class

iv)

[AL4] Assign candidate attributes: each word/symbol in the law

v)

[AL5] Assign each attribute to a class

vi)

[AL6] Identify methods fiom verb phrases relevant to the law

vii)

[ALT] Identify attributes fiom noun phrases

Derivations using Heuristics o f the problem domain.
i)

[AHl] Write statements o f problem-solving and implementation
techniques in subject-verb-object format

ii)

[AH2] Identify classes fix>m subjects in statements

iii)

[AH3] Identify attributes fix>m objects in statements for which
verb = has

iv)

[AH4] Identify methods fiom verbs in statements

v)

[AEffi] Use domain knowledge
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6.5

Mathematical Modelling by Linking Objects

Assume that all necessary object instances have been identified and coded, and that a
class hierarchy has been built. This section gives a brief indication of how modelling
then proceeds and provides a context for the examples that follow. Principles are noted
here for reference and there is a fuller discussion in the next chapter.
Modelling proceeds by formally linking objects. The result is either a new object or a
non-object-based expression, such as the value of an object attribute. This process
should be seen in terms of the question ‘What do you get vdien you combine an object A
with an object B?*. For example, if a force is combined with another force, the result is
a third force, all the characteristics of Wiich are calculable fix>m the inputs. The goal is
to create an equation of state of the system, such as an equation of motion for
Newtonian dynamics. This is not necessarily a complete decision procedure, and this
part of the process requires further research, as does the equivalent problem in any
modelling methodology.

As a simple illustration of these principles, consider a situation in which a 1-D force F(t)
acts on a particle of mass m. Without loss of generality, the x-axis can be taken as the
direction of motion. The first stage is to create a particle with two attribute: Mass, m,
and coordinate x[t]. This uses components D C l, DC2 and DA3 of the Diagram-Axiom
methodology.
Figure 6.1a

®P{m,x[t]}

The second stage is to create the force, which has a Components attribute (F(t)}. This
uses components D C l, DC2, DA3, DAI and DA5 .

F(t)

Figure 6.1b

Linking the two objects (component DM2) produces an equation of motion, \ ^ c h can
be expressed as an EquationOfMotion class. Calling a method, GetEquationOfMotion,
of the EquationOfMotion class (component AL6) then returns the equation of motion.
The modelling process is therefore summarised by the following sequence.

M».
C reate Particlé(P, m, x[t])
C reate Force(F, F(t))
LinkObjects(P, F)

[p ro d u c e s

EoM.GetEquationOfMotion

[returns m x ” [t] = F(t)]

an EquationOfMotion object EoM) ]

In Section 6.8 I discuss variations on this example, and give examples from other
contexts.

6.5.1

The Principle of Adjacency

An important modelling principle developed in this thesis is the Principle of
Adjacency. This requires that any two objects which can be linked must be physically
adjacent to each other on a diagram. The rationale behind this principle is that objects
can only interact if there is a physical or logical bond between them, and that this bond
can be illustrated in diagrammatic form. This principle aids the modelling process in
two ways.
1. It provides guidance as to Wiich objects can or should be linked.
2. It lessens the chance of linking two objects in an inappropriate way (and may
. actually prevent such a link in a software implementation).

In the examples that follow, application of the Principle of Adjacency is indicated by
[PA].
6.5.2

Alternative approaches for linking objects

Two differing approaches to linking objects were apparent in developing an 0 -0
modelling methodology. The second of these was easier to program, so this was used.

The first approach involves a call to a class method which has, as one of its arguments,
an instance of another class. Suppose that an instance Ainjt of class A (e.g. a Particle)
and an instance Birat of class B (e.g. a Plane) are already in the problem domain. The
link can proceed by calling a LinkObjects method of class A, which has Btrat
argument: Ai,at.LinkObjects(Bi„s()>

The result depends on A and B.

its

In the case
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A = Particle and B = Plane, the result is a new object: a contactforce. This is consistent
with 0 -0 principles but had two problems.
•

It proved to be awkward to program the necessary LinkObjects methods. A function
LinkObjects was required for each object A in the problem domain which could link
with each relevant other object B. Multiple versions o f this function were therefore
required as methods for each object.

•

This approach is not consistent with a mathematical modelling approach that
depends on linking objects by considering only instances of those objects. In effect,
this approach proved to be more suitable for programmers but less suitable
(conceptually) from a mathematical point of view.

The second alternative was to define a polymorphic^ function, LinkObjects, that is not
formally a part o f any class in the system. Its arguments are class instances. Thus, to link
the instances At,at and

o f the classes A and B, an appropriate form of LinkObjects is

used: LinkObjects(Ainst, Binst). Mathematica, C++ and other programming languages
can distinguish Wdch form o f LinkObjects is appropriate by examining the arguments
supplied. This is not good 0 -0 style because it is divorced fix)m the principle that
.r.

message passing is dône by method calls. It does have the following advantages.
•

It was easier to program in Mathematica, because it was possible to identify a small
set of ‘sensible* links in the problem domain. It was then easy to define a version of
LmkObjects for each ‘sensible’ link.

•

It emphasises a formal mathematical link between ol^ects, v4iich is the basis of this
modelling methodology.

•

it prevents ‘non-sensible’ links because no LinkObjects template for ‘non-sensible’
links exists. The system is therefore less error prone.

The advantages o f the latter ‘template’ approach outweighed its disadvantages, so this
was the approach adopted in the detailed analysis in Chapter 7.

one that has a different form, depending on differing circumstances, but has the same name in all cases
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6.6

Abstract classes

Abstract classes are not essential for many o f the mathematical problem domains
considered here, but two useful pointers to defining candidate abstract classes have
emerged.
1. Consideration o f commonality - like objects could be cast as descendants of a
common ancestor. In particle mechanics I found few clear examples. Horizontal and

inclined planes are similar because they have a common attribute: a coefficient of
friction, and behave mathematically in the same way. The inclined plane has an
additional attribute: an angle of inclination to the horizontal. Thus, an inclined plane
can be considered as a horizontal plane with an extra attribute.
2. Identification o f objects which are 'properties o f the problem domain'. Time and
space co-ordinates often fit this category since they are shared and often required by
all objects in the problem domain. This phenomenon occurs extensively in the
detailed implementation in Chapter 7. Entities such as particles, springs, and forces,
which have very different mathematical properties, all have co-ordinate attributes.
They can therefore be descendants o f a common Coordinate class, which has the co
ordinate attribute they all need.

6.7

Alternative 0 - 0 Modelling Approaches

In Chapter 5 I reviewed several 0 - 0 modelling methodologies, and pointed out their
shortcomings for mathematical modelling. In order to demonstrate the practical
difficulties of using an established methodology, and thereby stress the superiority of the
Diagram-Axiom methodology o f this chapter, I attempted to use UML to solve a simple
modelling problem. UML is the most recent of the established design methodologies
and is (siq>posedly) a synthesis o f the most useful aspects of its predecessors (Booch and
OMT in particular). It is also supplemented by several CASE tools. I did a top-level
design using one of these. Rational Rose (Rational 98), which implements most aspects
o f the UML methodology. The particle mechanics problem was a very simple one:

A particle o f mass m is released from rest and falls under gravity in conditions o f no
resistance. Find the equation o f motion.
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'

The comments that follow are not just a function, of the simplicity of this problem:
design methodologies are really there to structure, document and simplify much more
complex domains. What is of interest here is whether or not the methodology provides
sufficient insight into class construction and object linking. A Use Case view, a Class
view and a Sequence view were constructed, and screen dumps of each diagram are
shown below. The problems ^countered in each phase were as follows.
Use Case View:
•

It was hard to identify candidate Actors, and to distinguish between external and
internal Actors. In the problem statement the only explicit candidates are ‘particle’,
‘equation of motion’ and ‘gravify’, and the lack of other explicit objects makes
concrete and abstract classes hard to identify.

•

Domain knowledge is needed to derive attributes for candidate classes: neither the
methodology nor the software provide sufficient guidance for this. There was no
particular reason for including the velocity attribute (other than it might prove to be
useful), although the acceleration attribute is clearly necessary to forin an equation
of motion.

•

Few Use Cases were identifiable. The usefulness of the ones listed in the Use Case
diagram is doubtful other than to clarify concepts and ideas.

The result was a very sparse Use Case diagram (Figure 6.2) Wiich did not lend itself to
proceeding with the next stage: class construction.

Particle

GetMammArnmlmnrtmn

squatienOfMetian

GatSumOfForcee

Figure 6.2
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Class View:
•

Several candidate classes were listed, including the ‘obvious’ Actors mentioned
above, but the lack of Use Cases hindered progress with others.

•

Hi-defined Time and Coordinate classes were identified (perhaps luckily) fix>m
operational heuristics and experience. The software provided little guidance about
resolving methods, other than to remind the user that a typed argument list may be
necessary.

.

/

Placing and naming associations on the diagram provided some clues about which
objects can be linked in a sensible way.

.

Some o f the links in the Class Diagram (Figure 6.3) are intended to convey a sense of
responsibility (e.g. Gravity and Particle are both responsible for constructing Weight)

C i a s s Diagfdiii. L o g ic a l Vicvf J Main

■

X

gr/ea time
^ v e s direct.

gwee direction

^acceleration
♦ M a k e W e ig h t( )
♦G etD irectiG n( )

^etTlm e( )

GrevAy make Weight
Particie make Weigl^
W eig h t

Particie make EoM

Weight make EoM
Equation of Motion
^ S u m F o rc e s
^ M a s s A c c e ie ra tio n

Figure 6.3
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Sequence View:
The Sequence view (Figure 6.4) was the most useful view since it provided links
between objects, Wiich were essential for the modelling process.

This assumed,

however, that the objects in the diagram were placed in a sensible order. For example,
the Weight object cannot be manipulated before it has been created.

f(lijt;ri(:«; D i^ ijid n i' lJ :c ; I','ijs e V ie w / l i n k s

1

J

: EauationOf
Moliflû

Bray; Qravity

P : Particle

1; pulls
M
j2; Gravity m ake W a l ^

1
I

L

3: Particle mak 0 weight

.

:

1

5: Particle m ake

EoM

V

Figure 6.4

U
1
t,

:

14: W eight m ake EoM |

U
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'

State Diagrams:
The only State Diagram (Figure 6.5) is o f doubtful use. It merely identifies the eases t =
0 (initial velocity and displacement are zero) and t >0, which is rather trivid. There is a
possible {application in providing initial conditions for solving a differential equation.

release / m ak e force: m ake EoM

E

Tposrtiva

entry: t>0

Figure 6.5
OverEill, the UML method and associated software did not tackle basic problems with
this application, Wiich were to provide methods for doing the modelling, and to help to
identify objects, their attributes and way they interact. Drawing a diagram, as would be
done as a normal part of the modelling process, would provide these functionalities in a
much more explicit way. It makes sense to make more use of this ‘natural’ feature of
modelling.
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6.8

Examples

In this section I illustrate the Diagram-Axiom methodology with a number of detailed
examples. They show the essential processes o f constructing and linking objects, and
how these generate a mathematical model. Because the Diagram-Axiom methodology is
ideally applicable to a modelling situation in which it would be normal practice to draw
a diagram, I chose common modelling scenarios Wiere a diagram would normally be
present, but also others where a diagram would not normally be present. In all the
examples, labels such as [DA4] show idnch components of the Diagram-Axiom
methodology (section 6.4) are use<t and the symbol Qlenotes ‘results in*. The examples
cover cases A-E in the list below.

A. Principal information source is the Diagram Strand: the model has an axiomatic
basis.
B. Principal information source is the Diagram Strand: but few or no operational
heuristics.
Ç. Principal information source is the Axiom Strand but the Diagram Strand is useful.
D. Principal information source is the Axiom Strand and the model is based on axioms
rather than heuristics: diagrams not normally present.
E. Principal information source is the Axiom Strand and the model is based on
heuristics rather than axioms: diagrams not normally present.

The first exanq)le contains more detail than subsequent examples in order to illustrate
small details.

6.8.1

A detailed example: Newtonian particle mechanics

Consider a case of a particle of mass m subject to two forces Fi and

with known

direction and magnitude or k n o )^ components in 3-D. This is an example of Model
Type A, since it would be normal to draw an annotated diagram in these cases. It is a
simple extension o f the earlier example in Section 6.5, but illustrates some modelling
heuristics ^inch are absent in the earlier example. A diagram can be constructed as
follows.
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First placement: particle, with attribute Mass, m [D Cl, DC2, DA3] :
Figure 6.6a

^ P{m}

Second placement: Force #1, with attribute Components {xl,yl,zl} (sufficient to
characterise it up to an equivalence o f vectors with these components [D Cl, DC2, DA3,
DA1,DA5]:
P{m}
^Fl{xl,yl,zl}: .

. Figure 6.6b

At this stage it is possible to link the two objects [DM2]. The result is an equation of
motion, which can be expressed as an EquationOfMùtion class. However, it does not
make sense then to combine the EquationOfMotion olyect with the second force [DM3] .
The second force niust therefore be added to complete the diagram.

F2{ x2,y2,22}

Figure 6.6c
This completes the Diagram Strand, leaving the Axiom Strand. The principal axiom is
Newton’s 2nd. Law o f Motion (often written as simply F = ma), which indicates a link
between forces, mass and acceleration [AL1,AL2], and that one such link exists for
each massive object in the system (there is only one here).

Furthermore, the

acceleration term points to the existence o f further coordinate attributes of the particle,
since these are connected to the mass term, i ^ c h refers to the particle. Also, a special
heuristic of this type of model is that a space-time coordinate system must exist [AHl].
Thus the final diagram is amended to:
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P{m, {x[t],y[t}#]}}

F2{x2,y2^}

Figure 6.6d
Only certain links between class are sensible in this scenario. They are [AHl, AH2] :
•

Force + Force = Force

•

Particle + Force = Equation o f Motion

The modelling process can then proceed as follows.

LinkObjects(F 1, F2)

[produces a third (resultant) force F3]

LlnkObjects(P, F3)

[produces an EquationOfMotion object EoM]

EoM.GetEquationOfMotion

[[AL6] method to return the text of the Equation
o f Motion]

F3 can be characterised as {Force, {xl+x2,yl+y2,zl+z2} } and
EoM can be characterised as
{ EquationofMotion, {m x ” [t] = xl+x2, m y” [t] = yl+y2, m z” [t] = zl+z2}}.
The LinkObjects procedures must ensure that these details are returned correctly.

6.8.2 F urther examples

The following examplesprovide less detailed analyses, but stress the role of
constructors, and applications in other modelling contexts. Each covers one of the eases
A-E (at the start of Section 6.8). They illustrate how to apply the Diagram-Axiom
methodology, and how successful it is in generating the model.
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6.8.2.1 Linear Models for fiéat Transfer
This is another example of Model Type A. Its diagram is particularly useful because of
the large number of symbols, relations and equations involved in a relatively small
problem.

Unfortunately, an 0 - 0 treatment does not help with this as the number of

symbols in the system increases as it is decomposed into objects. The examples in this
section are based on the discussion in (Berry 95), and the following calculation is typical
(although it’s not a modelling problem).
“A layer of insulation o f thickness t and U-value U is fixed to the inside of a brick wall
o f thickness s and thermal conductivity k. The inside and outside temperatures are Tin
and Tout respectively. Calculate 6 e U-value o f the combined waU and insulation.”
This poses problems for an 0 - 0 iq>pioach because axioms and heuristics are not so clear
cut as in Newtonian mechanics. Hence, the Axiom Strand is needed at the start of the
analysis to clarify the precise nature o f the classes and how they link. This is important
in more complex examples, which can appear to be more complicated than they actually
are if basic principles are unclear or wrong. One such case that involves convective heat
loss will be discussed later. Useful assumptions for this type of system are:

•

The Fourier linear heat transfer law: Steady state rate o f heatflow through unit area
- U-value X Temperature difference [A Ll, AL2]

•

The system is composed o f layers

•

The rate o f heat flow through each layer has the same numerical value at any given
time. This allows each object to have the same symbol for the rate o f heat flow.

•

In buildings > ^ c h require insulation, it is reasonable to assume that the outside is
colder than the inside.

This allows standardisation of a 'hot’ and a 'cold’

temperature attribute for each Layer object, as discussed below.
In this case, the outside face of the brick wall corresponds to the 'outside’, but this
would not be the case if there were a convective layer immediately adjacent to the wall.
A solution is to construct a separate object to represent the 'outside’ (and also the
'inside’) [AH2]. This is not strictly necessary but does allow for a more flexible object
domain, even though it complicates the analysis. Thus, there are two principal classes in
the model: Region and Layer. Modelling starts by drawing one of each, the outside
(OUT) [DC3] and the wall (WALL) respectively [DC14>C2].

Considerations
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[DA14)A3] decide the characteristics of each.

Each sur&ce in Figures 6.7 below

represents one square unit

Layer(WALL4c,s,T2,Tl,Q)
Q = (T2-Tl)k/s

T2

T1

Region(OUT,Tout)

Tout

Figure 6.7a

T.inking these two objects qualifies the attributes of WALL [DM4, DM2] :

LinkObjects(WALL, OUT)

Layer(WALL, k, s, 12. Tout. Q = (T2-Tout)k/^)

The next stage of the modelling sequence is to draw the insulation Layer object
DC2] and the inside /(ggfon objects [DC3].

Region(IN,Tiii)

Tin

Layer(INS,U,t,T4,T3,Q)
Q = U(T4-T3)
Layer(WALL.k,s,T2,Tl,Q)
Q = (T2-Tl)k/s

T4 13 T2

T1

Figure 6.7b

Region(OUT,Tout)

Tom
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Linking the IN and the INS objects has the same effect as linking the OUT and the
WALL objects: it qualifies the INS object.

Programming this link requires the

temperatures {Tin, T4, T3, T2, T l, Tout} to be in the correct order since the correct
temperature in the Layer object must be replaced when this link is made
[AH14)M24>M3]. Hence:

LinkObjects(INS, IN)

Layer(INS, U, t, Tin, T3. Q = (Tin-T3)U)

It appears to be possible to link an ‘inside’ Region with an ‘outer’ layer (e.g. IN and
WALL). This is possible in this theoretical analysis, but it does not make sense in
practice. The Principle of Adjacency prevents errors [PA] . If links are develojped at the
same time as objects are constructed, this heuristic could be implemented in software by
recording adjacency of objects and disallowing links between non-adjacent objects
[AH1,DM2,DM3].
A Layer object can have either a U-value or a thermal conductivity attribute one (only
one is necessary). This can be expressed by having an attribute for both, and using a
null value for the missing datum. In this analysis, > ^ c h does not involve a formal
implementation, the distinction between them is clear, despite the potential for
confusion. Consequently, the same attribute is used for eiüier the U-value or the thermal
conductivity - whichever is appropriate. Similarly, the thickness of the insulation layer,
5,

is not strictly required since its role is subsumed in quoting a U-value. A second

‘derived’ attribute is the rate of heat flow, which is expressible in terms of other
attributes [AL7J)A1]. Nevertheless it is a Useful feature in this analysis because it
stresses the fact that there is a rate of heat flow associated with a Layer object. It could
be implemented as a GetRateOfHeatFlow method [AL6].
A further link of the INS and WALL objects results in a new layer object which
represents the combination of the two.
LinkObjects(INS, WALL) -> Layer(COMB, Ucomb, t+s, Tin, Tout,
Q = (Tin Tout)Ucomb)

The software must calculate Ucomb as follows:
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From INS;

Q=^(Tm-T3)U

From WALL;

Q = (T2-Tout)k/t

Link INS, WALL;

T2 = T3

Eliminate T3;

Tin - Tout = Q(1AJ + t/k)

The last stage is to call a GetUValue method o f a Layer object to retrieve the required
U-value, Ucomb:
COMB.GetUValueO ^

Ucomb = (1/U + t/k) \

Summarising:
•

the 0 -0 analysis is long-winded in this case, but it does necessitate analysis of the
problem domain in terms o f layers, i ^ c h is useful for correct analysis of heat flows.

•

A further heuristic is useful for this modelling strategy: link a Region with a Layer
before linking two Layers.

To qualify this further heuristic, consider ^ ^ t might happen if the two Layer objects
are linked before linking either one to a Region object first.

LinkObjects(INS,WALL) -> Layer(COMB, Ucomb, t+s, 14, T1,
Q = (T4-T1)Ucomb)
LinkObjects(COMB,OUT) -> Layer(COMB, Ucomb, t+s, 14, Tout,
Q = (T4-Tout)Ucomb)
LinkÔbjects(COMB,IN)

-+ Layer(COMB, Ucomb, t+s. Tin, Tout,
Q = (Tin-Tout)Ucomb)

COMB.GetUValueO

-> Ucomb = (1/U + t/k)'^

[as before]

The following sequence appears to give a correct result but is invalid because Ucoinb is
derived firom an equation i ^ c h is not formally based on an ‘inside’ and ‘outside’
temperature difference [A H l].

LlnkOb]ects(INS,WALL) -> Layer(GGMB, Ucomb, t+s, T4, T l,
Q = (T4-T1)Ucomb)
COMB.GetUValueO

Ucomb = (1/U + t/k)’^

[as before,

but based on the equation T4 - T l = Q (l/U + t/k), not Tin - Tout = Q(l/U + t/k).]
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In ordèr to prevent this type of error in software, two boolean attributes could be added
to the Layer object. Each would be set to True if and only if a link with an inside or an
outside Region object has been done [AL4]. The GetUValueQ method would then be
callable if and only if both boolean attributes have been set to True.
Adding a further feature to the model, siçpose that in addition to the features already
described, both inside and outside surfaces are subject to convective heat loss, and that
the coefficients of convective heat loss are Hm and Hout respectively [DA4]. In the
following analysis, extra Layer objects are constructed and added to the existing
diagram. They represent layers in which convection is active. This aspect would not
normally be drawn on a diagram, but it reinforces the model for convective heat loss.
Figure 6.7c is therefore very similar to Figure 6.5b, but has the two new Layer objects
and revised symbols for temperatures [DCl, DC2].

They make the scheme

Tin>Ti >T j>T out(i>j)consistent
Layer(INS,U,t,T6,T5,Q)

Regjon(IN,Tin)

Tin

Q = U(T6-T5)
Layer(WALL4c.s,T4,T3,Q)
Q = CT4-T3)k/s

T7 T6 T5 T4

Region(OUT,Tout)

T3T2

Tout

Layer(C_IN3iiMiuli,T8,T7,Q)
Q = Hin(T8-T7)
Layer(C_OUT,Hout,nuU,T2,Tl,Q)
Q = Hout(T2-Tl)

Figure 6.7c
The model then proceeds as follows. Each time two layers are linked, a new Layer
object is created [PA]. These links are done working ftom inside to outside, although
any sequence involving adjacent objects would be just as good.
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Construct

Region(OUT, Tout)

Construct

Reglon(IN, Tin)

Construct

Layer(WALL,k,s,T4,T3,Q = (T4-T3)k/s)

Construct

Layer(INS,U,t,T6,T5,Q = U(T6-T5))

Construct

Layer(CJN,Hln,null,T8,T7,Q = Hin(T8-T7))

Construct

Layer(C_OUT,Hout,null,T2,T 1 ,Q = Hout(T2-T 1))

LinkObjects(IN, C JN )

-> Layer(CJN,Min,null,Tin,T7,Q = Hin(Tln-T7))

LinkObjects(OUT, C_OUT) -> Layer(C_OUT,Hout,null,Tout,T7,
Q = Hout(Tout-T7))
LinkObjects(CJN,INS)

Layer(C0MB1 ,U1 ,t,Tin,T5,Q = U1 (Tin-T5))
U1 = (1/U + 1/Hin)-^

LinkObjects(COMBI.WALL) ^Layer(COMB2.U2.t+s.Tin.T3.Q = U2(Tin-T3))
U2 = (t/k + 1/U + 1/Hin)’
LinkObjects(COMB2.C_OUT)

Layer(COMB3.U3,t+s.Tin.Tout,
Q = U3(Tin-Tout));
U3 = (t/k + 1/U + 1/Hin + 1/Hout)'^

Three points are notable from this analysis.
•

An attribute value ‘null’ has been given for the thickness of the convective layers,
but the functionality of this parameter is included in the convective heat transfer
coefficient Physically, such a value makes no sense because the thickness of such a
layer is not well-defined.

•

In theory, a link such as LinkObjects(IN, C OUT) is possible, but violates the
Principle of Adjacency. An alternative strategy would be to designate a Region
object as either an iimer or an outer region by supplying a further attribute:
Region(Unique_ID, Temperature, InOut_Type). Linking an ‘inner’ with an ‘outer’
object can then be prevented. This solution is clumsy because it may be difficult to
supply a consistent definition o f the concept o f ‘in’ and ‘out’. The Principle of
Adjacency is more generally applicable and reinforces the way links can be
constructed when objects are created.

•

The result of this process is a standard expression for computing the U-value of a
composite material.

The point at issue here is the modelling process, not the

simplicity or standard nature o f the result.
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6.S.2.2 Linear Heat Flow with Heating/Cooling
This section uses the results of the previous section to formulate a heating problem
vriiich involves a heat sink (or a heat source). This extension illustrates two points:
1. an existing object domain can easily be siq)plemented by inore objects;
2. how the attributes o f an additional object may be elucidated by considering how it
relates to existing objects.
Consider the following problem.
“An object cooled to T ^t degrees is placed in a cubic container, the walls of which
consist o f a rigid layer of thickness u and thermal conductivity p , lined by an insulating
layer of thickness v and thermal conductivity q. Each face of the cube has area A. The
outside o f the cube is subject to convective heat loss with coefficient of convective heat
tmasfer h. The task is to model the way in which the temperature o f the cooled object
varies with time.”
Since this scenario involves heat transfer through a surftice, it makes sense to consider a
new object which either suj^lies or extracts heat It would be possible to draw such an
object on a diagram representing this problem, but it helps here to try the Axiom Strand
first to see v/hst its characteristics m i^ t be. Characteristics o f a heat source are [AH3,
AL7,DA1,DA3]:
•

its mass m;

•

its specific heat c;

•

it is subject to the heat loss law:
Rate o f heat loss = mass x specific heat x temperature gradient [ALl];

•

temperature gradient is usually modelled by a differential dTVd/, in i ^ c h the
variables are temperature T and time t [AL2] ;

•

the initial temperature Tinit of the heat source is constant.

These properties provide the attributes of a HeatSource object, which can be written as
HeatSource(HS, m, c, T, Tmit, t). Its methods must include one to link with a Layer
object because a HeatSource object will be placed adjacent to a Layer object when the
diagram is drawn [DM4, PA]. This link derives an equation (of state) for heat flow
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P0M1,DM2], and it is convenient to model this as a HeatEquation object. The details
of these two objects are apparent ftom the analysis ^ ^ c h follows Figure 6.7d.
Layer(INS)

Layer(C_OUT)
Layer(WALL)
Region(OUT,Tout)

Region(IN,Tm)

Tin

T T2

L ay«(H S ,m ,c,T ,T iiiit,t)

T

Tl

Tout

Layci(C 0(M B ,U ,p+q,T2,T 1,Q )
Q = U(T2-T1)

Figure 6.7d

To simplify the analysis, the three layers INS, WALL and C OUT have been combined
to make a composite Layer object COMB with U-value U = (u/p + v/q + 1/h)'* and a
temperature profile as shown in Figure 6.7d. The diagram stresses the link with the heat
source, ^hich can either subsume the role of the ‘inside’ Region object, or be linked to
the latter as follows.
Construct

Region(OUT, Tout)

Construct

Region(IN, Tin(t))

Construct

Layer(HS,m,c,T(t),Tinit,t)

Derive

Layer(C0MB,U,p+q,T2,T1,Q= U(T2-T1)),
U = (u/p + v/q + 1/h)"^

LinkObjects(IN, HS)

-> Layer(HS,m,c,Tin(t),Tinit,t)

LinkObjects(COMB,OUT) -> Layer(COMB,U,p+q,T2,Tout,Q= U(T2-Tout))
LinkObjects(COMB,HS)

HeatEquation(HE,-mcD[Tin(t)-Tout,t],
6AU(Tin-Tout) ,{0,Tinit})

HEGetHeatEquation

^

=
6AUt

6AUt\
HE. Solve

Tut = T ^ \ \ - e

e
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This solution is at least plausible [DM2], since its functional form is as in Figure 6.7e.

Tout
Tinit

Figure 6.7e
The following points are notable from this analysis.
• Correct signs are needed in deriving the heat equation.
• The method is sufficiently robust to produce a correct result when Tin < Tout, which
is the opposite way round to the first of the heat flow problems in this section (> ^ch
used Tin > Tout). This stresses the geometrical nature of the problem, and why the
diagram performs a key role.
• Arguably, it may be useful to add a Direction_of_Heat_Flow object to the diagram
[DA5, DM5]. This would stress that the direction o f heat flow is opposite to the
direction of increasing tenq)erature.

6.8 2.3 Newtonian Particle Mechanics: Spring-Dashpot systems
A diagram is a natural part of the modelling process and Newton*s Laws form an
axiomatic basis for analysis. This section concentrates on the way ambiguities can arise
when constructing a diagram. The detailed discussion of the way the diagram drives the
model, and how the 0 -0 modelling process proceeds, is deferred until Chapter 7.

An ambiguity with a diagram arises with a spring-dashpot system [AHl] . Examples in
(MST204 89) show that the two parts of Figure 6.8 are equivalent in the sense that they
give rise to the same differential equation, m x ” [t] + r x’[t] 4- k x[t] = mg + ka, where a
is the unstretched length of the spring and the other symbols have their usual meanings.
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k<

xTt]

Figure 6.8
In addition to a Parlicle and a Spring object, there is a Dashpot object. The symbol r is
new to the diagram (with its usual meaning), and this is the principal attribute [DAS,
DA3] of the Dashpot object. The other is the coordinate x(t), although the precise
nature of its involvement is not shown on the diagram. Modelling based on the left
hand diagram in Figure 6.8 then proceeds by creating the relevant objects, linking the
spring with the mass to produce a resistive force, and then linking the dashpot with the
mass to produce another resistive force. An EquationOfMotion object results from
linking the mass with the sum of forces concerned [DM5JDM2].
Construct Particle(P, m, x[t], mg)
Construct Spring(S, k, a, x[t])
Construct Dashpot(D, r, x[t])
LinkObjects(P, S)

Force(T2, -k(x[t]-a))

LinkObjects(P, D)

Force(T2,-r x’[t] )

LinkObjects(P, T1+T2) ^

EquationOfMotion(EoM,
m x”[t] = m g - rx[t] - k(x[t] - a) )

Using the right hand spring-dashpot diagram in Figure 6.8, it appears that either the
spring and dashpot, or the particle and spring should be linked. The result of the first
link would be a new SpringDashpot object which is not nonsensical but does not
actually exist. The result of linking the particle with the spring will be a force, but will
not change the fact that the dashpot and particle are not adjacent on the diagram. This
would violate the Principle of Adjacency [PA]. Hence, neither of these alternatives is
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preferable to the situation shown in the left hand part o f Figure 6.8. Care must therefore
be taken to draw even simple diagrams in an appropriate manner.

In section 7.10 of Chapter 7 1 apply this simple spring-dashpot model to the context of a
car suspension system. Townend (Townend 95) models an interesting variation in vhich
the car suspension system consists of several coiq)led spring-dashpot pairs. The car is
modelled by two particles, representing the front and rear axles. His domain knowledge
results in a relatively sophisticated model Wiich would be difficult to emulate with my
0 -0 techniques. Linking pairs of objects would not be a problem, but there is no
provision for combining a collection of objects to form a self-contained unit. If this
were possible, such a unit could then be used like any other object in the problem
domain. This is the essence of Townend’s model: a ‘unit’ consists o f a spring, a
dashpot and a particle.

6.8.2 4 A Geometric Model which has no Axiomatic Basis
This section analyses a type B model: a diagram is essential because of the geometric
nature of the problem. It is the ‘firebreak’ problem (MST204 92), >riiich is discussed in
detail in Chapter 9. The problem can be paraphrased as follows.

“In order to prevent excessive loss of timber in an area of forest, firebreaks are inserted
such that in the event of a fire, the fire cannot spread too fiu*. The task is to develop a
model which predicts the optimal number of firebreaks such that the maximum number
of trees can be harvested.”
This problem has a number of difficulties in its formulation.
• There a no well-defined objective fimction to m axim ise. Part of the modelling
process is to find one.
•

Objects must be built fix)m scratch, which is inefficient if they cannot be reused.

•

The general problem-solving strategy is not fixed, despite the geometric solution
presented here.

•

The model must be capable of representing many or an indeterminate number of
class instances on a diagram, without actually drawing them.
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The geometric ^lution proposed is to consider a square area of forest, with a
rectangular grid of firebreaks. It follows the treatment proposed in (Mitic 94). This
simple geometry mcorporates two opposing features [AHl] :
1. as the number of firebreaks increases, the forested area decreases;
2. as the number o f firebreaks increases, the potential loss due to fire decreases.
Drawing a diagram to represent the situation is a good starting point for this type of
model v4iatever strategy is adopted. The drawing consists o f rectangles, so the first
stage is to define an Area object, Wiich will be used to represent forested and unforested
areas [DH l, DH5, DC2, D C l, DA4,DM3].
Area{
attributes:
Unique_ID;
Forested/NonForested;
// boolean
Area;
Numberlnstances; // the multiplicity of instances
methods :
/
GetArea();

The model proceeds by constructing a forested area and firebreaks with the dimensions
and multiplicity as shown in Figure 6.9(a -c).

Construct
Area(FOREST, Forested, s^, 1)

Figure 6.9a
Construct
Area(FIREBREAKl,
NotForested, ws, x)

w

Figure 6.9b
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Construct
Area(FIREBREAK2,
NotForested, A2, x(x+l))
(s - xw)w
A2 =
X + l

w
(s-xw)/(x+-l)
Figure 6.9c
This formulation constructs the FIREBREAK2 object such that it does not overlap a
FIREBREAKl object [PA]. It is algebraically simpler to construct a horizontal version
of the FIREBREAKl object and account for overlaps (i.e. don’t count them twice), but
this aspect is much harder to incorporate into an object model.
Linking objects modifies the ‘area’ of the forested region. Since it then no longer
corresponds to the actual area of the object, an alternative strategy is to use these links to
define a new object viiich defines a ‘complement’ area.

LinkObjects(FOREST, FIREBREAKl ) ->■Area(FOREST, Forested,
LinkObjects(FOREST, FIREBREAK2)

- wsx, 1)

Area(FOREST, Forested,
s^ - wsx - (s-wx)wx, 1),

in which

- wsx - (s-wx)wx = (s - w x ).

At this stage an objective fimction has to be defined. This has partially been done by
computing the area of the remaining forested region. To complete this process, an
additional method for the Area object can be added [AH4 J)M 2 J)M 3], and used in the
FOREST instance.

This represents the result of losing N entire sub-regions (i.e.

bounded by firebreaks and/or the edge of FOREST). This is followed by calling one of
a variety of Solve methods, depending on what solution strategy is to be adopted.

FOREST.DefiheObjectiveFunctionI(N) -> A(x) = (s - w xY FOREST.MaximiseAreaCalculùsO

-> Solve A’(x) = 0,
rounding to the integer v4iich gives a
maximal A(x).
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OR
FOREST. MaximiseAreaDiscreteSearch(nj

Implementation of the algorithm:
{m axArea = 0;
For X = 1 to n do
Calculate A(x)
if A(x) > m a ^ r e a then
maxArea = A(x)
e n d jf;
return maxArea

}
This completes the problem as posed in (Mitic 94). Overall, the 0 -0 treatment is harder
to formulate than a ‘by hand’ treatment, mainly because the modelling procedures are
less clear then for a scenario with an axiomatic basis. The 0 -0 approach has several
difficulties.
•

The nature of the problem formulation (geometric or otherwise), the method of
solution and the construction of the objective function are all heuristics.

The

modelling methodology provides no guidance about any of these steps.
•

Since there is no axiomatic basis behind the model, an object model has to be
constructed from scratch. This is a large programming and/or modelling overhead.

•

The problem of representing many object instances by drawing one class instance on
the diagram is unsatisfactory from the viewpoint that ‘every element drawn
represents an object instance’, which is central to the Diagram Strand of this
methodology.

•

It was proposed earlier that there is little likelihood of reuse of elements of this 0 -0
model. This remains so, although descendents of the Area object, with additional
methods, may be useful in some other geometric models [DH2, DH3, DH4].

The advantages of the 0 -0 ^proach are that it focuses attention on the following.
•

How linking objects (i.e. constructing the diagram) assists in developing the model.
It asks questions of the form “What is the effect of linking object A with object B?”.

•

Formulation of an objective function (also prompted by the word ‘maximise’ in the
problem statement).

Developing the third of the above disadvantages, another possibility for implementing
multiple instances of an object with one actual instance is to define a Multiplelnstance
object [DHSJ)M3].

When linked with an instance of any other object, a

Multiplelnstance object would create as many instances of the target object as required.
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In the firebreak problem, fee Multiplelnstance objects would then be linked with
FOREST. Having constructed one FIREBREAKl object, as above. Figure 6.9d could
be drawn.

Construct

MultipleInstance(ID, FIREBREAKl, x)

Figure 6.9d
LinkObjects(FOREST. ID) ^ Area(FIREBREAK1, NotForested, xws, 1)

This solution seems preferable since it is more consistent wife fee Diagram Strand
principles. Overall, fee construction of an object model for an ad hoc scenario such as
fee Firebreak pmhXem is much harder than dealing wife an axiomatic system. The
methodology does not work as well. However, this is often fee problem faced in large
software projects: fee scenario is unique and needs much analysis, most of which is
domain specific.

6.8.2.S Cash flow modelling
This is an example of Model Type C, and fee Diagram Strand serves to clarify fee role
of payments at given times. (WUson 89 and Bender 89) discuss problems of this type
and deal wife a sequence of payments made at given times. Wilson’s basic problemls:

“An article may be purchased by a cash payment P at fee end of Month 1, or by a leasepurchase scheme in ^ lic h a payment Q (< F) is made at fee end of Month 1, followed
by 23 further payments of q (<Q) at fee end of each successive month. The monthly
interest rate is m%. Calculate fee Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and fee Annual
Percentage Rate (APR) for fee lease-purchase scheme.”
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One way o f tackling this type of problem is to use the principle of discounting cash
flows. If an amount x has to be paid in n months time, an amount x„ = x(l+m/100)'"
must be held now [AHl, AL2], because this amount, earning compound interest at m%
per month for n months, will accumulate the required amount x m n months time. The
quantity x„ is the Net Present Value (NPV) of jc, arid m is known as the Internal Rate o f
Return (IRR).
A time line is a natural starting point for a diagram [D Cl, DC2]: it provides a Timeline
class (Figure 6.10a). Adding cashflows produces Figure 6.10b, in vfeich a = 1+m/lOO.

Now

Future

[------ 1------ 1------ 1------ T

Periods 0

1

2

Figure 6.10a

Class TimeLine
{

Attributes:
n Integer; [AH3]
Methods :
GetTimeO;
// returns n [AH4]
SetTime(n)
/ / c o n stru cto r: defines n
}
Now

[AH4]

Future

I

Cash flow

\------ \--------------

Q

q/a

q/a

:

Hn
q/a

Figure 6.10b
Adding cash flows produces a class CashFlow [DCl] :
Class CashFlow
{

Attributes:
ID String;
a Float;
Q Float;
q Float;
n Integer;

// Unique identity
// or m, the monthly interest rate
// an initial payment
// subsequent payments
// number of payments :
// total or excluding the initial payment

Methods:
NPV(r,q, a); // returns NPV of q for period r: q / a "
}
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This simple approach allows for a defînition o f NPVs, but the Axiom Strand is needed to
needed to combine them.
The ‘axiom’ here is the rule: ZNPVi = Current Value (RHS to be clarified later) [ALl,
AL2]. Wilson’s problem (stated at the beginning of this section) is inaccurate: he has
miscounted the number o f payments. It is a matter for speculation whether or not a

simple time line diagram would have helped in his analysis of this problem. Bender’s
discussion does not clarify the role of the NPV and the analyses o f Bender and Wilson
both lack applications in vdiich discounted cash flows are used. One is discussed at the
end of this section.
Thé LmkObects approach is awkward here because a TimeLine object (TL) must be
linked with many NPV method calls of a CashFlow object (CF), in a construct like:

LinkObects(TL, GF.NPV(1), {CF.NPV(i), {i, 2. n}} )

(CF.NPV(1) is the NPV for Q at the end of month 1: separated from the other CF.NPVs
because of its slightly different nature.)
The result of this link is the quantity ZNPV, [AL6].
This approach is frmdamental in that there is a formal separation of the TimeLine and
CashFlow objects. The awkwardness of linking many objects, as above, can be avoided
by extending the TimeLine object to subsume the CashFlow objects and provide the
necessary summation by calling an appropriate method. This necessitates amending the
existing definition of TimeLine (which is not really an appropriate name now:
DiscountedCashFlow is better) [DH2, DH3].
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Class DiscountedCashFlow

{
Attributes :
ID String; //
n Integer;//
m Float; //
M Float; //
q Float; //

Unique identity
number of payments
the monthly simple interest rate
amount financed
subsequent payments

Methods :
GetTimeO;
// returns n
SetTime(n); // Constructor: defines n
CalculateTotalPayable(n,M,m);
/ / returns q —M(1 +nm/1200)/n
DiscountedCashFlowEquation(n,M,m,a);
// returns

=

InternalRateOfRetum(n,M,m,a) ;
// returns Solve(dcf,a)
APR(irr);
// returns (1+irr/lOO) -1 where
// irr = InternalRateOfReturn(n,M,m,a)

}
Although this DiscountedCashFlow object is less fundamental because it is a
combination of more primitive objects, it is easier to use, and contains the necessary
methods to compute a lease payment schedule, in the following way [AHl, AL2].
Given a loan M for n months with annual simple interest rate m%,
1. Calculate the total payable using simple interest: M(l+nm/1200)
2. Compute payments q = M(\+mn/1200)/n.
3. Calculate SNPV, setting dcf(n,M,n,a) = 0, using an IRR r where a=\+r/100 %
4. Solve for r
5. Calculate the APR using APR = (1+r/lOO)*^ -1
In 0 -0 terms.
Construct

DisGOuntedCashFlow(DCF, n, m, M) [DC1,DC3]

DCF.CalculateTotalPayable(n,M,a)

-^ q

DCF. DiscountedCashFlowEquation(n,M,m,a) -> dcf[a]
DCF.IntemalRateOfRetum(n,M,nn,a)
DCF.APR(IRR)

[AL6]

—> a and IRR = 100(a-1)
APR = (1+IRR/100)’^-1
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An alternative way of approaching problems involving csq)ital expenditure and running
costs is to compute the in te i^ that would have been earned by investing the capital
employed and adding this to the running cost. This approach can lead to over-simplified
models because they typically consider one year’s expenditure for running costs and no
alternative to capital expenditure (e.g. leasing).

This is the method used in

(MST204 91).

6.8 2.6 Population dynamics
Population dynamics models (as in, for example. Berry 95) provide a mainstream
modelling scenario Wiere it would be highly unusual to draw a diagram. This is
therefore an extreme example of a Type D model. It is made more extreme by the nonaxiomatic basis for birth and death processes in population dynamics models. There are
established techniques for formulating these problems, and these can be cast into 0 -0
terms. The operational heuristics o f the model are [AHl] :

• a variable P(t) (initialised) to represent the population at time t\
• Birth and Death fiinctions;
• use of an Input-Output Principle to formulate either a difference or a differential
equation for P(t) [ALl] ;
• the discrete variable P is often approximated by a continuous variable (mostly
without justification).
These heuristics identify some candidate classes: Birth, Death and PopulationEquation.
It is harder to identify a ‘control’ class to encapsulate P(t), but in the following analysis,
it emerges that this is a useful class to have because both Birth and Death objects need
to

relate

to

it.

Thus,

consider

(Unique ID, P(t), t, Po) [AL3]

a

PopulationState

class

with

attributes

The Birth and Death classes are wrappers for the

functional forms of the birth and death processes, and are therefore somewhat contrived.
They contain fiinctions &(t) and &(t) which are used in a link with a PopulationState
object. This link is used to derive an equation which describes a state transition of the
system (i.e. relates a change in P to a corresponding change in t) [A Ll, AL5]. A
skeleton 0 -0 model is then as follows.
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Construct

PopulationState(POP,P(t), t, Po)

Construct

Birth(B, feCt), t)

Construct

Death(B, foW, t)

LinkObjects(POP, B, D)

^

PopulationEquation(PE,
R eplacées by P in B(fB(t), t)],
Replace[fo by P in D(fD(t), t)] )

The PopulationEquation object can represent a standard difference equation
P(r +1) - P{t) = B(P(t)yt) - £>(P(t)yt) , vM ch can be cast, by calling a suitable method,
into the differential equation ~r~ = B{P{t),t) —D {P {t),t). Care has to be taken to
<u
siq)ply correct functional forms &(t) and &(t) as problems are often phrased in terms of
‘proportionate birth and death rates’ (DH l, DH4]. In this case the right hand side has to
contain appropriate forms corresponding to —— , or —^ —— must appear on the left
r

Cu

iTf

hand side.

Exponential growth (or decay) is given by:
Construct

Birth(B, afs, t)

Construct

Death(B, bfo, t),

and this gives rise to the difference equation P(t 4-1)- P(t) = aP{t) - bP(t) .

The case of logistic growth is given by:
Construct

Birth(B, kPmaxfe, t)

Construct

Death(B, kfo^, t),

(where Pmax is a constant)

and this gives rise to the difference equation P{t -kl)- P(r) = kP{t)[Pj^„ - fW ) .
The conclusion from this example is that it is difficult to cast this problem into 0 -0
terms such that the 0 -0 analysis adds significantly to the problem analysis.

The

Diagram Strand has little relevance, and it is hard to conceive of any diagram which is
not contrived. The method serves to draws attention to the components in the problem
domain, the way in which they interact, and the nature of the resulting difference and
differential equations.
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■ •
é^8.2.7 Input-Output processes

’ . •

'

Input-output systems aie similar to population dynamics systems (and are pf Type D),
but pose difficulties for the Diagram-Axiom methodology. The physical situations
described are often relatively straightforward, but can be difficult to represent in a 2-D
require a way of repres^tihg infinitesimal lengths, and pose difficulties in
capturing events per m it time on a diagram. It is also essential to be able to concentrate
on actual inputs and outputs to the system.
To illustrate diagram m atic difficulties, consider how to represent flow through a tube
with circular cross-section, and incorporate diffiision through Ae wall of the tube fix>m
outside to inside, th is scenario is the prototype of many similar ones, and is described
in (Herod 98) in the context of diffiision o f a solute through a blood vessel. Figure 6.1 la
shows a transverse cross-section.

C(xfdx)

►

diffiision in

Figure 6.11a
Some key elements are missing in this diagram: the perpendicular (circular) crosssection and the area o f the annulus o f width dx (vdiich is a rectangle ^ e n opened out).
Elements of the Axiom Strand are needed to describe the sur&ces concerned, with the
aim o f computing the number o f units (‘solute particles’) passing through each surfiice
in unit time [ALl, AL2] . Siqipose that the speed o f fluid through the tube is u and that
solute difiuses into the tube at a rate proportional to the dif&rence C(x) - S, where C(x)
is the concentration o f solute inside the tube and S is the constant concentration of solute
outside.

The object model has a Flow class, with attributes directly relevant to

computing the number o f units passing through a surfiice in a diagram in unit time
[AH3,DA2].
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The prototype is:
Flow(Unique_ID, IN-OUT, Concentration(Posltion),
Surface_Area, Flow_Parameter)
The model proceeds as in Figures 6.1 l(b-d).

Construct Flow(Cin, IN,
C(x), Tta^. u)
Figure 6.11b

Construct Flow(Cout, OUT,
C(x+dx), Tia^, u)
Figure 6.11c

27ca

Construct F|ow(DIFF, IN,
S-C(x), 27ia dx, k)

Figure 6.1 Id
The disadvantage of this approach is that the surfaces drawn are not shown in context.
Linking the two iiqiut flows to produce an overall ‘total iiqiut flow’ does not work well
because artificial quantities have to be siqiplied for the Surfece_Area and
Flow_Parameter parameters, histead, linking all inputs and outputs can result directly in
an equation o f state, the FlowEquation object below, in which left and right hand sides
record the output and input flows respectively [DM3]. Calling a DifferenceEquation
method then produces a ‘balance’ difference equation.
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ünkObjects(Cin, Cout, DIFF)

FlowEqüation(Feq, Lhs, Rhs)
Lhs = C(x+dx) 71

u

Rhs = C(x) 7t a^ u + (S Feq. DifferenceEquation

C(x))2tc a k dx

C(x+dx) 7i a^ u =
C(x) 71 a^ u + (S - C(x)) 271 à k dx

Feq.DifferentiàlEquation

->

= ^ ( S - C(x))

The last step, in Wiich a formai limiting process results in a differential equation
(possibly a differential equation object), may require some tricky pattern matching in a
detailed implementation in order to automate detection of the terms C(x^dx) and C(x)y
and form their difference.

6.8 2.8 A model based solely on heuristics
In this section 1 consider a modelling scenario which has no axiomatic basis, and for
which a diagram is not useful. Since it is a heuristics model, it is o f Type E. This
scenario is taken from (Townend 95), and I include it here because it appears that the
Diagram-Axiom methodology will be of little use. Since the scenario is unusual, 1 quote
the problem in full.

The goal o f many students is to maximise the amount o f knowledge gained from a
course (or at least gain enough to pass the examination!) while at the same time
minimising the intellectual effort expended in achieving it. Your own experience will tell
you that diff^runi study strategies exist. Develop a mathematical model which could be
used to establish a work schedule which would permit a student to achieve the above
goal.

This problem presents difficulties for modellers because the features are unclear.
Townend’s analysis clearly indicates that domain knowledge is needed, and his model
contains ill-defined features A ^ch are not explicitly in his features list.

The problem

for the 0 -0 modeller is worse: a diagram is no help because the scenario has no physical
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objects, and classes must be elucidated. Using the ‘heuristics’ part of the DiagramAxiom methodology (section 6.4), the following features are potential classes or
attributes.

•

Amount o f knowledge [AH2] (a potential class, rephrasing the problem in the active
tense).

e

Intellectual effort [AH3] (a potential attribute since this is the object in a sentence,
although this feature seems more likely to be a candidate class).

•

Study strategy. [AH2]

•

Work schedule [AH2] (likely to be the same as ‘stucfy strategy’).

•

Minimise the intellectual effort [AHl] (part of the goal).

•

Maximise the knowledge gained [AHl] (part of the goal).

The problem statement refers to “your own experience”, which is ill-defined [AH5].
Experience is necessary to derive Townend’s other features: course duratiori and rate at
which students forget knowledge. The Diagram-Axiom methodology is only partially
successful at finding features (in ordOr to find classes and attributes), and fails to find
methods (I did not find [AH4] useful - identify methods from verbs). Townend derives
a differential equation containing the following conqionents:
X(f) - Knowledge at time f;

'

E{f) - Effort at time t\
m - Fraction of knowledge forgotten;
r - Total study time;
d , b , c - constants :
Rate of Knowledge acquisition:

cK^' E^

Rate of Knowledge loss:

mK

Differential equation for the model:

dK
= cK^'E —mK
ot

(essentially an input/output situation)
T

Goal - minimise ^E(t)àt
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The terms cK“E and mK must be formed in an 0 - 0 analysis by linlHng the classes
Knowledge and Effort. The functional form o f these terms is a further heuristic [AH5].
The precise result o f such a link is uncertain. Similarly, the precise nature o f the object
relevant to the difference

mK is also uncertain. Overall, the Diagram-Axiom

methodology inyoses additional burdens on the user.
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6.9

Discussion

In this section I discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the Diagram-Axiom
methodology.

6.9.1 Strengths
1.

The Diagram-Axiom methodology satisfies the principal requirements for
mathematical modelling support, which are:
a)

to drive the modelling process;

b)

to identify classes and attributes with reasonable ease;

c)

to find links between classes, enc^sulating them as methods or stand
alone operations;

d)

2.

a simple system which does not need to siq>port a complicated structure.

In providing guidelines for finding classes, the Diagram-Axiom methodology
helps to clarify aspects o f the system's behaviour, which is useful for finding
features in a generic modelling analysis. An example is the Study problem
(section 6.8.2.S). A noun-verb analysis o f the problem statement helps to find
classes and attributes (i.e. features). Having found features, the Diagram-Axiom
methodology helps to define how they interact by finding what the methods for
the classes are. This defines relationships in generic modelling.

3.

The method o f modelling introduced in section 6.5 is sufficiently flexible to
solve a variety of models. I chose contexts which ranged fix>m those \riiere it is
normal practice to draw a diagram, to those where a diagram would not normally
be usefol. These cases test the Diagram and the Axiom strands respectively. The
methodology copes best when there is a well-defined diagram (for example, the
simple Particle Mechanics problem in section 6.8.1) because elements on the
diagrams help to define classes. It is also easy to find attributes because they
correspond to properties of classes (for example Mass and Position for fiie class
Particle).
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4.

The linking process generates models in an ordered way by allowing only certain
objects to be linked at an q)propriate stage. This reduces the risk o f error by
preventing inappropriate links (for example a Spring with a Gravitational Field).
When applied to problems i^ e re drawing a diagram is not normal practice the
Axiom Strand o f the methodology also succeeds in generating a model (for
example the Cash Flow model in section 6.8.2.S). Sufficient parts of this strand
(section 6.4) exist to identify and define classes. In some cases, a suitable
diagram can be drawn (the Firebreak problem o f section 6.8.2.4)j whereas in
others a "generic" diagram (vhere icons represent conceptual objects, as in the
Input-Output problem of section 6.8.2.7) can also be drawn. Linking objects
with the aid o f a diagram (which invokes the Principle p f Adjacency of section
6.4) then solves the problem of relation generation (summarised in section 4.1 of
Chapter 4).

5.

The Heat Transfer problems in sections 6.8.2.1 and 6 8.2.2 show how if only a
few classes are defined, they can be used as basic units in building a variety of
models. While coding the Heat Transfer classes (Appendix 7H), I succeeding in
formulating and solving problems involving differing numbers of surfaces,
differing numbers of layers, with and without a heat source. The coded examples
in Chapter 7 also illustrate this versatility in the context of Particle Mechanics.

6.

It is possible to represent elements o f a diagram in which are not actually drawn
by defining object arrays (as in the Firebreak problem, section 6.8.2.4). This is
an extremely versatile device because it represents a general case in which the
presence o f objects can be implied without those objects actually being present.
This enables a large number of objects, or a number of objects expressed in
terms o f a symbolic parameter to be modelled. In the case of the Firebreak
problem, the number of firebreaks in unit length can be expressed in terms of a
symbolic parameter n.
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6.9.2 Weaknesses
Only the first of the following four points is a serious shortcoming of the DiagramAxiom methodology. The others can be addressed with further work.

Heuristics in the Axiom Strand
It is not easy to use the heuristic parts of the Axiom Strand, as the Study problem
(section 6.S.2.8) shows. The tasks that must be done to find features in generic
modelling and to find classes in 0 - 0 modelling are similar. In the Study problem, nounverb analysis of the problem statement detected classes and attributes, and the same
technique could have been used to find features. This was my approach in a generic
modelling treatment of the knowledge problem. The basis for the relationship between
classes and features is the association Feature =. Distinct Class. Sunilarly, the
association Property o f Feature = Attribute serves to detect attributes. To find methods,
the ways in which features (i.e. classes) interact must be defined. The same task applies
for generic modelling. In 0 -0 modelling there is the additional tasks of expressing
everything in 0 -0 terms. Hence, to create an 0 -0 environment, more work has to be
done than in a traditional analysis of the same problem. However, once a class has been
defined it can be used in further analysis without repeating work unnecessarily.

The need fo r Aggregate Classes
There is currently no mechanism for groiq>ing classes to form an aggregate class. An
aggregate class can be useful in two ways. First an instance of such a class may be used
in place of its constituent objects. This would make it easier to build a diagram on the
screen and to approach modelling in a modular way. An example is to combine the
Spring end Dashpot classes to make a new class (SpringDashpot) vMch would have
the combined attributes and methods of its constituent objects. The model of Section
6.8 2.3 would then proceed as follows (with Figure 6.12 replacing Figure 6.8).
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I

it r I

x[t]

Figure 6.12

Construct Particle(P, m, x[tj, mg)
Construct SpringDashpot(SD, k, r, a, x[t])
LinkObjects(P, SD)
LinkObjects(P, T)

ForcefT, -k(x[t] - a) -r x’[t] )
-> EquationOfMotion(EoM, m x"[t] - mg - rx[t] - k(x[t] - a))

The second way of using aggregate classes is to provide a means of creating objects
which do not correspond directly to physical objects. An example is the Study problem
(section 6.8.2.S) in which instances o f classes Effort and Knowledge have to be linked to
form a new object Wiich represents the term cKfEl^ the in the differential equation for
the model. This technique avoids the problem of deciding what the result of a nonobvious combination of classes should be: it is a class with the combined methods and
attributes of its constituent classes.

Controls over how the Diagram is drawn
The diagram has to be drawn in a sensible order. If this is not done, appropriate links
cannot be created. Some order is mandatory when drawing a diagram, so it is possible to
find a reasonable order. However, this order is not controlled by the software, which
makes the process error-prone. In practice, a useful way to order the diagram is to ask
"what is the effect of linking..." when an additional object is added to the diagram, and
to do this for each object already on the diagrand. This process also determines links.

Ordering steps in the Diagram-Axiom methodology
The steps in the Diagram-Axiom methodology are not intended to be followed in any
particular order. In order to produce the models in this chapter, I used whichever steps
were appropriate. In principle, they need to be ordered and refined in order to be more
generally accessible, and to stress the parts which prove to be most useful in practice.
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Chapter 7
AMK'. Object-Oriented Software for Particle Mechanics

7.0

Abstract

This chapter presents a computer algebra software implementation of the
Construct"^Link~^Invoke_Methods modelling cycle, applied to the context of
Newtonian Particle Mechanics. This context is widely studied, is non-trivial and forms
the basis of more advanced techniques. It is therefore a starting point for developing
more general techniques. There is a description of the Mathematica 0 -0 environment,
and the class hierarchy, derived using the Diagram-Axiom methodology. The treatment
of space/time coordinates and the role o f gravity are given as examples of problems
Wiich cannot easily be resolved by a methodology alone.
knowledge, and I suggest alternative strategies.

These require domain

The method of linking objects is

discussed in detail. This is significant for modelling because it modifies the generic
modelling cycle by constructing and linking objects until an EquationOfMotion object
results. Its Equation method can then be called to produce an explicit equation of
motion, which is the goal of the cycle. Several further discussion points also arise.
These include alternative ways to link objects, different class hierarchies and the role of
multiple inheritance. The modelling examples that follow illustrate the power and scope
o f the methodology and software. They show two things. First, how important geometry
is in problem formulation, and how this relates to the Diagram-Axiom methodology.
Second, how problems o f increasing complexity can be solved with only minor
amendments to inputs. I indicate the limitations of the method in this context and also
highlight problems with the syntax of input expressions, and when following the
Construct-^Link"^Invoke_Methods cycle.

In order to demonstrate the wider

applicability o f the software, I show how new classes can be created for the Particle
Mechanics context, and develop and use a class hierarchy for a different context.
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7.1

Overview and Purpose of Software

This chapter describes a concrete implementation of object-oriented miodelling
techniques, based on Newtonian particle mechanics. The implementation has three
purposes. First, it demonstrates that a working software implementation is possible.
Second, it illustrates that the system is capable o f formulating a wide range of problems,
despite a relatively simple rule-based basis. Third, it shows that the system can be
easily extended and amended.
The minimum software required is a CAS in which an object-oriented environment can
be built. When a prototype was first implemented (1991), Mathematica was the natural
choice for the computer algebra engine because of its extensive programming
capabilities and communication protocols. Mathematica is still the best choice for the
computer algebra component for the same reasons that it was originally chosen. The
Mathematica implementation of object-oriented Newtonian Particle Mechanics is called
the Applied Mathematics Kit (AMK). An overview o f it appeared in (Mitic 95A).

7.2

The Newtonian Particle Mechanics Context

Newtonian Particle Mechanics provides an environment vhich is based upon welldefined axioms, in which it is relatively easy to isolate candidate objects. The axioms of
Newtonian mechanics provide a scientific model for mechanics, and have no parallel
elsewhere. It is also standard practice to draw diagrams Wien solving problems, so that
the Diagram-Axiom methodology can be exploited easily. Relating features is a problem
that applies to particle mechanics, despite the axiomatic problem domain. A strategy for
problem formulation is still not always clear to students, and Chapter 9 provides
evidence of this. The software introduced in this chapter is limited to 1-D and 2-D
Newtonian Particle Mechanics. It need not be restricted to this domain, and Appendix
7H shows how it works for a heat transfer problem.
Existing undergraduate courses on mechanics provide many examples of how to solve
problems which involve particles, forces, strings, springs and other similar elements.
These elements are mentioned implicitly, and problem-solving is often done by
example. This approach has disadvantages. Students can have difficulty in determining
a starting point for finding a solution, in isolating the necessary steps which are needed
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to obtain a solution, and in applying the correct techniques and processes at the
appropriate time. Generic computer algebra systems have been used to solve problems
in particular contexts by providing a specific environment for problem solving. Dubisch
(Dubisch 90) constructed an environment for solving problems in Newtonian Mechanics
using Mathematica. This approach relies on a toolkit of templates, which works well if a
template is available. If not, one must be created. This can lead to a large number of
specific cases. Viklund and Fritzson (Viklund 92) created a formal 0 -0 environment in
order to do finite element computations. They supplement Mathematica by ObjectMath,
with Wiich objects can be defined and manipulated, but only used computer algebra for
prototyping and coordinate transformations.

7.3

The Object environment

The 0 -0 environment used is that developed by Maeder. Its principles are discussed in
(Maeder 92 and Maeder 93). These papers discuss general features of implementing
message passing and using methods in Mathematica. Hie implementation used here is
from (Maeder 94A), but Gray (Gray 94) gives a clearer explanation of i t It is a full
object-oriented environment, in which methods associated with object instances are
stored using iq?-values (i.e. a rule for applying a method is attached to a symbol - the
unique identifier for the object instance). Ifie generic procedure Class defines classes,
with methods and attributes. A constructor procedure, new, creates instance variables,
and message posing is implemented as a rule for applying functions to objects. The
destructor delete fi-ees memory when objects are no longer needed. It is rarely necessary
to do this, even though destroying objects would be more consistent with a revised
modelling cycle, as described below. For exanqile, once a Particle has been associated
with a Spring, a Force (the tension in the spring) can replace the Spring, which is no
longer needed.

Meader’s environment is presented in the form of a Mathematica

package. Classes.m. In addition to implementing 0 -0 features, this package:
•

integrates the 0 -0 features into an environment where symbolic and numerical
manipulation are possible;

•

permits communication with other Windows applications.

In principle it would have been easier to define and maintain

a

class hierarchy in

C -H -,

but the overriding consideration was a need to perform symbolic manipulations. This
meant that an algebra engine was essential. Maple or Macsyma are potential alternatives
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to Mathen^tica, but no object-oriented environment packages ^

available for them,' It '

would also have been difficult to write one with the available primitives. A more
complicated alternative is to maintain the class hierarchy in C++, holding all attributes
as strings. These could then be passed to Mathematica using the MatfaLink protocol,
converted to expressions, manipulated, and then returned to C++. This approach is
likely to be much more efficient in terms of execution time but is much more
complicated to implement

7.4

Objects and the Object hierarchy

A search through standard texts on mechanics; such as (Milne 48) and (Dyke 92),
reveals consistency in the objects (not in the 0 - 0 sense) that appear and in the situations
in which they appear. Many objects in this context share the same characteristics. The
most fundamental shared characteristic is a coordinate system.

The class

CoordinateSystem forms the s%erclass for the majority of the other classes in AMK.
CoordinateSystem encapsulates a complete implementation of 2 D polar and cartesian
coordinates. Details of CoordinateSystem attributes are given in (Mitic 95A). Appendix
7FS contains a functional specification of all the AMK classes and auxiliary procedures.
The

class

CoordinateSystem

is

itself a

subclass

o f the

abstract

class

CoordinateTransformations, which provides primitives for transformations between
cartesian and polar coordinates in terms o f rewrite rules. This is an efficient
implementation for the class hierarchy because transforming between coordinate
systems is a common operation and is applicable to any object that uses coordinates. An
alternative would have been to program methods for. transforming coordinates for each
coordinate system. I tried and rejected this less efficient option because of the
programming overhead fliaving to repeat parts o f the code). There was a clear role for
creating an abstract superclass.
Most other classes are subclasses of CoordinateSystem, and have no subclasses
themselves. For example, tiie class Particle has the extra attributes Mass and Time, and
has, among other methods. Velocity and Acceleration. The latter two are obtained by
differentiating the space coordinates with respect to time. Such mathematical processes
make it an advantage to maintain the object hierarchy within the Mathematica
environment. An example o f a subclass of CoordinateSystem which has its own subclass
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is HorizontalPlàne,

has two subclasses, InclinedPlahe and GircularSurface.

Each has one additional attribute: Slope and Radius respectively. This implementation
makes modelling motion on a circular surface particularly easy, despite the difference in
physical objects. It would have been possible to implement an abstract class Plane, with
concrete subclasses HorizontalPlane, InclinedPlane and CircularSurface. The claisses
HorizontalPlane and Plane would have been so similar that it was not w orth>^le
making the change, despite being neater in 0 -0 and conceptual terms. The class
EquationOfMotion is not a subclass of CoordinateSystem. It is the only class that does
not need to inherit any methods of CoordinateSystem. The class CoordinateSystem has
an attribute Info, \riiich provides a generic way of inserting information into the system
without the need to define a specific method. It is used mainly to provide information
and symbol names for later use, and to supply initial conditions.
Figure 7.1 shows the class hierarchy, and comments on it follow.
AbstractClass

EquatlonOfMotior

CoordinateSystem

Dashpot

Dashpot

Spring

Force

GravttationalField

HorizontalPlane

CbcularSurface

bicflnedPlane

Figure 7.1

InextensMeString

Particle
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7.4.1 Dashpot
The Dashpot class is shown in two places in the hierarchy. This reflects two methods of
implementation, the secondary one shown with the dotted link. This class is discussed
in detail later.

7.4.2

Gravity

Several implementations are possible. One possibility is to associate a symbol g, and a
nominal "down" direction with the Particle class. The consequence is that Particle
becomes a vector, which is conceptually unsa^A ctory. It is convenient to be able to
derive the particle's weight by calling a method, but problems are often formulated in
the absence of gravity. The nominal direction "down" should also relate to the
coordinate system for the problem domain. A better alternative was to create a distinct
GravitationalField class, Wdeh has two attributes: a magnitude g and a direction, Wiich
is inherited from CoordinateSystem.

7.4.3

Extensible String

Programming the ExtensibleString class proved to be very awkward because, when
associated with a Particle object, it behaves like an extensible spring when stretched,
and a null object when slack. Its tension
TYx) = I ^
[0;

T >^en

its length is x

is

.
, ^ e r e the unstretched length is a and the stifhess is k. These
x< a

conditions can only be fulfilled after the model is formulated and solved. The only
alternative is to write, the tension as a function of time, which also requires a pre-solved
model. Furthermore, whether or not the string is slack depends on initial conditions. In a
simple case, if the initial displacement is greater than the equilibrium extension, the
string will become slack. A multi-stage process must be used to solve extensible string
problems "traditionally". An 0 -0 analysis does not lend itself easily to multi-stage
problems, w d implementation problems persist. An alternative is to define a class
which can switch between a Particle and an ExtensibleSpring under given conditions.
The problem of when those conditions are fulfilled still remains.
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7.4.4

Pulleys

No SmoothPulley class was implemented. A pulley (or peg) is a nieans of redirecting a
force. These objects are not as common in problems as others in AMK and could be
replaced completely by a pair of forces. A direct implementation is to define three sets
of .coordinates, which ate the attributes o f the SmoothPulley class. The first coordinate is
the position of the pulley. The others allow the direction of a force and of a redirected
force to be defined. These forces typically take the form of tensions in strings. It is less
clear how a pulley object would operate in practice. Since its effect is to signify that the
tensions in two parts of a string are equal, a LinkObjects fimction could be defined
Wiich fo n n ^ y equates the tensions in two InextensibleString objects:

LinkObjects(P,

{ISl(Tl), 1 3 2 (T2)})

{ISl(Tl), IS2(T1)}

This approach could then easily be used to define a descendent class RoughPulley. An
additional method would be required which defines the relationship between the
tensions in the two inextensible strings which are linked with the pulley.

7.4.5

Point Objects

No Point class currently exists in AMK. Instances of a Point class could be used,
typically, to define fixed coordinates such as the point of suspension of a simple
pendulum, or an initial position. The role of Point objects is subsumed into attributes of
other classes that use coordinates, and I did not find them necessary. However, they
may be useful if AMK is extended to include relative motion! In this case, the concept
o f a fixed point (or a fixed reference fi*ame, which can be defined in terms of fixed
points) is much more important.
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7.5

Changes to the Generic Modelling Cycle: Creating and Linking

Objects
In Chapter 1 I described the Generic modelling cycle. The way in vsiiich objects are
created and linked in ANOv modifies the Formulate Model and Set Up Model stages of
this cycle (Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1). This section outlines the necessary changes.

When learning how to solve applied mathematics problems ‘by example’, a number of
steps are implicit. First, vdiich entities exist in the problem domain. Second, how to
use the Newtonian axiomatic model to produce a mathematical model. Third, what the
necessary steps to solve a problem are. AMK uses predefined objects which interact
using their methods. This thesis uses the term ‘linking’ for this. AMK modelling is
therefore done by constructing instances of objects and specifying Wuch of them
interact. The software handles the way in which they interact automatically. Linking
constructs a new object or objects. Information about any given object can be obtained
at any time by invoking a method of that object. The user has to know a general strategy
for problem solving and has to be aware of the consequences of the interaction of two
objects. The pseudocode below summarises this aspect of the modelling cycle.
For each
Define

physical object in the system
an instance of that object

End_For
For each

Particle in the system

Repeat
Link Particle to appropriate other objects
Until the Particle and a Force are linked
Obtain the equation of motion from EquationOfMotion
End_For

This algorithm concentrates on the Particle object because particles are the massive
entities which are an essential part of Newton’s Laws. The term ‘physical object’ in the
algorithm refers to any object other than the CoordinateSystem. The algorithm replaces
the ‘Formulate Model - State Relations’ stage of the Penrose 7-point Modelling Cycle
(see Chapter 1). Details of appropriate links appear in the next section.
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7.6

Object Links

,

This section contains a discussion o f two points. First, the relative merits o f two distinct
design alternatives for implementing object links. Second, I state the feasible links for
objects in AMK.

Linking objects formally formulates and solves modelling problems. Two ways of
doing this are apparent. The first is to define an ^propriate method for each class,
which takes another object as its argument. For example, in order to create a Force (the
tension T) by linking an ExtensibleString S with a Particle P, the following method
could be defined (detailed arguments are omitted):
P.LinkWith(S)

->Force(T)

This would mean defining a suitable method for each object, and having to redefine the
same link in a construct such as S .LinkWith (P) —> Force (T)\ This approach
is consistent with the 0 -0 paradigm, but the duplication o f methods proved to be
awkward.

An alternative approach is to define a global polymorphic procedure,

LinkObjects, Wtich takes the objects to be linked as its arguments. Thus, to link P with
S, the procedure LinkObjects (P,

S) is called. This approach also has the

advantage that if no LinkObjects template exists for any given set of objects, no link
between those objects is possible, and a null result is returned. The progranimer is
responsible for constructing suitable LinkObjects templates, and for defining what links
are meaningful. There should be no links for objects for which the resulting combination
is not meaningful, such as a Spring with an EquationOfMotion.
Only a limited number o f links are meaningful, so the number of templates required is
small. The ones implemented in AMK are:
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Particle + GravitationalField = Force;
Particle + Spring = Force;
Particle + InextensibleString = Force;.
Particle + HorizontalPlane = Force;

.

Particle + InclinedPlane = Force;
Particle + CircularSurfrice = Force;
Particle + Dashpot = Force;
Particle + Force = EquationOfMotion.
“Force + Force = Force” makes sense but is implemented in a different way to allow for
overloading o f the “ + ” symbol in expressions such as TotalForce = Force 1 + Force2.
A calculus for combining forces using the “+” operator means that there is no need for a
LinkObjects procedure for two Force objects. Polymorphic definitions determine the
Sense o f the resulting force fiom the inputs. Forces implemented in this way make it
possible to write ‘natural’ links such as LinkObjects (P, W + T) , in vhich a
Particle P is linked with the sum of a weight W and a tension T. All the procedures for
combining forces assume that the forces concerned are given with respect to the same
coordinate axes. If this is not so they cannot be combined unless one coordinate system
is rotated such that it coincides with the other. The example of the interaction of a
particle with an inclined plane shows this, and is discussed in Section 7.9.
In order to test for the type of objects >\hich are being linked, the environmental
primitive isa implements boolean functions such as Part icleQ (P) (is P a Particle?).
In some cases, linking two objects triggers a response which is particularly appropriate
for the situation. For example, if an inextensible string is linked with a particle, the
result is a force (the tension in the string). If the coordinates of the particle were given
in terms of polar coordinates, the resulting force is also given in terms of polar
coordinates. Otherwise, both are given in terms o f cartesian coordinates. This trick
anticipates the wishes of the user. For example, polar coordinates are often most useful
for a simple pendulum system.
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7.7

Ail alternative Class Hierarchy using Multiple inheritance

Even though the object-oriented environment does not siq)port multiple inheritance,
there are some advantages in using it, but there are more compelling reasons for using
single inheritance only. Two examples of how multiple inheritance could be used
follow.

The first is in implementing the kinematic and geometrical properties of particles. A
Coordinate class can define space and time coordinates. The only attribute of the
Particle class is then Mass, because it does not inherit coordinates attributes fix)m the
Coordinate class. Any kinetic properties o f the particle must then be derived fiom. both
the Coordinate and the Particle classes. This is the puipose of a MassAcceleration class,
vriiich defines the product o f mass and aeeeleration in Newton's 2 ^ Law. The result is a
Force object, which has to have dimensional information and must therefore be
descended from the Coordinate class. The MassAcceleration object can then be linked
with the Force object to produce an EquationOfMotion object. This gives the .class
hierarchy in Figure 7.2.

Coordinate

Particle

Force

MassAcceleration

Figure 7.2
If this hierarchy is adopted, the acceleration component o f the EqmtionCfMotion object
can be inherited fiom the Coordinate object, but a copy of the relevant information is
also held as an attribute for the Force object. This is an unnecessary complication.
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A second exunple is fundamental to implementing coordinate systems. In principle, it
would be useful to define a siq>erclass Coordinate with two subclasses,
PolarCoordinate and CartesianCoordinqte. It would then be possible for a subclass
such as Particle to inherit methods fit>m both the classes PolarCoordinate and
CartesianCoordinate.

If multiple inheritance were available in tWs way it would

simplify some of the code considerably. In particular, coordinate transformations would
have been easy.
Given the theoretical difficulties in using multiple inheritance in some circumstances,
and the practical difficulty of implementing multiple inheritance in the object-oriented
environment, it was easier and more practical to stick to single inheritance. This
approach drove the CoordinateSystem class, fix>m i ^ c h most other AMK classes
descend.

7.8

Initial Conditions and Solving the Equation of Motion

The software introduced in this chapter is limited to deriving an equation of motion
using Newton’s Second Law. Solving the resulting equations of motion is relatively
trivial using standard Mathematica primitives (in italics in this paragraph), with some
minor complications. Dsolve must be used to solve differential equations, and Nsolve
and NDSolve are their counterparts for finding numerical solutions. FindRoots is a
particular function for finding numerical solutions to polynomial equations, but more
generally. Solve can be used for systems of equations. Many dedicated numerical and
symbolic techniques are available for given circumstances. In principle, aU that is
necessary is to choose a technique and call the relevant function.

Solutions and

objective functions are therefore not implemented.

In order to solve the equation of motion fiilly, initial conditions have to be siq>plied.
Although the initial conditions are usually an essential pait o f the model, they are only
needed to solve the equation of motion. Since the current implementation of AMK does
not do this, most of the models developed in this chapter do not include initial
conditions.
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A mechanism already exists for setting initial conditions using the Info attribute. For
exanq)le, initialising the velocity of a particle to u is possible as follows.
P = new [Particle, Cartesian[ {{x [t] }, 0, 1}],.
, {InitialVelocity -> u}, t, m]

However, there is no mechanism to require the user to supply initial conditions, and no
mechanism for creating a default if the user does not specify them. The subsequent
treatment o f initial conditions is best done by propagating them to form an attribute of
the EquationOfMotion class. As such, it is easy to integrate them into a SolveQ method
o f the EquationOfMotion class.
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7.9

Modelling Examples

The following examples illustrate how AMK can solve modelling problems of varying
complexity. I consider four problems areas: particle-force interactions, spring-particle
systems, contact problems and the simple pendulum.

7.9.1

Particle-Force interactions

Particle-Force Problem 1
This siniple problem illustrates the general principle of the AMK method: construct
objects, link objects until an EquationOfMotion object is created, and call its Equation
method. A particle P is subject to a 1-D force FI of magnitude e^ (Figure 7.3). The
InitialVelocity parameter u can be retrieved for later use. Extending to 2-D is trivial.

P
------------------------------ # ---------- >

x(t)

F1

►
:

Figure 7.3

P = new[Particle, Cartesian[{{x[t]}, 0, 1}],
{InitialVelocity -> u), t , m]
F = new[Force, Cartesian[{{E^t}, 0, 1}]]
El = LinkObjects[P, F]
Equation[El]

The result is
t
(m x' ' [t] == E }

7.9.2

Particlc-Spring systems

Particle-spring systems illustrate the versatility of AMK: only a few basic toolkit
elements are needed to formulate and solve relatively complex problems. One key
modelling point forms the basis of the Spring class: the spring only has a tension when
something is attached to it. Theoretically, and independent of any link, a tension arises
vriien the current length of the spring is not equal to its unstretched length. A Tension
method (which returns the symbolic value of the tension) is coded but is not used. The
tension is obtained from a Particle-Spring link.
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The c\ass Spring needs attributes to record the position of its two ends. They are
determined relative to the coordinate system and are inherited from the parent class,
CoordinateSystem. A spring has to have a nominal 'direction', vAmh is the direction of a
coordinate increasing. This ensures that the tension has the correct direction. There is
no need to use the concept of a fixed and a non-fixed end for the spring since, in many
situations, there is no fixed end. Hence there is no need for a Point class, as proposed in
Section 7.4.5. The major advantage of this strategy is that the user does not need to
determine the sense o f the tension because the relevant LinkObjects method does it
automatically, provided that users use a useful heuristic. This is to treat every spring as
extended. This is not the only way but is often the shnplest. It also works even if it is
not physically possible for a spring to be extended.
7.9.2.1 Spring Problem 1
In this problem, a particle o f mass m is suspended under gravity on the end of a spring
of unstretched length L and stiffiiess k fix>m a fixed point (Figure 7.4).

x(t) ^

mg

Figure 7.4
There are three objects: the particle P, the gravitational field GF and the spring S.
Suitable links produce forces, and the sum of these forces, when linked with the particle,
produces the equation of motion.
P=new[Particle,Cartesian[{{x[t]},0,1}],{},t,m]
S=new[Spring,Cartesian[{{0}, 0,1}], {},
Cartesian[{{x[t]},0,1}],L,k]
GF=new[GravitationalField,Cartesian[({g},0,l}],{}]
W=LinkObjects[P,GF]
T=LinkObjects[P,8]
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ESP=LinkÔbjeçts[P,T+W].
Equation[ESP]

The result is:
{m x ' '[tl == k L + g m - k x[t])

1,9.1.1 Spring Problem 2
This problem illustrates a simple extension to a 2-particle-3-spring system, without
gravity (Figure 7.5).

Problems like this justify the implementation of a separate

GravitationalField class.

Care has to be taken to use correct coordinates for the

particles. Appropriate links with the springs produce the forces, and the equations, of
motion follow by linking forces with particles.

T1 <■

T3
82,k2

m2

WWW
83,kS

x(t)

y(t)Figure 7.5
Construct the objects:
Pl=new[Particle,Cartesian[{{x[t],0},0,1}],{}, t,ml]
P2=new[ Particle, Cartesian[ {{y [t] ,0},0,1}], {},t,iri2]
Sl=new[Spring,Cartesian[{{0,0},0,1}],{},
Cartesian[{{x[t],0},0,1}] ,al, kl]
S2=new[Spring,Cartesian[{{x[t],0},0,1}],{},
Cartesian[{{y[t],0},0,1}], a2, k2]
S3=new[Spring,Cartesian[{{y[t],0},0,1}],{},
Cartesian[{{L,0},0,1}],a3, k3]

Link the first particle with the appropriate springs (using the Principle o f Adjacency,
these are the springs adjacent on the diagram):
Tl=LinkObjects[PI, SI]
T2=LinkObjects[PI, S2]
EoMl=LinkObjects[PI,T2+T1]
Equation[EoMl]
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Link the second particle with the correct springs:
T22=LinkObjects[P2,S2]
T3=LinkObj ects[P2,S3]
EoM2=LinkObjects[P2,T3+T22]
Équation[EoM2]

The results are:

{ml x ' '[t] ==
al kl - a2 k2 - kl x[t] - k2 x[t] .+ k2 y[t]. True}
{m2 y ' '[t] ==
a2 k2 - a3 k3 i k3 L - k2 x[t]

- k2 y[t]

- k3 y[t],

True}

The advantage of the 0 -0 approach is, again, the consistency of the toolkit approach.
There is an unfortunate side-effect: T2 and T22 are not the same. Their magnitudes
have opposite signs and their directions are equal, as the queries below show. This is
consistent, but undesirable.
Magnitude[T2]
Magnitude[T22]
Direction[T2]
Direction[T22]

-(a2 k2) - k2 x[t] + k2 y[t]
a2 k2 + k2 x[t] - k2 y[t]

0
0
There was no problem in incorporating gravity into the 2-particle-3-spring scenario.
There are clear extensions to determining normal modes.
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1,9,23 Spring Problem 3
This problem is more unusual, and is much more difficult in conqiutational terms. A
particle is suspended, under gravity, fix>m two springs which have different
characteristics (Figure 7.6). The task is to find the equation of motion o f the psuticle in
two dimensions.
x(t)

2L

82. k2
T2

mg

Figure 7.6
In AMK;' thei problem is no harder,to formulate and solve than a relatively, simple^ :
problem. The code-runs.slowly,*but^the links-do all the heavy computation, Wdch is .
considerable for this problem. This example has a l = 4, k l = I, a2 = 3 ,2L = 10, k2 = 2.
P=new[Particle,Cartesian[{{x[t],y [t]},0,-1}],{},t,m]
GF=new[GravitationalField,Cartesian[{{0^g},0,-1}],{}]
Sl=new[Spring,Cartesian[{{0,0},0,-1}],{},
Cartesian[{{x[t],y[t]},0,-l>3,4,1]
S2=new[Spring, Cartesian[{{x [t],y [t] }, 0, -1} ],'{},
Cartesian[{{10,0},0,-1}],3,2]
Tl=LinkObjects[P,31]
T2=LinkObjects[P,S2]
W=LinkObj ects[P,GF]
EoM=LinkObjects[P,T1+T2+W]
Equation.[EoM]
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The result is:
{mzr[t] -.2 0 - 3x[t] +

4 x 11]
V xiti*+y[ti*

60
V l00- 20x[t] +x[t3* +yiti*
6x11]
V io o -20x[tj +x[t]*+y(tg®
4y[t]
my*[t] » g m -3 y [t] +

Vxit3* +y[tj*

6y[Q______

■}

V 100-20x[t] +x[ti*+y[ti®

7.9.3

Contact problems

Contact problems show how the implementation of the class hierarchy is transparent to
the user, and how the modelling problems are essentially very similar. One planar
surfece problem was described in (Mitic 95A). The geometric aspects of this type of
problem are important. This is particularly so for problems in which objects have
coordinates of different types or orientations. In order to deal with these, coordinates
must be transformed. This is equivalent to resolving forces, but is easier because all that
is required is a statement of the structure of a new coordinate system.
7.9.3.1 Contact problem 1
Consider, first, a particle P of mass m moving on a rough horizontal plane. It is pulled
by a force Q of magnitude g, inclined at an angle (p to the horizontal. The contact
between P and Q gives rise to a normal reaction, R, and a fictional component, pR. All
are referred to a Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 7.7)^

^
HR

Rx

_Q

y(t)
-►x(t)

Figure 7.7
Four objects are constructed: the particle, P, the gravitational field, GF, the plane, HP,
and the force which pulls the particle, Q. In accordance with the modelling cycle, links
are made to produce forces, and the particle is then linked with these forces to produce
‘ There is an implicit assumptirâ in Figure 7.7 that Qcos<t> > pR.
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an equation of motion. P is linked with HP to produce the contact force, CF, which is a
vector (R, pR). The confutations in this step are done automatically. The symbol R for
the normal reaction must be supplied. Similarly, the mechanics of combining Cartesian
and polar forces are automatic. The required inputs are:
P=new[Particle,Cartesian[{{x[t],0},0,1} ],{}, t,m]
GF=new[GravitationalField,Cartesian[{{0,g},0,l}],{}]
HP=new[HorizontalPlane,Cartesian[{[x[t],y[t]},0,1}],
{NormalReaction->R}, mu]
Q=new[Force,Polar[{{q,phi},0,1}]]
CF=LinkObjects[P,HP]
W=LinkObjects[P,GF]
EoM=LinkObjects[P, W+CF+Q]
Equation[EoM]

The result is a list.
{m x"[t] == “ (mu R) + q Cos[phi],
0 == “ (g m) + R + q Sin[phi]}

7.9 3.2 Contact problem 2
Few changes are needed to solve the same type of system, but with a plane inclined at an
angle a to the horizontal. The natural coordinate system for this situation has axes
aligned along the line of^ and perpendicular to, the line of greatest slope of the plane
(Figure 7.8). In this problem the particle moves up the slope. ^
y(t)

(Figure 7.8)
The same objects as before are defined, except that the plane, IncP, is an instance of the
class InclinedPlane. The syntax of flie tenn c a r t e s i a n [ { {x [ t ] , 0}, a l p h a , 1} ]
There is an implicit assumption in Figure 7.8 that QcosO > pR + mg sinG.
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means that a r i ^ t handed set of coordinate axes is rotated clockwise through an angle a.
It is natural to use the x and y axes as stated for all objects except the gravitational field,
which is expressed in terms of non-rotated axes. In order to combine the weight W
with other forces, a common coordinate system must be used. This is the purpose of the
cast ToCartesian[W, alpha, 1] » ^ c h creates components of weight referred to
the axes x and y. This process is slightly avdcward, but no formal force resolutions are
needed.
P=new[Particle, Cartesian[{{x [t] ,0 } ,alpha, 1}],{}, t,m]
GF=new[GravitationalField,Cartesian[{{0,-g},0,1}],{}]
IncP=new[InclinedPlane,Cartesian[{ (x[t] ,y.[t] },alpha,!}] ,
{NormalReaction->R}, mu,alpha]
Q=new[Force, Polar[{{q,phi},alpha,!}]]
CF=LinkObjects[P, IncP]
W=LinkObjects[P,GF]
Wl=ToCartesian[W, alpha,!]
EoM=LinkObjects[P, Q+CF+Wl]
Equation[EoM]

The output is another list.
{m

X "

[t]

==

- (mu R) + q Cos[phi]- g m Sin[alpha],
0 == R - g m Cos[alpha] + q Sin[phi]}

7.9.3*3 Contact problem 3
This is a standard problem in which a particle P moves down the line of greatest slope
on the surface of a circular cylinder, CS (Figure 7.9). In principle, the AMK analysis is
very similar to the previous two contact problems, except for an AMK equivalent of
resolving forces. This involves a tricky coordinate change.

(iNr

Figure 7.9
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First, create the rélevant objects.
P = new[Particle, Polar[{{RO, th[t]}, Pi/2, 1}],

{}, t, m]

GF = new[GravitationalField, Cartesian[{{0, -g)},0,l}],

{}]

CS = new[CircularSurface, Polar[{{RO, th[t]}, Pi/2, 1}],
{NormalReaction -> Nr}, mu, RO]

Next, compute the weight and resolve it along the line o f the radius vector. This
resolution is unavoidable. It happens automatically for the reaction, which gives its
result in Cartesians.
W = LinkObjects[P, GF]
wi =.ToCartesian[W, th[tj + Pi/2, 1]
Reaction = LinkObjects[P, CS]

The last stage is standard. The process uses polar acceleration components implicitly.
This is both an advantage, because computational complexity can be avoided, and a
disadvantage because it evades the detailed content of the interaction.
EoM=LinkObjects [P, Reaction+Wl]
Equation[EoM]
2
{-(m RO th *[t ] ) == Nr - g m C o s [t h [t ]],
m RO th'*[t] == - (mu Nr) + g m Sin[th[t]]}

7.9.4

Simple Pendulum

In an earlier remark on the InextensibleString class, I mentioned the problems of
implementing a simple pendulum model in polar coordinates. This is technically much
harder to program and to model than in Cartesian coordinates.
provided here for comparison.
7.9.4.1 Simple pendulum: polar coordinates
The angular coordinate is measured as in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10

Both versions are
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P = new[Particle,
P o l a r [ {{L,

th[t]},

th[t]

- Pi/2,

1}],

{},

t,

m]

IS = n e w [I n e x t e n s i b l e S t r i n g ,
P o l a r [{{-Te,
Polar[{{L,

0},

th[t]

th[t]},

th[t]

GF = n e w [ G r a v i t a t i o n a l F i e l d ,
W = LinkObjects[P,

GF]

F = LinkObjects[P,

IS]

- Pi/2,

F r = E x p r e s s A s C a r t e s i a n [ F,

- Pi/2,

th[t]

El = L i n k O b j e c t s [ P ,

Wr + Fr ]

{ T e n s i o n - > T e },

1}]]

C a r t e s i a n [{{0,

th[t]

Wr = T o C a r t e s i a n [ W ,

I}],

g},0,-I}],

{}]

- Pi/2]

- Pi/2,

I]

Equation[El]
The solution obtained is the expected:
2
{-(L m t h ' [ t ]
L m t h ' ' [t]

) == - T e + g m C o s [ t h [ t ] ] ,
== - (g m S i n [ t h [ t ] ] ) }

Several disadvantages are apparent with this formulation.
1. The negative tension was necessary to ensure correct directions and consistency of
the coordinate system.
2. The polar coordinate initial line, t h [ t ] - P i / 2 is awkward, but was needed for
consistency with a general polar coordinate system.
3. The method E x p r e s s A s C a r t e s i a n had to be used instead of T o C a r t e s i a n
to effect a conversion to the correct form of Cartesian coordinates. The latter did not
work correctly because it could not cope with a rotated coordinate system.

7.9.4.2 Simple pendulum: cartesian co-ordinates
The formulation is much easier, but the answer is in an unusual (but correct!) form.
P = n e w[ P a r t i c l e , C a r t e s i a n [ { { x [ t ] , y [ t ] } , 0 , - I } ] , { } , t , m ]
G F = n e w [G ra v ita tio n a lF ie ld ,C a rte s ia n [{{0,g ] , 0 , - I }],{}]
IS=new[I n e x t e n s i b l e S t r i n g , C a r t e s i a n [ { { 0 , 0 } , 0 , - 1 } ] ,
{Tension->Te}, C a r t e s i a n [ { { x [ t ] , y [ t ] } , 0 , - l } ] ]
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T l = L i n k O b j e c t s [ P , IS]
W=LinkObjects[P,GF]
EoM=LinkObj e c t s [ P,Tl+W]
Equation[EoM]

{m X ' ' [ t ]

m y ''[t]

7.10

Te x [ t ]
== - (------------------------------------ ) ,
2
2
Sqrt[x[t]
+ y[t] ]

== g m

Te y [ t ]
------------------------------------ }
2
2
Sqrt[x[t]
+ y[t] ]

E x te n sio n : new C lasses

In Chaper 6 I indicated that it was not difficult, in theory, to add new classes to a
problem domain, and to override methods in existing classes by deriving subclasses
from them. In order to test this in practice, I amended the original AMK code some
time after it was originally written.

The AMK system, as originally programmed,

contained no Dashpot class. It proved to be easy to add a Dashpot class by amending
the code for Spring and LinkObjects(Spring, Particle). The Spring and Dashpot classes
are similar: the major difference is the nature o f the resistive force that results when
associated with a particle. This means that Dashpot can be implemented in two ways:
as a subclass o f Spring or as a subclass o f CoordinateSystem.
successfully.
marginally.

Both worked

It is easier conceptually to contemplate the latter, so I prefer this
Some problems o f defining subclasses are discussed in the section on

override classes. With the addition o f the Dashpot class, the problem domain could be
extended to cover Spring-Dashpot systems. A simple system that results in a powerful
model is shown in Figure 7.11. It models a car suspension system with a rough road. A
coordinate y[t] provides a generic form for the road surface (y[t] = Asin{wt) is a common
simplifying assumption).
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L.k

>

x(t)

y(t)

Figure 7.11

The AMK input script for this problem is:
P=new [ P a r t i c l e , C a r t e s i a n [ { { x [ t ] } , 0 , - l } ] , { } , t , m ]
S =new [Spring,C artesian[{{0},0,-1}],{},
C a r t e s i a n [ { { x [ t ] - y [ t ] }, 0, - 1 } ] , L, k]
D Pot = n e w [ D a s h p o t , C a r t e s i a n [ { { 0 } , 0 , - 1 } ] , { } ,
C artesian[{ { x [t]-y [t]} ,0 ,-l} ],r,t]
G F = n e w [ G r a v i t a t i o n a l F i e l d , C a r t e s i a n [ { { g } , 0 , l } ] , {}]
W = L i n k O b j e c t s [ P , GF]
F = L i n k O b j e c t s [ P , DPot]
T l = L i n k O b j e c t s [ P , S]
Res = T l + F
T o t a l F o r c e = Res + W
ESP=LinkObjects[P,TotalForce]
eq=Equation[ESP]
The output was (correctly!):
{mx''[t]

= = k L - g m - k x [ t ]
- r x' [t]

+ ky[t]

+ r y ' [t] }

Three points arose from this experiment:
1. It was tricky to get the geometry right in this problem. There were two particular
problems. First, since the coordinate %[r] is measured ‘up’, S . E n d l
S . End2

= X [ t ], not the other way round.

= 0 and

Second, the direction of the
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gravitational field opposes the direction o f x increasing: hence the choice o f
GF.Sense.
2. Combining the three forces using the overloaded ‘+ ’ operator technique is far too
slow. This is why the intermediate results R es (resistance) and T o t a l F o r c e were
computed first: it was faster than computing Tl+F+W, which would have been
preferable. The reason for the slowness o f this operation is unclear, but the most
likely reason is circular references in coordinate transformations.
3. Mathematica ‘remembers’ errors, so any that occur in defining new classes and
procedures remain in memory until they are cleared. This leads to confusion when
subsequent amendments appear to have no effect: Mathematica is using the first
versions defined instead o f the latest versions...

7.11

E x te n sio n : o v e rrid e o b jec ts

In order to test the practicalities of amending a property o f an existing object, I
implemented a Nonlinear Spring class. When linked with a particle, the tension in the
non-linear spring is k {x -L f instead o f k {x -L \ where /? is an additional attribute o f the
new class. The process involved:
•

Defining a class N onlinear Spring, descended from Spring",

•

Defining a function N o n L in e a rS p r in g Q and amending S p rin g Q to

S p r i n g Q [ x _ ] := i s a [ x , S p r i n g ]

&&!

(isa[x,N onLinearSpring])

so that Spring and N onlinear Spring can be distinguished;
•

Writing

a

LinkObjects [ P a r tic le ,

N o n L in e a r S p r in g ]

function,

identical to L i n k O b j e c t s [ P a r t i c l e , S p r i n g ] except for an amended force
magnitude.
The equation o f motion for a mass suspended from a fixed point by this more exciting
spring emerged correctly:

P
{m X ' ' [ t ]

== g m - k ( - L + x [ t ] ) }
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7.12 Extension: other problem domains
In Chapter 6 I presented a theoretical account o f the Diagram-Axiom modelling
methodology for several contexts. The purpose o f this section is to demonstrate that this
theory can be translated into working software.

To do this, I applied the same

techniques that were used in AMK to program a class hierarchy for the simple heat
transfer problems o f Chapter 6. The purposes o f this exercise were to demonstrate:
•

that the AMK techniques are applicable to other contexts;

•

direct method calls to link objects (i.e. use ObjectA.LinkWith(ObjectB) instead o f
LinkObjects(ObjectA, ObjectB) );

•

support for the Diagram-Axiom modelling methodology;

•

inclusion o f a SolveHeatEquation method for a HeatEquation class, as an example
o f a ‘solve’ method.

Heat transfer problems constitute a small problem domain with few classes, which is
ideal for a simple demonstration o f these points.
I successfully developed the software implementation, HEAT, and an example problem
is solved in Appendix 7H.

Although no major problems were encountered,

programming the detail was tricky, and could not be done by inexperienced
programmers. Linking objects immediately after creation provides support for the
Diagram-Axiom methodology, although the modelling sequence can consist of
constructors, followed by links, and then the method calls to get the results.

Using

direct method calls to link objects worked successfully but the external LinkObjects
procedure results in more readable (and hence maintainable) code. The only essentially
different treatment was in linking a HeatSource object with several Layer objects. The
result is advantageous because a construct such as

LinkLayer [H eatS o urcel, {Layer_l, L a y e r _ 2 , L a y e r _ n } ]
immediately performs the necessary computation to produce a heat equation,
independent o f the number o f layers listed.
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7.13 Evaluation
This chapter has demonstrated that AMK can solve certain problems successfully. Here
I summarise AM K’s strengths and also describe classes o f problems that are difficult or
impossible to solve with AMK.

7.13.1 AMK: Lim itations
AMK relies on creating and linking objects. If this cannot be done it is not possible to
formulate a model. Superficially, a situation where no objects are created and no objects
interact constitutes an empty problem domain. However, there are well-defined
problems with an essentially geometrical nature which AMK cannot solve.

They

depend on a class which characterises a geometrical situation. Such a class does not
exist in the present implementation o f AMK.

Alternatively, geometrical properties

might be included as attributes and methods o f Particle.

An example is the

brachistochrone problem, described in, for example, (Dettman 62).

The brachistochrone problem requires a particle to travel from point 0(0,0) to Q(a,b)
along an undetermined path y{x) in minimum time. Two aspects o f this problem are
pertinent. The first comes from particle mechanics, and is the energy balance equation
—mv ^= m gy . This can be coded as a method o f Particle. The second describes the
path’s geometry: ds = vd/, with d s = {\ +

^ ' This geometrical aspect is absent

from AMK. It could be coded as an attribute o f Particle, but can also be considered as
an attribute o f either Reference Frame or o f a Geometry class (not yet defined). The
result o f linking Particle with Geometry is unclear. The requirement is to substitute
V = -J2gy (from the energy equation) into ds = vdt, and minimise over all possible paths

1 \
y(jc) to obtain the functional equation

t = Min

J

y{x) VO

dx

It does not seem

appropriate to code all these aspects as methods o f Particle: the constraint on the path
implies the presence o f a surface which never enters into the analysis. A further aspect
o f this problem which can cause problems is to recognise that solving the functional
equation must be done by Euler-Lagrange techniques.
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The main classes o f solvable problems with which AMK has difficulty are those for
which it is difficult to draw a diagram. These are likely to be heuristic models with no
axiomatic basis. Alternatively, there may be no or only a limited number o f physical
objects in the problem domain. An example is the study habits problem o f Chapter 6. In
order for AMK to solve this type o f problem, symbols must be assigned to concepts (for
example the time spent studying, depth o f study, or amount remembered). This process
determines classes, to which attributes and methods must be assigned. Since all o f this
analysis must be done from scratch, an object-oriented analysis is o f dubious value: a
traditional analysis suffices. However, the Axiom S tran d o f Chapter 6 may be useful to
define classes. Once the analysis has been done, it may provide base classes for further
analysis. It is only at this stage that the 0 - 0 analysis can add significant value.
Applying 0 - 0 techniques to the context o f Newtonian Particle Mechanics involved
transforming between Cartesian and Polar coordinates. It was difficult to design a class
library that did this, and also eliminated mutual recursion. The class library has a
reasonable structure for this context but the undesirable effects o f recursion make it very
slow in certain circumstances. Recursive side effects are exacerbated by repeated
evaluation o f expressions. There is therefore a conflict between structural and functional
efficiency.
AMK does not cope well with problems involving Polar coordinates. It was difficult to
code without retaining complete generality because classes had to cover specific
situations (such as the sample pendulum or motion on a circular surface). This problem
could be eased by providing more general attributes and methods which can cope with
motion on a curve.

There is currently no functionality in AMK for dealing with multi-stage problems, in
which there is a sequence o f interactions in time. The problem o f the extensible string
has already been discussed in this chapter. The significant point about this situation is
that once the string becomes slack (slackness being a property o f the string), the state of
the particle changes. At the point when the string becomes slack, the only force acting
on the particle is its weight. Another example is a ball bouncing on an elastic surface.
The height o f each bounce reduces by a factor e at every bounce, where e i s a coefficient
o f restitution. At each stage there is an interaction between a particle and a surface. The
output parameters at each interaction become input parameters for the next interaction.
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In order to cope with this situation efficiently, AMK would need to include this
sequence of interactions in a loop. However, the details o f each interaction (forms o f the
inputs and outputs) must be known in advance.

7.13.2 AM K: Strengths

AM K’s strength is that relatively complicated mathematical models can be constructed
using a small number o f generic classes, provided that they are linked in a meaningful
way. Only 9 classes (Section 7.6) provide inputs for problems, and there is only one
class for outputs: EquationOfMotion. Section 7.6 also shows that there are only 9
feasible links. The Particle-Spring systems in Section 7.9.2 are good examples o f how
complex systems can be built from only three classes: Particle and Spring and
GravitationalField. The Spring-Dashpot systems o f Section 7.10 show that even more
complex problem domains can be tackled with the addition o f only one more class:
Dashpot.

This method o f doing particle mechanics forces the user to think about the geometry o f
the situation and about the objects in the system. The user links the objects in a way
which parallels how a diagram showing forces and coordinates would be drawn.
Mathematica deals with the mechanics o f producing new objects. The system works
with a wide variety o f situations in particle mechanics, without needing a dedicated
template

for

each

conceivable

situation.

Automation

can

disguise

algebraic

manipulations which, although tedious, should be something that the user can do if
necessary.
The present implementation is restricted to given classes within the context o f Newton’s
Second Law o f Motion. The conceptual framework o f the system can be extended to
include momentum, work and energy, and relative motion, which would provide scope
to solve a wider class o f problems. In addition, a means for the user to define new
objects would be advantageous.
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Chapter 8

Front-end Support for the Modelling Cycle

8.0

Abstract

Mathematical modelling methodologies allow the user to deviate from the constraints o f
using the methodology. This chapter illustrates how a front-end for the modelling
process constrains the user to use the methodology rigorously.

In doing so it provides

three components. First, it supplies an algorithm for the whole modelling process.
Second, it automates production o f links between objects. Third, it hides the awkward
syntax required for the computer algebra components.

The problems associated with

producing and using Mathematica scripts as described in Chapter 5 can be eased by
building a user interface. Two interfaces are discussed here, and both are assessed
within the context o f support for a modelling cycle. Both are designed to force the user
to use the Construct-^Link-^Invoke_Methods modelling cycle.

The first interface

produces Mathematica scripts, and is implemented in Visual Basic. It provides a simple
but effective means of communicating with Mathematica, forcing the user to follow a
well-defined algorithm in the crucial relation-building part o f a generic modelling cycle.
I discuss the advantages and disadvantages o f this front end in achieving this aim, and
evaluate alternative ways o f implementing it. The second interface is a graphical front
end, implemented in C++. The user can build a diagram on screen using icons which
represent objects. Links are then generated by placing the icons sufficiently close to
each other, which is a direct application o f the Principle o f Adjacency. The process
corresponds more closely to a diagram which would normally be drawn as part o f model
construction, and is more consistent with a Construct-^Link-^Invoke_Methods
modelling cycle. The second interface is not as wide-ranging as the first: it implements
only a subset o f the AMK classes, attributes and methods. It is sufficient to illustrate
that a practical solution to the problem o f explicitly generating a model as the user
draws a diagram is possible.
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8.1

Rationale

In Chapter 7 I gave examples o f modelling using the Mathematica component o f the
AMK software.

Modelling was done by constructing Mathematica scripts which

implement an 0 - 0 methodology. Some examples indicated that it is possible to vary
the order o f expressions in those scripts. The main variations are to:
1. construct all objects first and then define the links until an E quationO fM otion object
results;
2. construct a limited number o f objects and then link them, repeating these
Construct->Link sub-loops until an E quationO fM otion object results.
This fi-eedom allows the user to make errors and stray fi-om the 0 - 0 modelling process.
The primary purpose o f the ideas in this chapter is to use a fi-ont-end to support the
C onstruct->Link->Invoke_M ethods modelling cycle. The fi-ont-end exists to constrain

the user to follow the modelling cycle, thereby ensuring that it works correctly and
sensibly.
There are further purposes for a front-end. The modelling process o f Chapter 7 also
depends heavily on the geometry o f the problem domain in many modelling scenarios.
Constructing the necessary objects reflects this: coordinates have to be supplied.

In

some cases, signs must be supplied. The Mathematica inputs are also heavily dependent
on syntax and accurate knowledge o f the functional forms o f the internal expressions.
These three factors can make it difficult to use the Mathematica input scripts as they
were presented in Chapter 7. The secondary purpose o f the front end is therefore to
produce those scripts without heavy reliance on knowledge o f syntax.

8.2

Computer Algebra System front-ends

Computer algebra systems are generally designed as a kernel, which contains the algebra
engine, and a user interface, which allows communication with the kernel.

There is

usually a dedicated communications protocol for doing this. This architecture allows
separate development o f kernel and user interface functionality, and also makes it easier
to write cross-platform applications.
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Ideally, a user interface for a CAS ought to communicate directly with the kernel.
Several significant interfaces which do this have been written, and Kajler (Kajler 90)
summarises some issues o f interface design for ‘mainstream’ CASs such as Reduce and
Maple. Third party interfaces have been written for established computer algebra
systems. Examples include MathScribe (Smith 86), which is for Reduce, and CAS/PI
(Kajler 92), for Maple, Sisyphe, Ulysse and two graphics packages. These general
purpose interfaces are designed to be versatile, system-independent and extendible. The
two main issues highlighted in (Kajler 94) are relevant to the design o f an interface for
AMK.

First, communication should be efficient', only active parts o f an expression

should be interchanged. This is known as ‘expression’ sharing and is used extensively
in Maple (Leong 86). The first interface described in this chapter uses inefficient
communication because entire expressions have to be interchanged. Kajler’s second
issue is to find ways in which an interface can activate mathematical processes. Bonadio
(Bonadio 89) does this in Theorist: manipulating icons on the screen initiates ‘solve’
processes automatically. This is the idea behind the second interface described in this
chapter.

The CASE tool SPADE (Seppanen 91) performs a similar function to the software of
this chapter (but not for a CAS) in that it guides the software design process. SPADE
does this by producing and displaying views for an established design methodology, but
produces a software design specification for large software systems, not a model. It
cannot therefore abstract requirements for mathematical modelling easily.
The interfaces described in this chapter are designed to communicate with the front-end
o f Mathematica. This is easier than attempting to communicate directly with the kernel,
and is sufficient from the point o f view o f model development. At an early stage in the
investigations for this thesis, I programmed a menu-driven interface in Pascal for
MuMath, using the method in (Rickhuss 93).

MuMath is, in effect, the kernel for

DERIVE, although the current DERIVE kernel has advanced since DERIVE first
appeared in 1991. Choosing menu items in my MuMath interface generated a MuMath
expression in a text file, m sgfile.txt. An example is int (x^2*#e^x, x, 0, a) , for
a

Jjc^e’^dx. The DOS command M U M A T H .EXE < "msgfile.txt"

> "ans.txt"

0

then invoked the MuMath kernel, reading the expression in m sgfile.txt, evaluating it.
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and depositing the result in a second text file, ans.txt. The interface could then display
the contents o f ans.txt.

I used a similar technique to build a menu-driven interface for Mathematica 1.2, which
was command-driven and DOS-based.

The essential difference between the

Mathematica and MuMath interfaces was that the Mathematica kernel called its
interface as a sub-process, rather than the other way round (as described in the previous
paragraph). Three commands were involved: Run [ ] to activate a sub-process,
ReadStrings []

to

read

the

text

file

generated

by

the

interface,

and

WriteStrings [ ] to write the result to a second text file.

These exercises demonstrated the following points.
•

Direct communication with a kernel could be slow without the use o f a dedicated
communications protocol.

•

Running a sub-process (either a CAS kernel or an interface program) fi*equently
caused program failures due to insufficient memory.

•

Message-passing between a kernel and its front-end can necessitate lower level
(often recursive) programming constructs. It is more productive to use higher level
programming constructs and not communicate directly with a kernel. '

As a result o f these early attempts at interface design, I used independent Windows
applications for the interfaces o f this chapter and the CAS. This improved the stability
o f all programs concerned. It also allowed Mathematica procedures to do all the
mathematical manipulations, which improved efficiency.

I retained the text file

communications method: it was stable, was sufficiently fast, and was easy to program.

' The DERIVE kernel is now available as a DLL, and can be linked into compiled applications.
Communication with it is easy: function calls pass DERIVE commands strings, but the problem of
awkward programming constructs remains.
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8.3

Menu-driven Interface

A brief account o f this first user interface appears in (Mitic 95B). In this chapter I refer
to it as IF 1 (Interface 1).

8.3.1

Support for the Modelling Cycle

EFl reinforces the C onstruct-^L ink-^Invoke M ethods modelling cycle by incorporating
three principal stages: Construct, Link and Methods. I illustrate these processes with
some sample screen dumps in Section 8.3.5. The C onstruct-^Link-^Invoke_M ethods
modelling cycle specifies a nominal sequence in which objects are constructed, linked
and any necessary methods are called. The final stage is to call an Equation method,
which generates the required equation o f motion.

In principle, it is possible to

intersperse construction and linking. This order o f operations is sensible, but not
necessary. An alternative is to construct all objects before any o f them are linked. In
some cases this is not possible. For example, coordinate transformations are sometimes
needed in order to combine forces, and methods can be accessed at any time to retrieve
information. A top level scheduler form initiates each o f the three stages, and this gives
rise

to

a

modelling

sub-cycle

C onstruct-^L ink-^Invoke_M ethods

as

below.

The

output

of

unit is the EquationO fM otion

the

grouped

object whose

Equation method is called before sending the script to Mathematica.

EFl avoids editing and manipulating expressions except in a very elementary way, and
does not require a command language. An event-driven environment replaces
commands, the principal event being the mouse click.
interface constructs Mathematica inputs.

As each stage proceeds, the

They can be viewed in a window (for

reference) as they are created. When complete, the script can be sent to Mathematica.
The result is automatically returned to the interface software as well as appearing in
M athematica’s own front-end. Its implementation allows the user to be presented with
relevant data input forms at appropriate stages in building a Mathematica script. This
forces the user to stick to the modelling cycle in Figure 8.1.
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C onstruct object

Schedule
operation/
C h o o se object

Link objects

Invoke m ethod

EquationOfMotion

S e n d script

Equation

Return answ er

Figure 8.1

Error-trapping devices ensure that:
•

disallowed link combinations are impossible (e.g. Spring with GravitationalField)',

•

links cannot be made with non-existent objects;

•

only available methods can be invoked.

These error checks not only reduce errors: they direct the modelling process by
reinforcing the general strategy. In particular they stress the overall aim o f getting an
EquationO fM otion object by emphasising P article-F orce links.

8.3.2

Implementation

Visual Basic provided the necessary tools for programming this interface:
•

an environment for placing dialog boxes, command buttons, picture boxes and
similar items on a form;

•

a mouse-driven environment;

•

sufficient functionality to communicate with Mathematica for Windows.

Since IFl is used for data capture (in order to construct an input script for Mathematica),
it need not reflect the class structure o f AMK.

This was not even possible in VB

(version 1), which cannot support an 0 - 0 environment. Only events (generated by the
mouse and the keyboard) correspond to the AMK actions o f C onstruct, Link and
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Invoke_M ethods, The precise response to such an event is determined by using Select
C ase constructs liberally. These are hard coded, which makes it difficult to maintain the

interface as changes in the AMK object model occur.

In the current version o f Mathematica (Version 3.0) it is possible to create command
buttons and launch Mathematica procedures from them. Unfortunately the command
button environment is insufficiently rich to emulate the VB fi-ont-end functionality,
appearance and versatility.

8.3.3

Communications Protocol

The communications protocol employed is relatively unsophisticated but serves the
purpose of providing a workable link without an excessive programming overhead. The
VB interface sends a Mathematica script via the Windows clipboard.

VB provides

constructs which make this particularly convenient. Mathematica output cells cannot be
placed on the clipboard without specifically selecting them, but this was not possible in
the original Mathematica (Version 2) implementation.^

Outputs remain in the

Mathematica notebook. VB has the particular advantage that it can control Mathematica
operations using its SendK eys procedure. This sends keystrokes to external applications,
and can control M athematica’s menu system.

There are two alternatives to using the clipboard. The first is Rickhuss’ method
(Rickhuss 93), which is slower. The second is MathLink. MathLink would have been
preferable, but was not available when I started this interface. Furthermore, it was
uncertain (and still is!) whether or not VB could use MathLink successfully.

It is possible in Version 3
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8.3.4

Editing and Filing

There are minor editing and filing facilities. In particular, input scripts can be saved and
reloaded. They can also be edited to some extent. Providing minor editing facilities is a
design feature, and forces the user to consider each construction, link and method.
Editing is useful only if there is a clear similarity between a script before and after
editing. For example, it is possible to copy and correct a minor error, and delete the
original. A more useful purpose is to create an object identical to an existing object
except in one respect. Similarity and symmetry are supported in this way. The A M K
interface editor thus functions like the editor described for GI/S, a front end for
Macsyma (Young 87). This controls the history o f individual expressions by allowing
for recall and editing of previous expressions. However, they differ in that the A M K
editor cannot manipulate sub-expressions and relies on linear input.

Both o f these

problems were pointed out in (Kajler 94), from which it is clear that considerable
development work is needed to solve them.

EFl is programmed to cope with a limited number o f AMK classes. It is extendible, but
only by re-coding and recompiling. A clear advance would be to provide a ‘class editor’
in which existing class attributes and methods can be amended, and new classes can be
created.

8.3.5

The Interface in use

This section shows how EFl is used to construct a script to send to Mathematica. The
model in this example is simple:

“A particle o f mass m is subject to two forces: its weight and a force F(t), which acts
vertically upwards. With a coordinate y for the upward vertical direction, show that the
equation of motion is m y{t) = F {t) - m g

The main form o f EFl acts as a ‘Scheduler’. It enables the user to activate Mathematica,
construct objects, link them, call their methods, and send a script to Mathematica for
evaluation. Control is returned to this ‘Schedule’ form after each activity.
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The first stage after activating Mathematica is to choose an object to construct using the
'Schedule’ form. This activates the ‘Construct’ form. Completing a ‘Construct’ form is
the most time consuming process since attributes have to be specified in full. There are
three in this problem: a P a rticle P I, a F orce FI and a G ravitation alF ield GF.
Figure 8.2a shows the completed C on struct O b ject form for the particle P.

» Object Specification
Particle
(*; Cartesian

PI

Name for this Object

C t Polar

Cartesian[{{y[t]}.0.1 }1

InitialVelocrty

|

InitialDisplacemenl

|

KifjtiKaEieïacii::

VM-.-'j’-tWV).

PI = newjParticle. Cartesian[{{y[t]).0. 1} i

{}

F igure 8 .2a

The ‘Link’ command button is used three times to make the links
Weight = LinkObjects [PI, GF]

and

TotalForce = Weight + FI
EoM = LinkObjects[PI,

TotalForce]

.

Figure 8.2b shows the inputs for the W eight object. Creating the sum TotalForce =
Weight

+ FI

is less straightforward because a “Sum o f Forces” option must be

explicitly chosen, and “Weight + F I ” has to be typed explicitly. This problem can be
solved with further programming. The user has to choose which objects to link, and
there is no control over which objects to link, and when to link them.
constraint

is that the

E quationO fM otion).

interface

prevents

impossible

links

(e.g.

The only

S pring

with
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» Make Links

P article
Partrcle

ravitationalField
^Force

Sum of Forces
J Use lltis combination

Sum of Forces I
Q M a k e new Force
--- C--- =---- hi
Weight = LinkObjecU[P1^ GF]
' New Object Name
-

Weight

Î

Figure 8.2 b

Figure 8.2c shows the M ethods screen, which is used to invoke the Equation method o f
EoM.

1% M eth o d s

-O b je c ts --------O P1
OGF

IParticle

|

^

J

-VP .«f»

^GravitationalField
iF o rc e
- "
Force

""

O TotalForce iF orce

*

Ô F1
f C Weight
(5- EoM

Equation

§

EquationOfMotion

’I***.*»*!'#'.*.*.*.*.*.*»*!*.*!*.*.*.*!•'.’Name
&#

■
for result■

t

,‘r.

!

Equation[EoM]

Figure 8.2 c

The order in which the parts o f a given form are filled in is immaterial, and amendments
can be made at any stage. Figure 8.2d shows the result o f all the above operations, with
the Mathematica window in the background, the script produced by the interface, and
the evaluated result.
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8.3.6

Evaluation of IF l

EFl forces the user to use the

C on stru ct -^L ink-^Invoke M ethods modelling cycle,

which is the essential component o f this 0 - 0 technique. The simplest form o f this cycle
is to create all the objects first, and then make the links. The user can deviate from this
sequence by linking objects at the first possible opportunity after they are created. Both
are valid strategies. The interface also forces the user to specify the geometry o f a
situation accurately, since without geometrical considerations coordinates cannot be
specified reliably. To some extent this detracts from the activity o f modelling. Details
can be tedious to fill in, but the editing facility eases this. There is a certain degree o f
error protection. For example, only methods relevant to the object in question can be
chosen. There is additional protection in specific cases. For example, an attempt to link
two objects for which there is no meaningful outcome, such as a P article and an
EquationO fM otion, is detected and aborted.
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8.4

Icon-driven Interface

In this section I describe a second interface which I refer to as IF2 (Interface 2). It is
designed to further enhance the ideas in the

C onstruct-^L ink-^Invoke M ethods

modelling cycle by providing a ‘graphics-driven’ environment, mainly controlled by
mouse clicks. It is not as wide-ranging as IF 1 in that it caters for fewer AMK classes,
and only for motion in one dimension. Nevertheless, it illustrates important principles
(discussed in Section 8.4.1), and is a significant improvement over IFl in terms o f
support for the modelling cycle.

IF2 is written in C-H- and emulates the underlying object model. This makes it easy to
create and manipulate ‘screen’ objects. It also allows for a potential MathLink
communications protocol.

8.4.1

Purpose and Support for the modelling cycle

The purpose o f IF2 is to:
•

emulate the ‘natural’ modelling technique o f drawing a diagram;

•

support the Principle o f Adjacency;

•

support C onstruct-^L ink sub-cycles.

The idea behind IF2 is to produce elements o f the object model simultaneously with
drawing a diagram on the screen. The ‘screen’ diagram consists o f moveable icons,
each one o f which corresponds to an element o f a ‘paper’ diagram. Objects can be
created in the same way as for IF l. When the user selects a ‘screen’ object and clicks on
the Link button, IF2 searches for adjacent objects and suggests a link with any object for
which a link is appropriate. This is a direct application o f the P rin ciple o f A djacency.
When two adjacent objects are linked, a new object is created and replaces one or both
o f the original objects. Objects which take no further part in the modelling process are
no longer visible, although they are still technically in the problem domain because their
D estro y methods are not called. The user can invoke a method for a selected object by

clicking on the M ethods button and choosing from a menu.

Each Create., Link and

Invoke_M ethods operation adds a further line to the script for Mathematica.
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8.4.2

Implementation issues

In this section I discuss implementation issues which have a bearing on the way in
which IF2 operates and supports the modelling cycle.

The object structure o f IF2 does not mirror the AMK object structure exactly. It only
needs to assemble the Mathematica script and capture data for creating objects. Class
methods are therefore less relevant than class attributes.

IF2 requires values for all

attributes, but only needs to ‘know ’ the names o f methods and what the results o f the
possible links are.

The principle that after certain links, objects which are involved in that link may take no
further part in the modelling process, can cause problems with ‘persistent’ objects,
which need to be there all the time. Objects which are not needed after any given link
are marked as ‘inactive’ and, although retained in memory, are invisible and hence
inaccessible to the user. An important example is the G ravitation al F ield object. It can
be linked with any one P a rticle to produce a F orce object: the particle’s weight. After
this link the G ravitation alF ield object should have no further involvement with the
P article object, and should be marked as inactive. It certainly should not link with the

same particle twice, which would be mathematically incorrect. I decided to make
G ravitation alF ield object inactive after a link with a P article to avoid an incorrect

second link with that P article. However, if it is inactive, it cannot link with any other
P article. This problem can be solved by creating further G ravitation alF ield objects: one

for each other P article. This is also undesirable because all the G ravitation alF ield
objects represent the same physical object. Alternatively, a P article could be marked as
‘linked with a G ravitationalF ield'’ to prevent subsequent erroneous links. Nevertheless,
the implemented strategy still emphasises the P article + G ravitation alF ield = Force
equation.

‘Allowed’ links can be held as methods o f the EF2 classes, or external to those objects,
as in the AMK Mathematica code. For example, the P article class can have a
L inkW ithG ravitationalF ield{G ¥) method, where GF is the unique identifier o f a
G ravitation alF ield (as discussed in Chapter 6). In principle, any property o f this

problem domain can be cast as a class method in this way.

It was simpler not to

implement such methods: the interface is for data capture and its object structure does
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not need to reflect the AMK object structure faithfully. In EF2, a database holds details
o f the allowed links, and the consequences o f those links. A sample record is:

ItemNo
1

Objecti
Particle

Object2
Result
GravitationalField Force

ResultCode
F

Hide1 Hide2
N Y

This record states that the result o f linking a P a rticle with a G ravitation alF ield is a
F orce, for which a code letter is F. The fields Hidel and Hide2 describe what happens

after the link. Objecti (the P a rticle) remains active (Hidel = ‘N ’) and Gbject2 (the
G ravitation alF ield) becomes inactive (Hide2 = ‘Y ’).

8.4.3

The Interface in use

The sequence o f screen dumps. Figures 8.3a to 8.3e, shows how IF2 operates. It
illustrates the same problem as in Section 8.3.5. Figure 8.3a shows the entire screen,
after creating the three objects P I, GF and FI (as in Section 8.3.5). They can be dragged
anywhere in the ‘modelling’ area, which is the blank part o f the form. Fine adjustments
o f position are possible by using any o f the four ‘adjust’ buttons (Figure 8.3a, top right).
The ‘Mathematica script’ section o f the form shows the current state o f the model in
terms o f what has been created and linked, and which methods have been called.
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)i:,AMK Icon in te rfa c e

PI
GF

= new [P article, Cartesian[{{yt]}, 0,1}], {}, t. m]
§
= new [G ravitalionalField, Cartesian[{{g}, 0, -1)1, {}]

FI = new[Force, Cartesian[{{F[t]}, 0 ,1 U

P article PI

G ravitation alF ield GF

F orce FI

Figure 8.3 a

Figures 8.3b and 8.3c show a portion o f the screen after two links. After the first o f
these (Figure 8.3b), a new Force (Weight) replaces GF, which is recorded as ‘Inactive’.
After the second link (Figure 8.3c) T otalF orce results fi-om W eight + F I and is then the
only active force. It is not readily apparent which force is which, and a clear
improvement to IF2 would be to label each object with its ‘nam e’. I did not do this in
the current implementation because the identity o f each object is clear for simple
problems.
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GiavitationaField

PI - new[Particle, Cartesian[{(yt]}, 0 , 1} L ( ) , L m ]
%
GF = new[GiavitationalField. Cartes ianfUg), 0, 1}], {}]#
FI = new[Force, Cartesian[{{F[l]}. 0 .1 ] ]
ÿ
Weight = UnkObjects[GF. P I]
|

Force Weight

F orce FI
Figure 8.3 b

GravitationalField

G F = n e w [ G r a v i t a t i o n a l F i e l d , C a r t e s i a n [ { { g } , 0, -1} ], { } ]|
F I = n e w [ F o r c e . C a r t e s i a n [ { { F [ t ] } . 0.1 ]]
]
W e ig h t = L in k O b je c ts [ G F . P I ]
I
T o ta lF o rc e = W e ig h t + F I
I

Force TotalForce
Figure 8.3 c
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The next stage in the modelling process is to generate the E quationO fM otion object by
linking PI and TotalForce (Figure 8.3d). Ellipses represent E quationO fM otion objects
in IF2: they are easily distinguishable from other objects.

Figure 8.3e shows the

Methods screen, which adds the line E q u a t i o n [EoM] to the Mathematica script.

GravilationaField
Force Weight
Force FI
Particle PI

EoKimJrotalEnfce
FI = new [Force. Cartesian[{{F[t]}, 0 ,1 1 ]
W eight = U nkO bjecls[G F. P I]
T otalForce = W eight + FI
EoM = LinkO biects[P1, TotalForce]

EquationO fM otion EoM
Figure 8.3 d

AMK O bject M eth od s
EquatkmOfMotion

EquationLHS
EquationRHS

EquationO fM otion EoM
Figure 8.3e
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The result o f this sequence is the following script.

PI = new[Particle,

C a r t e s i a n [{{ y[t],0,1}],

GF = new[GravitationalField,
FI = new[Force,

{}, t, m]

C a r t e s i a n [{ {g,0 ,- 1 }], {}]

C a r t e s i a n [{{F [t],0,1}],

{}]

Weight = Link Objects[PI, GF]
TotalForce = FI + Weight
EoM = LinkObjects[PI, TotalForce]
Equation[EoM]

IF2 does not send this script to Mathematica.^ Its purpose is to show how an interface
can support a modelling cycle.

The result of evaluating this Mathematica input is, correctly, {my” [t] = -gm + F[t]}
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8.4.4

Evaluation of IF2

IF2 supports the Construct-^Link-^Invoke Methods modelling cycle and the Principle
o f Adjacency directly by propagating the model as a diagram is drawn.

It is more

fundamental than IFl because the modelling process and ‘good practice’ (the diagram!)
are intimately connected: drawing a diagram generates the model.

In doing so, it

reinforces fundamental processes within the modelling domain. Specifically these are:
•

what elements are in the problem domain;

•

what their characteristics are;

•

how they relate to each other.

The user needs to supply the first o f the above characteristics by creating suitable
objects.

Object characteristics are encapsulated in the object model, and the user only

needs to supply values (symbolic or numeric) for parameters. The user also needs to
have an overall strategy for advancing the model, but the details o f individual
interactions between objects are held in the object model. IF2 only needs to ‘know’
what the relevant interactions are. Within the constraints o f the classes supported by IF2,
EF2 can generate Mathematica scripts successfully and quickly. Like IF l, IF2 frees the
user from some o f the Mathematica syntax, which a necessary component o f the AMK
object model.

IF2 is capable o f development into a generic modelling tool. To do this, a facility for
amending existing objects and creating new ones is needed. The exercise o f extending
AMK to another problem domain in Chapter 7 showed that producing an object model
that works is not trivially easy, and needs considerable forethought.

Two further additions (the two bullet points below) would improve IF2.
•

The first is to allow 3 or more objects to be linked. For example, two Forces, FI
and F2 could be linked with a Particle P in the construct LinkObj ects [P,
F1+F2] . The present implementation lends itself to this approach: a multi-select

facility, with a suitable means o f recognising allowable combinations o f objects,
could be added.
•

The current icon library is limited to generic icons. This causes problems if the
object can take many forms. The Force class is one o f these. Several icons would be
useful: an arrow pointing to each o f the eight points o f the compass would provide
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the flexibility to represent 2-D modelling scenarios. Resizeable icons would extend
this capability further.

Since the principal ingredient o f IF2 is a diagram, it cannot be used if no diagram can be
drawn. I address this problem in Section 8.5.

8.5

Modelling scenarios where there is no ‘Natural’ Diagram

Since it is not possible to use EF2 with no diagram, modelling scenarios where there is
no ‘natural’ diagram present more o f a problem. A diagram could be contrived (see the
discussion o f population dynamics in Chapter 6), but this process can turn into a
somewhat inflexible template approach.

In principle, more research is necessary to

solve this problem, but a generic template could be constructed as below. In this
template, the icons bear no relation to the physical objects which they represent.
Considering a population dynamics (or, more generally, an input-output) problem, the
object model could have a State class and a Change class (Figures 8.4a and 8.4b).
C la ss S tate{U niqueN am e, InOut, Q[t], t, Info}
represented by:

|'^

State
Figure 8.4a

C la ss C han ge{ U niqueN am e, Modify[Q[t], t], dt}
represented by:

Figure 8.4b
Providing a template to capture a new C l a s s instance is relatively simple, but the
simplicity is limited to capturing attributes and providing G e t and S e t methods for
them. The Modify method in this example is more specific. In this model, Q and t are
the state variables.

State.InO ut = In represents a State object before the effect o f

linking with Change objects. This action encapsulates the birth and death processes. The
Modify]] method of the Change class contains the functional form o f the birth or death
process and the Info attribute contains details o f the birth and death processes when
InOut = Out.

Linking several Change objects produces a sum o f the overall changes.

Linking an object which represents the sum o f overall changes with a State (In) object
then produces a State(Out) object, from which a StateEquation can be exported. The
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model can then proceed, within the context o f an IF2 screen, in the following stages
(Figures 8.5a to 8.5c).
Stage 1: Construct State (In) and Change(Birth) objects.

Birth, kP ^P M P V dt

Figure 8.5 a

Stage 2: Construct a Change(Death) object and link with the Change(Birth) object to
produce a Change(Diff) object.

^

(

D K Q ipgtA
;kPL.% -kPg

Figure 8.5b

Stage 3: Link the State(In) object with the Change(Diff) object to produce State(Out)
object.

Diff,Q[P,t],t,dt
PQPkuPftl,t,In,Ponull

t,Out,P„,Q[P,t]

Figure 8.5c

Stage 4: Call P O P ou t.S tateE q u ation to produce the population difference equation

p{t+\)-p(t) = kp(t){p„„-p(t)).
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Chapter 9

Validation
9.0

Abstract

I assess current trends in assessment o f mathematical modelling, and this analysis is
used to show that there is a lack o f research into assessment o f model formulation. The
emphasis is on more peripheral issues: formation o f relations is not emphasised. There
is also no objective measure o f how good a model is in terms o f its complexity or
simplicity. How a model may be assessed in terms o f relations between its variables
remains an open question. An analysis o f errors made in 61 modelling projects provides
a classification o f error types. It then shows that 35% o f those errors are in relationship
formulation. O f these 35%, 19% were unable to start the process, and a further 71%
made material errors in relationship formulation. These statistics justify the case for
developing the modelling concepts and software in this thesis. The review in Chapter 3
showed that any direct comparison o f a computer approach to mathematics with a
‘traditional’ approach is flawed because they are fundamentally different. In order to
validate the 0 - 0 approach, an assessment is given, for each modelling project, o f how
the 0 - 0 approach would have been beneficial in alleviating difficulties. Subjective
judgments have to be made in this assessment.

In order to reduce the element o f

subjectivity, I require the 0 - 0 method to be a positive improvement, and penalise it
when it presents difficulties. The details are recorded in an extensive Appendix. Scores
representing the ‘added value’ o f the 0 - 0 technique are then still statistically
significant.

There is a variety o f statistical tests, and I draw attention to conditions

under which they are applicable.
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9.1

Research on Model Validation

This section analyses problems o f model validation, and concludes that little work has
been done on processes central to the modelling cycle: identification o f features and
formulation o f relations.
Jablonka (Jablonka 97), makes the valid point that model validation is not merely a
simple process o f comparing numerical results from the model with experimental data.
She considers that evaluation o f the effectiveness and usefulness o f the model depends
on collection o f suitable data and specialist knowledge about the problem domain. The
latter implies that the mathematical sophistication o f the model is important, but this
view is inconsistent with Jablonka’s.

Jablonka considers three principal steps in

evaluating the effectiveness o f the model, and these are related to steps in a generic
modelling cycle.
The first is to investigate the mathematical properties o f the solution: the solution must
behave in a functionally correct way. She does not say that in order to do this it is
necessary to produce an algebraic model. The second stage is to use data which have
been assessed for quality and accuracy, but she does not say how this may be done. The
third step consists o f checking results and assumptions. Comparing the results predicted
by the model with reality should check for the possibility that they were obtained by
chance. There is no clear way to do this without statistical trials. Similarly, although she
says that alternative models should be checked, it may not be possible or feasible to
produce such a model. Jablonka also provides two warnings. The first is that it may be
very difficult to validate any model which is based on non-axiomatic principles. I
suggest that the essence o f solving this problem is to find a well-defined and stable
empirical relationship between any variables concerned. The second warning is not to
extrapolate too far, which is quite sensible.
Jablonka does not discuss several important points. These are how to:
1. validate features, in number and in importance;
2. validate assumptions for reasonableness and effectiveness;
3. validate relationships between features in the model;
4. measure the effectiveness o f revising a model by changing assumptions, features and
relationships between variables and parameters;
5. measure completeness o f a model.
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Hanna (Hanna 89) approaches model validation by considering inputs and outputs,
which can seek ill-conditioning in the model. His comments are only applicable to data
models. Hanna suggests a preliminary inspection to detect outliers, potential error
margins and pathological cases. This process serves to ‘clean’ data, and to understand
the variables and relationships concerned. He follows this by hypothesising relationships
between variables, estimating numerical values for the parameters o f the model and
applying appropriate statistical tests to determine goodness o f fit. This can easily result
in over-fitting. He suggests a potentially useful process for model revision: "isolation o f
the important variables". To do this, variables are gradually added to a simple model
and the effect of changes in numerical values o f inputs on the outputs are examined. In
parallel, variables are gradually removed from a complicated model and the same
input/output analysis is performed. The processes stop when there is no further
statistically significant change. This method looks promising but it pre-supposes that it
is possible to add and subtract variables in this way, and that data are available. An
algebraic version o f this process would be more useful.
These papers shed some light on the validation process, but more work is needed in
order to clarify issues arising.

There are particular unresolved issues o f assessing

validity for models which do not have an axiomatic basis, and in finding an optimal
complexity o f a model.

9.2

Current Issues in Assessment

The aim o f this section is to demonstrate that the thrust o f current research activity into
assessment o f modelling (in particular, using a gen eric modelling cycle) is not directed
to problems o f finding and relating variables.

The effect o f this is to exacerbate

problems such as not being able to find relevant variables, not relating features to
symbols in the model, not being able to generate relations, and generating incorrect
relations.

Current research in assessment o f modelling exercises indicates that finding and relating
features is not an area that has attracted attention.

Battye and Challis (Battye 97)

propose learning outcomes for mathematical modelling, but they correspond broadly to
the 7-point generic modelling cycle. The “Abstract and represent relevant features” and
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“Identify the mathematical nature o f the problem” categories are relevant to finding and
relating features. They do not analyse these points further. This paper concentrates on
many general issues in assessment o f modelling, as well as mathematical issues. These
include subject knowledge, comprehension, ability to apply techniques, presentation o f
results and placing the problem in a wider context. Similarly, Hirstein (Hirstein 95) says
“mathematize” and “use mathematics to solve”. These criteria are too general, as are the
descriptions o f degrees o f mathématisation etc., and are open to differing interpretations.
They also provide no guidance as to how they should be applied. Houston (Houston 97)
discusses assessment o f poster presentations. He gets further in requiring assessment o f
factors which are more relevant to finding and relating features, but assessment criteria
are often ill-defined:
1. Consider all relevant facts and information (“A ll” and “relevant” are ill-defined.)
2. Explain critical assumptions (They should demonstrably simplify features.)
3.

Explain critical relations. (This does not say how a relation may be found.)

4.

Make sensible use o f personal knowledge and experience. (This is subjective and
age-dependent.)

Haines and Izard (Haines 95) have a more objective analysis o f descriptors for each
assessment category. This is a process o f stepwise refinement in which assessors and
students agree, after a period o f convergence, on appropriate assessment criteria. This
approach is interesting in that it contains, effectively, in-sample and out-of-sample
criterion testing. This process still does not address minute detail o f the modelling cycle.
Examples of the descriptors are: M 2 Identify fea tu re s, M 4 State variables, M 5 Explore
relation s. Although these criteria have been found in a more objective way, how to

apply them is still subjective. In particular, the term “explore” can result in much effort
but little result.

The Open University’s assessment scheme (MST204Project, up to 1993) is more
explicit in quantifying the relative importance o f the parts o f the generic modelling
cycle. In the project outline 15% of marks are allocated to defining the problem, 20% to
discussion of data, 30% to Assumptions/Features and 35% to formulating the model.
The result is that it is easy to earn the first 65% o f marks, but the 35% for model
formulation is harder, and a ‘reasonable’ score can mask an ill-formulated model. At
the model presentation stage, only 40% o f marks are allocated to model formulation and
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solution.

The thrust o f this assessment scheme is to examine the overall modelling

cycle, not the complexity or integrity o f individual stages.
Current activity in modelling concentrates on broader themes (MathSkills 98). Two out
o f the seven themes discussed are relevant to model formulation: Electronic Teaching
Innovations (Theme 3) and Using Technology, Multi-media and distance learning
techniques (Theme 7).

The first o f these comprises discussion o f topics such as

computer algebra systems in modelling, critical reviews and comprehension tests. The
second comprises links to specific W W W sites where details o f (mostly dedicated)
software (e.g. MathWise modules) may be found. Activities reported on the MathSkills
Web site are consistent with the assessment aims discussed in this section: problem
identification, model formulation, validation and presentation o f results. They address
broad issues and are not concerned with problems o f model formulation.

9.3 Empirical Evidence for Problems with Relationship
Formulation
Potari’s (Potari 93) discussion is significant because he provides evidence o f problems
with relationship formulation which mirror the empirical findings o f this thesis. He
reports results for a modelling project on travel costs, for which he aims to assess
processes for model building. Although Potari’s study is not extensive, it is big enough
to draw some conclusions, even though lack o f data inhibits statistical analysis. Out o f
19 groups, 7 “did not appear to have any mathematical treatment o f the data - no
mathematical concepts, skills or methods were used.” Thus 37% o f groups were unable
to formulate the problem. In the other 12 projects, there were attempts to explore
variation, but few successes in relating variables. This compares with near equivalent
figures in this chapter: 35% ( 59 out o f 167) were unable to formulate relationships and
19% (11 out o f 59) had trouble with formulating relationships. There were therefore few
justifiable conclusions, and graphical descriptions were common.

Potari does not

suggest ways to improve this situation other than to use more group work (which
appears to have failed here), and more open evaluation and discussion. This study is
limited in the range o f modelling situations, the number o f students concerned and their
ability. It does expose an extreme form o f the problem tackled in this thesis, to the
extent that none o f Potari’s students produced a successful model.
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9.4

Validation Requirements

A fundamental problem noted in Chapter 3 is that validation o f methods to aid the
modelling process using experimental and control groups is virtually impossible because
it is extremely difficult to isolate one factor only in a controlled trial. The factors that
need to be isolated are:
1. Embedding mathematical modelling in a computer environment.
2. Applying an 0 - 0 method to mathematical modelling.
3. The computer implementation o f the 0 - 0 method.
4. An 0 - 0 design methodology applied to mathematical modelling.

9.5

Validation Strategy

The validation strategy o f this thesis, which avoids problems encountered in trials, is to
assess whether or not an 0 - 0 methodology would have been beneficial, had it been
available. Using modelling examples from (MST204 89), covering the years 1990-92
and a range o f ‘good’ to ‘poor’ scripts (as judged by scores out o f 20), student errors
were categorised according to the classification below. I prepared outline 0 - 0 solutions
for the same problems, and made an assessment o f what could have been achieved had
the 0 - 0 method been available. This is prone to subjectivity, and in order to be as
objective as possible, I fixed established test criteria in advance, and the samples were
tested against the 0 - 0 solution according to these criteria. Necessary assumptions are
that documentation o f methods in the class library for the problem exists, and that the
student can use the 0 - 0 method. The comparison criteria mirror the main categories in
the next section. O f these, it was rarely possible to test correctness o f the solution
because the aim was to indicate the solution method, not to produce a full solution.
A scoring system provides a crude statistical measure o f the effectiveness o f the 0 - 0
techniques. For each sample script and for each o f the above test criteria,
recorded according to the rules:
•

if the 0 - 0 technique could have helped, score = +1 ;

•

if the 0 - 0 technique would have hindered, score = -1 ;

•

if the 0 - 0 technique would have had a neutral effect, score = 0;

scoreswere
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To differentiate between ‘important’ and ‘marginal’ criteria would have introduced
further subjective elements in assessing their relative importance. Hence I did not do
this. However, I would classify Correct model formulation and Appropriate features
and symbols as more important than the others (these are the target for this thesis), and
Appropriate domain knowledge required as less important, because this is less under the
control o f the student or the teacher.

9.6

A Classification of Problems encountered in Mathematical

Modelling
The following section catalogues problems encountered in applying a generic modelling
methodology. It was derived from a subset o f the scripts. This classification broadly
follows steps in this modelling cycle.

9.6.1

Inappropriate use of technique

1. Wrong technique used. The most common example o f an inappropriate solution
technique was using calculus to optimise with respect to a discrete variable. This
can be justified (non-rigourously), but this is rarely done. Another example is to
attempt to solve an ill-conditioned system o f linear equations without using partial
pivoting.

9.6.2

Problems with model formulation

1. Unable to start. This is a worst case scenario. The modeller is able to state the
problem in words, list features, assumptions and variables, but is then unable to
construct a model based on what has been done so far.
2. Missing model. Another extreme case is where a model and a solution are presented
together, but with no justification for the solution.

There is confusion between

assumptions and a modelling objective. This occurred in a sleeping policemen
script, and more often in “firebreak” scripts.
3. Mathematically incorrect model. A model contains relations which are n o t justified
or are demonstrably wrong (often on dimensional grounds).
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4. Misunderstanding o f model fundamentals. These indicate that the student found it
difficult to link relevant features. It usually related to a linear approximation instead
o f a differential in heating/cooling problems.
5. Unclear way o f relating features. There is no justification for equations (or what is
stated is not understandable). This is a particular problem in a contexts with no
axiomatic basis, such as the “firebreak” problem.
6. Inappropriate use o f theory.

Theory is applied, but there are indications, from

omissions, irrelevancies and errors, that the student has not understood it. The
“kitchen scale” problem provides examples.

9.6.3

Problem s w ith com pilation and use o f features and symbols

1. The features list is very long. This can make it difficult to reduce to a manageable
list.
2. The reduced features list is either too small or too large. A lengthy discussion o f
features which are not to the point can be indicative o f either insufficient
understanding o f the problem domain or how variables in the features list are
related. If the features list is too small it is likely that material features are missing.
3. Features are modelled but are not included in the features list. The model is then
divorced from the features list. This was common in heating/cooling problems.
4. Symbols are ambiguous or incorrect. Symbols in the model do always correspond to
items in the features list, and are sometimes used incorrectly. This was also common
in heating/cooling problems, where there were many similar symbols.

9.6.4

Problem s w ith com pilation and use o f assum ptions

1. Assumptions are missing but used.

Such assumptions often remain hidden.

For

example, it is not strictly necessary to state that a car is modelled as a particle.
Validation o f the model may fail because such an assumption may not be justified.
2. An assumption is contradicted in the model. This error is possible if the assumption
has no explicit effect on the model formulation, or if the model formulation is
divorced from any statement o f the assumptions.
3. Irrelevant assumptions are stated. An unused assumption will not affect the model,
but indicates unclear thinking.
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4. Data and assumptions are confused.

Data introduced at an early stage in the

modelling cycle can limit the possibility o f exploring functional variation, and can
hide singular cases. This error, in effect, masks an unstated assumption.

9.6.5

Problem s w itb model solving

1. Wrong solution method. An inappropriate solution method may be used because o f
conceptual misunderstanding. Calculus errors with graphs is one category.
2. Errors in solution. It is easy enough to make routine algebraic and arithmetic errors,
even when being careful! Using software produces different errors: programming,
procedural and conceptual.

9.6.6

D ata problem s

Only the first two o f the following are fundamental to the modelling cycle but for
completeness, others are listed.

1. Wrong data used. Numeric values for parameters and variables must be reasonable.
2. Inappropriate Fitting. A model, fitted to empirical data, should not, in principle, be
over-complicated. A linear fit is often all that is needed, and more complicated fits
may not project onto subsequent data well.
3. Over-fitting. Using all data available does not allow a data model to be validated. It
is

better to use some o f the data for in-sample fitting, and use the values o f

parameters obtained to calculate out-of-sample ordinates for comparison with the
rest o f the sample data.
4. Cannot fin d data fo r validation. This makes validation harder.

9.6.7

Problem s w itb knowledge of tbe problem dom ain

1. Insufficient knowledge base.

Finding relevant features and selecting the most

important ones is easy for someone who is familiar with the problem domain. Davis
(Davis 85) supports this view, arguing that modellers use old representations for
models to make new ones. These permit efficient use o f relevant heuristics.
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procedures and knowledge.

The study o f Boekaerts, Seegers and Vermeer

(Boekaerts 95) supports this view from a cognitive point o f view.
2. Domain expertise necessary. Usher and Henderson (Usher 97) give an example o f
how input from domain experts in an oncology model produced a relatively
sophisticated model: a simpler one would have been inadequate.

9.7

Extent of modelling problems

The purpose o f this section is to categorise and quantify the extent o f the errors
identified in the 61 sample scripts (Table 9.1).

The categories below are the broad

categories in Appendix 9S. They reflect not only the predominance o f the first three
categories, but also the number o f subdivisions within each category (there are more in
the first three). The methodology and software developed in this thesis aims to address
exactly these first three categories, although it does have an impact on the others.

Year

1990

1991

1992

All

Total students
Error category
Features list
Relation formation
Objective/Method o f Solution
Assumptions
Data
Other

20

22

19

61

16
20
15
6
1
3

15
26
17
9
1
1

10
13
13
1
0
0

41
59
45
16
2
4

24.6
35.3
26.9
9.6
1.2
2.4

Table 9.1
The category ‘Other’ represents cases where some aspect o f the model presented was
seriously at fault. These mainly relate to use o f diagrams. There are cases in Appendix
9S which are instances where a diagram would have helped with an 0 - 0 formulation.
These are not included in the above error analysis. Table 10.1 establishes that there is a
prima facie case for investigating problems with relation formulation in particular.
The extent o f problems at the ‘equation formation’ stage is much greater, and much
more important, than problems elsewhere in the modelling cycle. Table 9.2 analyses
subdivisions in this category. It shows that in a significant number o f scripts, students
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were unable to form equations at all.

Most o f these had had reasonable success in

earlier stages o f the modelling cycle.
Relationship formulation subdivision

Total

%

R l:
R2:
R3:
R4:

11
42
5
1

19
71
8
2

Cannot start
Material modelling error
Features error
Excessive complication

Table 9.2

These results show that the predominant problem is when a modeller makes some
attempt to relate features, but makes a serious error in the process. The 0 - 0 solution
addresses this problem by exporting class methods that describe relations between
objects. For example, when a P a rticle object interacts with an InclinedPlane object, the
result is a F orce object, the components o f which are correct. A common error in this
situation is for the ‘normal reaction’ component o f this force to be vertical. Error R1 is
potentially more serious, because the modeller is unable to start to formulate a model.
These cases reflect a complete failure in a generic modelling cycle. The 0 - 0 solution
addresses this problem by ensuring that a model develops in parallel with drawing a
suitable diagram, aided by heuristics and axioms.

9.8

Test Criteria and results

Appendix 9S1 contains a summary o f the modelling errors in the sections above. These
relate to the principal areas where an 0 - 0 methodology could be useful. For each test
criterion in each script in the test sample, I assessed whether or not application o f an OO methodology could have been o f use. If so, a score o f +1 was awarded. The total
score for each script was then noted. Allocating these scores is necessarily subjective,
and in order to offset the effects o f any subjectivity, the following steps were taken.

1. In cases where an 0 - 0 approach would not have added to the modelling exercise, a
score o f -1 was allocated, thus positively penalising the 0 - 0 approach.
2. In cases where a score o f +1 was allocated, a justification o f why that score was
allocated was required.
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3.

Scripts were assessed against a prototype 0 - 0 solution and methodology, in which
some alternatives were considered.

Appendix 9P contains 0 - 0 outline solutions for the problems in the sample scripts.
Detailed scores are in Appendix 9S. Cases where no score was allocated are not listed.
Appendix 9S2 contains a summary o f scores per script, and the statistical analysis is
mainly based on this.

9.9 Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis o f the results consists o f two principal strands: a crude nonparametric test and a more sophisticated one based on the Normal distribution. The
purpose of the former is to measure the usefulness the 0 - 0 technique by a binary
im proved/un im proved measure, abandoning a numerical score. This is to mask bias in

reinforcing factors which could have inflated scores, z-, t- and Sign tests then provide
more sophisticated measures, but some risk including bias. The 61 items in the sample
is large, and covers three student cohorts (1990-92), with a full range o f TMA marks
awarded and a reasonable spread over a range o f modelling problems. They are all the
scripts allocated to me in those years. I assume that this sample is typical o f scripts taken
at random from a background population o f submitted TMA04s. A pre-test is
inappropriate for this since there is no possibility o f testing a script twice, and there is
no before-and-after situation.
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9.9.1

Justification for approximating discrete data by a Normal distribution

The 0 - 0 scores I allocated to these scripts means that they cannot be Normally
distributed: they are discrete and have a limited range in practice (-4..7 in this case). The
frequency distribution in Figure 9.1a confirms this.'

S core
■ ^ C O C j j T ^ O ' t - C M C O ' ^ i n C D I ^

F igure 9. l a

Statistical tests which should only be applied if the background distribution is Normal
are widespread in the comparisons described in Chapter 3 (e.g. Smith 94 and Mayes 97
for ANOVA and Mests). However, none o f the authors cited in Chapter 3 tested the
normality o f their data. Consequently, their results require further justification. In order
to apply a statistical test, it is only necessary to test whether or not the data could have
come from a Normal distribution, ignoring the known origin. I apply several such tests
in the following paragraph. If the data pass these tests, statistical techniques which use
tests that depend on a Normal distribution can be used.

Chatfield (Chatfield 88) makes several points which are appropriate for validating a
Normal model.

First, a detailed test for Normality is not always necessary as gross

departures from Normality are often 'obvious by eye'. This is so here, as Figure 9.1a
shows. Despite this, the raw data pass two stringent tests. They pass a Lilliefors
Normality test (Dudewicz 88) at the 99% confidence level (although not at the 95%),
and a Bowman-Shenton test (Wetherill 86) at the 95% confidence level. In addition,
they pass a less stringent test (Hair 84), which depends on measuring the skewness of
the distribution, at the 95% confidence level.
Secondly, a f-test is robust with respect to 'moderate departures from Normality'. In this
case, what 'moderate' means depends on how the data are viewed.

Krzanowski

‘ If the categories are grouped in pairs [(-4,-3), (-2,-1), ..., (6,7)] the profile of Figure 9.1a looks much
more like a Normal distribution, but skewed slightly to the left.
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(Krzanowski 98) suggests looking at the number o f points on a Normal probability plot
for which 0 '\ x ) lies outside the range (-1.96, 1.96). No more than 5% should be in this
category. Only 2 raw data points (3.3%) actually fall in this category. Fitting a Normal
distribution with the same mean and standard deviation as the experimental data was
unsuccessful, and failed a

test for goodness o f fit. Grouping the data improves

matters, but insufficiently. The considerations in this paragraph show that, despite the
clear non-Normality o f the raw data, an uninformed statistician would not find the
situation so clear. It is therefore reasonable to apply statistical tests that require a
Normal distribution, albeit tentatively.

The same conclusion also follows from visual analyses o f the data. A Normal
Probability plot, (Daly 95), (with the ordered score on the vertical axis, and the ordinates
O ''(i/62), i = 1..61 on the horizontal axis) indicates that a Normal fit is not totally
unacceptable. It seems reasonable to draw a straight line through the points in Figure
9.1b, despite the obvious score groupings.
Normal probability plot

2
8(A

1«

"2

o

lnvPhi(i/62)
-2

-•

Figure 9.1b

Collett (Collett 91) suggests considering normality o f residuals as an indicator o f model
adequacy.

Following

-1 ^i + n V 2n + \ J

Collett’s

method.

Figure

9.1c

shows

a

plot

of

/ = 1..12, « = 12 (for the 12 datapoints - 4 to + 7 ) , where X is

the expected value o f the half-Normal order statistic, against the ordered absolute
residuals Y (deviations o f observed frequencies from ordinates on a Normal distribution
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with the same mean and standard deviation as the data in Figure 9,1a). The points are
enclosed between 2 lines: the simulated envelope o f (Atkinson 81). These are halfNormal ordinates fitted to the minimum and maximum frequency in each category for a
19-run simulation o f the distribution in Figure 9.1a. Three points lie outside the
envelope, with probability 0.054, and systematic deviation from the mid-point line o f
the envelope indicates over-fitting, and hence an inappropriate model. Against this, the
plotted points lie tolerably near the mean line o f the envelope. These plots are subjective
in construction and interpretation, and the simulated envelope is unclear near the origin.
However, this analysis does indicate that tests based on the Normal distribution must be
used with caution.

1.5

0.5

F igure 9.1c
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9.9.2

Sign test

The sign test makes no assumptions about the background distribution and lessens the
effect o f inflated scores because it is a test for the population median. It is not sensitive
to any finer points used to derive the scores, and the only point at issue is whether or not
the overall 0 - 0 analysis could improve a script. A sign test is therefore a useful test here
because the Mest is not entirely satisfactory.
Let S be the number o f scripts (out o f 61) that could be improved by an 0 - 0 analysis.
The null and alternative hypotheses are:
NH: p =
AH: p > V2 (since the 0 - 0 technique should improve matters).
A summary o f the results in Appendix 9S4 is:
S(+) = 38;

S(-) = 14;

S(0) = 9.

Zero results in a Sign test are usually discounted, leaving a sample o f size 52 in this
case. The sample size is large enough to justify approximating the Binomial(52, Y2 )
distribution by a N(52x!6, 52x^x!4) distribution. With this approximation, calculating
P(S>38) results in z = 3.19.

^ This is significant at the 0.1% level, and the null

hypothesis can be rejected. In order to be hard on the 0 - 0 method, the (-) and (0) scores
are combined. This is a more stringent test. It tests the number o f improved results
against the number o f non-improved results, and thereby requires that the 0 - 0 method
does provide a positive improvement. Approximating the Binomial(61,V2) distribution
by a N(61x!6, 61x!6x!6) distribution and calculating P(S>38) results in z = 1.79. ^ The
null hypothesis can then still be rejected at the 5% significance level.

^ This calculation uses a continuity correction. If the continuity correction is omitted, the value of the test
statistic is 3.32, wLich is also significant at 5%.
^ This calculation uses a continuity correction. If the continuity correction is omitted, the value of the test
statistic is 1.92, which is also significant at 5%.
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9.9.3

Mest and z-test

The sample size (61) is sufficiently large to allow a z-statistic based on the Normal
distribution to be used. A /-test is still more appropriate since the standard deviation is
not known in advance, and, more significantly, it is more robust when applied to data
for which the assumption o f a Normal background distribution is dubious. Despite this
reservation, I concluded in Section 9.9.1 that it is not totally inappropriate to use a /-test.
Appendix 9S3 contains the computational details. The null and alternative hypotheses
are:

NH\

mean population test score = 0;

AH\

mean population test score > 0 .

These hypotheses test the claim that the 0 - 0 analysis can improve the submitted
analysis (AH) against the counter-claim that the 0 - 0 analysis has no effect (NH).
The results, / = z = 4.21, are both significant at the 0.1% level.

The conclusion in

rejecting the null hypothesis is that the 0 - 0 analysis is likely to have a beneficial effect.
This conclusion is subject to constraints:
1. there are elements o f subjectivity in allocating scores;
2. it is assumed that the student would have been able to make some use o f the 0 - 0
facilities, had they been available;
3. the 0 - 0 component, rather than a more general focus on aspects o f the modelling
cycle, is responsible for any potential improvement;
4. Normality o f the background population is not assured.
The first o f these points is covered by the second element o f the statistical analysis,
below. Another possibility is for an independent assessor to allocate scores to ensure
comparability. It is possible to support the second and third o f the above points in two
ways. First, drawing a diagram (which is possible in most cases considered) generates
relationships between features whenever two objects are placed next to each other (the
Principle o f A djacency).

Drawing a suitable diagram is a normal part o f modelling

practice, so the modelling process can be advanced. Second, the process o f defining
object methods that describe how two objects interact forces the user to consider which
objects can interact and how they do so. The fourth point can be justified in two ways.
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First, the Normal Probability plot provides weak justification for approximating the data
by Normal distribution. Second, the /-test is robust enough to cope with data for which
the Normal distribution is a poor fit (Daly 95 gives examples).

9.9.4

Analysis of F au lt category R1

“Fault R l” scripts are the ones which contained no attempt to formulate a model.
Analysing this error category is important because it measures the potential efficacy o f
the 0 - 0 technique in initiating a model where no model existed previously. Overall, a
higher proportion o f positive scores were allocated to “non-Fault R l ” scripts than to
“Fault R l” scripts. This is a reflection o f the number o f other categories involved and
does not measure the effect o f the 0 - 0 technique on “Fault R l” scripts.

Table 9.3

summarises data extracted from Appendix 9S5, and records the overall scores (not just
the score for R l only, which is clearly impossible if category R l is absent).

(+)

(-)

(0)

(+) Proportion

Fault R l scripts

17

9

7

1 7 /3 3 -0 .5 2

non-Fault R l scripts

21

5

2

21/28 = 0.75

Table 9.3

The following unconventional analysis attempts to isolate the effect o f the 0 - 0
technique on “Fault R l scripts”. I argue that 33 out o f 61 “Fault R l scripts” should
show no improvement under a null hypothesis that the 0 - 0 and traditional treatments
are equivalent.

The measured proportion was 23 out o f 61, which is lower than

expected. The summary in Appendix 9S5 isolates the 33 instances where the score for
R l is non-zero and non-null. O f these, the scores R l = +1 represent instances where the
0 - 0 technique can advance the model and the scores R l = -1 represent instances where
the 0 - 0 technique cannot advance the model because the result o f the 0 - 0 analysis has
already been done by traditional methods. Let R be the number o f scripts (out o f 61)
that have Score(Rl) = -1. From Appendix 9S5:
R (+ )= 10;

R(-) = 23;

R(0) = 0.

The basis of the null hypothesis is that a proportion 33/61 o f scripts would have
produced the same analysis as the 0 - 0 technique in ideal circumstances (i.e. ‘perfect
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traditional’ modelling). The experimental proportion is 23/61. Using a Binomial(61, H)
model for the number o f scripts where the model formulation coincides with the 0 - 0
formulation:
NH: n =33/61;

AH: U < 33/61.

Approximating the Binomial(61, 33/61) distribution by a N (61x33/61, 61x33/61x28/61)
distribution, calculating P ( R ^ 3 ) results in z = 2.44. This is significant at the 1% level,
and the null hypothesis can be rejected. This provides evidence that the 0 - 0 analysis
can have a beneficial effect in model formulation.

9.9.5

ANOVA analysis of problem categories

If the 61 data in Appendix 9S are grouped by modelling problem, a cursory glance
indicates that the 0 - 0 technique is much more successful with certain problems than
with others.

If this were so, it might indicate that the 0 - 0 technique may only be

applied successfully to certain categories o f problem.

Appendix 9S6 shows the

Appendix 9S data organised by modelling problem, and the ANOVA analysis below
shows that the concern raised is unfounded. Appendix 9S6 also contains details o f the
ANOVA computations. The test hypotheses are:
NH: ppb = |4cp = ... where p? is the mean score allocated for problem P,
and P e (PB,CP,W,G,S,F,K).
AH: Not all the p? are equal.

Table 9.4 is the ANOVA table.
Source of variation

DF

Sum sq.

Mean sq.

F

Between samples
Within samples
Total

6
54
60

76.831
382.415
459.246

12.806
7.082

1.81

Table 9.4

The value o f F obtained does not exceed the critical 5% value F(6,60) = 2.25. Hence the
null hypothesis is rejected at the 5% significance level: there is no significant difference
between the mean scores allocated to each modelling problem.

This conclusion is

subject to the assumption that the variances o f the scores allocated within each
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modelling problem area are the same, and that the background population is Normal.
Earlier comments indicate that the latter assumption is dubious, and a supplementary
test (Kruskall-Wallis) is needed.

A Kruskall-Wallis test is more appropriate because, being non-parametric, it is a
distribution-free equivalent o f ANOVA. It is therefore a weaker but more general test
(Daly 95). The details in Appendix 9KW follow the method o f (Mendenhall 86). In
Appendix 9KW, categories W, G and S had to be combined to produce sufficient data in
each category for a %^-test, leaving 5 categories. The result H = 7.94 does not exceed
the critical 5%, 4 DF

value o f 9.49.

Hence the same null hypothesis as for the

ANOVA can be rejected.

9.9.6

Experimental Control

Fortunate circumstances (detailed in this paragraph) allow a statistical comparison o f an
experimental group with a control group.

This allows the 0 - 0 technique to be tested

more directly against a n o n -0 -0 technique. In marking students’ scripts, I sometimes
supplied outline modelling strategies when the students had failed to produce one, or
had a very inadequate one. These outline solutions form the basis o f the control group.
They were intended to provide ideas for the students, not to ‘give’ them a model.
However, it is still possible to extract important principles from them, and compare
these principles with 0 - 0 equivalents. There are also only seven o f them, covering
some o f the modelling projects which have 0 - 0 solutions in Appendix 9P. Since I
produced them, the ideas in them are comparable to my 0 - 0 solutions. They can also
be regarded as ‘good’ solutions.
In addition to these outline solutions, I also used a different modelling scenario (a
parachute jump: Appendix 9P, Problem PJ) for tutorials. I would produce a ‘good’
modelling strategy, using and amending ideas from the students.

The result was a

complete but considerably abbreviated TMA04. My 0 - 0 solution for this problem is
directly comparable with the non-O-O solution. Appendix 9PJ contains the problem and
0 - 0 solution.
Two notable points arise from the development o f the PJ model.
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1. The model included a reasonable resistive force for vertical motion with an open
parachute. Initially there was no resistance term for the horizontal motion. This led
to the situation where the horizontal speed o f the parachutist on landing was the
same as the parachutist’s speed on leaving an aircraft (e.g. 150 knots). When this
error was realised, a (constant) horizontal resistance term was added.

This was

probably not a good way to model the total resistance to motion, but was simple and
gave a reasonable result. I doubt that the 0 - 0 technique could have been beneficial
in this circumstance.
2. The minimum height o f an aircraft fi'om which a parachutist could jum p and land
safely had to be supplied by a student with experience o f parachuting. It may be
possible to encapsulate such domain knowledge in an 0 - 0 model, but it would be
hard then to apply the model to more general circumstances.

Again, the 0 - 0

technique is unlikely to be useful.

Since the non-O-O solutions should be ‘good’, the scores allocated to control scripts
should be negative. This reflects the fact that the 0 - 0 technique cannot usefully add to
already adequate solutions.

In general, this is the case.

The statistical analysis in

Appendix 9C justifies the statistical claim that the 0 - 0 technique adds value to the
modelling process by comparing the mean score obtained from the 61 experimental
scripts with the mean score obtained from the 8 control scripts.

The statistical

hypotheses are:
NH: Pexpt ~ H-control »
AH: Pexpt ^ Pcontrol >
where pexpt is the mean score forthe population o f scriptsproduced by students and
Pcontroi is the mean score for the population o f scripts produced by me.

A 2-sample /-test shows that the value o f / obtained, 2.98, exceeds the critical 1% value
o f / (2.66) with 67 degrees o f freedom. In rejecting the null hypothesis, the conclusion is
that the 0 - 0 technique does add value, as measured by an improved score in the
experimental group. This conclusion must be seen in the light o f the reservations about
subjectivity o f allocating scores and the applicability o f a /-test for these data.
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9.9.7

A Descriptive Analysis of TMA scores

The purpose o f this section is to demonstrate that the sample o f 61 scripts does not
represent an extreme o f the ability range. The most objective way o f doing this is to
consider the original TMA scores for each script, since those scores were originally
allocated according to an objective basis. No sophisticated statistical analysis is needed
provided that the frequency distribution o f the original TMA scores covers the
theoretically possible range 0-20 comprehensively. Figure 9.2 shows this.

[Summary

statistics: mean = 13.66, SD = 3.36, Skewness (3^^ moment) = -0.47]
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TMA S c o re

Figure 9.2

The original TMA scores are not a reliable measure o f modelling ability for the analysis
in this thesis because they reflect activities (e.g. stating the problem, describing data)
which are peripheral to the process o f relationship generation.
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9.9.8

A C om parison o f TM A scores w ith 0 - 0 scores

A plausible hypothesis for the 0 - 0 analysis is that using 0 - 0 techniques benefits weak
students more than others. The rationale for this is that stronger students manage well
with existing techniques. A simple graphical analysis with minimal computation shows
that this conjecture cannot be substantiated to any useful degree. Figure 9.3 is a scatter
plot o f TMA scores for the 61 sample scripts with corresponding 0 - 0 scores (using data
from Appendix 9S). A broad inverse correlation is apparent, but it is not striking. The
measured correlation coefficient is -0.57 and best linear fit line has equation
OOscore = -0 .4 7*TMAscore + 7.9. A significance test based on the statistic

1

fl+r,

1+ Po

U-PoV
measured correlation coefficient and

1

, where there are n sample points, r is the
is the population correlation coefficient, shows

that a null hypothesis C orrelation coefficient = po (against C orrelation coefficient # po)
can be accepted for the approximate range -0.7 < po < -0.4. This range is in the middle
o f the negatively correlated region, and provides no significant information. Searching
for a statistical model is not o f intrinsic value.

00-TMA score com parison

TMA s c o r e

F igure 9.3
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9.10 Discussion and Conclusion
In Chapter 3 I showed that the method o f evaluating new software by field trials is
deficient: it is not possible to measure specific factors. In this chapter I proposed a
method o f validation which is independent o f field trials, and now show two things.
First, that the ‘value added’ method is effective as an assessment technique. Second, that
the statistical results demonstrate the effectiveness o f the 0 - 0 techniques.

The 0 - 0 methodology and software developed in this thesis specifically address these
components:
•

principles for designing an 0 - 0 system (the D iagram -A xiom methodology);

•

a new technique for modelling: the C on struct-^L ink-^In voke M ethods cycle;

•

a software implementation of the 0 - 0 methodology for mathematical modelling
(AMK);

•

two front-ends for the AMK software.

The ‘value added’ method and the associated statistical evaluation concentrate on the
second and third o f the above points. It eliminates the following factors, which are
inherent in field trials:
teacher and student enthusiasm;
teacher and student ability;
time spent ‘on task’;
the need to acquire experience with 0 - 0 techniques;
small samples due to a high drop out rate;
the overhead o f learning to use new software.
The value added validation method compares existing solutions to problems with
corresponding controlled 0 - 0 solutions. It therefore allows assessment o f the following
items:
•

feature generation;

•

relationship generation;

•

correct mathematical analysis;

•

appropriate use o f diagrams in model generation.
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The statistical evaluation procedure specifically targets components o f the modelling
process which the 0 - 0 methodology affects. It is under the control o f the assessor and
can therefore be applied uniformly to raw data (the sample o f 61 modelling scripts).
Therefore, the ‘value added’ technique is an effective alternative to field trials.

Despite the stringent criteria applied when assigning scores to the test data, the
significance tests applied show that the 0 - 0 technique added significant value to the
modelling process. Both non-parametric tests (Section 9.9.2) and parametric tests
(Section 9.9.3) produce highly significant results. The significance levels recorded are
far fi'om borderline, and stress the power o f the 0 - 0 technique. In particular, the 0 - 0
technique is a significant improvement in the case where the student was unable to
formulate a model (Section 9.9.4). I also used ANOVA and Kruskall-Wallis analyses
(Section 9.9.5) to show that the type o f modelling scenario is not an important factor.
The 0 - 0 technique is equally applicable to all scenarios considered. There is also
evidence that my opinion o f the value added was as unbiased as possible. Section 9.9.6
showed that no value was added to my non-O-O solution, as would be expected.
I now consider the stability o f the value added technique. In order to investigate the
effect o f a potential 'second opinion' when allocating scores to the sample scripts, I
amended the summary data in the non-parametric tests o f Section 9.9.2. Decreasing the
number o f successes and increasing the number o f failures (keeping the number of'zero'
scores fixed at 9) has the effect o f simulating an independent, and unfavourable,
assessment o f the raw data. Table 9.5 shows how non-significant results arise in the
Sign Test at common significance levels. These represent perturbations fi'om the actual
data: 38 successes and 14 failures.
S ign ifican ce level

S u ccesses

Failures

No c h a n g e

1%
5%

35
32

17
20

9
9

Table 9.5

The 1% significance level entry represents a reversal o f the decision (overall value
added for the modelling problem) on approximately 6% o f the sample scripts. The 5%
result represents a reversal o f this decision on approximately 12% o f the sample scripts.
These are large deviations from the measured results and indicate that the value added
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technique is well-conditioned. The result o f a similar stability analysis is not as marked
if all o f the nine null results are counted as failures. In this circumstance there are 38
successes and 23 failures in the unperturbed data. A non-significant result can be
achieved by reducing the number o f successes to 37 and increasing the number o f
failures to 24. This represents a reversal o f the decision on 2% o f the sample scripts and
indicates ill-conditioning in the way scores were allocated to the raw data. However,
treating the results in this way is an extreme and unusual view o f data.
When testing for ill-conditioning o f score allocation with the /-test, the effects are
similar. For 61 degrees o f fi-eedom the critical /-value at the 5% significance level is
0.71. It is 0.94 at the 1% significance level. Both are a gross reduction on the measured /
value, 1.49.

This indicates that the decisions on the value added for individual

components in modelling problems is well-conditioned.
The statistical claim, that that the 0 - 0 technique ‘adds value’ to the modelling process,
must also be justified fi'om a modelling point o f view.

In particular, the precise

circumstances where the 0 - 0 technique ‘adds value’ must be distinguished fi'om cases
where any other technique could ‘add value’ to existing practice. Software could
improve ‘traditional’ modelling two main ways:
1. tie each feature with a variable name and units, thus ensuring that producing features
and allocating variables are linked correctly;
2. define and use an objective function.
In addition to these, the 0 - 0 technique helps in the following ways, which cannot be
provided by traditional means.

1. It stresses which elements are in the problem domain. This provides prototypes for
modelling real situations and thereby proposes assumptions about these real
situations.
2. A modelling strategy, implemented by constructing diagrams, explicitly addresses
problems o f relating elements in the problem domain.
3. Objects can easily be amended using overloaded methods, which provides a more
flexible and consistent modelling tool.
4. It allows for computerisation and automation in an ordered way.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Further Research

10.0

A b stract

This chapter first summarises the principal achievements in this thesis, which all relate
to the problem o f finding and relating features in a model.
methodology allows 0 - 0 techniques to be

The Diagram -Axiom

applied to small-scale mathematical

modelling, the C on struct-^L ink-^In voke M ethods modelling cycle provides a way o f
relating features, and the software implementation permits automation o f the process.
There is a short critique o f this thesis. This focuses on the extent o f the “generating and
relating features” problem, its solution strategy, and the ‘value added’ validation method
as a viable alternative to field trials. Opportunities for further research arise. The main
ones are to structure the D iagram -A xiom methodology in an algorithmic form, to find
quick and easy ways to construct class hierarchies for new modelling contexts, and to
improve and evaluate the icon-driven interface o f Chapter 8.

I suggest two further

alternatives to the 0 - 0 methodology o f this thesis, both using concepts stressed here.
The first is a reduced version o f the class hierarchy, based on a list data structure. The
second is to structure the generic modelling cycle with a spreadsheet, linked to a
computer algebra engine.

This has advantages in reinforcing the Diagram -Axiom

methodology, reinforcing the C on stru ct-^ L in k-^ In vokejM eth ods cycle and in providing
a semi-algorithmic way to structure a generic modelling cycle.
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10.1 Achievements in this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to solve the problem o f how to find features in a model and how
to form relations between them. The result is an equation o f state for the system, and a
method for computerising the process. This work is novel in that it casts the problem
into object-oriented terms in an environment that supports symbolic computation. This
is a radical departure from established modelling procedures, and has not been
attempted before. Only two research projects contain ideas which come anywhere near
to the ideas in this thesis. Both were mentioned in Chapter 7. Dubisch (Dubisch 90)
programmed a Mathematica ‘toolkit’ for solving problems in Newtonian mechanics.
Dubisch’s software contains one o f the essential elements o f AMK: the algebra engine.
However, it relied on templates, and is therefore not as flexible as AMK. I solved the
flexibility problem by using 0 - 0 principles. Viklund and Fritzson (Viklund 92) used a
Mathematica 0 - 0 environment to do finite element analysis. Although the ViklundFritzson software has an 0 - 0 basis and a front-end, it uses symbolic computation
mainly for rapid prototyping and to make coordinate transformations easier to program.
A code generator produces C++ code, which performs the most significant
computations. Using compiled code is necessary in computationally intensive numerical
techniques such as the finite element method: interpreted code alone would be too slow.
In contrast, the 0 - 0 environment and symbolic computation are fully integrated in
AMK. Neither Dubisch nor Viklund and Fritzson provide a rationale for their software
systems: they exist as modelling tools with applications, but do not address any
particular difficulty in modelling. I have identified particular problems in modelling
(and state them at the start o f this section), and direct the software to solving these
problems. Furthermore, I support the AMK software with a modelling methodology
{C onstruct-^Link-^Invoke_M ethods) and an appropriate 0 - 0

design methodology

{D iagram -A xiom ).

Using object-oriented techniques, it is possible to construct objects which represent
elements in the problem domain.

Linking them results in further objects which are

needed to advance the model such that an EquationO fState object results, from which an
Equation method can be called.

The Newtonian particle mechanics problem domain

provides a good environment for a detailed discussion o f the problems that can occur in
a modelling environment, particularly as it is a well-understood axiomatic system. A
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computer algebra engine is central to this work, as symbolic manipulation is an essential
component o f mathematical modelling.
Developing the 0 - 0 modelling environment required an 0 - 0 methodology which is
suitable for the contexts considered in this thesis. Established 0 - 0 design techniques
are more suitable for large software projects, but not for small-scale mathematical
modelling.

The result is the D iagram -A xiom methodology, which incorporates the

Principle o f A djacency. Part o f the software developed is designed to constrain the user

to follow the methodology rigorously. This ensures that the user focuses attention on
two key aspects o f the modelling process: identifying features and relating them.

This thesis is also significant in that it establishes that there are problems with feature
identification and relationship generation in modelling, and provides solutions.
Furthermore, it does so using a sample which is large enough to be representative o f
modelling in general. Potari’s study (Potari 93) is the only work prior to this thesis that
formally identifies these problems, but his study has severe limitations. His sample was
small and biased towards lower ability students, his evidence for problems in
relationship generation was limited, and he did not propose adequate solutions. Most
references to difficulties in modelling are much more general: modelling is "hard". My
sample is much larger, and I use techniques which are as objective as possible to analyse
the data. In principle, a much larger sample would be preferable, but this is difficult
unless more original source material can be found.’

A review o f quantitative studies in teaching and learning using computer algebra
software identified significant problems in validating controlled trials for teaching with
computer algebra systems. This review is the most comprehensive account to date of
the effectiveness o f using computer algebra software for learning mathematics.

I

exposed a serious deficiency when validating the use o f computer algebra software: it is
not possible to isolate the effect o f the software alone. This problem has not been
stressed before. Only Mayes (in Mayes 97) hints at it, but even he does not discuss the
implications of this problem for statistical analyses o f field trials. I have developed an
alternative (‘value added’) validation technique which can isolate precise ways in which
to improve the modelling process. Choosing appropriate statistical techniques, I showed

' Such material is not available from the Open University.
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that the 0 - 0 ideas developed in this thesis have a beneficial effect on modelling which
is statistically significant, subject to constraints which have been mentioned previously.

A further aim in developing the software for this thesis was to find an application o f
computer algebra software which would not be possible without the algebra engine. In
AMK the algebra engine provides the means to computerise symbolic modelling and to
do operations in calculus.

Without the symbolic aspect in a model its functional

behaviour is not apparent. Few other computer algebra applications are impossible with
computer algebra. (Chandler 97A) is an example o f an application that is. The essential
component in Chandler’s paper is that the program formulates rules as it runs. The result
is that outputs fi-om evaluating symbolic expressions are not determinable fi'om the form
o f the inputs. Coding using a procedural language (e.g. C++) cannot therefore account
for all possible outputs.

The following short section therefore contains a minimal summary o f the contribution to
knowledge presented in this thesis.

Current mathematical modelling methodologies do not address the problem of how
relations are formed between variables and parameters, for which there is little
heuristic or theoretical research. This thesis proposes a rigorous methodology to
do this, supported by computer algebra software within an object-oriented
environment, with criterion-referenced validation based on empirical evidence.
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10.2 Some lessons learned

In this section I indicate areas o f this research which I was not able to develop further,
and give reasons for this.

10.2.1 Extent of this thesis

In this thesis I include many components: computer algebra, 0 - 0 concepts, 0 - 0 design,
mathematical modelling, evaluation o f learning environments, statistical evaluation, and
user interface software. This has caused difficulties in focussing the work to define a
precise problem. The uses o f computer algebra software are wide-ranging, and it was
often tempting to digress. Similarly, computer algebra (and other!) programming is a
significant problem in its own right, and is very time-consuming. An alternative would
have been to concentrate on fewer components. I list three possibilities below.

•

Later in this chapter I suggest a way o f reducing the number o f components in the
thesis. This involves using a spreadsheet to improve the generic modelling cycle.
Although computer algebra is not strictly necessary, the impact o f the research
would then be weaker because symbolic manipulation is a necessary component o f
mathematical modelling. I regarded the computer algebra component as so important
for the research in this thesis that to omit it would have been a serious weakness.

•

Alternatively, I could have concentrated on a simpler use for computer algebra. An
example is integrating computer algebra into the model building process.

A

common current strategy is to construct the modelling on paper, and use a CAS to
do any computations that arise. This would eliminate the automation aspect o f this
thesis. Since automating the modelling process is central to this thesis, to omit this
aspect would have altered the aim o f the research significantly.
•

A third limitation would have been to restrict any discussion o f teaching and
learning using a CAS to modelling issues only.

This omission would not have

diminished the thrust o f the research, but would have caused problems in validating
the results. The value added’ validation method arose from finding deficiencies in
quantitative studies o f the use o f computer algebra in teaching and learning. With
hindsight, it is likely that I would not have discovered this from a review o f CASs in
modelling only.
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10.2.2 Non-productive investigations

In attempting to evaluate the effectiveness o f a generic model as it develops, I was
unable to find a suitable objective function with which to gauge the progress o f the
modelling process. I considered allocating the equivalent o f a probability density
function to each component in a generic modelling cycle. Thus, features, assumptions,
data, variables and relationships would be represented by distinct ‘shape functions’,
which I intended to be characteristic o f what they represent. I did not find a way to
characterise them, or to combine them in a way that provided a measure o f completeness
for the model. Since this investigation was not central to the work in this thesis, a lack
o f progress with it was not serious.

I was also unable to find ways of programming a CAS to do proofs convincingly. The
example of the Gibbs phenomenon appears to show that proofs involving manipulation
o f infinite series cannot be automated. Work in this area is outside the scope o f this
thesis and is essentially an extensive programming task.

A particular problem when developing the AMK class hierarchy was to implement the
E xtensibleString class. This was (and still is) a problem because an extensible string

only behaves like a spring when its current length is greater than its unstretched length.
At other times its effect is to supply initial conditions for the motion o f a P article
instance. This time-dependent behaviour is currently absent from AMK. Exactly the
same problem occurs in ‘traditional’ analysis, where it is often avoided. However, it is
less easy to avoid the problem in automated modelling software like AMK. Timedependent behaviour also has a theoretical 0 - 0 implication, which I discuss in section
10.2.3.
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10.2.3 Further issues

In the following list I give a brief account o f problems which are closely related to the
work in this thesis, but which I was unable to pursue. I also give some reasons.

•

It would be desirable to achieve a closer integration o f the algebra engine with
dedicated software (including, possibly, a database) to hold the object model. This
would have the advantage o f making optimal use o f each package involved.
Mathematica with MathLink (or the Derive DLL) could be used for symbolic
computation, with C++ or Object Pascal to maintain the class hierarchy and visual
environment. Not all o f these tools existed when I first developed AMK. MathLink
and the Derive DLL were not available, and the only full visual development
environment (Visual Basic) could not maintain an 0 - 0 class hierarchy. The
technical difficulties o f developing a visual environment in Object Pascal or C++
would have meant an extensive and unnecessary programming overhead. Although
this is an implementation issue, this issue is important because it drives the design o f
the class hierarchy, and the precise role o f the CAS. Both the class hierarchy and the
CAS are vitally important in this research.

•

I would have liked to develop the icon-driven interface, EF2, further. This interface is
intimately linked to a diagram, unlike IF l. EF2 is important for the modelling
process because creating the diagram on screen generates the model. Mathematical
modelling thereby reduces to a purely visual process involving icon manipulation.
Particular aspects o f IF2 which need further development are to extend its
functionality to 2-D motion and other classes, to provide a reshaping facility for the
icons, and to use MathLink as the communications protocol with Mathematica. If a
simpler alternative exists it should be consistent with the following principle:
D iagram

= s e t o f entities w ith p ro p e rties a n d actions.

Furthermore, an

interface/algebra engine combination should be a maintainable system which could
be handled by a domain expert with 0 - 0 expertise.

•

Difficulties in implementing the E xtensibleString class expose two more general
concepts which would be interesting to implement. The first concept is to find a
way o f creating a generalised aggregate class, objects o f which would acquire
attributes and methods from each constituent class. This would enable classes to be
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grouped and used in a modular way. If such a way could be found, it would widen
the scope of this research to more complex problem domains. Appendix lOM
contains an outline o f an 0 - 0 model which uses a modular approach. The emphasis
in developing a modular approach should be to improve modelling, not to
concentrate on technicalities (e.g. using aggregate classes, or multiple inheritance, or
another method to combine classes) o f an 0 - 0 implementation. The second concept
is to create an object which can effectively belong to different classes at different
times (which may solve the E xtensibleString problem). This would also introduce a
time dependency into AMK. The E xtensibleString class is a small item in itself, but
a time-dependent class is an unusual concept in 0 - 0 theory, and developing such a
concept is outside the scope o f this thesis.

I discuss alternative strategies later in this chapter, but they still use 0 - 0 ideas.

The attempt to solve one problem has created others. There is a need to learn a new
methodology, new techniques, and to construct class libraries for each scenario.
However, this focuses on pertinent issues and paves the way for automation by
computer. The analysis is limited to given scenarios, and it can be hard to translate
techniques to other scenarios, particularly when domain knowledge is involved. The
necessary programming constructs in Mathematica are particularly difficult: they are
restricted to a subset o f available operations and are subject to the constraints o f the
object-oriented environment. A front-and for defining and managing classes would be
advantageous.

The validation method described was necessary because field trials are inherently
unsatisfactory. The "added value" method was a reasonable alternative. It is still
subjective, needs domain knowledge and statistical analysis o f the results can be
difficult because o f the inherent non-normality o f the data. Attempts to make the scores
appear more continuous (either by allocating an actual continuous score or by
incorporating a more discriminatory discrete score) imply more subjectivity. Although
there are attempts in Chapter 9 to reduce subjective elements, they could have gone
further. One possibility is for an independent assessment o f the 0 - 0 scores. Validation
o f this software must be seen in the light of its intended use, which is to demonstrate
principles. As such, field validation is not necessary.
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10.3

O pportunities for fu rth er w o r k arisin g from this research

This section describes further work arising from this thesis. For each topic considered, I
assess the volume and potential o f the work which could be generated.
10.3.1 The O bject M odelling technique
The Diagram-Axiom modelling technique is new to mathematical modelling.

It is a

significant departure from established techniques, and is capable o f generating an equal
volume o f research to that contained in the recent ICTMA conference proceedings. The
total work involved could amount to a 2 year project for a Research Fellow. The impact
o f the ideas behind the 0 - 0 analysis on finding features and relating them is a starting
point for papers. There is no real need for an elaborate discussion o f classes: the aim is
to use classes as a vehicle to investigate how system components behave.

Further

detailed discussion o f hierarchies and a full object model can follow.

10.3.2 O th e r aspects o f the M odelling Cycle
The work in this thesis does not cover many aspects o f a ‘generic’ modelling cycle.
More research needs to be done on the value o f these aspects as part o f a modelling
cycle, rather then merely describing what is done in practice. Some problems arising
from modelling cycle development have been mentioned in this thesis, and most could
amount to a follow-on paper. They include how to:
•

differentiate between marginal and material features in a model;

•

define and evaluate the effectiveness o f an ‘improved’ model in terms o f its
complexity and validation outcome;

•

improve the treatment o f assumptions so that they act as essential ingredients in a
model rather than peripheral elements which have no explicit impact on model
formulation;

•

develop iterative methods to use solutions as pointers to potential improvements in
model formulation;

•

incorporate heuristics about the problem domain and modelling practice within the
problem domain.
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Making assumptions explicit and using them, and evaluating marginal and material
features, form the basis o f a simple extension to the ideas in this thesis, and can
probably be covered in several short papers. The other tasks in the above list are more
substantial tasks, each amounting to a Ph.D. project.

10.3.3 The effect of com puters on T eaching and L earning
The problem identified in Chapter 3 was that additional processes connected with
teaching and learning mathematics using computer algebra software affect the teaching
and learning environment to such an extent that the result o f any ‘before and after’
comparison is rendered invalid. These elements include different ways o f teaching,
ways o f presenting course material, training o f teachers, course content, assessment,
study time taken, attitudes towards computers and definition o f learning outcomes. It
would be highly desirable, but extremely difficult, to eliminate these error sources in any
comparative trial. This might be tackled at two levels. The first is a Ph.D. study in
which an attempt is made to reduce error factors as much as possible. The second is a
much more extensive study in which sufficient trials are done in order for the results to
be statistically significant. In principle, this could cover all Universities in the UK, and
could attract a significant research grant. Trialling the AMK software o f this thesis
presents additional difficulties because it combines modelling with computer algebra
and a new 0 - 0 modelling technique. The study could be o f comparable length to the
Kassel Project (Burghes 98): in the order o f 3 to 5 years, and could be suitable for a
Research Fellow.
More generally, the same type o f analysis can be extended to trials o f mathematical
software in other disciplines and for other age groups. A suitable target is Mathwise,
which is becoming more widespread, despite the lack o f a rationale for its introduction.
This could also be the subject o f an extensive Ph.D. study.

10.3.4 The Im pact of C om puter A lgebra Systems on the M athem atics C u rricu lu m
In Chapter 2 I made the point that many CASs were designed with particular objectives
in mind, and that a common objective is to present a general-purpose tool. The work in
this thesis involved configuring such a general-purpose CAS to solve a well-defined
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problem. The inherent capabilities o f the CAS have therefore had a major impact on
software development for this thesis. Chapter 2 discussed the problems associated with
seeking ways o f simplifying and manipulating expressions which are easy to use, and
are as automated as possible. These problems are not new, but will gain increasing
significance as computer algebra engines are incorporated into applications. This type o f
development may not be considered fundamental in research terms, but papers on the
mechanics o f expression manipulation and task feasibility pave the way for applications
and more widespread use.
A more fundamental change is to redesign mathematics curricula around programming.
This is, in effect, a solution to the problems in the last paragraph. In some countries (e.g.
Austria, as cited in Chapter 3), this type o f research could attract significant funding (in
the order o f £50000).
A third strand for computer algebra software development is to incorporate algebra
engines into other software in a much more seamless way than was done in this thesis.
Current examples include the Maple engine in MathCad and some Mathwise modules.
The advantages and limitations o f this strategy are largely unevaluated and are worthy o f
several research papers.

10.3.5 M odelling cycle m ethodology developm ent
The menu-driven interface o f Chapter 8 (IF l) allowed the user to use the
C onstruct ^ L in k-^In voke_M eth ods modelling sequence, but did not require it.

As a

result it was possible to deviate from the sequence, make errors and misunderstand the
methodology. The icon-driven interface (IF2) o f Chapter 8 attempted to address this
problem, but was not a complete solution. It was still possible to find more than one
route through the modelling cycle, and this could lead to confusion for the user as to
what the next action should be.

Further investigation and development o f a

C on struct-^L ink->Invoke_M ethods modelling cycle is therefore needed to provide

sufficient guidance for the user. This is likely to be a complex piece o f software that
can track progress and suggest useful (or optimal) next steps.

It could incorporate

aspects o f artificial intelligence. The amount o f software development involved merits a
Ph.D. thesis or a 3-year project for a Research Fellow. Such a project is comparable to
Furse’s M aths U nderstander (Furse 91).
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10.3.6 Diagram-Axiom methodology development
The D iagram -Axiom methodology of Chapter 6 was not presented in algorithmic form,
mainly because the contributory factors for it can be partially concurrent. More work
needs to be done to order these factors, and to find a quick, convenient and efficient
algorithm for deriving class hierarchies for new modelling contexts. If this project is
backed up by field trials, it could amount to a Ph.D. thesis.
Closely connected with this task is the problem o f developing a CASE tool to find
classes, with their attributes and methods.

Such a software project is likely to be

complex in structure and should ideally capture domain heuristics. It is suited more to a
commercial development rather than to a research project because applications in
commercial contexts are feasible.
A persistent problem o f the Diagram-Axiom methodology is that o f what to do if there
is no diagram, or if it would be unusual to draw a diagram, or if no diagram is possible.
The comments at the end o f Chapter 8 attempt to provide a way forward, but much more
could be done to provide a generic solution.

The work involved fits a short M.Sc.

thesis.

10.3.7 Icon-driven modelling interface
A further study involving software development is to advance the icon-driven interface
(EF2) o f Chapter 8, to the extent that it constitutes workable software. This, allied with
the theory behind it (the P rinciple o f A djacen cy and the D iagram -Axiom methodology)
is a significant research project in its own right. This project has a clear link with the
problem of what to do if drawing a diagram is not thought possible, or if it would be
unusual to do so. This problem is not only theoretical: it is not clear that any theoretical
solution can be implemented in practice so that it works as required. I have not
considered applying such an interface to larger modelling contexts (particularly
commercial ones). Research is required to establish the feasibility o f large-scale
development, and this could be a 2-year project for a Research Fellow. If directed
towards industry, it could also attract funding commensurate with such an appointment.
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Any commercial software project that arises could constitute a significant commercial
venture, and would take the equivalent o f at least 5 man-years to perfect.

10.3.8 Other contexts

In Appendix 7H I demonstrated that the 0 - 0 principles which underpin AMK can be
transferred to another context - heat transfer. This one example does not show that the
ideas and software are fully transferable to other contexts, and did not raise any
particular problems o f principle.

It therefore remains to carry out a more extensive

study by applying 0 - 0 principles to more contexts, preferably with larger class
hierarchies. This task is likely to occupy a long dissertation, but may extend to a Ph.D.
thesis if significant problems can be identified and solved.

10.3.9 Solving the equation of motion
In Chapter 7 I gave an example o f how my 0 - 0 environment can be applied to a
different context. This example included a Solve method for the EquationO fM otion
class. Although, in principle, all that is required is a S olve method, in practice the
situation is much more complex. Any automated system must decide whether or not an
analytical solution exists. If it does, several equation-solving techniques may be
available. For example, solving a system o f linear equations may require partial pivoting
as part o f its Gaussian elimination process. Many numerical techniques are also
available if there is no analytical solution . For example a numerical solution o f a system
o f differential equations may require a simple Mathematica primitive such as N D Solve,
or a more controlled technique such as Runge-Kutta,

Quadratures or Splines. The

problem o f automating a 'most appropriate' technique and supplying heuristics in order
to determine what can be done in particular cases could be the subject o f an M.Sc.
thesis.

A shorter project (a follow-up paper) is to amend the AMK software so that it always
provides the initial conditions which are required to solve equations o f motion. The
minimum requirement would be to provide a default for each particle in the system if
the user does not specify precise details.
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10.4

A lternatives to 0 - 0 techniques

Throughout this thesis I have stressed an object-oriented solution to the problem of
finding relationships between features in a model. This raises the question o f whether or
not there are alternative approaches to solving the same problem. I suggest two here.
However, both contain elements which originate from this thesis.
The first builds on elements o f the 0 - 0 analysis but does not specifically require any
formal ideas o f classes or a class hierarchy. It attempts to solve the problem o f how
elements in the problem domain interact, and how to keep track o f the state o f a model
as it develops. It is therefore a less sophisticated analysis to that presented in this thesis,
and could be covered in a follow-up paper. The AMK software in Chapter 7 and the
theoretical object models in Chapter 6 reveal that many classes are essentially ‘stand
alone’: they are primitives that are not descended from other classes. They can be built
into a class hierarchy but need not be. Some abstract classes exist for elegance rather
than necessity. The importance o f the class hierarchy is therefore diminished in favour
o f class attributes and methods. I therefore propose a modelling environment in which
elements in the problem domain are considered as classes by identifying their
characteristics (attributes) and the way in which they interact with other elements in the
problem domain (their methods). As instances o f these classes are created, they can be
added to a list o f objects currently in the problem domain. This list is an overall view o f
the state o f the model. List manipulation in a computer algebra system is particularly
easy, so this list can be very simple to maintain. In principle, modelling can proceed in
the same way as in the AMK environment o f Chapter 7. The programming overhead of
a full object-oriented environment will then be minimal (i.e. simple list operations). A
list structure for objects in the problem domain can be backed up by a graphical
environment in which objects are displayed with links that are already established.
Indicating further possible links would provide guidance to the user on modelling
strategy.

I had no trouble in implementing a brief study based on the principle o f

maintaining a list structure for objects using Mathematica.
As a second project, I suggest integrating a computer algebra component into a
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet has been shown to be a valuable tool in modelling, and
this thesis demonstrates the value o f computer algebra in modelling. In addition, the
spreadsheet has advantages in reinforcing routine algebraic concepts, spatial concepts.
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graphing and in implementing numerical techniques. Some o f the technical problems
with this approach are partially solved using Mathematica’s MathLink for Excel, which
defines a communications protocol between these applications. There is therefore
already a basis for algebraic manipulation in a spreadsheet.
One way in which the spreadsheet could be used is to support a generic modelling cycle
by building a 3-D structure. Support for a generic modelling cycle also addresses the
problem o f defining how elements in the problem domain interact. It is a direct
alternative to the 0 - 0 ideas in this thesis, and could be the subject o f an M.Sc. thesis.
Features can be listed on a F eatures sheet, with all necessary characteristics and
interactions listed. A template on the F eatures sheet can compel the user to fill in all
necessary cells before proceeding. Corresponding cells on an A ssum ptions sheet can
state assumptions for each feature. If each assumption modifies the feature it relates to,
it ensures that all stated assumptions are used. A third D a ta sheet can supply numerical
data in corresponding cells. A fourth R elations sheet would have to address the problem
of this thesis: to determine relations between features. This is the major task o f this
software development. It might proceed by examining cells on the F eatures sheet which
contain references to other features. This task can be automated (rather laboriously) by
cycling through pairs o f features and requiring the user to indicate whether or not there
is a link between the features in the pairs.

This is not as clear cut as the 0 - 0

methodology in this thesis, but it would serve to focus attention on how features interact
and order the modelling process. The possibility o f referencing a library o f heuristics,
held on a further sheet, also exists. Any symbolic manipulation on the Relations sheet
would have to be done by exporting string expressions via MathLink and importing the
returned strings. A fifth Solutions sheet can then produce solutions using MathLink.
The Principle o f Adjacency can also be exploited in a spreadsheet by drawing
elementary diagrams to represent features. A useful way to do this is by colouring cells
and adjusting their sizes. Adjacent cells are necessarily well-defined, and the result can
be a reasonable representation o f a physical system. Modelling can then proceed in the
way suggested in the IF2 interface o f Chapter 8. The logistic and theoretical issues of
this type o f modelling environment are not trivial, and could be the subject o f a further
Ph.D. thesis.
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Appendices

A ppendix IB
Single sample test of proportions: Burghes 93
H(0):
H(alt):

Number of trials in wtiich Germany did better ~B(27,0.5)
Number of trials in which Germany did better ~B(27,p): p>0.5

Germany did better in 18 questions
England did better in 9 questions

p=
0.6667
s=
0.0907
z=
1.8371
Not significant at the 5% level

2-sample z-test: Burghes 93
H(0):
H(alt):

Mean test score in Germany = Mean test score in England
Mean test score in Germany > Mean test score in England

Sample size
Mean
SD

England Germany
540
302
12.73
14.05
4.96
4.82
z=
3.7
Significant at 0.5%

Variance ratio test to establish that these samples can be considered to come from the
same background population
H(0):
Var(England) = Var(Germany)
H(alt):
Var(England) > Var(Germany)
F=
1.1
F(crit) =
1 (nul = nu2 = infinite), 5% significance level
Since F > F(crit), reject H(0)
Conclusion: these are not samples from the same population, so we cannot apply a z-test.
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Appendix IG
The following is a quote from my first draft (with comments) for a goodness o f fit
question using a contingency table for UCLES paper 4861, March 1996 presentation.
My second draft is still in the p o st...
For rea l data, how about this (Guardian, 29/11/94)

Q
not Q

D
150
300

n ot D
50
430

w here D = is a D irector o f a FTSE-100 C om pany which has d o n a ted to the
C onservative p a r ty a n d Q = H as been a p p o in te d to the B o a rd o f a QUANGO.
A re attributes D an d Q independent?
Is it too controversial!?
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Appendix IGWF
Modelling to p ic s in G iordano, Weir and Fox (G iordano 97)
C ase study

T echnique

Model catogory

Similar
in

Savings/mortgage
Biological growth
Cooling
Predator=prey
Car rentals
Voting

Recurrence relation
Recurrence relation
Recurrence relation
Recurrence relation system
Recurrence relation system
Recurrence relation system

Discrete dynamical system
Discrete dynamical system
Discrete dynamical system
Discrete dynamical system
Discrete dynamical system
Discrete dynamical system

S
S. B
S
S
S
S

Stopping distances
Car Mileage

Fitting linear models
Fitting linear models

Empirical Linear laws
Empirical Linear laws

B

Stopping distances
Harvesting
Stopping distances

Fitting non-linear models
Fitting non-linear models
Polynomial splines

Empirical non-linear laws
Empirical non-linear laws
Empirical non-linear laws

OU. EH
OU, EH

Area under curve
Inventory/Delivery
Queue

Random number sampling
Random number sampling
Random number sampling

Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo Simulation
Birth/death simulation

EH
EH
EH

Biological growth
Inventory/stock control
Storage/holding cost

Calculus/Polynomial fitting
Calculus
Lagrange multiplier

Continuous optimisation
Continuous optimisation
Continuous optimisation

Allocation

LP/Diagram

Discrete optimisation

Allocation

LP/Simplex

Discrete optimisation

Population growth

ODE

Numerical approximation

Drug dosage
Stopping distance
Compound interest
Predator/Prey
Arms race

Piecewise continuous/ODE
ODE
ODE
ODE system
ODE system

Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical

Voting behaviour
Tree harvest

Stochastic/Markov chain
Linear regression

Probabalistic models
Sum of squares
optimisaton

approximation
approximation
approximation
approximation
approximation

OU,
HJ(*1)
HJ(*2)
OU, B,
EH, HJ(*3)
OU, EH
EH
EH
HJ
OU, HJ
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Not in GWF

Bulk Rainfall
Total rainfall
Tape/reel
Resisted motion
Spring/dashpot
Washing up
Cooling: house/liquid
Disk pressing
Fluid accumulation
Snooker
Kinematics
Harvest

EH
GWF
B
S

Volumetric
Volumetric
Rate of change
ODE/Taylor approximation
2nd order ODE
Cooling
Cooling
Mensuration

ODE
Kinematic
Uniformly accelerated motion
Running/installation cost

EH, HJ(M)
Geometric
EH
Calculus
EH, B, OU
Circular motion
Newtonian mechanics EH, B, OU
Newtonian mechanics B, OU, HJ
OU, B
Heat tranfer
OU, B, HJ
Heat tranfer
EH, HJ
Geometric
EH, OU, HJ
Input/Output
EH
Impulsive motion
OU, HJ, B
Linear/circular motion
Continuous optimisation HJ, B, OU

(Edwards 89)
(Giordano 97)
(Berry 95)
(Sandefur 90)

Unusual or notable treatments
HJ(*1)
HJ(*2)
HJ(*3)
HJ(*4)

Route planning
Apportionment
Population growth

Windmill mechanics

Average expressed as
integral to find mean distance
Huntington method
BASIC program required to obtain
solution
Bulk pressure + circular motion
+ numerical solution
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Appendix 2B
I n [l]:=
data = {{-8,-12},{-1,-15},{2,2},{5,5},{8,4},{11,3},{15,9}};
(* Calculate and plot the interplolating polynomial,
and least squares quadratic and least squares
linear fit lines. *)
In[2] :=
ip = InterpolatingPolynomial[data,x]//Expand//N;
fl = Fit[data, {l,x},x];
f4 = Fit [data, {1, x, x"^2 ,x^3 ,x^4 } ,x] ;
points = ListPlot[data, PlotStyle->PointSize[.02],
DisplayFunction->Identity]
ipplot = Plot[ip, {x,-ll, 16},PlotStyle->RGBColor[0,0,1],
DisplayFunction->Identity]
flplot = Plot[f2, {x,-ll, 16},PlotStyle->RGBColor[1,0,0],
DisplayFunction->Identity]
f4plot = Plot[f4, {x,-ll, 16},PlotStyle->RGBColor[0,1,0] ,
DisplayFunction->Identity]
S h o w [{points,flplot,f4plot,ipplot},
DisplayFunction->$DisplayFunction]

15
-20

-40

(* The interpolating polynomial shows a spike near x = -6,
whereas the quadratic fit 'looks' good.
To quantify this,
let f(x) be a piecewise continuous linear function that
joins the points in sequence.
Calculate the sum of the
deviations of each curve from f(x) at the mid-point of
each adjacent data pair.
*)
I n [3] :=
MidLin = Map [{ (# [ [1, 1] ]+# [ [2 ,1] ] )/2 , (# [ [1, 2] ]+# [ [2 ,2] ] )/2 }&,
Partition[data,2,1]];
errorlPmid = Plus @@ M a p [((i p / .x - >#[[1]]) - #[[2]])^2&,MidLin]
error4mid = Plus @@ M a p [((f4/.x - ># [ [1]]) - #[[2]])^2&,MidLin]
errorlmid = Plus ®@ M a p [((f1/.x - ># [ [1]]) - #[[2]])^2&,MidLin]
Out [3] =
1350.47
162.477
58.763
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(* A more common measure of goodness of fit of an approximation
to a discrete data set is the sum of squares of deviations
at the data points.
*)
In [4] :=
errorlPords = Plus @@ M a p [((i p / .x - >#[[1]]) - #[[2]])^2&,data]
error4ords = Plus @@ Map[((f4/.x->#[[!]]) - #[[2]])^2&,data]
errorlords = Plus @@ Map[((fl/.x->#[[l]]) - #[[2]]) 2&,data]
Out [4] =
-27
1.23107 10
15 .7285
142.856
(* Combining these two measures for each approximation by adding
the error measures, we see that the quadratic approximation
gives the lowest combined error measure, which is consistent
with an intuitive view of the graphs.
The linear approximation
is better than the interpolating polynomial because of the
large deviation of the latter at the mid-points of the data.
*)

Robustness Test:
(*

fitting some of the data

Fit the first 4 points only, and see, intuitively,
whether or not the fits obtained project successfully
to the other data points.
*)

ln[5] :=
ipSome = InterpolatingPolynomial[Take[data,4],x]//Expand//N;
flSome = Fit[Take[data,4], {l,x},x]
f4Some = Fit[Take[data,4], {1,x , x ^ 2 ,x ^ 3 ,x ^ 4 },x]
ipplotSome =
Plot[ipSome, {x,-ll, 1 6 },PlotStyle->RGBColor [0,0,1] ,
DisplayFunction->Identity]
flplotSome =
Plot[flSome, (x,-ll, 1 6 },PlotStyle->RGBColor[1,0,0],
DisplayFunction->Identity]
f4plotSome =
Plot[f4Some, {x,-ll, 1 6 },PlotStyle->RGBColor[0,1,0],
DisplayFunction->Identity]
Show[{points,flplotSome,f4plotSome,ipplotSome},
DisplayFunction->$DisplayFunction]
60
40
20
-10

-

10

5^

15

-2o
-40
-60

-Graphics{* Clearly, the linear fit is more robust in an intuitive sense
The other projections diverge markedly. *)
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Appendix 2D
Proof of the First MVT, (Devitt 89).
A:= [a, f(a)]; B:= [b, f(b)];
m:= slope(A,B);
fl:= makeproc(f(a) + m * ( x - a ) , x ) ;

# h defines the vertical distance from the line segment AB
# to (x,f(x)). Apply Rolle's theorem to h to show h(a)=h(b)
h := f - f 1 ;
[h(a), h(b)];

# Gives result [0, f(b)-f(a)- (f(a)-f(b)) / (a-b)* (b-a)]
map(normal,");
# Gives result [0,0]
# but h must be continuous on (a,b)

# Now differentiate h with
D (h) (x) ;
# By Rolle's theorem there
D (h) (c) = 0 ;
is o late(",D ( f ) (c));
# Gives result
D(h)(c) =
# which is the same as the

respect to x.
exists c in

(a,b) such that:

(f(a)-f(b)) / (a-b)
slope m of fl
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Appendix 3W
The following analyses relate to tables in (Wenger 88).

Ability groups A-E are

classified according to their initial algebra placement scores A,B and C. Groups 1 are
heavy users of computers and groups 2 are light users o f computers.
Analysis of T able 5: post-gradings by ability group A ,B ,C , group 1=h eavy users of com puters
O bserved

Expected

Group

A

B

0

D

E

A

B

0

D

E

A1

9

13

3

0

0

25

9 .0 4 2 6

7 .7 1 3

5 .5 8 5

1.33

1.33

25

A2

25

16

18

5

5

69

2 4 .9 5 7

2 1 .2 9

15.41

3 .6 7

3 .6 7

69

34

29

21

5

5

94

34

29

21

5

5

94

G rouped
cells

A

B ODE

A

B

ODE
8 .2 4 5

25

13

3

25

9 .0 4 2 6

7 .7 1 3

25

16

28

69

2 4 .9 5 7

2 1 .2 9

2 2 .7 6

69

34

29

31

94

34

29

31

94

9

O hi-Square contributions
9 .4 8 3

0

3 .6

3 .3

O hi2=

0

1.3

1.2

O n 2 D F .critical 1 % 0 h i2

9.21 S IG

Expected

O bserved
A

B

0

D

E

A

B

0

D

E

B1

41

30

27

6

2

106

3 0 .8 9 9

2 8 .7 5

2 3 .1 7

1 4.16

9 .0 1 2

B2

31

37

27

27

19

141

4 1 .1 0 1

3 8 .2 5

3 0 .8 3

1 8.84

1 1 .9 9

141

72

67

54

33

21

24 7

72

67

54

33

21

247

G roup

106

O hi-S quare contributions
2 4 .7 8

3.3

0.1

0 .6

4 .7

5 .5

O hi2=

2 .4 8

0

0 .5

3 .5

4.1

O n 4 D F .critical 1 % 0 h i2

1 3 .2 8 S IG

Expected

O bserved
A

B

0

D

E

A

B

0

D

E

01

21

37

42

30

25

155

14 .2 2

3 0 .2 2

4 1 .5 9

3 0 .5 7

3 8 .3 9

155

02

19

48

75

56

83

281

2 5 .7 8

5 4 .7 8

75.41

5 5 .4 3

69.61

281

40

85

117

86

108

436

40

85

117

86

108

436

Group

O hi-S quare contributions
3 .2 3

1.5

0

0

4 .7

1.78

0 .8

0

0

2 .6

Ohi2=

1 4 .6 5
On 4 D F .critical 1% Ohi2 =

1 3 .2 8 S IG
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Analysis o f T a b le 6: possible evidence that n um ber o f diagnostic tests attem p ted affects
subsequent gradings
N

T ests

Passes
obs

attem pted

Totals

C h i-S q u are

exp
14

1 .9 4 5 9

28

20

3 .6 2 9 8

27

28

0 .0 1 4 4

48

27

28

0 .0 1 4 4

84

36

48

3 .1 5 5 9

238

137

137

8 .7 6 0 3

>6

24

19

5 .6

34

3 .4

48

1.2
0

Critical 5 % (4 D F )
C h i-S q u a re = 9 .4 9
N O T S IG
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Appendix 3H
S am p le tests for differences in proportions:
T a b le 3: Q u iz data and T a b le 5: F in a l E x a m
p (e1) = the proportion o f correct responses in E xperim en tal group 1
p (e2) = the proportion of correct responses in E xperim ental group 2
p(ct) = the proportion of correct responses in the Control group
H(null): p (e1) = p(ct) and p (e 2 ) = p(ct)

H (alt): p (e1) = p(ct)

Note that experim ental sam p le sizes are really too sm all to apply this test,
but th ere is no suitable alternative.
Control

Expt 2

Expt 1
Question 7B (quiz)
18

17

100

0 .8 4

1

0 .7 9

15 .1 2

17

0 .4 8 6 0 5 9

2 .0 8 5 8 9

S am p le sizes
Q uoted Proportions
C orrect responses
z

Control

Expt 2

Expt 1

79 A ccept null hypothesis at 5%
significance for Expt 1
R eject null hypothesis at 5%
significance for Expt 2

Question 7C (quiz)
S a m p le sizes

18

17

100

Q uoted Proportions

0 .5 3

0 .1 9

0 .6 8

C orrect responses

9 .5 4

3 .2 3

68

-1 .2 3 4 2 2

-3 .8 2 7 2 9

z

R eject NH against alternative
p (e 2)< p (ct) at 5 % significance
S u m m a ry T a b le 5: (F in a l e x a m

S u m m a ry : T a b le 3
(Q u iz d a ta )

d a ta )

32 trials

18 trials

Null hypothesis rejected in 10 trials, and
accepted in 22 trials
Expt perform ed w orse
in 2 out of 32 cases

Null hypothesis rejected in 0 trials,
and accepted in 18 trials
Expt perform ed w orse in 9 out of
18 cases
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T e s ts fo r d iffe re n c e s in m e a n s : T a b le 4
Expt 2

Expt 1
M ea n
SD

Control

18

17

100

105

115

117

4 3 .6

4 0 .9

3 6 .7

S am p le sizes

clearly not im proved

S in g le s a m p le t-te s ts fo r in d iv id u a l F in a l E x a m ite m s : T a b le 5
NH: m (E 1 -C ) = 0 and m (E 2 -C ) = 0

A H: m (E 1 -C ) < 0 and m (E 2 -C ) < 0

(N ote that th e alternative hypotheses indicate a w orse result from the experim ental groups)
Item

Expt 1 %

Expt 2

Control %

%

C-E1

C -E 2

1

49

53

53

4

0

2

44

59

44

0

-1 5

3

39

35

37

-2

2

4

17

18

16

-1

-2

5

50

71

70

20

-1

6

53

54

64

11

10

7

22

21

28

6

7

8

11

12

26

15

14

9

33

24

35

2

11

n

9

9

m

6.1111
11
7.6721

2 .8 8 8 8 8 9

2 .2 5 2 9
47

0 .9 2 4 5 2 7

sd
t
For E 1, reject N H at 5 % significance (t-critical = 1.86, 8 D F )
For E2, A ccept N H at 5 % significance (t-critical = 1.86, 8 D F)

8 .8 3 8 0 4 9
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Appendix 3M
Data from (Mayes 97)
"1": computer group out-performed the control group
"-1": computer group did not out-perform the control group
"0"; computer group control group were equivalent
Author

Year

Galinda-Morales
Padgett
Porzio
Keller
Klein
Alexander
Coons
Melin-Conejeros
Park
Trout
Crocker
Cunningham
Smith
Schrock
Judson

1995
1995
1995
1994
1994
1993
1993
1993
1003
1993
1992
1992
1992
1990
1988

Attitude
to maths

Modem
Manipulation Conceptual
understanding
skills
0
-1

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
1

-1
0

0
-1
1
1
1

1

0
0

0
1

1

0

1
1

0
0

1
0

1
-1
0
0

Sign tests, using:
H(null): Median number of studies with outcome 1 for experimental group =
Median number of studies with outcome 1 for control group
H(alt): Median number of studies with outcome 1 for experimental group >
Median number of studies with outcome 1 for control group
Let the random variable X be the number of studies in which the outcome is 1
Under H(null), X - B(n, 0.5) where n is the number of trials with non-zero outcomes
Attitude
X - B(4, 0.5)

Not significant at 5%

Accept
H(null)

Manipulation
Clearly no overall improvement
Conceptual understanding
X-B(8, 0.5)
P(X>=7) = 0.035156

Significant at 5%

Reject
H(null)

Modelling
X ~ B(4, 0.5)

Not significant at 5%

Accept
H(null)

P(X>=4) =

P(X>=3) =

0.0625

0.3125
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Appendix 3H1
Hillel, Lee, Laborde and Linchevski 1992

Raw data: Percentage pass rate, experimental group:
Percentage pass rate, control group:
H(null)
H(alt)

65%
53%

Sample size 18

Mean proportionate pass rate, p = 0.53
Mean proportionate pass rate, p > 0.53
z = (.65-p)/Sqrt(p(1 -p)/n)
1.020072
Not significant at 5%, accept null hypothesis

A ppendix 3K
Klinger 1994

Expt group 1

n
26

Expt group 2
Control

31
90

Proportion with correct results
0.64 DERIVE used for structural interpretation
of algebraic terms
0.82 DERIVE used for learning technique
0.47

For expt group 1
H(null)
Mean proportionate correct result rate, p =
H(alt)
Mean proportionate correct result rate, p >
z=

1.736796

Significant at 5%

For expt group 2
H(null)
Mean proportionate correct result rate, p =
H(alt)
Mean proportionate correct result rate, p >
z=

3.904469

0.64
0.64

0.82
0.82

Significant at 0.5%
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Appendix 5A; Object-Oriented Analysis

Practical explanations o f objects and classes tend to come in texts on programming, and
C++ texts are the most numerous. Parsons (Parsons 94) and Pardoe (Pardoe 97) both
give clear accounts o f the basic concepts and C++ programming in standard texts.
Lafore’s account of more advanced concepts in (Lafore 95) is backed up by good
programming examples. Tan (Tan 98) provides a short account o f 0 - 0 concepts in the
middle o f an advanced text on how to program a computer algebra system in C++. It
also has a clear explanation o f more advanced ideas. Horstmann (Horstmann 97) links a
discussion of object models with simple object-oriented design.
Basic 0 - 0 concepts
The purpose o f object-oriented programming is to mimic a world o f identifiable,
interacting and classifiable objects.

An object can be loosely defined as something

concrete or abstract which we can perceive in the world. Collections o f like objects
constituted a class. A useful way to think about classes is to consider a blank form with
headings. The headings characterise the class. An individual object (an instance o f the
class) is defined when a copy o f the form is filled in.
Two factors must be considered when describing a class and the objects in it. The first is
what the characteristics (data) o f the class are. These are generally noun phrases and are
called attributes o f the class.

The second is how objects in the class behave (their

processes). These processes can usually be expressed in terms o f verb phrases and are
called methods o f the class.

Thus, a class has a name, attributes and methods. An

object has identity, state (the values o f the attributes) and actions (what actually
happened). This unification o f data and processes is known as encapsulation. It is usual
in object models not to interact directly with the attributes o f the class. The attributes are
only visible to objects within the class . They are accessed by defining methods which
use them. This principle is known as information hiding, and it partitions the attributes
and methods o f a class into two distinct subsets. The first is the private section, which
hides attributes and methods so that programmers cannot access them directly. This is a
protection against making fundamental changes to the basis o f a system which will have
significant consequences elsewhere in the system. The second is the public section
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which contains methods, attributes and constants that are accessible to the user. Objects
can only access their own attributes directly. Figure 5.A1 summarises these concepts.

Class = Data + Processes;

Object = Data values + Events

Figure 5. A 1

The p u b lic section also contains two other important methods. The first is a constructor,
which creates an object. The second, which is not needed in all languages, is a
destructor, which destroys it. In memory management terms, these methods reserve
memory for the object and release it when it is no longer needed respectively.

Objects communicate by m essage p a ssin g . A message has a name associated with a
method o f the receiver. This method is activated on receipt. A link between objects
(usually o f different classes) is called an association, and messages are passed according
to associations. Strictly speaking, the L in kO b j e c t s procedure o f this thesis (Chapter
7) is an explicit association.
In order to illustrate these concepts, I develop a brief object model which could be used
for Boundary Element analysis. It is simply a description o f the boundary o f a physical
object, and consists of a sequence o f nodes.

The characteristics o f each node are a

unique identity, x and y co-ordinates, and the values o f two parameters: its potential and
flux. It interacts with the outside world by displaying the values o f these parameters in
response to a mouse click within the circle that represents the node. Each node has a
constructor and a destructor method. The boundary has a list o f nodes as an attribute,
and its own constructor and destructor methods. Here is a partial C++ implementation,
in which the constructor sets % and y but the potential and flux are set by separate
methods. This is not the only way o f doing it: all or none could be set in the constructor.
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A header file Shape2.h defines the interface for the Tnode and the TNodeList classes.
class TNode

: public TShape

{
private :
double Flux, Potential;
double X, Y;
String ID;
String G e t C e n t r e O ;
public :
TNode(int x, int y. String id);
// Constructor
-Tnode();
// Destructor
void M ouseDown(int Xm, int Y m ) ;
void SetFlux(double flux);
void SetPotential(double potential);
double G e t F l u x ();
double GetPotential();
String G e t I D ();
};
class TNodeList: public TList

{
public :
TNodeList();

// Constructor

};

The source file Shape2.cpp defines the implementation for the TNode class and the
TNodeList class. Tnode objects react to mouse clicks by displaying information held in
their attributes.
#include "Shape2.h"
TNodeList: :T N o d e L i s t ()
{

TList *NodeList = new TList;

// Constructor

}

T N o d e : :T N o d e (int x, int y. String id)

// Constructor

{

X = y;
Y = X;
ID = id;
Flux = 0.0;
Potential = 0.0;
Circle(x,y,2);

// Draw a circle,

centre

}

void T N o d e ::SetFlux(double flux)
{

Flux = flux;
}

void T N o d e ;:SetPotential(double potential)

{
Potential = potential;

}

(x,y), radius 2.
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double T N o d e ::GetPotential()
{
return Potential;
}
double T N o d e : :G e t F l u x ()

{
return Flux;
}

String T N o d e ::G e t I D ()
{

return ID;

}
String T N o d e ::GetCe n t r e ()
{

char y S t r [25];
char x S t r [25];
int sig = 5 ;
// significant digits
String s ;
gcvt(X, sig, x S t r ) ;
gcvt(Y, sig, y S t r ) ;
s = "(" + String(xStr) + ", " + String(yStr)
return s ;
// as a coordinate pair

+ ")";

}

void T N o d e ::MouseDown(int Xm,

int Ym)

{
char yStr [2 5] ;
char x S t r [25];
char FluxStr[25];
char PotentialStr [25] ;
int sig = 10;
// significant digits
String s ;
if ( (Xm-X)**2 + (Ym-Y)**2 <= 4 ) // clicked in the node

(radius 2)

{
gcvt(X, sig, x S t r ) ;
gcvt(Y, sig, y S t r ) ;
gcvt ( G e t F l u x 0 , sig, FluxStr);
gcvt(GetPotential0 , sig, PotentialStr);
s = "Identity = " + ID;
s =s
+ "\nPotential = " + PotentialStr;
s =s
+ "\nFlux = " + FluxStr;
s =s
+ "\nCentre at " + G e t C entre();
ShowMessage(s);
}
}

The source file ShapeMain.cpp creates some TNode instances (CreateSomeNodesQ )
and puts them in an instance o f the TNodeList class.
destroys them.

Procedure DeleteTheNodes()
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void CreateSomeNodes()
{
Boundary = new TNode L i s t 0 ;
int i ;
TNode* nn;
for (i = 0; i<5; i++)
nn = new TNode(40+10*i, 40+30*i,
nn->SetFlux(i-42.1);
nn->SetPotential(i+2.1);
Boundary->Add(nn);

"Node" + itoa(i));

}
}

void DeleteTheNodes()
{

if

(Boundary != NULL)
{

TNode* pNode;
for (i = 0; i < Boundary.Count ; i + + )

{
pNode = (TNode*)( Boun d a r y .Items[i]);
if (IpNode) delete pNode;

};
delete Boundary;

};
}

Further 0 - 0 concepts
One advantage o f using 0 - 0 software is (said to be) reuse o f existing software through
inheritance. A new class can be derived from an existing class by adding new attributes

and methods or by writing override methods, which supersede methods o f the same
name in the parent class. The compiler provides a means to decide which version o f the
method is to be processed at run-time.

As an example, suppose that the Boundary

Element object model is to contain information about the type o f Boundary Element
analysis which will be used: constant, linear or quadratic.

Instead o f redefining the

classes Tnode and TNodeList, a new class, TBEMNode , descended from TNode, can
be defined. It possesses all the attributes and methods o f TNodeList, in addition to new
ones.
enum MethodType (constant,

linear,

quadratic};

TBEMNode: TNode
{

private :
MethodType BEmethod;
public :
MethodType GetB E m e t h o d ();
void M o u s e D o w n (int Xm, int
}

// new attribute

Ym);

// new method
// override method
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A version o f the method MouseDown (int Xm,

int Ym)

which is appropriate for

this descendent class has to be coded in the implementation source file. The idea o f the
same method appearing in multiple guises is known as polym orph ism . Operators can
also be redefined to perform an equivalent operation on a derived class. This kind o f
polymorphism is known as o perator overloading.

Basing new classes on existing

classes gives rise to a class hierarchy, which can become very complex in a large
system. It is sometimes convenient to define classes that have no instances. These are
called a b stra ct classes, and are there because it is convenient to base concrete classes,
which do have instances, on them.

The class TNode o f this example is really an

abstract class because a node in this context must have a MethodType associated with
it to be realistic.

Polymorphism has implications for inter-object communication by

m essage p a ssin g . What happens when the message is received depends on the class o f

the receiver: there must be a suitable method to react to the message.

Relationship with the Procedural programming paradigm
The procedural programming paradigm, as used in C, Pascal, Fortran etc., concentrates
on actions and events in the problem domain.

Procedures refer to elements in the

problem domain through variables and data types. The correspondences with the 0 - 0
paradigm are:

P rocedu ral

0 -0

Variables
Data types
Functions/procedures
Function calls

objects
classes
methods
message passing

Other concepts
The concepts outlined above were all used in programming the software for this thesis.
Other, more advanced concepts merit a mention. O f these, only multiple inheritance has
a bearing on this thesis.

C ontainer classes provide storage for data items or objects.

They are often used to

implement generic data structures such as linked lists or vectors. The aim is to make
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them applicable for any elementary data type (e.g. a linked list can be used for integers,
strings, Tnodes etc.)
Virtual functions are intended to provide basic services for an operation, but not to be

called directly. They are overridden in a descendent class, and the descended versions
are called.

Tem plates functions provide different fimctionalities, depending on their arguments.

The type of argument, and the number o f arguments can vary. Classic examples are the
cout and cin output and input functions o f C++, which provide for output and input

o f all the basic data types in C++.
In m ultiple inheritance, a class can be descended from more than one base class. It can
always be avoided by revising the class hierarchy, and is currently out o f favour.
An aggregation is an inclusion relation between classes in which subclasses do not
inherit from the superclass. The superclass would have little meaning in the absence of
the subclasses. For example, a class MathematicalModel might include subclasses
Features,

Assumptions,

Data and others, but none o f them need be

descended from MathematicalModel.
Finally, to get out o f a sticky situation, you need a frien d . These are functions or classes
that can break the encapsulation and data-hiding rules by accessing the private elements
o f other classes. So the GOTO statement is alive and w ell...
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Appendix 7FS
Functional specification for AMK Mathematica software
A uxiliary Functions
Function Supply Info [I_List, title_, value _ ]
Appends the element title - ^ a lu e to the list 1: used when constructing objects.
Rewrite rule SRrule
Reduces functions of

to n (assumption: n > 0).

Rewrite rule SignRule
Returns Sign[«] for functions o f symbolic n.
Rewrite rule TrigSquare
Reduces a cos^{x) + a sir?{x) to a.
Rewrite rule M ag
Returns the magnitude |v| o f a vector v.
Function G etArgum ent
Returns the argument list p o f a function f f ) ]
Rewrite rule T o C [ a l p h a s J
Converts Polar coordinates, angle a to an initial line with sense s, to Cartesian.

Rewrite rule ToP[alpha_, s J
Converts Cartesian coordinates, angle a to an initial line with sense s, to Polar.

Class Definitions
Class:
C oordinateT ran sform ations: virtual (applicable to 2D vectors)

Parent:
Base class
Attributes:
None
Methods:
Magnitude:
Direction:
X:
Y:

Returns
Returns
Returns
Returns

its
an
its
its

own magnitude.
angular coordinate relative to the positive x-axis.
own x-coordinate.
own y-coordinate.
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Class:
CoordinateSystem

Parent:
C oordinateT r ans form ation s

Attributes:
c:

Coordinate list.
Parameter information store - list o f rewrite rules.

Methods:
new:
Constructor.
Type:
Cartesian/Polar.
Coordinates: {x,y} or (r, theta}
Displacement:
Distance from Origin
X:
x-displacement; Override,
Y:
y-displacement; Override.
Magnitude:
Magnitude; Override.
Direction:
angular coordinate relative to the positive %-axis; Override.
Info:
Value o f Info attribute.
Angle:
Polar Angular coordinate.
Sense:
Rotation sense o f coordinate.
ToCartesian: Constructor - this object with Cartesian coordinates.
ToPolar:
Constructor - this object with Polar coordinates.
ExpressAsCartesian: Rotation of Cartesian principal axes.

Class:
P article

Parent:
C oordinateSystem

Attributes:
t:
Elapsed time.
m:
Mass.
Methods:
new:
Constructor; Override.
Mass:
Value o f m attribute.
T:
Value o f t attribute.
Velocity:
Velocity in Polars or Cartesians.
Acceleration Acceleration in Polars or Cartesians.
ToCartesian: Constructor - this object with Cartesian coordinates; Override.
ToPolar:
Constructor - this object with Polar coordinates; Override.
InitialiseDisplacement:
Sets Info InitialDisplacement
Initialise Velocity:
Sets Info Initial Velocity
InitialVelocity:
Boolean test: true if InitialVelocity not set.
InitialDisplacement: Boolean test: true if InitialDisplacement not set
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Class:
G ravitation alF ield

Parent:
C oordinateSystem

Attributes:
None (the symbol g is a reserved and protected word)
Methods:
new:
Constructor; Override.
SupplygNumeric:
Supply a numerical value for g.
gNumeric:
Retrieve the numerical value for g.
gToNumeric:
Change the numerical value for g.

Class:
F orce

Parent:
C oordinateSystem

Attributes:
None
Methods:
new:

Constructor; Override.

Class:
E quationO fM otion

Parent:
B ase class

Attributes:
p$:
f$:
Methods:
new:
MassAcceleration:
SumOfForces:
Equation:

Mass X Acceleration.
Sum o f Forces.
Constructor.
Returns Mass x Acceleration.
Returns Displacement o f Sum o f Forces.
Returns the Equation o f Motion: p$ == fS
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Class'.
H orizontalPlane

Parent:
CoordinateSystem

Attributes:
mu:
Methods:
new:
CoefficientOfFriction:
SupplyFriction:
Friction:
SupplyNormalReaction:
NormalReaction:

Coefficient o f Friction.
Constructor; Override;
Returns the Coefficient o f Friction.
Sets Info parameter: symbol for Friction.
Returns the symbol for Friction.
Sets Info parameter: symbol for Normal Reaction.
Returns the symbol for Normal Reaction.

Class:
InclinedPlane

Parent:
H orizontalPlane

Attributes:
slope:
Methods:
new:
Slope:

Angle o f inclination to the horizontal.
Constructor; Override.
Returns slope.

Class:
InextensibleString

Parent:
C oordinateSystem

Attributes:
hiEnd:
Methods:
new:
Length:
LoEnd:
HiEnd:
SupplyTension:
Tension:

Coordinates o f non-inherited end.
Constructor; Override.
Returns length o f string.
Returns inherited coordinates
Returns hiEnd coordinates.
Sets symbol for Tension.
Returns symbol for Tension.
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Class:
Spring

Parent:
C oordinateSystem

Attributes:
hiEnd:
Long:
Stiff:
Methods:
new:
NaturalLength:
Stif&iess:
LoEnd:
HiEnd:

Coordinates o f non-inherited end.
Natural length.
Stif&iess.
Constructor; Override.
Returns Natural length.
Returns Stif&iess.
Returns Coordinates o f inherited end.
Returns Coordinates o f non-inherited end.

Class:
C ircularSurface

Parent:
H orizontalP lane

Atributes:
r$:
Methods:
new:
Radius:

Radius.
Constructor; Override.
Returns radius.

Class:
NonL inear Spring

Parent:
Spring

Attributes:
nlp$:
NonLinearParameter p in Tension = {e x trif
Methods:
new:
Constructor; Override.
NonLinearParameter: Returns nlp$.
ComputeTension:
N o t im plem en ted - defined in a LinkObjects procedure.
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Class:
D a sh potl

(first definition)

P aren t:

Spring
A ttrib u te s:
tim e - d iffe re n tia tio n p a ra m e te r.
not im plem ented - d a s h p o t p a ra m e te r r in F — rlxj

tm $ :
r:

U s e s in h e rite d Spring.stiff.
M e th o d s:
n ew :

C o n stru c to r; O v e rrid e .
R e tu rn s v a lu e o f tm $ .

T:

C la s s :

D ashpot

(s e c o n d d e fin itio n )

P aren t:

CoordinateSystem
A ttrib u te s
h iE n d :

C o o rd in a te s o f n o n -in h e rite d en d .

long:

E n d -to -e n d D isp la c e m e n t,

stiff:

d a s h p o t p a ra m e te r r in F = r\x \ .

tm :
M eth o d s:
n ew :
N a tu ra lL e n g th :
Stif& iess:
LoEnd:
H iE n d :
T:

tim e - d iffe re n tia tio n p a ra m e te r.
C o n s tru c to r; O v e rrid e .
R e tu rn s E n d -to -e n d D isp la c e m e n t.
R e tu rn s d a s h p o t p a ra m e te r.
R e tu rn s C o o rd in a te s o f in h e rite d end.
R e tu rn s C o o rd in a te s o f n o n -in h e rite d en d .
R e tu rn s tim e p a ra m e te r.
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Boolean class query functions
ParticleQ[x_]

True if X is a Particle, False otherwise

ForceQ[x_]

True if X is a Force, False otherwise

SpringQ [xJ :=

True if X is a Spring, False otherwise
Conditions:
X is not a D a sh p o tl or N o n lin e a r Spring

NonLinearSpringQ[x_]

True if X is a NonLinearSpring, False otherwise

DashpotQ[x_]

True if X is a Dashpot, False otherwise

Dashpot IQ [x_J

True if X is a D ashpotl, False otherwise

GravitationalFieldQ[x_]

True if X is a GravitationalField, False otherwise

HorizontalPlaneQ [x_]

True if X is a HorizontalPlane, False otherwise
Conditions:
X

is not a InclinedPlane or C ircularSurface

InclinedPlaneQ[x_]

True if X is a InclinedPlane, False otherwise

EquationOfMotionQ[x_]

True if X is a EquationOfMotion, False otherwise

Inextensible StringQ [x_]

True if X is a InextensibleString, False otherwise

CircularSurfaceQ[x_]

True if X is a CircularSurface, False otherwise
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Polymorphic Force Calculus
Overloaded binary operator +

fl_?ForceQ + f2_?ForceQ

Inputs:
Force instances fl, 12
Outputs:
Constructor for new Force instance, fl + f2 in Cartesian form
Polymorphic forms:
fl, 12 are ID, senses aligned
f l, f2 are ID, senses opposed
f l , f2 are 2D, senses aligned
f l , f2 are 2D, senses opposed

Overloaded unary operator -

—fl_?ForceQ

Inputs:
Force instance fl
Outputs:
Constructor for new Force instance, - f l , in Cartesian form
Polymorphic forms:
fl is ID
fl is 2D

Multiplier

c_ fl_?ForceQ

Inputs:
Force instance f l
Symbolic or numerical constant c
Outputs:
Constructor for new Force instance, c f l , in Cartesian form
Polymorphic forms:
None
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Polym orphic L inkO bjects Function
Functional form:

LinkObjects[x_?ClasslQ, y_?Class2Q]

Inputs:
Object instances x, y
Outputs:
Constructor for new object instance, z, class dependent on input classes.
Polymorphic forms:
X:

Particle;

y: GravitationalField; z: Force

x: Particle;

y: Force;

z: EquationOflVIotion

x: Particle;

y: HorizontalPlane;

z: Force (Friction + Normal Reaction)

x: Particle;

y: InclinedPlane;

z: Force (Friction + Normal Reaction)

x: Particle;

y: Spring;

z: Force (Tension)

x: Particle;

y: NonLinearSpring;

z: Force (Tension)

X:

Particle;

y: Dashpot;

z: Force (Resistance)

X:

Particle;

y: D ashpotl;

z: Force (Resistance)

x: Particle;

y: InextensibleString; z: Force (Tension) - Cartesian or Polar

X:

Particle;

y: CircularSurface;

z: Force (Friction + Normal Reaction)

X:

Force;

y: Force;

z: Force n ot im plem ented
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Appendix 7H
The following model demonstrates an application o f 0 - 0 modelling techniques to the
context o f a simple heat transfer problem. A heat transfer problem was discussed in
Chapter 6, and Chapter 9 discusses students’ attempts to solve it.

In the 0 - 0

implementation there are four primitive classes (Figure 7H.1)

Layer

HeatSource

Region

HeatEquation

F igure 7H. 1

The problem domain consists of a cuboid polystyrene box, a convective layer associated
with the walls and lid, and a heat absorber (Figure 7H.2). The parameters are:
•

Heat source, mass m, specific heat c

•

4 Polystyrene walls, U-value Uw, area A, thickness s

•

1 Polystyrene floor, U-value Uf, area B, thickness s

•

1 Polystyrene lid, U-value Ul, area B, thickness s i

•

Convective layers, heat transfer coefficient h, not active on the floor of the box

•

Outside region, temperature Tout

Rout

03
02 .\ :

Tout

Figure 7H.2

04
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The Mathematica implementation is:

LW = new[Layer,
LCw = new[Layer,
WALLS =

h , n u l l ,t h e t a 3 ,t h e t a 4 ,4A]

LinkLayer[LW,

LL = new[Layer,
LCl = new[Layer,
LID =

U w , s ,t h e t a l ,t h e t a 2 ,4A]

U l ,s i ,t h e t a l ,t h e t a 2 ,B]
h , n u l l ,t h e t a 3 ,t h e t a 4 ,B]

LinkLayer[LL,

LF = new[Layer,

LCw]

LCl]

U f ,s ,t h e t a l ,t h e t a 2 ,B]

Rout = new[Region,

Tout]

L inkRegion[WALLS,R o u t ,t h e t a 4 ]
L inkRegion[LID,Rout,theta4]
L inkRegion[LF,Rout,theta2]

HS = n ew[ H e a t S o u r c e ,T [ t ] ,T i n i ,m , c ,t]
Heq = L i n k L a y e r [ H S , {l i d ,LF, w a l l s }]
eq = Equation[Heq]
initialCondition = InitialCondition[Heq]
SolveHeatEquation[Heq]

The following output shows the differential equation produced, and its solution.

- (c m T ' [t] ) = =
B
B Uf

(-Tout + T[t])

4 A

(-Tout + T [ t ] )

(-Tout + T [t] ) + ---------------- + ---------------------

1 1
-

h

{{T[t]

+

1 1
—

Ul

-

h

+

—

Uw

->

(t (-(B Uf)-B/(l/h + 1/Ul)-(4 A)/(l/h + l/Uw)))/(c m)
E
* (Tini - Tout)

+ Tout}}
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A p p e n d ix 9P
Problem G: G ardening
The problem is to find the optimal density for planting plants in a plot, so as to
maximise the total yield from the plot.

0 - 0 Solution 1

The standard object model for a birth-death process, as described in Chapter 6, can be
applied, and the task is to find suitable functional forms feCt) and fb(t) for the birth and
death processes.
Construct

PopulationState(POP, P(t), t, Po)

Construct

Birth(B, fh(t), t)

Construct

Death(B, fo(t), t)

LinkObjects(POP, B, D)

PopulationEquation(PE, Replace[fB by P in B(fh(t), t)],
Replace[fo by P in D(fb(t), t)] )

It is likely that there will be no births in this scenario, so that fsCt) = 0. The choice for
fb(t) is harder. Heuristics suggest that fb(t) should be a function o f t only because the
main factor influencing deaths is not the population at time t. The main factors are more
likely to be water (too much or too little), pests, weather etc., all o f which appear to be
stochastic and time dependent. Thus, fb(t) = a+bt (b>0) seems sensible. With this type
o f problem, a standard optimisation method, which solves dP/dt = 0 for P or t is simple
to provide. It may be hard to automate a decision whether to use P or t in software.
Thus:
POP.DifferenceEquation

-> {P(t+dt) = P(t) - (a + b t), P(0) = Po}

POP.DifferentialEquation

-> (dP/dt) = - (a+ b t), P(0) = P q}

POP.OptimiseCalculus

-+ {Solve[dP/dt = 0, (t, P}]}
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0 - 0 Solution 2
An alternative approach is to treat the problem as purely stochastic on the basis that the
initial population is essentially static, but subject to stochastic factors such as weather,
water supply etc. The task is then to determine a suitable probability density function
that models this stochastic process. This is largely a matter for data fitting and does not
seem appropriate for 0 - 0 treatment.
Let the random variable P be the number o f survivors at time t from an initial population
Po.

Then Prob(P>Q) could be found from PDFs such as (one for each Q):

density.

density

Figure 9P.G 1

Figure 9P .G 2

These model a high initial mortality rate.

Problem PB: Picnic box
A picnic box is to be constructed with an insulating layer o f polystyrene. Its purpose is
to keep its contents cool for a reasonable time.

Determine a suitable thickness o f

polystyrene to do this.

The method o f solution was outlined in Chapter 6, and is reproduced here with the
addition o f a HeatSource object and an ObjectiveFunction method o f the HeatEquation
object. This defines which variable (U) to express in terms o f which others (initial and
internal temperatures and time), and would be implemented in software by a Solve[]
construct. To simplify this solution, the layers are combined into a composite layer with
U-value U, which can be expressed in terms o f whichever heat transfer coefficients are
involved.

One o f these m ust involve the polystyrene thickness, which is then

determinable from the value o f U obtained from the model. For example, if the
composite layer consists o f polystyrene o f thickness p and thermal conductivity u, with
an outside convective layer with heat transfer coefficient h, then U = (u/p + l/h ) '\ In
Chapter 6, the corresponding U value was derived for a 3-layer composite, and the third
layer is likely to be a plastic case. A HeatSource object models the water, and could also
model a heat sink.
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Region(IN,Tin)
Region(OUT,T out)

Tout

T T2

Tin

HeatSource(HS,m,c,T,Tinit,t)
Layer(C0MB,U,p+q,T2,Tl ,Q)
Q = U(T2-T1)

Figure 9P.PB1

Construct

Region(OUT, Tout)

Construct

Region(EN, Tin(t))

Construct

HeatSource(HS,m,c,T(t),Tinit,t)

Derive or construct

Layer(C0M B,U,p,T2,Tl,Q= U(T2-T1))

LinkObjects(IN, HS)

—> Layer(HS,m,c,Tin(t),Tinit,t)

LinkObjects(COMB,OUT)

-> Layer(COMB,U,p,T2,Tout,Q= U(T2-Tout))

LinkObjects(COMB,HS)

HeatEquation(HE,-mcD[Tin(t)-Tout,t],
6AU(Tin-Tout),{0,Tinit})

H E.GetHeatEquation
HE.ObjectiveFunction(U; Tin, Tinit, t)

-> Solve for U given Tin, Tinit and t, where t

is the maximum time for the temperature to rise from Tinit to Tin.
Many subtle assumptions in this problem are implicit in the model. For example:
1. The heat source object occupies the entire interior o f the box.
2. Contents = food = water, (easy to find numerical values for thermal properties of
water).
3. There is no heat loss at the join o f two or three walls o f the box.
4. What constitutes a ‘reasonable’ time for food to stay cool is subjective.
5. The ObjectiveFunction method computes a function o f the temperature profile
defined by the derived heat equation. Another objective might be useful in a
different context.
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Problem F: Firebreak
In order to prevent excessive loss of forest through forest fires, firebreaks are to be
installed in an area o f forest. The task is to determine the spacing between adjacent
firebreaks such that the yield from the forest is optimised.

The solution presented in Chapter 6 has a suitable formulation and objective function
for this problem, and the difficulties with an 0 - 0 approach in this context were
discussed there. In the following analysis, the idea o f using a Multiplelnstance object is
pursued, and the strategy is to:
•

construct 1 forest area (s by s)

•

construct x vertical firebreak areas (each w by s )

•

construct x(x+ 1) horizontal firebreak areas (each w by (s-wx)/(x+1) )

•

compute the total forested area: s^ - (xws + (s-wx)xw ) =

(s-wx)^

Figure 9P.F1

Construct Area(FOREST, Forested, s^, 1)
Construct Area(FB VERT, NotForested, ws, 1)
Construct MultipleInstance(MV, FB VERT, x)
LinkObjects(FOREST, MV)

Area(FBV, NotForested, xws, 1)

Construct Area(FB_HORIZ, NotForested, A2, 1) where A2

{s - xw )w
X

+1

Construct MultipleInstance(MH, FB HORIZ, x(x+l))
LinkObjects(FOREST, MH)

Area(FB ALL, NotForested, xws + (s-wx)xw, 1)

LinkObjects(FOREST, FB ALL) —> Area(Fl, Forested, s^ - (xws + (s-wx)xw ) ,1)
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X

/

J

( -y-WxV

FOREST.DefineObjectiveFunctionl(N)

-> A(x) = ( s - wx) - N\^

FOREST.MaximiseAreaCalculusQ

—> Solve A ’(x) = 0,

-

OR
FOREST.MaximiseAreaDiscreteSearch(n)

Max[A(x), {i, 1, n}] (with a numeric n)

This strategy is much harder to implement than a simple computation o f the total
forested area in the rectangular grid represented by the Multiplelnstance diagram in this
section, using x horizontal firebreaks each of area ws, x vertical firebreaks each o f area
ws, and subtracting x^ overlap areas each o f area w^ which have been counted twice.
This gives the total forested area as s^ +
DefmeObjectiveFunctionl

2wsx - w^ x^ = (s-wx)^.

The

method is a heuristic which is tricky to formulate

conceptually. In an 0 - 0 analysis there is the added complication o f a cast into 0 - 0
terms. The result appears to be very specific and may not be more generally applicable.

Problem K: Kitchen Scales
The problem is to model the motion o f a kitchen scale to ensure that when a weight is
placed on the scale pan, the settling time for reading the weight is not too long.

m

Figure 9P. K1

The model, based on Figure 9P.K1, is straightforward, and is similar to the springdashpot system from Chapter 6. It is difficult to propose a suitable objective function
based on solving in terms o f x(t). The idea in the objective function below is to find a
value X such that |x(t)| < X for all t > T where T is a ‘reasonable’ settling time (e.g. 2
seconds). This is not as effective as the ‘logarithmic decrement’ for weak damping
method, which many students used.

It is possible to provide ‘shortcut’ methods for
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weak damping, but these are very specific to the algebraic form o f x(t) and are unlikely
to be widely applicable.
Construct Particle(P, m, x[t], mg)
Construct Spring(S, k, a, x[t])
Construct Dashpot(D, r, x[t])
LinkObjects(P, S)

Force(T2, -k(x[t] - a) )

LinkObjects(P, D)

Force(T2, -r x ’[t] )

LinkObjects(P, T1+T2)

EquationOfMotion(EoM, m x ” [t] = -mg - rx’[t] - kx[t] - a) )

EoM.SolveAnalyticO

x(t) = .. .(solve previous result)

EoM.ObjectiveFunction(k; r, x=X, t=T)

Express k in terms o f other parameters

OR
EoM.ObjectiveFunction(r; k, x=X, t=T)

Express r in terms o f other parameters

Problem S: Speed Bumps
The problem is to determine the spacing o f speed bumps in a road such that the passage
of a car over them is ‘comfortable’.

The starting point for this problem is the spring-dashpot system fi-om Chapter 6. There
is a variable base line, a distance y(t) above the nominal ‘road level’. y(t) is modelled as
a sine fimction, and the analysis will be limited to determining a ‘comfortable’ approach
speed, u.

This ought to be slow and make it not worth exceeding the speed limit

(otherwise excessive braking is involved).

The actual spacing can then come from

consideration o f the kinematics o f motion between bumps, but many assumptions about
this motion must be made to derive a result. Two ‘com fort’ criteria seems reasonable,
as below. Possibly, a requirement for critical damping may constitute a third.
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m

x[t]

y[t]
Figure 9P. SI

u

D72
Figure 9P. S2

Construct Particle(P, m, x[t], mg)
Construct Spring(S, k, a, x[t] - y[t])
Construct Dashpot(D, r, x[t] - y[t])
LinkObjects(P, S)

-4- Force(T2, -k(x[t] -y[t] - a) )

LinkObjects(P, D)

Force(T2, -r (x ’[t] - y ’[t]) )

LinkObj ects(P, T1+T2)

EquationOfMotion(EoM,
m x ” [t] = -mg - r(x’[t] - y ’[t]) - k(x[t] - y[t] - a) )

EoM.SetParameter(y[t], Asin(wt))

-> Sets the functional form o f y to Asin(wt)
(D =

EoM.SetParameter(w, uti/D)

U 7l/w ).

Expresses w in terms o f u and D.

‘C o m fo rt’ C riterion 1: lim it the acceleration

EoM.SolveAnalyticO
EoM.ObjectiveFunction(u; x ” (t)=g/10)

x(t) = ... (solve exactly for x)
-> Limit |x” (t)|,
solve for u in terms o f other parameters

‘C om fort ’ C riterion 2: lim it the sp rin g com pression to p re ve n t ‘bottom ing out
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‘C om fort ’ C riterion 2: lim it the sp rin g com pression to p re v e n t ‘bottom ing out

|x(t) - y(t)| > Z for all t
EoM.SolveAnalyticO

-> x(t) = ... (solve exactly for x)

EoM.ObjectiveFimction(u; x=Asin(wt) + Z)

Limit |x(t)-y(t)|,
solve for u in terms o f other parameters

Problem S: Speed Bumps: alternative solution
This solution is based on a speed/time diagram, and is purely kinematic. There is no
model of the car suspension. In this model, the car accelerates from a minumum speed
at which the bump has to be negotiated, to the maximum allowable speed. It reaches
this speed when it gets to the next bump. The known parameters are U, Vmax and the
car’s acceleration, A. The distance s is unknown.
speed
Vmax
>> time

Figure 9P. S3

Construct ConstantAccelerationProfile(VP, {x,x’,x” ,t}, {U,Vmax,A})
VP. ConstantAccelerationFunction(s; U,Vmax,A)

s = (Vmax^-U^)/(2A) (A constant)

Both the 0 - 0 and the ‘traditional’ models are very simple, and the former does not
advance the latter significantly, except to allow a way o f computerisation. A more
fundamental approach is to use the kinematic methods o f the Particle object.

This

solves the problem, but asks for a diagram which is unlikely to appear in practice. The
analysis requires a constant force (of magnitude m A, where m is the mass o f the
particle) so that constant acceleration. A, results.
Construct Particle(P, m, x[t],t)
Construct Force(F, m A)
LinkObjects(P,F)

-> EquationOfMotion(EoM, m vdv/dx, m A))

EoM.EquationOfMotionO
EoM.ObjectiveFunction(s; U, Vmax, A)

x” = A
-> Solve x ” = A,
obtain s in terms o f U, Vmax and A.
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Problem W: Washing up

The problem is to determine the maximum o f plates which can be washed up in a sink
before the water temperature drops too low to be useful.

To model this situation, a diagram o f a sink is drawn, containing water (a heat source)
and n plates. The sink is assumed to be cubic with five faces o f area A, and there is a
convective layer where the water is in contact with the air. Considerable care must be
taken when drawing the diagram to stress what is in contact with what.

The sink,

convective layer and the plate (initially) are all ‘outside’. The OUT Region wraps
around them to show this.

In addition, the Region objects contain an additional

attribute: area.

Layer(PLATE,Up,null,T2,T 1,Q,2nB)
Layer(C0NV,h,nuIl,T2,T 1,Q,A)
Region(OUT,T o k )

T4 T2

Tout

HeatSource(HS,m,c,T,Tinlt,t)

Layer(SINK,U,null,T2,T 1,Q,5 A)
Q = U(T2-T1)

Figure 9P. W1

Construct

Region(OUT, Tout)

Construct

Region(IN, Tin(t))

Construct

HeatSource(HS,m,c,T(t),Tinit,t)

Construct

Layer(SINK,U,null,T2,Tl,Q= U(T2-T1), 5A)

Construct

Layer(C0NV,h,null,T2,Tl,Q= k(T 2-T l), A)

Construct

Layer(PLATE,Up,null,T2,Tp,Q= U(T2-T4), 2nB)
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LinkObjects(SE4K,OUT)

Layer(SINK,U,null,T2,Tout,Q= U(T2-Tout), 5A)

LinkObjects(CONV,OUT) -> Layer(CONV,h,null,T2,Tout,Q= h(T2-Tout), A)
LinkObjects(PLATE,OUT) -> Layer(PLATE,Up,null,T2,Tout,Q= Up(T2-Tout), 2nB)
LinkObjects(CONV+SINK+PLATE,HS)
HeatEquation(HE,-mcD[T(t)-Tout,t],
5AU(T-Tout)+hA(T-Tout)+2nBUp(T-Tout), {0,Tinit} )
H E . G e tH e a tE q u a tio n

—>

- m c-^{T (l) - r „ , )

= 6Au{T{t) -

) + Ah[T{t) - T„, ) + 2nBU^ {T(t) - T^, )

HE.ObjectiveFunction(n; T, Tinit, tmax)

Solve for n given T, Tinit and tmax,

where tmax is the maximum time for the temperature to fall from Tinit to T.
There are two main problems with this approach. The first is to link the appropriate
objects, as shown on the diagram. The second is to provide the appropriate parameters
for the objects. The model assumes that n plates in the water at once is equivalent to
replacing each by the next in turn.

In an alternative formulation, the plate acts as a heat sink (modelled by a HeatSource
object).

In the diagram above, the object HeatSource(HSPLATE,mp,cp,T,Tout,t)

replaces the Layer object. There is an instantaneous energy exchange when it is placed
in the water which results in a sudden drop in the water temperature. This is modelled
by linking the two HeatSource objects, HS (the water) and HSPLATE, and the result
modifies the initial temperature o f HS (Tinit to T#). There after, Newtonian cooling
applies for the time, tp, that the plate is in the water.

The objective frmction then

computes the water temperature, T(tp). This deals with one plate. Subsequent iterations
then model the addition o f more plates, each with the replacement Tinit [ff#, until the
water temperature reaches a lower bound T l. The solution to the problem is then the
total number o f iterations.
Construct

HeatSource(HSPLATE,mp,cp,T,Tout,t)

Construct

Region(OUT, Tout)

Construct

Region(IN, Tin(t))

Construct

HeatSource(HS,m,c,T(t),Tinit,t)

Construct

Layer(SINK,U,null,T2,Tl,Q= U(T2-T1), 5A)

Construct

Layer(C0NV,h,null,T2,Tl,Q= k(T2-Tl), A)
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LinkObjects(HSPLATE,HS) -> HeatSource(HS,m,c,T(t),T#,t)
where T# is given by me (T-T#) = mp me (T#-Tout)
LinkObjects(SINK,OUT)

-> Layer(SINK,U,null,T2,Tout,Q= U(T2-Tout), 5A)

LinkObjects(CONV,OUT)

-> Layer(CONV,h,null,T2,Tout,Q= h(T2-Tout), A)

LinkObjects(CONV+SINK, HS)
- > H e a tE q u a tio n (H E ,-m c D [T (t)-T o u t,t],

5AU(T-Tout)+hA(T-Tout), {0,T#})
HE. GetHeatEquation

-

—>

) = 6A u{T(t) - T^, ) + A h { T ( t ) - T„, ); r(0) = T,

HE.ObjectiveFunction(T; T#, tp)

Solve for T in terms o f t=T# and tp,
where tp is the time a plate is in the water.

This 0 - 0 formulation corresponds more to what might actually happen, but accounts for
one iteration only.

To do further iterations requires a formal destruction and

reconstruction o f the HS and HSPLATE objects. Although this is tedious, it is not much
more tedious than solving the ODE for each iteration. The objective function for an OO or a n o n -0 -0 formulation suffers from the problem that the solution cannot be
obtained without actually doing the iterations.

There might be many iterations,

especially if certain brands o f washing-up liquid are used!

P r o b le m C P : C a r p u r c h a s e

A decision has to be made whether to buy a new car or to continue to maintain an old
one. The task is to find the optimal age o f an old car when it is replaced. It is common,
in this type o f problem, to model the depreciation on the old car and the cost o f
maintaining it. The total cost is the sum o f these two terms. It is possible to use a
standard cash flow construction (n = 12 to 72 months typically), with an added Costs
method.
Now
Cash flow

Future
Q

q/a

q/a^

q/a"

Figure 9P.CP1
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C re a te C a s h F lo w (C F , Q , q, a = l+ m /1 0 0 , n)
C F . N P V (r,Q ,q , a)

->

qa ' - Q

C F .C o sts(c , r)

(r<=n)

c ( r + l ) w h e re c is a c o st fu n c tio n , p ro b a b ly in c re a sin g w ith

tim e , as in F ig u re 9 P .C P 1 .

Cost (£)

Time in months

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 9P.CP1
Then calculate Min[ CF. NPV(r,Q,q, a) + CF.Costs(c, r)

, {r, 1, n} ]

An alternative to this discrete formulation is to use continuous versions o f the
depreciation and cost methods:
NPV(t, q, a) = q e‘®*
Costs(t) = ct + b (c, b > 0)
In this case a minimisation by calculus would replace the discrete minimisation above.

A further alternative is to model “Costs” (other than depreciation) as a separate object.
Cost{c (t) , t
public :
GetCost(t)

// returns c(t)

}
Construct Cost(C, c+bt)
LinkObjects(C, CF)

EquationOfState(EoS, C.GetCost(t), CF.NPV(t,q,a))

EoS. EquationOfState

q e'^‘ + (ct + b)

EoS.Minimise

—> Solve[q e'^* + (ct + b) = 0, t]
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Appendix 9PJ

A parachutist jumps from an aircraft, freefalls for a time tf, and then opens the
parachute. Calculate the minimum altitude o f the aircraft in order for the parachutist to
land safely.

This is an example o f a problem in which it is essential to supply initial conditions.

Freefall part

-► xl[t]

Wll

yl[t]

Figure 9P.PJ1
Construct Particle(P, m, {xl[t], yl[t]}, mg)
P.MakeWeightQ

Force(W l, (0, mg) )

LinkObjects(P, W 1)

EquationOfMotion(EoM 1,
m x l” [t] = 0,
m y l” [t] =m g},
(x l(0 ) = 0,
x l ’(0) = U,
yl(0) = 0,

y l’(0) = 0} )
EoM.SolveAnalyticO -> {xl[t] = ..., yl[t] = ..., x ’l[t] = ..., y l ’[t] = ...}
EoM.ObjectiveFunction(Vy, Hy,Vx,Hx;
Hy = yl(tf),
Vy = y l ’(tf),
Hx = xl(tf),
Vx = x l ’(tf))
Find vertical & horizontal distance and speed at freefall time, tf
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Parachute Open part

%

■> x2[t]

y2[t]

W2^

Figure 9P.PJ2
Construct Particle(P, m, {x2[t], y2[t]}, mg)
Construct Force(F, {-kU^,-h(y2’[t])^})
P.MakeWeightQ

-> Force(W2, {0, mg} )

LinkObjects(F, W2)

Force(AllForces, {-kU^, mg - h(y2’[t])^| )

LinkObj ects(P, AlIForces)

EquationOfMotion(EoM2,
m x 2 " [t] = -kU \
m y2” [t] = mg - h(y2’[t])^},
{x2(0) = Hx,
x2’(0) = Ux,
y2(0) = Hy,

y2’(0) = V y) )
EoM.SolveAnalyticO

->
{x2[t] = ..., y2[t] = ..., x ’2[t] = ..., y2’[t] = ...}

E o M .O b je c tiv e F u n c tio n (y 2 ’ [H -H y ])

->

F in d v e rtic a l s p e e d a t g ro u n d le v e l, y 2 = H -H y
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Appendix 9S
D etailed v alid atio n results
Problem / Script C ategory S core
Total/
TMA

PB
M1
M3
PB
M2
01
PB
R2
A2
01

PB

R2
M2
A2
01
PB
F4
R2
Ml
A2

F2
R4
M2
01

R eason

0 -0 model would relate heat flows through walls
0 -0 would have focussed on objective function
Good solution: 0 -0 would not have added
Excessive irrelevant features would not appear
Well-defined model, as good as 0 -0
Unclear strategy: 0 -0 would provide dependent
and independent variables
Well-defined diagram would have defined objects
for 0 -0 analysis automatically______________
0 -0 would have captured thermal features
0 -0 model would not assume linear temperature
gradient, which contradicts assumptions
Newtonian heating would be explicit in 0 -0 analysis
Diagram was drawn with heat flows:
would have provided links to advance model______
0 -0 would have captured time and energy features
0 -0 model would not permit repeated features
Cannot assume result in 0 -0 analysis (’thickness
proportional to time’)
0 -0 analysis would not produce linear model with
features in script
0 -0 provides optimisation/solution strategies
rate of heating’ would be explicit: ill-defined in script
Diagram was drawn with heat flows in/out:
would have defined Region and Layer objects
Missed time, temp in/out, thermal properties:
these are supplied by 0 -0
Variables would not be confused with constants
Result cannot be assumed with 0-0, and features
are necessarily related
0 -0 temperatures are well-defined
0 -0 would have focussed on objective function
0 -0 necessarily relates heat flows in all parts
of the system____________________________
Stochastic features not covered by 0 -0
Scripts has richer features list than 0 -0 can supply
Multiple instances not covered by 0 -0
Simple formulation superior to that of 0 -0
Would have looked at search solutions supplied
by 0 -0 methods
0 -0 does not cope well in calculating
non-overlap areas ______________________
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Problem/ Script
Total/
TMA
PB
-3

7

16

Category Score

Reason

FI
F4

-1
0

R2

-1

R4

1

M2

-1

oi

-1

More complex model than 0 -0 template allows
?? Adjustments made for undefined symbols
would be automatic with 0 -0
Well-defined matrix formulation: not covered by 00 template
Over-complication by 'transfer coeffs' would not
happen with 0 -0
Well-defined alternative strategy:
0 -0 need not compete
Good use of alternative diagrams:
0 -0 need not compete
Overall: well-defined formulation, not aided by 0 - 0

F
2
6

PB
4
9

8

9

FI
F2
R1

1
1
-1

Ml

1

0 -0 would have supplied 'area' concept
0 -0 variables necessarily correspond to features
Well-defined model: 0 -0 model less
understandable
0 -0 would have focussed on objective function

FI
RI
Ml
Al

1
1
1
1

0 -0 would have captured thermal features
0 -0 model would relate heat flows through walls
0 -0 would have focussed on objective function
Assumptions implicit in 0 -0 model
Sound script, unable to start with 'relations' stage

F
0

10

14

F3
RI

1
-1

M2
01

1
-1

0 - 0 would identify material features
Well-defined model: 0 -0 model less
understandable
0 -0 would provide methods for objective
Analysis based partly on diagrams, but still unable
to develop. Hard with 0-0:
unlikely to improve formulation
High TMA score rewarded peripheral activities

F
0
12

F
0
7

PB
0
9

11

12

13

FI
R2
Ml

-1
1
1

01

-1

F2
F3
RI
Ml
01

1
1
-1
1
-1

01

-1

FI
RI

-1
-1

R2
Al

1
1

Full list: 0 -0 could not add
Same relations as 0 -0 but unable to form equation
Model expressed in words only.
0 -0 necessarily forms equations
Very hard 0 -0 formulation unlikely to help
0 -0 variables necessarily correspond to features
0 -0 would concentrate on essential features only
Useful diagrams provide easy non-0-0 model
0 -0 would suggest that an objective is necessary
Completely wrong geometrical concepts in places:
0 -0 could not help
Script demonstrates negative attitude to modelling:
no method with subiective elements likely to help
Good features list: 0 -0 would not have enhanced
Derived same type of equation as 0-0:
features related well
0 -0 would not make error in heat transfer equation
Used internal dimensions = external dimensions:
not possible with 0 -0 analysis
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Problem/ Script
Total/
TMA
K
-1

14

Category Score

FI
R2

-1
1

R5

1

Ml

-1

M3

0

01

-1

FI

-1

0

R2

1

13

Ml
01

1
-1

FI
R2

0
0

M2
M3
01

-1
1
1

FI
R1

-1
-1

R3
Ml

1
1

01

-1

15

K

K
1

15

16

11

S
-1

17

16

S
-3
19

18

FI
R1
R2

1

Ml
01
S
3
14

19

FI
R2

1
1

Ml

1

A1
01

1
-1

Reason

Same features list as 0 -0
0 -0 would not confuse displacements
from equilibrium and another fixed point
Used all damping cases incorrectly;
0 -0 does not consider these
Clear strategy based on damping ratio:
not in 0 -0 formulation
Easy solution but did not consider initial
conditions:
0 -0 requires input of these
Hard to formulate objective in 0 -0 terms:
weak damping is too specific
Fuller features than 0-0,
including circular motion of dial
0 -0 would not confuse displacements from
equilibrium and another fixed point
0 -0 would provide objective
Hard to formulate objective in 0 -0 terms:
weak damping is too specific
0 -0 could not add significantly
0 -0 would not confuse displacements from
equilibrium and another fixed point
Hard for 0 -0 to improve on strategy
Initial conditions would be used by 0 -0
Diagram would result in model
Full list, with kinematic quantities
Good formulation of undamped model:
0 -0 could not improve
0 -0 cannot mismatch features with variables
0 -0 attempts to relate shape of bump with
approach speed by 'Substitute' method
Hard to link 0 -0 model with kinematic model
Fuller list than 0 -0
Good formulation: 0 -0 could not improve
0 -0 would not ignore initial conditions
(needed for objective)
Reasonable attempt to consider Reaction
as comfort criterion
Hard to link 0 -0 model with kinematic model
0 -0 would express in terms of parameters
0 -0 would not assume wrong equation of
motion
0 -0 would provide strategy
(not based on resonance)
0 -0 would not model rough road
Hard to link 0 -0 model with kinematic model
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Problem/ Script
Total/
TMA

Category Score

M2

01
CP
R2
R2
M3
A2

CP

R2
Ml
A2

CP
R3
Ml
A2

01
CP
R2
M2
CP

Reaeon

Confusion over spring/dashpot properties
Many irrelevant features: not captured by 0 - 0
Good formulation: 0 - 0 could not Improve
Wrong strategy to find w:
O-O stre sse s need to substitute for w
Confused atem pts to introduce other features:
0 - 0 concentrates on important ones
Hard to link 0 - 0 model with kinematic model
Many unquantifiable features
0 - 0 gives correct discounted values
0 - 0 would not subtract costs
0 - 0 would provide a method for minimisation
Assumptions did not relate to features modelled:
som e 0 - 0 assum ptions implicit in features
0 - 0 provides functional forms for
depredation and costs
Many features not quantified
Unable to relate any features
0 - 0 would darify concept of depredation
Unable tp start: 0 - 0 would provide objedive
Assumptions did not relate to features modelled:
som e 0 - 0 assum ptions implicit in features
0 - 0 would isolate important features
Unable to relate any features
Many irrelevant unused features
Unable to start: 0 - 0 would provide objective
0 - 0 assu m es forms for cost and
depredation functions
Diagrams of cost and depredation v. time would
have provided d u e s for suitable fundional forms
0 - 0 would capture NPV features
Wrong symbols in depredation term
0 - 0 provides Total cost =
Costs + Depredation relation
0 - 0 woiild provide a method for minimisation

01

0 - 0 would capture depredation features .
0 - 0 would relate depredation and costs
0 - 0 would provide objective
0 - 0 assu m es form for cost fundipn
Diagrams would provide model for depredation

R2
M1

0 - 0 would not improve
0 - 0 would not improve
som e dubious formulations: hard to a s se s s
dearly stated objective, sam e a s 0 - 0

M1

CP
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Problem / Script
Total/
TMA

R easo n

C ategory S co re

27

R2
M2

1
1

Method undear. 0 - 0 would darify
Math, formulation of objective contradids text; one only
with 0 - 0

CP
0
18

28

R1
R2
Ml
M3

-1
1
-1
1

Good formulation without o - u
Discrete formulation undear: 0 - 0 would darify
Clear objective stated
0 - 0 would not have continuous solution method
with discrete formulation

CP

29

F3

1

R2
R2

1
1

M2

1

Too many features, few used: o - u captures
niaterial ones
0 - 0 requires initial value for iteration
0 - 0 can incorporate depredation term corredly
in discrete formulation
0 - 0 has d e a r objective

R2
R2
R3

1
1
1

M2

1

F2
F3

1
1

R2
M2

1
1

FI
R2

-1
1

R2

1

M3

1

FI
R1
R2
Ml

-1
-1
1
-1

F3
F3
R2

1

M2

1

D1

1

CP
2
15

4
13

CP
4
13

CP
4

30

31

13

CP
2

32

12

CP
-2
16

33

G
2
10

34

D1

1

0 - 0 requires explicit functional forms
0 - 0 incorporates depredation term
Not all features used: 0 - 0 would prompt need
for additional methods
doubt about how to analyse equation of state:
0 - 0 can darify
0 - 0 would provide suffident variables
Many irrelevant features: 0 - 0 concentrates
on important ones
0 - 0 provides workable depredation term
0-Ô would provide a method for minimisation
0 - 0 would not improve
0 - 0 would provide a correct formulation
for depredation
0 - 0 would provide a correct (linear) formulation
for maintenance
U ndear how to proceed: 0 - 0 would provide
suitable methods
0 - 0 would not improve

0 - 0 would not Improve
0 - 0 would provide correct term for d(Depr)/dt
0 - 0 would provide strategy
0 - 0 would not present excessive features
Pruned features list OK: 0 - 0 would not have helped
0 - 0 would have prevented wrong formulation of
input/output prindple
0 - 0 would have provided solution strategy through
an optimisation method
0 - 0 would locus on dependent and independent
variables for data fitting
0 - 0 would not contribute to the actual fitting
process, which w as done well
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Problem/ Script
Total/
TMA

Category Score

R2
Ml

PB
R2
M2
M2
37
R2
M2

01

Ml
M2

Reason

Missed time and Population(t): supplied by 0 - 0
Dubious Logistic model: no births
0 - 0 provides optimisation variables and methods
0 - 0 cannot provide contradictory assumptions: e.g.
logistic model and Population proportional to t
S am e features list a s 0 - 0
Tem peratures would be explicit in 0 - 0 formulation:
harder to confuse
Unclear objective with confused sym bols:0-0
needs param eters for Solve, less open to confusion
0 - 0 uses explicit Solve, not an undefined search
0 - 0 would concentrate on geometric features:
too many marginal features here
Dimensional error in fire outbreak frequency: 0 - 0
requires num ber of dam aged regions
Discrete search sam e a s 0 - 0
Diagram would result in model___________
Has non-O-0 features which could lead to a more
complex model (but don't)
S am e objective a s 0 - 0
Analysis of number of areas lost cannot
be done by 0 - 0

Significant tutor input with main ideas in this model

M2
D1

R2
M2

01
PB
R2

12

PB

42

Sam e features list a s 0 - 0
Sam e analysis a s 0 - 0
Incomplete strategy: 0 - 0 could complete
77 Partly a non-algebraic model: substituted data
too early. 0 - 0 requires algebraic param eters
Diagram would result in model___________ ' ' ' '
Has useful but undeveloped features: not in 0 - 0
formulation
0 - 0 would isolate key features
Sam e a s 0 - 0 formulation
Dimensional error 0 - 0 uses areas and is
necessarily dimensionally right
0 - 0 would suggest d e a r strategy
Diagram would result in model________________
0 - 0 requires variable Temperature
0 - 0 would relate heat flows to contents
' and through walls
2 Regions + 1 Layer on diagram would have
produced an 0 - 0 model_________________
Good features list: 0 - 0 would not have enhanced
Derived sam e equation a s 0 - 0
Sam e a s 0 - 0 objective_______________________
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Problem/ Script
Total/
TMA

Category Score

PB
M2

PB

44
R2
Ml

PB

45
M2
M2

M1

01

47

F3

Ml
MS

01

M3

01

R2
M2

01

02

R2

20

01

Reason

Derived sam e equation a s 0 - 0
Treats thickness a s a 'variable constant*. 0 - 0
clarifies objective by requiring argum ents to Solve
Assum ed thickness, wants to calculate thermal
conductivity: 0 - 0 requires variable thickness

0 - 0 requires variable Tem perature
0 - 0 would concentrate on material features
0 - 0 would relate heat flows to contents and
through walls
0 - 0 would provide method + strategy for objective
Sam e features list a s 0 - 0
Derived sam e equation a s 0 - 0
0 - 0 would clarify inputs for objective function
0 - 0 could not confuse non-linear model with linear
obiecdve_____________________________________
Derived sam e equation a s 0 - 0
0 - 0 would provide method for formulating objective
2 Regions + 1 Layer on diagram would have
produced an 0 - 0 model________________________
Only used important features
Many non-material features listed
Sam e analysis a s 0 - 0
Objective based on ratio of successive
displacements: more efficient than 0 - 0
Useful short cuts used: 0 - 0 could not do this
Diagram would result in model_____________
Sam e features list a s 0 - 0
Sam e analysis a s 0 - 0
Clear strategy based on damping ratio: not in 0 - 0
formulation
Useful short cuts used: 0 - 0 could not do this
Diagram would result in model_________________
0 - 0 could not add
Good formulation: different features to 0 - 0
Doubtful treatm ent of plate/water heat exchange
0 - 0 would account for plate/water heat exchange
with heat loss elsewhere
Diagram would have produced an 0 - 0 model

0 - 0 formulation as difficult conceptually as
non-O-O, but aided by diagram________________
0 - 0 could not add
0 - 0 would account for plate/water heat exchange
with heat loss elsewhere
0 - 0 formulation a s difficult conceptually as
non-0-0, but aided by diagram
_____
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Problem/ Script
Total/
TMA

Category Score

F2

51

3

0 - 0 models principal features: main features not
modelled in script
0 - 0 would relate a re a s correctly
0 - 0 would provide objective
Data used a s a s s u m io n s ': 0 - 0 requires symbolic
param eters
Difficult 0 - 0 formulation

R2
Ml
D1

11

01
52

Reason

R2
R2
Ml
A2

0 - 0 would provide dimensionally correct relations
0 - 0 would relate other features correctly
0 - 0 would provide objective
VVritten discription contradicts math, description
Difficult 0 - 0 formulation

01

Considerable tutor input required
F
4
11

53

F2
R2
R3
Ml
01
01

1
1
1
t
1
-1

0 - 0 would concentrate on main features
0 - 0 would relate forested and unforested areas
Must justify incorporaton of features in 0 - 0 model
0 - 0 would provide objective
Diagram would result in 0 - 0 model
Difficult 0 - 0 formulation

5

54

F2

1

R1
Ml
A1

1
1
1

Mix of features based on kinematic and
spring/dashpot: 0 - 0 requires all to be modelled
no model: 0 - 0 would relate features
0 - 0 would provide objective
Unrealistic assum ptions used a s 'solutions'

FI
F2
R1
R1

1
1
1
1

4
5

PB
5
13

55

0 - 0 has time, rates of heat flow
0 - 0 m ust associate features with variables
0 - 0 would relate heat flows and use symbols'*
Contradiction between linear model and
non-linear ODE not possible with 0 - 0
_____unable to start: 0 - 0 would provide objective______

Ml
K
2
12

56

F2
R1
R2
Ml

1
0 - 0 would associate dashpot with friction'
-1
sam e model a s 0 - 0
1
0 - 0 requires initial conditions
^_____unable to start: 0 - 0 would provide objective
0 - 0 has thermal quantities, time, tem perature
0 - 0 cannot mix linear and non-linear formulations
0 - 0 requires justification for link object
procedures: attributes must be used
unable to start: 0 - 0 would provide objective______

CP
-3
18

58

FI
R1

-1
-1

Ml

-1

0 - 0 cannot add
a s 0 - 0 model but with alternative depreciation
and m aintenance models
0 - 0 cannot add
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Problem / Script
Total/
TMA

C ategory S co re

R eason

PB
2
13

69

F2
R2
A1

1
1
0

0 - 0 has time, tem perature
0 - 0 relates heat flows in system components
? ? states that rate of tem perature rise is assum ed '
constant, but this is not used

PB
3
14

60

F2
R2
R2

1
1
1

0 - 0 has thermal quantities, time, temperature
0 - 0 relates heat flows in system components
0 - 0 requires variables in heat flow equations:
not only constants

F
-3
19

61

FI
R1
Ml
M3
01

-1
-1
-1
-1
1

0 - 0 cannot add
d e a r n o n -0 -0 model
0 - 0 cannot add
0 - 0 cannot add
Diagram would have produced 0 - 0 model

Very competent non-O-O model

,

-
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Appendix 9C
I supplied Control Scripts (C) as outline solutions for TMA 4 problems.
Problem /
Total
SB/Spring-dashpot
1

CR/continuous

Script

C19

C24

C ategory S co re

F1 '
R1

-1
-1

R1

1

R2

1

M1

1

M2

-1

M2

1

F1

-1

R1
M1

-1
-1

F1

-1

R1
M1

-1
1

F1

1

R1
M1

-1
1

■

-3

CR/discrete

C32

-1

G

C35

-1

R easo n

j.

Sam e features a s 0 - 0
Sam e diagram a s 0 - 0 model, giving the
sam e equation of motion
Easier to define lengths correctly in nonO-O formulation
Easier to use 0 - 0 'toolkit* and avoid
error
objective function insufficiently well
defined: m ust do this in 0 - 0 analysis
Hard to define 0 - 0 objective,
particularly if multi-stage model used
0 - 0 forces consideration of
inputs/outputs to objective function
Hard for 0 - 0 to capture unusual/varied
features in a standard 0 - 0 model
Sam e formulation a s 0 - 0 model
Sam e calculus solution/objective as
0 - 0 analysis
Hard for 0 - 0 to capture unusual/varied
features in a standard 0 - 0 model
Sam e formulation a s 0 - 0 model
0 - 0 focusses on discrete/continuous
obiectives since both are present
0 - 0 is more careful to consider the
functional form of birth/death processes
S am e (logistic) formulation a s 0 - 0
Sam e calculus solution/objective as
0 - 0 analysis

PB
-2

044

F1
R1
M1
M2

-1
-1
-1
1

S am e features a s 0 - 0
S am e formulation a s 0 - 0 model
S am e type of objective a s 0 - 0 analysis
Objective strategy less efficient than
0 - 0 : found the time to rise to a given
tem perature for various thicknesses

F

C52

F1

-1

R1
M1

-1
-1

01

-1

Hard for 0 - 0 to capture unusual/varied
features in a standard 0 - 0 model
Sam e geometric formulation as 0 - 0
Sam e calculus/discretp search methods
a s 0 - 0 analysis
Very difficult to formulate 0 - 0 model

FI
R1
Ml
M2

-1
-1
-1
1

-4

F
-2

054

S am e features a s 0 - 0
S am e formulation a s 0 - 0 model
S am e type of objective a s 0 - 0 analysis
Precise inputs/outputs to objective
function not considered
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Problem C62 was a solution supplied at a tutorial, not a control script.
PJ
0

0 62

FI
R1
R2
Ml

-1
-1
1
1

01
OI

-1
1 .

Sam e features a s 0 - 0
Sam e formulation a s 0 - 0 model
Easier to use 0 - 0 toolkit: avoids error
Objective not considered in detail:
0 - 0 forces this
Harder to link stag es of a 2-stage modei
Forces consideratioh of 2-D motion

R esults sum m ary
S co re
1
-3
-1
-1
-2
-4
-2
0

S cript
Problem
SB/Spring-dashpot
C19
C24
CR/continuous
C32
CR/discrete
C35
G
C44
PB
C52
F
C54
F
C62
PJ

m
sd
n

-1.5
1.603567
8

2-sam ple t-fest b a se d on experim ental an d control d a ta
Expt
n
m
sd

Control

61
1.491803
2.766604

8
-1.5
1.603567

Preliminary variance ratio test to establish equivalent variance of control and expt. populations
NH: var(expt) = var(control)
AH: var(expt) 1= var(control)
F=
1.725281
5% F(crit, n1=7,h2=60) =
2.17
F < F(crit), so accept NH

NH: expt pop. m ean = control pop m ean
AH: expt pop. m ean > control pop m ean
Unbiased estimators
of population param eters

m ean
var

t=
2.981156
DF =
67
1% t(crit)2.66
t > t(crit), so reject NH

1.144928
7.123073
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Appendix 9S1
Blank score sheet

Script number
Problem
TMA
score
F eatures
F1
Material features missed
F2
Features list/variables mismatch
F3
Excessive or insufficient features
F4
Units/dimensions mismatch
R elations
R1
Cannot start/model pre-solved
R2
Material error in formulation
R3
Additional features/nbt ail features used
R4
Excessive complication
R5
Non-relevant formulation
O bjective/M ethod of solution
Ml
No objective found
M2
Confused strategy/wrong strategy
M3
Inaccurate solution
A ssu m p tio n s
A1
Contradict model
A2
Present, not used/absent but used
Data
D1
Inappropriately used
O ther

01
Total

R eason
S core
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Appendix 9S2

Summary of scores per script, which forms the basis for subsequent statistical analysis.

Problem Script
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
F
PB
F
PB
F
F
F
PB
K
K
K
S
S
8
8
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
G
G

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

0 -0 Score TMA Score Sign(0-0 Score)
1
2
4
7
6
-4
-3
2
4
0
0
0
0
-1
0
1
-1
-3
3
2
5
6
6
4
5
-2
2
0
4
4
4
2
-2
2
4

12
15
15
12
10
15
16
6
9
14
12
7
9
15
13
11
16
19
14
17
14
13
10
14
12
17
15
18
13
13
13
12
16
10
. 13

0
0

0
0
-1
0
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Problem Script 0 -0 Score TMA Score Sign(0-0 Score)
PB
F
F
F
F
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
K
K
W
W
F
F
F
S
PB
K
PB
CP
PB
PB
F

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

2
2
-3
0
2
3
-3
1
4
0
1
-2
-3
0
-1
3
3
4
4
5
2
4
-3
2
3
-3

15
18
18
18
14
12
18
15
12
15
16
16
17
17
20
11
6
11
5
13
12
10
18
13
14
19

«!
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Appendix 9S3
z-test
M=
SD =
n=

1.4918033
2.7666041 (unbiased estimator)
61

z=

4.2114287

t-te st
m ean and SD a s for z-test
t=
4.211429
Critical t, 60 DF
3.23 0 1% level

Appendix 9S4
Sign test, d iscounting zero s c o re s
"=1
38 mu
26
"-1
14 sd
3.605551
z
3.189526

Sign te st, com bining zero
and negative s c o re s

1
"=-1
"=

0

Normal approximation
38 mu =
14 sd =
9z=

26
3.605551
3 .1 8 9 5 2 6
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Appendix 9S5
Analysis of Fault R1 : unable to formulate model.
The following scripts had an R1 score.
Problem Script
PB
PB
PB
PB
F
PB
F
F
PB
S
S
S
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
F
F
PB
PB
PB
PB
K
K
W
S
PB
K
PB
CP
F

Score for
Overall 0 -0 Score
category R1
1
2
7
6
2
4
0
0
0
-1
-3
2
6
6
5
-2
0
-2
0
2
-3
1
0
1
-2
-3
0
4
5
2
4
-3
-3

1

1
2
4
5
8
9
10
12
13
17
18
20
22
23
25
26
28
33
39
40
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
54
55
56
57
58
61

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Test of proportions
Based on a Bin(61 ,p) distribution with p = 33/61
N H : p = 0.540984
A H : p < 0.540984
Score

+1
-1
0

10
23

0

m
sd
z

33
3.891984
2.440914
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Appendix 9S6
ANOVA analysis of scores per problem
NH: mu(PB) = mu(GP) = ...

AH: Not all m eans equal

Problem
PB
CP
W
G
S
F
K

n
19
14
2
2
5
13
6

sum(y)
43
35
-1
6
5
6
-3

s u m (/)
225
211
1
20
39
80
19

Totals

61

91

595

var(y)
,
127.6842
123.5
0.5
2
34
77.23077
17.5
382.415

ANOVA Table
Source of variation
Between sam ples
Within samples
Total

DF

Sum sq. Mean sq.
6 76.83092 12.80515
54
382.415 7.081759
60 459.2459

Critical 5% F(6,60) =
2.25
Test statistic does not exceed critical value
Hence accept NH: All m eans equal

F
1.808188
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Appendix 9KW
Kruskall-Wallls test
Problem

PB RankPB)
1
25.5
33
2
4
49
61
7
59
6
5
-3
49
4
19
0
33
2
41
3
5
-3
25.5
1
49
4
19
0
1
25.5
58
5
49
4
2
33
41
3

Rank Sum s
IS

Ranl^/n
H=

CP Rank(CP) W GS Rank(WGS) F Rank(F) K Rank(K)
56
0
19 2
33-1
5
13
59 -1
6
13 0
19 0
19
59
2
33 0
19 1
6
25.5
4
19-2
4
49
49 0
10
56 -1
5
13 -4
1 -3
5
10 -3
-2
5 2
33 2
22
2
33
3
41 -3
5
2
19
33 0
19
0
4
4
49
49 2
33
4
49
3
41
49
41
4
3
33
2
4
49
'
10
-2
-3
5
5
-3

677.5

536

19
24158.22

14
20521.14

7.937593

Critical C hi2,4
9.49
DF, 5% =
NH M eans of ail categories are equal
AH M eans of categories are not all equal
Hence accept NH: All m eans equal

255
9
7225

317

94.5 .

13
7729.9

1488.4

6
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Appendix lOM
Townend (Townend 95) models a car suspension system which consists of: a wheel and
axle, Va of the car’s mass, and two spring-dashpot combinations (Figure 10M.1). The
SpringDashpot objects produce Force objects when linked with Particles. Care needs
to be taken to produce correct signs for the Force objects in a software implementation.

Particle(M) - Quarter Car

Spring-Dashpot(kl, al, rl)

j

Particle(m) - Wheel + Axle

Spring-Dashpot(k2, a2, r2)

Figure lOM.l
Construct Partide(Car4, M, x)
Construct Particle(Wheel, m, z)
Construct SpringDashpot(SD1, k1, a1, r1, x, z)
Construct SpringDashpot(SD2, k2, a2, r2, z, y)
Construct GravitationalField(GF, g)
LinkObjects(Car4, GF)

^

Force(WtCar4, M g,-Û)

LinkObjects(Wheel, GF)

Force(WtWheel, mg, - u)

LinkObjects(Car4, SD1)

Force(F2, k1 (x - z - a) + r1 (x’ - z ’), - û )

LinkObjects(Wheel, SD1)

-> Force(FW 1, -k1 ( x - z - a) + r1 (x' - z ’), - û )

LinkObjects(Wheel, SD2)

-> Force(FW2, k2 (z - y - a) + r2 (z' - y'), - û )

LinkObjects(Car4, F1+WtCar4)

EquationOfMotion(EoMCar, M x" =
k1 (x - z - a) + r1 (x' - z') + Mg, - û )

LinkObjects(Wheel, F1+WtWheel) -> EquationOfMotion(EoMWheel, m z" =
-k1 (x - z - a) + r1 (x' - z') +
k2 (z - y - a) + r2 (z' - y') + Mg, - û )
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